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PREFACE

'"'The differences in flight conditions and geometric configurations between aircraft and missiles mean that aero-
dynamic techniques for missile applications frequently differ from those used for aircraft. This lecture series aimed to
emphasize these differences in the aerodynamic design features of both guided and unguided weapons. In addition to
treating the component parts of the weapons themselves (e.g., wings, bodies, controls, propulsion units) and particular
aspects of complete weapons (e.g., kinetic heating, high incidence effects), the course also dealt with the effects of air-
breathing engines on the aerodynamics and vice versa, the interactions between aircraft and the weapons they carry,
stores separation, and model test techniques.

The course wis aimed at staff (junior aerodynamicists and senior non-aerodynamicists) at firms, research establish-
ments, the military and engineering teaching institutions who could profit from a wide-ranging survey of the subject.
Lectures generally started with a review of fundamentals and paid particular attention to practical methods of estimation
and design and to comparison of these with experimental results.

This Lecture Series conceived and supported by the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel and the von Kirmin Institute
has been developed from two similar previous events organized at VKI in 1974 (VKI LS 67) and 1976 (VKI LS 88).
Some of the articles are in a similar, but updated form, however, new articles especially in the field of weapon aircraft
interactions and stores separation and air-breathing propulsion units have been included.

Les differences de conditions de vol et de configurations gdomdtriques qui distinguent les aeronefs des missiles font
que les techniques adrodynamiques qui leur sont appliqudes different aussi frequemment. Le cycle de conferences dont
il est rendu compte ici avait pour objectif de souligner ces differences, telles qu'elles apparaissent dans les caractristiques
conceptuelles adrodynamiques des annes guid~es et non guiddes. Outre les 6lements composants des armes proprement
dites (ex: ailes, corps, gouvernes, groupes propulseurs) et certains aspects particuliers de ces armes considdres dans leur
inttgralit (ex: chauffement cindtique, effets des incidences 6lv&es), les questions traites au cours des conferences
englobaient les effets des moteurs adrobies sur l'adrodynamique, et vice-versa, les interactions entre les avions et les armes
qu'ils transportent, la separation des 6lements largables, et les techniques d'essais de maquettes.

Ce cours tait destind au personnel de l'industrie privdc (jeunes a~rodynamiciens et cadres non a~rodynamiciens),
aux 6tablissements de recherche, aux militaires et aux 6coles de formation d'ingdnieurs, bref, A tous ceux qui 6taient i
mme de bdntficier d'une 6tude de grande envergure sur ce sujet. Les confdrences d6but~rent en g6neral par un rappel
des principes fondamentaux, et s'attach~rent en particulier A I'examen des m6thodes pratiques d'6valuation et de concep-
tion, ainsi qu'i la comparaison de ces derni6res avec les rtsultats exp~rimentaux.

Ce cycle de conftrences, conqu et rdalis sous I'6gide du Panel de Dynamique des Fluides de I'AGARD et de
I'lnstitut von KArmin (VKI), constituait le developpement de deux expdriences similaires organisies prec&lemment au
VKI: en 1974 (VKI LS 67) et en 1976 (VKI LS 88). Certains des articles de cet ouvrage se prdsentent sous une forme
semblable mais ont fait l'objet d'une remise i jour. toutefois, de nouveaux articles on W ajoutds, en particulier en ce
qui concerne les interactions entre adronefs et armement, la separation des 6lments largables, et les groupes propulseurs
aerobies.

Editors:

G.G.BREBNER, B.E.RICHARDS, W.STAHL
RAE-Farnborough, UK VKI, Belgium DFVLR/AVA G6ttingen, Germany

B.E.RICHARDS
Lecture Series Director
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF AIR FLIGHT WEAPONS

by

George G Brebner
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hants, GU14 6TD, UK

SUMMARY

The differences in design objectives and consequently in geometry between aircraft and weapons, and
the aerodynamic repercussions, are described. Various general categories of air flight weapons are listed -

propelled and unpropelled, guided and unguided - and in the particular category of propelled guided weapons
different classes are identified. The following components of a guided weapon are described briefly:
warhead, propulsive unit, safety and arming mechanism, fuze, guidance system and control system. Their
functions and their effects on the aerodynamic design are described. Finally, the place of the aero-
dynamicist in the design of a guided weapon is discussed, and related to the various stages of the design
and development process.

1 INTRODUCTION

The history of air-flight weapons probably began with the sling-shot, the spear, the arrow and perhaps the
boomerang. The invention of gunpowder brought about a huge increase in range, but prior to the 20th century
gun-fired projectiles were purely ballistic in their flight - they had no built-in propulsion, no built-in
guidance, no built-in control. The science of ballistics pre-dated the science of aerodynamics and the
first studies of supersonic flight were prompted by the bahaviour of artillery projectiles. During the 20th
century, however, and particularly since the second world war there has been a great increase in the number
of weapons which are self-propelled or guided or both, and the science of aerodynamics, which has been so
extensively developed in the study of aircraft flight, now contributes more th. ballistics to the design of
modern air-flight weapons.

Let us start by considering why the title of this Lecture Series is "Missile Aerodynamics". We might
infer from this that the science of aerodynamics and its laws are different when applied to the design of
weapons than they are when applied to the design of aircraft. This, of course, would be wrong. The
scientific laws are the same, but it is sensible to differentiate between weapon aerodynamics and aircraft
aerodynamics on three groundsa

1 The objectives of the design of the flying vehicles are usually quite different.

2 The range of attitudes and flight conditions are usually quite different.

3 The shapes which are appropriate to achieve the design objectives in the required flight conditions
can be very different, and since applied aerodynamics usually requires a number of assumptions and
approximations to be made in order to obtain practically useful results, the assumptions and approxima-
tions appropriate for typical weapons may not be appropriate for aircraft shapes.

The difference in design objectives between civil aircraft and weapons can be seen from Figure 1. The
aircraft is designed for efficient and economical cruising flight, which implies a high value of lift/drag
ratio: by the use of variable geometry devices it adapts its flying characteristics to make it suitable for
landing and take-off: its manoeuvres and acceleration must be tolerable by ordinary people wearing ordinary
clothes who comprise the payload. A typical weapon, on the other hand does not have the same emphasis on
economical operations. It is required to deliver a payload to a prescribed point in space as effectively
as possible. The lateral and longitudinal accelerations necessary to do this may well be beyond the range
acceptable to human beings. The weapon is controlled, if at all, by an autopilot which does not have the
same flexibility of response as a human being but which will be much faster. On grounds of cost and relia-
bil-ty, control systems including aerodynamic controls must be as simple as possible so that varying the
geometry during flight, as with variable-sweep wings and complicated flap systems, is not usually a practical
proposition.

Military aircraft lie between civil aircraft and weapons in this compprison since the aircrew can be
asked to tolerate an environment that would be unacceptable to civilian passengers, and because there is not

the same emphasis on the economics of the flight. In recent years, remotely piloted vehicles (RPV),
hitherto used primarily as target aircraft, have been considered for operational roles in order to avoid
the expenditure of the lives of human aircrew, so the distinction between military aircraft and weapons is
becoming less clearly defined. Moreover, manned military aircraft are now beginning to venture into flight
conditions hitherto explored only by guided missiles, such as extreme agility of manoeuvre and stability
augmentation by electronic or electro-mechanical means. Some of the earlier guided weapons, such as Mace,
Bomarc and Styx, had monoplane configurations similar to aircraft, but improved performance required designs
more appropriate for the function.

How then, do we define the field of interest of the weapon aerodynamicist. I suggest that our field
-is the aerodynamics of narrow, low-aspect-ratio, slender wing-body-control combinations. Not all these
descriptions necessarily apply to a given shape, - for example, low aspect ratio does not necessarily imply
aerodynamic slenderness, - and not all weapons have these three component parts. The aerodynamics of
aircraft would not generally be regarded as a narrow specialisation because the subject has so many facets.
Yet the corresponding field of weapon aerodynamics is regarded as a specialised activity. The fact is,
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however, that the weapon aerodynemicist has to have a wide knowledge of many areas within the subject: the
flow around inclined bodies; the characteristics of wings (usually very different in geometry from aircraft
wings) and the interference effects between wings and bodies; the behaviour of several types of controls;
the effect of the complete range of roll angle on monoplanes and cruciform configurations; boundary layers,
especially on bodies; base pressure and base drag with a very hot jet efflux present; the effects of
vortices on downstream components; the effect of nose shape on drag and theodrag due to excrescences and
protuberances; kinetic heating effects; an incidence range from 00 to 180 ; a Mach number range from
moderate subsonic to high supersonic; static and dynamic aerodynamic derivatives. All this has to be
applied to shapes which may be by no means ideal for aerodynamic efficiency and which may not be amenable
to accurate aerodynamic calculation, such as bodies with square cut noses (Figure 2), or wings which look
like those in Figure 3, or the bomblet shown in Figure 4. It must be conceded that the weapon aero-
dynamicist does not usually have to concern himself with the fine details of the flow around a configuration,
such as the effect of the threedimensional boundary layer on a swept wing, but this is at least partly offset
by the need to consider a wide range of incidence angle and roll angle.

2 CATEGORIES OF WEAPONS

The family of air flight weapons can be conveniently divided into the four categories shown in Figure 5:

I Unguided and unpropelled.

2 Unguided and propelled.

3 Guided and unpropelled.

4 Guided and propelled.

The first category includes the only true ballistic weapons such as air-flight bombs and artillery shells
including high-velocity, flat-trajectory projectiles. Artillery shells are of course propelled by the
charge in the gun, but I here use the term "propelled" to mean that the weapon has a propulsion unit
contained in itself. The second category, unguided and propelled weapons, contains for example rocket-
powered projectiles fired from aircraft and from the ground, and gun-fired rocket-assisted projectiles. The

third category contains glide bombs and those weapons which are nowadays called "smart bombs". The fourth
category is the one which people usually mean when they refer to guided weapons. The long range strategic
ballistic missile, such as Polaris or Minuteman, comes in Category 4, that is guided and propelled for at
least part of the flight, and is therefore not a true ballistic weapon. The guidance however consists of
corrections to follow a path determined before launch and monitored by an inertial system on board the weapon.
Such missiles have aerodynamic problems which are peculiar to themselves and may have little relevance to
other weapons - for example, hypersonic speeds and flight through a rarefied atmosphere. This course
therefore excludes consideration of these strategic weapons.

In Category 1 a significant difference between bombs dropped from aircraft and shells fired from guns
is that the former are usually stabilised by means of tail fins (Figure 6) whereas shells have usually been
stabilised by spinning them at a high rate by means of "rifling" in the gun barrel and a "driving band" on
the projectile which transmits the spin torque of the rifling to the shell. Nowadays fin-stabilised weapons
can be fired from smooth-bored guns either by using "flip-out fins" which are erected after leaving the gun
barrel as on the American Copperhead projectile, or by using fins whose span does not exceed the diameter of
the gun barrel, thereby stabilising the projectile both inside the barrel and in free flight. Alternatively
a "ring-tail" or "drum-tail" enclosing supporting struts can be used, (Figure 6). Projectiles which spin
at a high rate introduce a branch of aerodynamics called Magnus effects which I shall refer to briefly in my
second introductory lecture. Aerial bombs in recent years have developed a new sub-division, namely "cluster
weapons". The "bomb case" is actually a container for a large number of much smaller projectiles which are
released in the air and fall in what is hoped will be a pre-determined area.

In Category 2, the weapons which come to mind are air-launched and ground-launched rockets, usually fired
in salvos at targets on the ground. Each rocket propels itself from its individual tube, and is stabilised
by a set of tail fins which are folded before launch and are erected when clear of the launcher, (Figure 7).
Recent developments in artillery include gun-launched projectiles which have a rocket motor to increase the
range.

The examples in Category 3 have arrived there by two routes. In one case, guidance and control packs

have been added to basic ballistic bombs to enhance their effectiveness. In the other case, new vehicles
have been designed as controlled gliders incorporating guidance equipment. For the latter, television is
a common form of guidance, as on Walleye, and the guided bombs have tended to use laser systems.

Finally we come to Category 4, weapons which are both propelled and guided, and these are the weapons
which are usually meant by the terms "guided weapons" or "guided missiles". They form a much more extensive
and varied group than the other 3 categories and are much more complex and challenging pieces of engineering.
It is worth while considering the natural sub-divisions of this category, but before doing so I would empha-
sise that the study of weapon aerodynamics as defined here is relevant to all 4 categories.

3 CLASSES OF GUIDED WEAPONS

3.1 Surface-to-Surface Guided Weapons (SSGW)

Apart from long-range ballistic weapons, this class consists of:

a. Weapons used by land forces against other forces some distance away. These are a form of artillery,
for example Sergeant and Lance, and they usually have inertial guidance. A recent development using
terrain comparison guidance is the ground launched cruise missile, such as Tomahawk.

L i . . ... . i~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ..... . [...... . . ... ... . ....... ... ... ..... . . ... I... ...
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b. Ground-launched anti-tank weapons. These are of comparatively short range and are among the less
complex guided weapons, for example Swingfire, Milan and TOW.

c. Ship-to-Surface Weapons. These are usually designed to attack other surface shipping, although
they could in principle be directed against land targets. Current examples are Exocet and Styx.

3.2 Surface-to-Air Guided Weapons (SAGW)

This class consists of missiles launched from ground launchers or from ships against airborne targets.
They cover a wide range of size and maximum altitudes, depending on the type of target to be attacked.
Current ground-launched weapons are Rapier, Hawk and Crotale; and among ship-launched weapons are Seaslug 2,
Sea Dart and Tartar.

3.3 Air-to-Surface Guided Weapons (ASGW)

These are launched from aircraft, including helicopters, against targets on the ground or on the surface
of the sea. Current examples include Martel, Maverick and, under development, the air launched cruise

missiles.

3.4 Air-to-Air Guided Weapons (AAGW)

This class is launched from aircraft against airborne targets. Current missiles in this class are Red
Top, Sparrow and Magic.

3.5 Surface-to-Sub-Surfac. ; ,ns (S Sub GW)

There are few weapons in this category. They are ship-launched and are aimed against submarines.
They include the Australian Ikara and the French Malafon.

3.6 Submarine-to-Surface and Submarine-to-Sub-Surface Guided Weapons (Sub S GW)

It is possible to fire guided weapons from submarine torpedo tubes. The American Subroc was one of
these, aimed at submarine targets. Other weapons under development are -imed at surface shipping targets.

It should be remembered that a single design of guided weapon may be adapted to fill several roles.
This obviously has economic advantages. The American Harpoon missile can be launched against shipping
targets from aircraft, ships or submarines. The British anti-aircraft missile, Seacat, launched from a
ship, has been adapted for ground launch. It is usually more feasible to adapt the method of launching
than to adapt a missile to attack different kinds of target, since the guidance system will be designed to
cope with targets having a certair re.to of speed and manoeuvrability. It is possible however to fit
alternative guidance systems. 'AarSel is - example of this.

4 COMPONENTS OF MISSILE DEKIGN

Having defined these classes of guided weapons, let us now look at the component parts )f a guided
weapon as shown schematically in Figure 8, and consider their relationship to the aerodynamic design.

4.1 Warhead

This is the reason for the existence of a guided weapon, the purpose of which is to deliver the warhead
to a particular point in space. Sometimes the warhead has to be oriented in a particular manner at impact
or at detonation. For example, the "shaped charge" warhead has brought about a substantial improvement in
the armour-piercing capability of anti-tank weapons. Warheads may be described as armour-piercing or semi-
armour-piercing which implies that a direct hit on the target is necessary. Other types of warhead are blast,
fragmentation, continuous rods, and, of course, nuclear. Most warheads are axisymetric with a fineness
ratio between 1 and 2, and to maximise their effectiveness it is sometimes necessary for the weapon body
around them to have a regular circular form, without attachments such as wings or strakes to interfere with
the pattern of the explosion. Although I have said that the warhead is the essential part and raison d'etre
of a missile, it is true that even without one a weapon can do considerable damage to the target by virtue
of its kinetic energy provided it hits the target. However, not all weapons are designed to achieve direct
hits every time.

4.2 Propulsive Unit

This can be either a rocket motor carrying both fuel and oxidant internally or an air-breathing engine
which carries only the fuel internally.

Rocket motors can have either a solid fuel--cum-oxidant or a liquid fuel with separate liquid oxidant.
Most rockets used in guided weapons use solid fuel as this is convenient for storage, but modern "packaged-
liquid" motors, which are self-contained sealed units, may well find applications in this field. Solid fuel
rockets have a charge of cylindrical shape and the motor case containing it is frequently used as part of
the missile body to which wings, for example, can be attached directly. In liquid fuel motors combustion
takes place in a combustion chamber which can be separate from the fuels and oxidant containers, thus confer-
ring more flexibility in the design than with a solid fuel motor.

For longer range missiles, the penalty of carrying oxidant as well as fuel becomes excessive and air-
breathing engines become more attractive. These may be either turbo-jets or ram-jets, the former being
more appropriate for subsonic and low supersonic speeds, the latter more appropriate for speeds in excess of,
say, Mach 2. The range at which the air-breathers begin to show an advantage over rockets is round about
30 km but this depends on the missile's weight and altitude. If a ram-jet is used it is necessary to boost
the missile to a suitable speed before the ram-jet can operate and this is done by means of a separate rocket
boost motor which may or may not be jettisoned after it has burnt out. Indeed combinations of two or more
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pcwer units are quite usual even when only rocket motors are employed. A common arrangement is for a
rocket of high thrust and short duration to boost a missile quickly to its cruise speed, at which it is
sustained by a second motor of lower thrust and longer duration. In many cases the coasting phase after
motor burn-out can provide an effective phase of the controlled trajectory.

Nowadays, sophisticated hybrid power units have been designed and manufactured which combine two kinds
of propulsion in a single integrated package. For example a ram-jet can be designed which contains solid
rocket fuel. The rocket motor boosts the missile to its cruising speed and the empty combustion chamber

then functions as a ram-jet using the same propulsive nozzle.

The aerodynamic contribution to the propulsive unit consists of the design of the nozzle and, in the
case of air-breathing engines, the design of the air intakes. These can usually be much simpler than those
necessary for jet aircraft, but have to be arranged so that a usable air supply is available to the engine
over the whole range of attitude and speed appropriate to the weapon without the use of complicated variable
geometry. As regards external aerodynamics, the component of force most significant to the power unit is

the drag, since the thrust and drag must be in balance I _ ng constant speed flight. An important contri-
bution to the missile drag is base drag and afterbody drag, which may be affected by the geometry of the
nozzle and the jet efflux characteristics.

4.3 Safety and Arming Mechanism

This is usually electro-mechanical in nature. It prevents premature detonation of the warhead, thus
ensuring safety in the neighbourhood of the launcher, and it usually has no effect on the aerodynamic design.

4.4 Fuze

The fuze controls the moment at which the warhead is exploded at or near the target. It is a sensing
device which determines how close the missile is to the target or how far it has penetrated the target. The
former, the proximity fuze, is of an electrical or electronic nature, and may affect the aerodynamic configu-
ration by requiring aerials to be placed at a suitable position on the body, usually near the front.

4.5 Guidance System

This unit is naturally of the utmost importance in a guided weapon, and is one of the most expensive
parts of such a weapon. Its purpose is to detect a target, to compare its position with that of the weapon
and to pass instructions to the control system such that the two positions eventually coincide. The design
of most guided missiles begins with the guidance system, and the rest of the design has to be compatible with
it. However, in later developments of a missile, substantial changes may be made in the guidance system,
and a recent example is the use of the American Sparrow airframe with a new British guidance system to form
the new air-to-air missile, Skyflash.

Guidance systems may initially be divided into four categories, homing systems, beam-riding s ystems,
command systems, and inertial systems, (Figure 9). The homing, beam-riding and inertial systems require
some guidance equipment in the missile, the command system does not. Homing systems can be divided into
three classes - active, semi-active and passive. In an active system a signal is transmitted from the
missile, reflected from the target and received back in the missile. The direction and sometimes the
distance of the target can thus be determined. A semi-active system works on the same principle but in
this case the transmitter is located externally to the weapon, usually close to the launch point. The
transmitted signal is usually a pulsed radar beam or a continuous-wave radio transmission, but laser beams
are coming into use for shorter range weapons. This applies to both active and semi-active systems. A
passive weapon is dependent on receiving a signal emanating spontaneously from the target. Passive systems
may home on a radar transmission from the target, on a heat source by means of the associated infrared
radiation, or on the image of the target received by a television camera. In a beam-riding system, the
missile senses its position relative to a narrow beam of electro-magnetic radiation pointed at a target
from a transmitter external to the missile. The error signal is used to correct the missile flight path.
In a command system, the equipment external to the missile locates the target, compares the relative posi-
tions of target and missile, and sends instructions to the missile to change its course accordingly. In
an inertial system the information about the target position is obtained externally to the missile and fed
continuously into the missile prior to launch. After launch, the missile is guided inertially to the last
target position fed to it, and such a system is therefore only useful against stationary or relatively slow
targets.

There are very many variations on these basic systems, and some guided weapons may employ different
systems for different parts of their trajectory. For example, a missile may be guided inertially until it
gets near the target, at which point an active homing system takes over until the target is reached. In
Figure 10 there are listed a few examples of the guidance systems used in guided weapons at present in
service or in development.

The guidance system has not only to locate a target but also to pass instructions to the control system
so that the appropriate manoeuvres are executed to bring the missile to the target. These instructions are
based on a Navigation Law, which relates the information supplied by the guidance system to the demanded
manoeuvre.

The most common navigation law is called Proportional Navigation, or PN for short. This is a very
simple law, which states that the rate of turn of the missile's flight path, Y, is proportional to the
"sight-line spin", that is to the rate of rotation of the line joining the missile to the targetv
Thus the law is simply expressed as:

*l =k

where k is called the Navigation Constant. There are a number of other Navigation Laws in use, but
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Proeortional Navigation, in one or other of its developments is the most pommon. The translation
of Y into an acceleration perpendicular to the missile axis is tne function of the next component on our
list, the control system.

The link between guidance and control systems is so close that it is easy to think of them together,
especially in their effects on the aerodynamic design. The guidance law chosen certainly can have some
effect on the required aerodynamic characteristics, but most of the interaction stems from the control
system, which will be discussed in the next section. There is one aspect c." the guidance system, however,
which has a direct effect on the aerodynamic shape, and that is the shape of the nose when the forebody
contains a radar transmitter and/or receiver, a television camera or a passive infrared sensor. In the
case of radar and infrared systems the problem is to avoid or minimise aberrations of the direction of the
signals is they are refracted on passing through the dielectric material of the radome or the optical
materia_ f the infrared "window". In each case the shape preferred by the guidance designer is a hemi-
sphere which, in a simplified analysis, can reduce the aberration to zero. The high drag of a hemispherical
nose at transonic and supersonic speeds may, however, make the use of such a shape impracticable and an
elliptical or ogival shape with higher drag rise Mach number and lower wave drag has to be used, at the
expense of a certain amount of aberration. Similarly, the ideal shape for a television "window" would be
a plane surface, but again this may have to be compromised in order to reduce the drag. A well-known
example of the latter is the TV version of Martel shown in Figure 11. The temperature rise due to kinetic
heating effects is likely to be greatest at the nose, and at high supersonic Mach numbers special attention
may have to be paid to the survival of the radome or "window" and the internal equipment.

4.6 The Control System

The control system is really the heart of the aerodynamic design of a guided missile. In the past,
remarks have been made along the lines of "We don't care what the aerodynamic characteristics are as long
as we know what they are". Or, more concisely, "We can fly an elephant". These remarks imply that the
presence of an autopilot in a guided weapon makes it possible to achieve a satisfactory flight path what-
ever the aerodynamic characteristics may be. It must be admitted that there is a small element of truth in
such a statement since the autopilot can certainly smooth over some irregularities in the aerodynamics and
some lack of inherent stability. But this attitude ignores the fact that the autopilot can only affect
the flight path through a set of controls which are usually aerodynamic in their nature, and which must
have the required effectiveness in airborne flight. It will be seen in a later lecture that under certain
circumstances the result of moving a control in a certain direction can be substantially affected, even
reversed, by different flight conditions.

The autopilot receives "instructions" from the guidance equipment as to the flight path the missile
should take to reach the target, and it translates these instructions into the appropriate movement of the
missile control. Autopilots can be divided into "open loop" and "closed loop" systems. In the former,
the control movement is affected only by the direction of the sight line between the missile and the target
or whatever other observation is being used to define the required motion. In the latter, there is a feed-
back to the autopilot from the missile's motion so that, as the missile turns towards the demanded flight
path, the control deflection is reduced and any "overshoot" is thereby minimised. The open-loop system may
be quite suitable ftA simpler guided weapons, and, being less complex, it is cheaper than a closed loop
design.

The most common type of control is the deflected aerodynamic surface in one of the forms illustrated
diagrammatically in Figure 12. On guided weapons the whole control surface is usually deflected, but some-
times hinged flaps at the rear of fixed surfaces are used, as on aircraft wings and tailplanes. On most
weapons the control surfaces are at the tail, but it is not uncommon to find the "canard" arrangement where
the controls are placed near the nose of the body. Rather less common nowadays is the "moving-wing" system,
where the control surface is placed close to the centre of gravity of the aircraft, so that the force on
the control surface acts directly to provide a lateral acceleration, instead of changing the angle of inci-
dence of the complete missile. In the aerodynamic design of control surfaces, one is interested in knowing
the change in the overall forces and moments and also the forces on the control panels, over the range of
deflection, incidence angle and roll angle considered appropriate. In addition, the moments of the panel
forces about the hinge line are important, since the control actuation mechanism is invariably required to
be as light and compact as possible. When one considers the wide range of missile attitudes over which
control may have to be maintained, and the possible interference effects from the body and other surfaces,
it is clear that the design of effective controls can be full of problems. A more complete survey of this
subject will be given in a later lecture.

Although deflected surfaces are the most common form of control, other kinds of control can be con-
sidered where their particular characteristics are appropriate. Among these are mechanical spoilers, jet
reaction controls and thrust vector controls.

Mechanical spoilers are used on aircraft either as drag devices, such as air brakes, or as an alterna-
tive to a flap type of control. In the latter case the objective is usually to produce the control force
further forward on the wing, thereby reducing or eliminating the torsional distortion and other aeroelastic
effects that a hinged flap might cause, particularly on a swept wing. The spoiler is usually used as an
aileron control rather than a pitch control, and acts as its name implies by reducing the lift on a wing
rather than by increasing it. Not many applications to missiles appear in the literature.

With a jet reaction control a gas jet is exhausted from a surface, and the reaction force or thrust on
the surface provides the control force. A control force is thus produced in the absence of an external
stream, and the jet reaction control is therefore useful at very high altitudes where the density is low and
at times when the missile velocity is very low. When the jet exhausts into an external stream, rather than
into a vacuum, there are interaction effects between the two flows and this may result in a control force
greater or les than the reaction force alone. The "augmentation factor" depends on the longitudinal
position of the jets on the body and on the ratio of jet pressure to the static pressure of the free stream,
and in unfavourable circumstances may be less than unity. The jets may exhaust through slots or holes and
from the body or from wing or tail surfaces. One disadvantage of this form of control is that a source of
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gas must be carried in the weapon, at the expense of an increase in weight and volume. This source can
be either stored gas in a container or a gas generator (for example, an isopropylnitrate generator).
Alternatively ram air, introduced through inlets, can be modulated to provide a control force of this type.

Thrust vector control systems operate by deflecting the jet efflux from the propulsion unit. A
turning moment is therefore applied directly to the body. There are numerous kays ol deflectinc t:.e thrust,
including:

a. Using a mechanical spoiler or transverse gas jet in the nozzle.

b. Pivoting the nozzle on a flexible mounting.

c. Placing in the efflux an aerofoil which ca- be deflected.

d. "Semaphore" arms pivotea on the base plate of the body and moving into the jet efflux.

As with jet reaction controls, thrust vector controls provide an effective control force when either
the free stream velocity or ambient density are low (that is, a low dynamic pressure). However, thrust
vector control is only available while the motor is thrusting, whereas jet reaction controls may operate as
long as the gas supply lasts.

Finally in this summary of control systems let us return to the autopilot. There are two ways in
which the missile is manoeuvred. In one, called a "Cartesian" system, it is necessary to have a cruciform
design rather than a mondplane layout. As shown in Figure 13 if the missile is required to move in the
direction AB, each pair of controls is deflected in such a way that the resultant motion is in the required
direction. In the other method called a "Twist and Steer" system, the missile is manoeuvred like an air-
craft and is therefore suitable for a monoplane configuration. The missile is rolled until the "demand
vector" is at right angles to the plane of the elevator controls, which are then deflected until the appro-
priate lateral acceleration is generated. In practice the "Twist" and the "Steer" may overlap, instead of
taking place successively. The twist and steer system is generally felt to be slower in response than the
cartesian system, though under certain circumstances it may be preferable. The characteristics of the
guidance system may make it necessary to "roll position stabilise" the missile (as with TV guidance) or "roll
rate stabilise" the missile (as with laser guidance).

5 THE PROCESS OF AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF A WEAPON

Even at this early stage in the series of lectures it is worth while considering the place of the aero-
dynamicist in the process of designing and developing a guided weapon. One reason is that it is important
to appreciate how the aerodynamic design may be constrained by the requirements of other design features.
Another reason is that the level of aerodynamic activity varies during the development and it is important
to appreciate the time scales with which the aerody-namicist has to comply. A third reason is that the
accuracy of aerodynamic estimates and measurements is determined by the uses to which they are put. I hope,
therefore, that this summary will put the later lectures on various aspects of aerodynamics into the context
of the situations in which they will be applied.

The aerodynamicist involved in weapon design does not enjoy the same elevated status relative to his
colleagues in other disciplines as does the aircraft aerodynamicist. In the design of an aircraft, the
critical performance parameters, such as lift/drag ratio, are achieved mainly through the aerodynamic design,
and though the structural and propulsive designers are of the utmost importance, they seldom influence the
configuration of an aircraft as vitally as does the aerodynamicist. In the design of a weapon, however,
other specialists may be of at least equal importance to the aerodynamicist. This is particularly true of
guided missiles, when the initial exercises and studies of the possibilities of developing a missile to do
a particular task will be based on the size of the warhead, the propulsion unit and the guidance and control
systems. These define the destructive effect of the weapon, and the kinematics of the air flight. Whether
the dynamic and aerodynamic characteristics of the weapon will permit these kinematic conditions to be
achieved may be ignored initially - but not for long.

The procedures involved in designing and developing a guided weapon naturally vary from one firm to
another. They also vary from one country to another, because almost all such weapons are developed in
response to Government requirements and the details of the development phase depend on the philosophy of
the Government concerned. I am therefore only able to speak about the systems I have been associated
with in Britain and involving British firms.

In Britain it is always possible for one of the weapon firms to initiate - croposal for the development
of a particular missile, as a result of its own studies. This proposal will be compared with the views of
the Armed Services about the nature of their future requirements. On the other hand, the initial stimulus
for the development of a new weapon may come from the Armed Services themselves.

The main stages in the evolution of a weapon can be listed as in Figure 14. The Staff Target or Staff
Requirement will be written by the branch of the Armed Services concerned. A Staff Target sets out, without
very much detail, the kind of performance envisaged for a new weapon. This is followed by the Feasibility
Study, in which all aspects of the design of such a weapon are studied theoretically to determine whether
the required performance is likely to be achieved, and to reveal the problems which must be solved before
success can be reached. It is unusual for much experimental work to be done during the Feasibility Study
and the end product at this stage is paper - a review of the study, the problems, the proposed solutions,
etc. If, as a result of the initial Feasibility Study, the prospects of success look good, a Staff
Requirement will be written which is much more comprehensive and precise than the Staff Target, and the weapon
goes into the Project Definition Stage and the Development Stage. Towards the end of Development it is
offered to the customer, namely the Armed Services, for acceptance, and if it is accepted it goes into
production.
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The aerodynamicist will become involved at the time of the Feasibility Study. One of the first
decisions at this point is likely to be the choice of guidance system. This decision will probably have

nothing to do with aerodynamics, and will be made as a result of performance calculations based on guidance
system parameters and a simple kinematic description of the flight characteristics. The propulsion units
will also be defined broadly by the range, speed and altitude set out in the Staff Target, using a neces-
sarily very approximate figure for the drag of the weapon. At this stage, naturally, there is considerable
iteration in attempts to find designs which are self-consistent in all the various aspects and components
which make up a guided missile. Ideally the aerodynamicist would wish to start with a clean sheet of paper
and freedom to study all possible configurations, but in practice this would be a time-consuming and rela-
tively expensive exercise. Instead he will probably have to use his accumulated experience to restrict
the possible configurations to those which he feels to be practicable. One of the most important inputs
to his choice will be the physical and geometric constraints imposed by the environment in which the weapon
is stored and used. For example, a ship-to-air or ship-to-surface weapon may have to be stored vertically
between decks, so that its overall length will be limited, unless the Staff Target indicates that the weapon
may be divided into two parts for stowage. Again, the demands of storage space, or a requirement to be
carried in and fired from a sealed box, may restrict the maximum span or else make it necessary to fold the
wings and/or control surfaces. It is important that such constraints should be made known as early as
possible to avoid wasting time and money on configuration studies which later turn out to be unsuitable.

One of the main parts of the weapon affecting guided missile design is the guidance and control system.
For example, if the missile has to be stabilised in roll because of the guidance characteristics, it is
unlikely that a canard configuraticn will be suitable, because of the poor roll control effectiveness
generally found with this layout. Again, if a cartesian control system is to be used, a cruciform con-
figuration will be necessary, whereas if a twist and steer system is to be used, either a monoplane or a
cruciform layout may be suitable. If a honing system is chosen, the nose shape of the missile body may be
partly determined by the transmission or reception requirements of the homing equipment, whereas with command
or inertial systems the nose shape can probably be determined from considerations of aerodynamic drag alone.

It is during the Feasibility Study 1.at the accuracy of aerodynamic estimation methods first assume import-
ance, because the choice of the weapon configuration may depend on the answers, and a change in the configura-
tion at a later date may be costly in terms of time and money. One should aim for a situation where an error
of, say, 10% in estimating an aerodynamic coefficient or derivative does not have such a serious effect that
the concept of the weapon is invalidated or the physical constraints on the weapon geometry violated. If
the success of the weapon does appear to be very sensitive to aerodynamic prediction accuracy, it might be
better to revise the concept in some way. Also during the Feasibility Study the aerodynamicist should be
looking for possible sources of trouble that his experience tells him may occur, even though these are not
predictable by standard methods. For example there may be difficulties in achieving a reliable separation
of a tandem boost motor after it has burnt out. At this stage the first performance calculations will be
done on the basis of the predicted aerodynamics.

If the Feasibility Study conclusions are favourable, and a Staff Requirement is issued, the weapon goes
into Development. This may be preceded by an additional stage called "Project Definition" in which the
concept of the weapon is refined and steps taken to study the major sources of uncertainty. In many cases a
set of "design aims" will be defined in each of the specialist areas, in which the overall performance speci-
fication is translated into technical requirements in each area. For example, aerodynamic design aims are
determined by interpreting the dynamic and kinematic performance of the proposed weapon in aerodynamic terms,
such as the required lateral acceleration at a given angle of body incidence, the drag at given speeds, the
control size and the maximum control deflections, the stability margins. These design aims may be relaxed
or made more severe as the iterative process of the design continues.

During the Development stage a comprehensive programme of wind tunnel testing is carried out. This has
two objectives:

I To confirm the aerodynamic estimates made in the Feasibility Study.

2 To provide the aerodynamic raw material for constructing a computer program to predict all aspects
of the weapon's performance.

The first objective would require a comparatively simple wind tunnel programme since the estimates would
almost certainly have been limited in extent - say 00 and 450 roll angle and a restricted number of speeds.
The second objective however requires a much larger programme in order that the functional dependence of the
aerodynamic characteristics on the independent variables may be sufficiently well defined. For example,
roll angles at 11i intervals and Mach numbers at intervals of 0.05 or 0.1 may be justified, along with a
range of total incidence which will cover all the expected values.

Although the aerodynamicist naturally hopes that the configuration tested will be the final one, it
may be necessary to change it, either because the experimental results do not agree very well with the
estimates or because other design features change in some way. For example, it is quite common for the
position of the centre of gravity to wander backwards and forwards as the engineering design proceeds,
thereby affecting the stability. It is therefore often prudent to test some variants of the basic con-
figuration so that the effects of such changes can be readily assessed - for example, three different longi-
tudinal wing positions and two control sizes. It is naturally helpful if the wind tunnel model is con-
structed so that such modifications are easily made.

The results of wind tunnel tests are converted into inputs to performance calculations, either by
constructing tables of forces and moments, or their coefficients, as functions of variables such as inci-
dence angle, roll angle, speed and altitude, and interpolating as necessary between these tabulated values:
or by fitting mathematical functions of the independent variables - for example, polynomials - to the experi-
mental results. The former method requires a very large computer store, and in most cases the curve-fitting
method is employed. The necessary degree of accuracy of the curve-fit is a matter of judgement and
experience.

A



There may now be an interval in aerodynamic activity until flight trials begin. The extent of the
flight trials programme depends on the philosophy of the country concerned and on the amount of money avail-
able, since such trials are comparatively expensive. In Britain the usual view is that the early flight
trials rounds should test missiles of gradually increasing complexity so that the cause of faults, if they
occur, can be more readily identified. The first one or two rounds may be fired simply to prove the opera-
tion of the launching gear and the propulsive units. Such rounds can be used to give information on aero-
dynamic drag by measuring longitudinal acceleration, combustion chamber pressure (to give the thrust), and
the trajectory. By setting the controls in suitable fixed positions, other trials rounds can be made to
follow a fixed barrel-rolling path, and by means of lateral accelerometers in the body the normal force and
centre of pressure can be derived. On later rounds the controls can be operated in a programmed sequence
by telemetered ground signals and by comparing the trajectories with performance calculations the aerodynamic
control power can be checked. This is about all that can be done to acquire aerodynamic data from flight
trials, and the main trials programme which follows afterwards will be concentrated on the performance of the
guidance and control systems against various targets.

It will be clear from what I have said that the aerodynamics activities in guided weapon development are
generally concentrated in the first stages of both feasibility studies and development programmes. This is
in contrast to some of the other technical areas, such as the fuze and the safety and arming equipment, which
may not be developed until quite late in the total programme. If the estimation methods used in feasibility
studies are as complete and sophisticated as possible and if the wind tunnel test programme has been well
planned, there should be few aerodynamic problems in the later stages because, unlike the guidance and control
designers, for example, the aerodynamicist is not at the mercy of the reliability of equipment in the missile.
Any substantial revision of the aerodynamic characteristics of the missile is likely to be due to changes
introduced in other aspects of the missile design, but if there is an aerodynamic problem it is likely to be
because of characteristics which cannot be readily calculated or represented in wind tunnel tests, such as
the separation of boost motors.

Copyright Q Controller, HMSO, London, 1979.
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NEAL XMSSILE AEODYN*NICS

George G Brebner
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hants, GU14 6TD, UK

SUMMARY

The differences in design objectives and therefore in geometric proportions between aircraft and
guided weapons mean that different aerodynamic calculation methods may often be required for the two
applications. Typical weapon shapes are less amenable than typical aircraft to precise theoretical
treatment, and experimental results should therefore be analysed to validate and augment theoretical
methods.

The six components of aerodynamic force and moment acting on an air flight missile are taken in turn,
their importance discussed and their various characteristics described, along with some comments on methods
of estimating them.

The non-dimensional forms of these forces and moments are functions of the components of linear and
angular velocities, and their derivatives with respect to these velocities are listed and the more
important ones defined.

Brief descriptions are given of the origins and significance of Magnum effects and crose-coupling
effects.

NOTATION

A aspect ratio

C coefficient of axial forceI

C coefficient of side force
y

C coefficient of normal force
C

Ct coefficient of rolling moment

C Mcoefficient of pitching moment

C coefficient of yawing moment
n

CM coefficient of normal force (.usually -CZ)

CL coefficient of lift

d characteristic length or reference length

K roll interference factor

I body length

L, K, N aerodynamic moment components about the x, y and z axes

M Mach number

MD  Drag rise Mach number

p angular velocity about Ox

q angular velocity about Oy, or /at

r angular velocity about Os

R Reynolds number

S characteristic area or reference area

t time

u velocity along Ox

v velocity along Oy

w velocity along Oz

V free stream velocity
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x, y, z cartesian coordinates in a system of axes Ox, 0y, Oz

X, Y, Z aerodynamic force components along the x, y and z axes

a incidence angle

sideslip angle, or - 1

X roll angle

9roll angle

0 total incidence angle, or angle between longitudinal axis and a direction fixed in space

p air density

total incidence angle

frequency

1 INTRONCTION

In this second introductory lecture I propose to consider the main aerodynamic effects, coefficients
and derivatives which are of importance in the design of weapons, and to indicate in broad terms some of
the methods that may be used to estimate their values. It is not my intention to treat any specific aspect
in depth, or to give a comprehensive set of equations that may be used, but rather to set the scene for
the detailed expositions by the other lecturers on their particular subjects.

As I have said in sy first lecture, the job that a guided weapon is required to do usually dictates
that its configuration is very different from that of an aircraft, particularly a commercial aircraft.
It may be that, for a comparatively long-range weapon with a substantial period of cruising flight, a
configuration like that of an aircraft is very suitable, and in that case aerodynamic design methods
appropriate for aircraft may be used. In particular, it may be worthwhile to consider the design of
suitable aerofoil sections for efficient flight. It must always be remembered however, that there is
usually a strong incentive to keep the production costs of weapons as low as possible, so that a shape
which requires many man-hours to produce will be unpopular with the project managers. For the great
majority of weapons, the configuration will be of lower aspect ratio than for aircraft, and the shapes
will be as simple as possible to permit ease and cheapness of production. For example, wings may have
simple double-wedge or hexagonal sections, probably with a specified non-zero thickness at leading and
trailing edges.

It is clear therefore that we will probably not be concerned with the fine details of aerodynamic
behaviour, such as the threedimensional boundary layer over the wings. The accuracy required in the
estimation - and measurement - of the aerodynamic characteristics of weapons cannot be defined in general
terms. It will be determined as a result of performance calculations, when the sensitivity of the
performance to various changes to the aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives can be studied.

In the great body of experimental and theoretical work that has been built up over many years for
application to aircraft design, two of the- most useful simplifications have been the assumption of two-.
dimensional flow in the design of lifting surfaces, and the restriction of angular attitudes to small
values so that the assumption of linear perturbations may be justifiable. In the case of weapons, the
great majority of designs are of small aspect ratio so that the usual twodimensional assumptions are
invalid. Also weapons usually attain angles of incidence, yaw and roll which are large enough to introduce
non-linear variations of the aerodynamic characteristics. For example, one of the lecturers in this
course will be dealing with forces and moments at incidence angles up to 900 or beyond.

Because of the characteristic shape of weapons, however, a variant of twodimensional theory, namely
slender-body theory, does have considerable value in two respects: firstly, to provide a quick first
estimate of some of the main aerodynamic characteristics such as normal force and pitching moment; and
secondly, to provide a practicable theoretical approach to some of the more complex characteristics - for
example, the forces and moments in non-uniform flow. The textbook "Missile Aerodynamics" by Nielsen
gives a detailed exposition of slender-body theory and many of its applications. Slender-body theory is
essentially an inviscid theory and so does not cover the effects of flow separation which, on low aspect
ratio shapes at large incidence angles, can be very significant. The theory is usually developed and
applied with the further assumption of linear characteristics, but even within the bounds of potential
flow this is not essential, and higher-order effects also can be calculated. Non-linear effects due to
viscosity, which are much more important than higher-order potential flow effects, cannot of course be
calculated by slender-body theory, and have to be allowed for separately. A useful complementary volume
to Ref I is " issile Configuration Design"2 , by Chin, which deals with aerodynamics in a less rigorous
fashion but includes other topics such as propulsion and structural design.

The importance of non-linear characteristics in weapon aerodynamics means that estimation methods for
practical application should be checked by comparison with experimental results, and the latter analysed
to provide empirical or semi-empirical modifications to theory. Wind-tunnel test results on models of
missile projects are usually restricted in their distribution because of their security classification.
Moreover practical weapons may have features such as launcher lugs and aerials, which make generalised
analysis suspect. There are however many sources of test results on generalised models, some of which are
listed as Refs 3-24. Unfortunately this mass of useful experimental data has seldom been subjected to
thorough analysis, and one feels that there is a rich mine of information waiting to be exploited. This
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is probably because the rumber of aerodynamiciets working in the weapons field is comparatively small, and
the demands of project design and development take priority over analytical research.

In most of the lecture, I shall take different aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives in turn, and
consider their importance and methods of estimating their value. In performance calculations of mssiles
it is usually necessary to use a set of reference axes fixed in space, but in studying the aerodynamics of
missiles it is customary to use a system of axes fixed with respect to the body. This may have two forms -
a set in which the axes roll with the body and a set in which they do not. The x-axis in both systems
coincides with the body axis. In the non-rolling system the z-axis is always in the incidence plane
(incidence angle - a or 0) and the roll angle ( ' or q ) is specified with reference to this plane. In
the rolling axis system, the incidence and yaw planes are fixed in the body, so that the total incidence
angle, a, or e , is resolved into an inciderre angle ' a and a sideslip angle 0 . A system of body axes is
shown in Figure 1. The components of force and moment are the axial force, the normal force (at right
angles to the body axis in the incidence plane), the side force, the pitching, yawing and rolling moments.
This system of forces and moments differs from that usually used in aircraft aerodynamics, in which the
forces are resolved in and perpendicular to the wind direction - for example, drag and lift instead of
axial force and normal force.

The aerodynamic force on a missile, and consequently the three components of this force, are propor-
tional to the air density, to the square of the velocity and to the square of the linear dimensions of
the body, that is, to a characteristic area. The aerodynamic moment and its three components are propor-
tional to the cube, not the square, of the linear dimensions, that is to the product of the characteristic
area and a characteristic length. In missile aerodynamics it is customary to choose the body cross-section
area and the body diameter as the characteristic area and length. The force and moment components may
therefore be generalised in the form of non-dimensional coefficients by dividing by *pV 2 S or *pV 2 Sd as
appropriate:

C. X 2 t L2Cx  = I-C

*PV S ipv Sd

Sm 2

c Z N
C Vs Cn=

where X, Y and Z are the components of force along the x, y and z axes,

L, M and N are the components of moment about the x, y and z axes,

p - air density

V - free stream velocity

S - characteristic area or reference area

d - characteristic length or reference length.

2 COEFFICIENTS OF STATIC FORCE AND MOMENT

2.1 Normal Force

The majority of weapons have bodies which are essentially axisymmetric. This is a suitable shape for
rocket or air-breathing propulsion units and for cheapness of manufacture. To this body are attached what-
ever lifting surfaces and control surfaces may be appropriate. In calculating the normal force coefficient
of such a combination, it is customary to calculate the normal force on body, wings, controls, etc,
separately and to add them together with appropriate factors to allow for interference between the
components.

In general the body will have a nose section, a cylindrical section and a rear section in the shape
of a boat-tail or flare (Figure 2). The shape of the nose may be a cone, a circular arc ogive, a parabola,
an ellipse, a hemisphere, or one of a number of other shapes derived for a specific purpose. Slender-body
theory predicts that the lift on an inclined body is distributed only over those parts where the cross-
section area is changing, that is, the nose and the boat-tail or flare, (Figure 2) . At subsonic and tran-
sonic speeds the slender body values for the positive lift on the nose and flare and the negative lift on
the boat-tail are quite good approximations if suitable factors are applied to account for boundary layer
effects. It is implicit in this theory that no variation with Mach number is predicted. Variation of the
normal force with Mach number in the supersonic speed range can be calculated by linearised and second-
order supersonic theories for bodies with pointed noses and for boat-tails, and charts of empirical results
are available in Ref 25.

These theoretical results do not allow for the effects of viscous separation of the flow around the
body, which becomes evident once the incidence angle exceeds a few degrees. The flow starts to separate
about 2 or 3 calibres behind the point of the nose and forms two coiled vortex sheets above the upper
surface of the body. Above about 200 incidence, depending on the nose shape, the vortices take up
asymmetric positions relative to the vertical plane of symmetry2 6 , but this is probably not very signifi-
cant in calculating the component of normal force arising from flow separation. Qualitatively, it is
convenient to regard this normal force contribution as arising from the component of the free stream
perpendicular to the cylindrical body, and the flow of this component around the body in the manner of
twodimeniotl flow about a cylinder. The "cross-flow component" can be calculated on the basis of the
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analogous "cross-flow drag coefficient", but it is important not to stretch this analogy too far. In
particular, the value of "arose-flow drag coefficient" should not be derived from twodimensional experi-
ments but by analysis of normal force measurements on a true inclined body, where the cross-flow is more
likely to be characteristic of the flow around elliptical cylinders, whose drag coefficients are given by
Hoerner in Ref 27. Figure 3 shows how the total lift on an ogive-cylinder varies with Mach number. It is
clear that there are no severe changes in the transonic region. The normal force and other aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies will be dealt with in the lecture by Herr Esch, part of the initial overview at
the beginning of this course.

The lift or normal force on thin plane wings at subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds is fully
covered by the appropriate linearised theories. These only apply at small incidence angles, at which
there is no significant difference between lift and normal force. At low subsonic speeds, incompressible
flow theory can be used and by applying the Prandtl-Glauert transformation the effect of compressibility
can be allowed for almost up to Mach 1. Near Mach 1, slender body theory can be used for pointed wings,
and above Mach 1 linearised supersonic theory takes over. Results of these calculations are available in
chart form, for example in Ref 25. Figure 4 shows the linearised supersonic curves for the slope of the
normal force coefficient against incidence angle for triangular and rectangular wings, as functions of the

Mach number ( 0 = 1 and aspect ratio A.

At incidence angles higher than a few degrees, the influence of viscosity may give rise to an addi-
tional component of normal force which is non-linear with incidence. The nature and magnitude of the
viscous non-linear normal force depends on the planform and Mach number. Pointed slender wings, parti-
oularly if they have sharp edges, have a flow separation at the leading edge, starting at quite low
incidence angles, which ie most pronounced at subsonic speeds and which effectively disappears by the time
that the free stream component normal to the leading edge has reached Mach 1. The coiled vortices formed
above the upper surface give rise to non-linear lift increases above the linear values. The features of
this non-linear lift have been thoroughly explored in the research work aimed at supersonic transport
aircraft, such as Concorde. Even sophisticated theoretical studies, however, have so far failed to provide
a wholly satisfactory method of calculating this lift, and recourse has to be made to empirical or semi-
empirical methods. On wings which are essentially unswept, with comparatively large wing tips, a non-
linear lift increase arises from the "endplate effect" of the tip vortex sheet. On some missiles where
the span is very limited because of external constraints the wings may be little more than strakes and the
separated flow from the tips may contribute most of the lift.

Zince missiles may be required to generate a large lateral acceleration and therefore reach high
angles of incidence, it may be important to know the value of the maximum coefficient of lift or normal
force and the incidence angle at which this occurs. Figure 5, which was compiled from Refs 28-30, shows
that for a 650 delta wing at low subsonic speed both coefficients have a distinct maximum value between
350 and 400. In contrast, at a supersonic Mach number the lift coefficient reaches a maximum value between
400 and 500 whereas the normal force coefficient continues monotonically to its maximum value at 900
incidence.

Most weapons employ cruciform arrangements of lifting surfaces and it is necessary to know the lift
developed at any roll angle. There are two roll angles which give symmetry about the incidence plane,
00 and 450 (Figure 6). Linear theory predicts that for a given total incidence the normal force in the
total incidence plane on a pair of horizontal wing panels at 0

° 
roll angle is equal to that developed on

4 cruciform surfaces at any roll angle. At roll angles other than zero, the distribution of lift between
two panels of an opposite pair is not equal. Linear theory and experiment both show that the lower panel
carries more lift than the higher one, though the theory indicates that the total normal force on the
cruciform arrangement is unaffected by this redistribution.

The difference which is observed in practice between the normal force at 00 and 45R roll angles
arises because of the non-linear lift components. To a first approximation, the magnitude of the non-
linear components at non-zero roll angles can be estimated by using the component of total incidence angle
perpendicular to each pair of surfaces. In addition, except at small total incidence angles, the two
lower panels at 450 roll angle have a shielding effect on the upper pair. Figure 7 shows the load on a
single panel as the roll angle varies through 1800, from leeward to windward, for the combination of
axisymmetric body and slender cruciform delta wings illustrated

1 0
.

When wings are mounted on a body, the total lift on the combination is not necessarily equal to the
sum of the lift on the wings and body in isolation. A lift force due to interference between wings and
bodies is developed on both components. If the body is at incidence, the effect of the upwash around the
body is to increase the angle of incidence of the wings (which will usually be aligned parallel to the body
axis). Moreover the lift developed on the wings gives rise to a "carry-over" lift on the body itself. A
detailed treatment of missile wings and wing-body combinations will be given in the lectures by
Professor Stahl and Dr Gregoriou in the overview section of the course.

Aerodynamic surfaces used as controls can be treated in the same way as wings, except for two additional
features. Since there is a gap between the control surface and the body, it is possible for some of the
control panel lift to be lost because the pressure difference at the root will be reduced by flow from the
lower surface to the upper. Secondly, the control will not generally be aligned parallel to the body axis,
and the wing-body interference factors for the lift due to control deflection are different from the factors
for the lift due to the inclined body and the undeflected control. This will be discussed in ay later
lecture on controls.

When a configuration has two or more sets of surfaces spaced along a longitudinal direction, each set
-is subject to the interferemce effects of vortices shed from any of the other surfaces which lie upstream,
as well as those from the inclined body. These effects can be very complex, and they too will be discussed
in the lectures by Dr Gregoriou and myself.
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2.2 Pitching Moment

Accurate prediction of the pitching moment is of considerable importance in determining the stability
and controllability of a missile. However, accurate prediction is usually handicapped by the difficulty
of estimating the interference effects, or "downwash", of the trailing vortices already mentioned. In
practice the pitching moment is calculated by determining the aerodynamic centre and centre of pressure
for the individual components - such as body, wing, controls - multiplying them by the appropriate com-
ponents of the normal force, and dividing the sum by the total normal force. It is customary in a guided
weapon to design for a small positive amount of static longitudinal stability, but in some circumstances
neutral stability or a small amount of instability may be preferable - for example, in the period just
after ground launch in the presence of a crosswind. In this situation, the missile speed is comparatively
low and positive stability would tend to turn the missile into the crosswind. The stability requirement
depends on the autopilot characteristics, and it is usually necebsary to use performance calculations to
indicate the best combination of autopilot characteristics and aerodynamic stability. Stability, of course,
depends on the centre of gravity as well as the aerodynamic centre, and can therefore change with time as
the fuel of the propulsion unit is burned.

It is worth remarking that, because of the non-linear aerodynamic characteristics commonly found in
weapon design, it is sometimes possible for a weapon to take up a stable trimmed attitude at a non-zero
angle of incidence, even without control deflection or other asymmetry about the median plane. This can
occur, for example, if the aerodynamic centre moves to the rear as the incidence is increased until it
coincides with the centre of gravity as shown in Figure 8. This feature can be used in the aerodynamic
dispersion of bomblets.

For a guided weapon, the centre of gravity must not only be in the appropriate position relative to
the aerodynamic centre for the required stability, but must also be in such a position that the missile
can be trimmed to give the required value of lateral acceleration by deflecting the controls within their
effective range.

The aerodynamic centre of wings - and control surfaces - can be determined by linear theory if
applicable, using the various charts available. The non-linear lift due to a tip vortex can be assumed to
act at about three-quarters of the tip chord. For slender sharp-edged pointed wings at supersonic speeds
the aerodynamic centre is near the centroid of the planform, (for both linear and non-linear components)
and at subsonic speeds it is further forward by some 5-10% of the root chord.

For the potential lift on the nose, boat-tail and flare of a body, the aerodynamic centre can be
calculated by the appropriate theory. The viscous lift can be assumed to act on the whole of the body
behind a point about 2 calibres from the nose except possibly for very short or very long bodies. At
subsonic speeds it is probably good enough to assume that its distribution is constant over the whole of
this length but at supersonic speed this simple distribution is not adequate (see Figures 9 and 10, taken
from Ref 315.

An important aspect of pitching moment is the hinge moment of a control surface. In order to keep
the control actuation mechanism as small and light as possible the axis of the control should be placed
at or near the control centre of pressure. This will in general vary with Mach number, incidence and
control deflection, and it is usually necessary to choose a compromise position for the hinge line. This
is one design feature which can not always be estimated with sufficient accuracy, and it is best to place
the hinge line after analysing results of appropriate wind-tunnel tests.

2.3 Side Force

If a missile has an angle of yaw to the direction of flight, it will have a side force which is
directly analogous to the normal force generated by the missile at an angle of incidence. This component
of side force can therefore be treated in exactly the same way as the normal force in Section 2.1.

Up to moderate values of incidence angle, say about 200, there is no side force when the roll angle
is 00 and 900 for a monoplane arrangement or 00 and 450 for a cruciform arrangement, that is when there
is symmetry about the incidence plane. At other roll angles, a non-zero side force exists. One can of
course regard the combination of total incidence angle and roll angle as a combination of incidence angle
and yaw angle relative to one of the wing planes, (see Figure 6). The side force is cyclic in nature,
being zero at 00 and 450 roll angle, as shown in Figure 11 for a cruciform wing-body combination

0
. The

corresponding variation of side force for a monoplane is also shown. The importance of this side force
is that, if a demand vector lies between the symmetrical roll directions, and the missile moves in that
direction, then the roll angle relative to the total incidence plane is asymmetric and the missile
experiences a side force as well as a force in the direction of the demand vector. This can complicate
the guidance and control process.

To calculate approximately the side force arising from asymmetric roll angle, one can revert to the
incidence angles a and 8 perpendicular to the planes of the two sets of surfaces (see Figure 6),
calculate the force normal to these planes as described in Section 2.1, and take the component at right
angles to the plane of total incidence.

Above moderate incidence angles, a side force can exist even at 00 and 450 roll angle, due to vortices
shed from the forebody ahead of the lifting surfaces taking up stable asymmetric positions relative to
the body. This is believed to be started by a very small asymmetry at the body nose which "triggers" the
asymmetric formation. The direction of the vortex asymmetry and hence of the side force can change from
side to side as the angle of incidence increases. Dr Wardlaw will deal with this subject which has become
increasingly important in recent years.

. . ...i ~ . ll .... . .. . , • - ,,. .. . ........ ,.. . . . . .... . . . . . . .
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2.4 Yawing Moment

This component is associated with the side force and arises from the same causes, as summarised in
the previous section. When the side force is generated by a yaw angle, or from a roll angle other than
00 and 450, the centre of pressure of the side force is likely to be near that of the normal force, and
therefore the yaw stability will be similar to the pitch stability. However, when the side force is due
to asymmetric body vortices, the centre of pressure of the side force has no direct relationship with that
of the normal force. Like the side force, the yawing moment arising from asymmetric vortices can change
direction as incidence angle increases.

2.5 Drag

The importance of drag and accurate estimation of drag in the design of a missile depends very much
on the particular flight characteristics of the missile, and even for a single missile the importance of
drag can vary between one part of the flight and another. For example, during a boost phase when the
missile is accelerated quickly to a much higher speed, the thrust will be several times, perhaps many
times, higher than the drag. It is therefore hardly worthwhile to strive for very high accuracy in
predicting the drag in this phase, or to strive to reduce this drag. A 10% reduction in drag might mean
only about i% increase in the "thrust minus drag" or nett axial force. When a missile is travelling at
constant speed, on the other hand, the drag is a much more important characteristic. Any increase in
drag implies a corresponding increase in thrust for a given range or speed, or a decrease in range or
speed if the motor thrust is kept the same.

As is the case with aircraft, drag is very difficult to estimate accurately and also very difficult
to measure accurately in wind-tunnel tests. This is because of the predominating influence of viscosity,
the effects of which are much less amenable to calculation than those effects which can be reasonably well
predicted by potential flow assumptions. Experimentally, the Reynolds number in wind-tunnel tests is
usually less than that of the missile in flight, though the defect is not nearly as great as is the case
with aircraft models. When a model is supported by a sting, as is usually preferable in tests at transonic
and supersonic speeds, the presence of the sting affects the base pressure of the missile which is
frequently a very important contribution to the drag.

It is customary to estimate the "zero lift drag" of a weapon, which, with the symmetry characteristic
of most missiles, is usually the same as the zero incidence drag. When the missile is flying, the body
axis will usually be at an angle to the flight direction, and the drag, in the direction opposite to that
of flight, is made up of the components in the free stream direction of the axial force and the normal
force. The latter corresponds approximately to "induced drag", and an extra component of this kind occurs
when surfaces are deflected.

At subsonic speeds below the onset of compressibility effects, the main drag contributions at zero
incidence are skin friction, form drag, base drag and the drag of excrescences and surface irregularities.
Many approximate methods are available for estimating skin friction, which for most of a missile surface is
more likely to be due to a turbulent boundary layer than to a laminar boundary layer. Refs 32 and 33
contain comprehensive comparisons of various methods for twodimensional, incompressible flow and compress-
ible flow respectively. The emphasis is on twodimensional cases but suitable factors can be used to apply
the skin friction results to other shapes such as cylinders and conical noses, and other factors give the
mean skin friction drag on a body in terms of the local coefficient. Wing and control surfaces, though
thin, will usually have simple cross-section shapes like a double wedge. However it is usually good enough
to treat them as though they were flat plates, and to assume that the boundary layer is turbulent. If it
is believed that a substantial region of laminar flow exists, a simple approximation to the position of
boundary layer transition is usually sufficient.

The base drag, which can amount to 25-30% of the total drag, is the most complex drag component, since
its value depends on so many variables. For example, the length of the body, the shape of the rear end,
the Mach number, the Reynolds number, all affect the value of the base drag when no motor or engine is
exhausting from the base. In the presence of a motor efflux, the estimation of the base drag is even more
difficult, being dependent on variables such as nozzle exit angle, nozzle exit area, jet temperature, and
jet pressure ratio. No satisfactory comprehensive method of estimating base drag over the wide range of
practical variables has yet been developed, but M. Delery and M. Sirieix will present a comprehensive
review of the present state of the art.

The pressure drag on bodies, wings and the controls at subsonic speeds is seldom a very significant
contribution, unless the body is very short, but at transonic and supersonic speeds the wave drag is
important. The wave drag of wings and control surfaces can be calculated, for simple planforms and simple
sharp-edged cross-section shapes, by linearised supersonic theory. Values have been presented in chart
form25, with factors to take account of more complicated cross-section shapes. If the wings are highly
swept, the drag rise Mach number, MD, is quite high, and for the missile as a whole MD may then be
dependent on the body characteristics.

For a body, there are wave drag contributions from any portions where the cross-section is increasing
or decreasing. Most commonly these will be at the nose and tail. Linear theory charts are available

25

for the drag of open conical frusta, both expanding (as for noses) and contracting (as for boat-tails).
They also cover sharp-pointed closed nose shapes of specific form such as cones and circular arc ogives.
However, for reasons of safety in handling, sharp-nosed missiles are rare - some degree of blunting is
common. If the weapon is a homing missile with guidance equipment in the nose, the shape of the nose may
have to be a compromise between aerodynamic and guidance requirements. For example, a radar antenna in
the nose will require a nose shape which will keep the aberration to a low level, preferably a hemisphere
but certainly with a certain amount of blunting. Infra-red detectors also require plane or spherical
surfaces for their "windows". Such shapes can increase the wave drag contribution to a very high, perhaps
unacceptable level, not only at supersonic speeds, but also at high subsonic speeds where so msar present-
day missiles operate. This is shown in Figure 12, where the drag characteristics of various nose shapes

A"
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are shown at high subsonic and supersonic speeds. It has been known for some 30 years that drag at
supersonic speeds can be reduced by a certain amount of nose blunting, provided the nose fineness ratio
is kept constant, and recent results by Ward at RAE Bedford indicate that such blunting can also be
beneficial at transonic speeds. These results give some hope of being able to placate guidance engineers
without sacrificing aerodynamic drag requirements.

The remaining major contribution to the drag of a missile is that due to excrescences and roughness.
Because of the need to minimise production costs, it is usual for the surface finish of missiles to be
less than perfect, with small steps at the joins between different parts of the structure, protruding
rivets, etc. The excrescences are in the form of launcher lugs, aerials, cable ducts, tracking flares,
etc, and can be quite large. When the design of the missile has progressed far enough, it is possible

to calculate approximately the drag of the various excrescences, though it is still prudent to include
a factor for small irregularities and roughness. In the early stages of design, before the shapes of the

excrescences are known, an overall factor to the drag of the "clear." configuration is usually applied to
allow for unknown contributions from this source. This factor is usually between 1.1 and 1.2, depending
on the experience of the aerodynamicist and the expected size and number of the excrescences.

2.6 Rolling Moment

A missile with a single pair of wing panels will normally be in a stable roll attitude when the wings

are horizontal. This is because a panel deflected slightly below the horizontal generates more lift than
one deflected slightly above (see Figure 7). With the cruciform configuration more common on missiles,
there are two basic roll orientations where the rolling moment is zero, namely at 00 (with the surfaces
in and at right angles to the incidence plane) and at 450

. 
It is unlikely that the missile will be stable

in roll at both these angles, but the stable orientation will depend on Mach number and wing shape, as
shown in Figure 13.

At roll angles other than 00 and 450 the rolling moment is small at low angles of incidence but
increases quickly as the incidence increases. This rolling moment comes about because of the normal force
component on the surfaces due to roll angle, because of shielding of upper surfaces by lower surfaces, and
by the velocities induced on the panels by vortices shed from the body ahead of the surfaces. Rolling
moments at different Mach numbers and incidence angles are shown in Figure 14 for a slender wing-body-
control combination. The cyclic nature of the rolling moment is evident and it is clear that in some
conditions the configuration is stable at 0o roll angle and in other conditions at 450 roll angle. One
can see also that the amplitude of the rolling moment does not necessarily increase continuously as
incidence increases. Rolling moments arising in this manner are called "induced rolling moments".

The importance of induced rolling moments in missile design, along with rolling moments due to
constructional misalignments, is that the operation of the guidance equipment may be affected by them, one
way or another. If the missile is allowed to roll freely, the guidance equipment will probably not
operate effectively if the roll rate exceeds a certain value. On the other hand the guidance equipment
may make it necessary to stabilise the missile in roll, which therefore makes demands on the control power
available. Apart from the interactions with the guidance system, both guided and unguided missiles can
suffer from coupling between roll rate and pitch rate which can lead to catastrophic instabilities. For
example, if the aerodynamic centre moves forward as the roll angle changes from 00 to 450, and the missile
rolls freely, a pitch oscillation linked to the roll rate can develop and lead to instability.

Accurate measurements of rolling moment in wind-tunnel tests require a high quality of tunnel flow

and an accurate model to avoid contributions to the rolling moment due to misalignments. So far, no
general methods for predicting induced rolling moment have been devised. The complexities introduced by
viscosity and the effects of shielding are forbidding in a situation where the nett rolling moment is
evaluated as the comparatively small sum of comparatively large contributions from each wing and control
panel. At subsonic speeds Ogle has analysed the results on slender wing-body combinations to give the
empirical values of the roll interference factor, K., shown in Figure 15. The extent to which this can
be applied to other, less slender, configurations, such as a rectangular wing on a body, has not yet been
assessed.

3 STABILITY DERIVATIVES

The static aerodynamic characteristics dealt with so far make up a set of six non-dimensional forces
and moments, Cx, Cy? Cz, C, Cm, Cn, the notation being derived from the symbols of the axis system

(Figure 1). There are also six components of linear and angular velocity, u, v, w, p, q and r. If the
missile motions are slow enough, the forces and moments acting on it are functions only of these velocities.
If we restrict ourselves to linear functions of these velocities we have 36 partial derivatives of the
six forces and moments with respect to the velocities (Figure 163. These are called velocity derivatives,
those with respect to the linear velocities being called static stability derivatives and those with
respect to the angular velocities being called rotary derivatives. By including terms of higher degree
an unlimited number of higher order derivatives can be defined. The coefficients themselves, for example,
Cz, are non-dimensional, so, if the derivative is also to be non-dimensional, the velocities must be made
non-dimensional. For linear velocities this is done by dividing by the free stream velocity V, and for
angular velocities by dividing by 2V/d where d is a characteristic length. Provided w and v are
small compared with V, the velocities w/V and v/V are the same as the incidence, a , and sideslip,

in an axis system which rotates with the body.

In the same way the derivatives of the force and moment coefficients can be obtained with respect to
the linear and angular accelerations. These are called acceleration derivatives.

Of this total of 72 linear derivatives, only a few are of practical significance in weapon design
(see Figure 17). Some second-order derivatives can also be important, for example the ones shown in
Figure 17.



Some confusion can be caused by the fact that the pitch (and yaw) damping is the sum of two
derivatives Cmq + CI, and it is instructive to consider how this arises. 8 is defined as the ar-le
between the missile longitudinal axis and a direction fixed in space. A = q and is therefore a pitth
rate about the missile centre of gravity referred to the space axis system. aL is defined as the ar-le
between the missile longitudinal axis and the line of flight, and the rate of change of a , & , car I,
considered as arising from a "heaving" motion at right angles to a uniform strea!.. Three diagrams : n
Figure 18 show various combinations of q and a. Figure 18 (i) shows a missile whose centre of gravity
describes a sinusoidal flight path while the missile axis maintains a constant angle to the flight path.
Figure 18 (ii) illustrates the same sinusoidal flight path with the missile axis remaining horizontal.
In Figure i (iii), the flight path is a straight line and the missile pitches about the centre of grravity
as it moves. The characteristics of & and q in these three cases are as follows:

(i) & = constant, & = 0 and q is sinusoidal

(ii) q = C, a and are sinusoidal

(iii) & = q, and both are sinusoidal

Case (iii) is the situation if a wind-tunnel model in a uniform stream is oscillated about the pitch axis.

The evaluation of stability derivatives can be simplified by the broad symetries which are usually
apparent in missile designs. The assumptions of slenderness enable mathematical methods to be applied -o
their calculation. The derivation is covered fully by Nielzen who uses a method due to Bryson which is

based on considerations of apparent mass.

The geome+sio simplifications implicit in these mathematical methods, and their inability to treat
viscous effects, mean that experimental determination of the stability derivatives is of practical
importance. Measurement of the aerodynamic coefficients by conventional wind-tunnel test tec.niques jives
derivatives with respect to attitude parameters such as incidence angle, yaw angle and roll anl1e. Of
the rotary derivatives, damping in 2 itch and damping in yaw can be deduced by analysis of the static
pitching moments and yawing moments. Other wind-tunnel methods require an oscillatory support mechanism
which will impart a cyclic pitching or yawing motion to the model. This oscillatory motion can be either
forced or unforced. Techniques and results relevant to low aspect ratio wings are described i-. Refs 3.-3E.
Damping in roll can be me&sured by inducing a continuous rolling motion.

Although missiles in flight generally follow a constantly changing flight path, the values of the
damping derivatives are not always of major importance.

4 MAGNUS EFFECTS

Instead of being stabilised by means of tail fins, projectiles can be stabilised by leing spun at
high speed about their longitudinal axis. This is particularly popular for projectiles fired from
cylindrical guns. Spin stabilisation works because of its gyroscopic effect on the projectile and not
for aerodynamic reasons. There is, however, an aerodynamic effect called the Magnus effect, which is
associated with spinning bodies, and in the case of spin-stabilised projectiles Magnus effects can lead
to instability and dispersion.

The simplest demonstration of Magnus effect is provided by an infinite cylinder at right angles to a
uniform stream. If the cylinder is at rest there is no steady force at right angles to the free stream
direction, but if the cylinder is spinning about its axis a force is generated. This force is proportional
to the density and velocity of the airstream and to the circulation about the cylinder. As in the case of
a conventional aerofoil at an angle of incidence this circulation could not exist in an inviscid fluid, and
therefore the Magnus effect can be expected to depend on the state of the boundary layer around the cylinder.

If we now consider a spinning cylinder with its axis making an angle not equal to 900 with the stream
direction, a similar Magnus force is obtained at right angles to the incidence plane. In addition to
causing a side force, the Magnus effect also gives rise to a yawing moment, which may be unstable. It is
convenient to associate this Magnus force and moment with the cross-flow component of the flow past the
inclined body on the analogy of the twodimensional cylinder, but the development of the boundary layer
separation in the two cases may be quite different. If the incidence exceeds some moderate value, the
spinning of the cylinder causes the separated body vortices to take up asymmetric positions, giving rise
to a side force and yawing moment which is not due to the same flow mechanism as Magnus effects.

Since Magnus effects depend on boundary layer characteristics, the experimental measurement of their
magnitude is very sensitive to the flow characteristics in the wind tunnel or ballistic range being used.
It is therefore not surprising that, in the past, experimental results have shown considerable scatter, but
the realisation of the importance of the boundary layer may lead to more reliable data. Theoretical esti-
mation methods have so far not yielded satisfactory comparison with experiment, and are probably over-
simplified. A recent review of the subject of Magnus effects has been written by Jacobson

37
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bodies are sometimes spun to comparatively high angular rates in order to reduce the likelihood of roll-
yaw coupling, and spin effects on such configurations are sometimes loosely referred to as "Magnus effects"
though their origin does not lie in the flow mechanism associated with spinning cylinders.

As has already been remarked, bodies at high incidence angles and with no rolling motion may have an
asymmetric separated vortex pattern. In such circumstances if the body is spun rapidly it would be
difficult to separate Magnus force and moment from that due to the high incidence angle.

5 CROSS-COUPLING

This term applies to missile behaviour arising either from the relative magnitudes of the moments of
inertia of the missile about the 3 principal axes, called inertia cross-coupling, or from the fact that a
change in one independent variable can affect mre than one component of force or moment. This is called
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aerodynamic cross-coupling. For example, at a given total incidence angle a change in roll angle can in
practice change not only the rolling moment but also the forces in and at right angles to the total
incidence plane. Simple linearised inviscid theory would predict no change in these forces. The low
aspect ratio configurations typical of weapons lend themselves to inertia cross-ouplinr as well as
aerodynamic cross-coupling, and the number of possible coupled motions is large. The need for a full
understanding of the aerodynamic characteristics of a weapon is therefore obvious, and this oust include
non-linear effects as well as linear effects, viscous effects as well as inviscid effects. It follows
that linearised, inviscid calculations of the aerGdynamic coefficients and derivatives are likely to miss
characteristics which have an important bearing on the dynamic behaviour. The value of experimental wind-
tunnel data is thus evident.

In the case of a guided weapon the autopilot may b able to compensate adequately for any undesirable
flight behaviour arising from cross-coupling effects, but these effects may have more serious results on
the trajectory of an unguided weapon, such as a free fall bomb. Severe instabilities can occur which
cause the bomb to fall far away from the target. Among these instabilities are:

(i) Roll-yaw resonance instability. This can be predicted by linear theory to arise from the
presence of small configuration asymmetries, together with an acceleration in roll leading to roll
frequencies which resonate with the pitching frequency. The magnitude of the resulting instability
depends upon the rate with which the resonant region is traversed.

(ii) Catastrophic yaw may occur in missiles with low roll rates and is caused by rolling moments
and yawing moments which depend on both yaw angle and roll attitude. It is essentially non-linear.

(iii) Magnus instability, which occurs at high roll rates, with destabilising moments which are
dependent on both spin rate and yaw angle.

In Ref 38, Regan et al discuss these problems and some measures which have been taken to study them
and tackle them.

In the case of guided weapons, cross-coupling effects can affect the response to control deflection.
For example, we have already observed that with a cruciform combination at an asymmetric roll angle there
will in general be a rolling moment. If one of these pairs of surfaces is an all-moving control which is
then deflected symmetrically, there will be a resultant change in rolling moment as well as a force
increment perpendicular to the plane of the control. Once again, the need for comprehensive wind-tunnel
tests to determine the magnitude of such effects is emphasised.

Copyright 0 Controller, HMSO, London, 1979
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AERODYNAMICS OF LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

W. H. Stahl

Deutsche Forachungs- und Versuchsanstalt flr Luft- und Raumfahrt E.V.

Institut ftlr Theoretische Strdmungsmechanik

Bunsenstr. 10
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SUMMARY

The lecture deals with the types of wings, which generally find
application on missiles, that is with wings having delta, rectangular,
trapezoidal, or other, planform, of more or less small aspect ratio.
An overview over the available experimental evidence for the flow "
fields of such wings is given, as well as a discussion of measured
pressure distributions, forces, and moments at low and high speeds;
also the influence of Reynolds number is considered. Various methods

to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of such wings are reviewed
and comparisons are made between theoretical and experimental results.
An extensive list of references is provided.

NOTATION (see Fig. 1)

b2

A wing aspect ratio, = L x,y,z coordinate system fixed in the wing

b wing span Z normal force

c wing chord 0. 0 angle of incidence, of yaw

c wing inner chord angle of trailing vortices
co wigine codb/2

c aerodynamic mean chord, - c 2 (y)dy

Lb/ V- O free-stream kinematic viscosity of air
c L  lift coefficient, =q Sa)S free-stream density of air

c maximum lift coefficient
CLmax leading-edge sweep angle

cM pitching moment coefficient, q M S roll velocity

c pressure coefficient, = O

p qo0
z

c Z  normal force coefficient, = q Z-

klk2 coefficients

M pitching moment, or Mach number

M free-stream Mach number

n exponent

p static pressure

p free-stream static pressure
1 2

q free-stream dynamic pressure, U

Uc
Re Reynolds number, = -

s wing semi span

S wing planform area

UCO free-stream velocity
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1. INTRODUCTION

Missiles typically have wings which are rather long and narrow, i.e., slender, with aspect
ratios being around A = 1 + 2. Often a delta or near delta planform is used; but others, like rec-
tangular, trapezoidal, arrow, etc., have found applications, too, We shall rarely encounter an
aerodynamically sophisticated profile, often the wing or fin is simply a more or less thin, flat plate
which has aerodynamically sharp edges everywhere. In general, missiles have their wings in a
cruciform arrangement. To provide an example, Fig. 2 shows the air-ground guided missile "Jumbo".
with its more or less delta wings and trapezoidal fins in cruciform arrangements.

These low aspect ratio wings, used on missiles, are in various respects quite different to
those used on airplanes, which generally have more or less large aspect ratios. In Fig. 3 some of
the essential aspects of each type of wing are shown schematically and compared to each other. On
one side, there is the large span wing of an airplane; it has a carefully designed profile with a
rounded nose, exhibiting a flow which, over a certain range of incidences and flight speeds, stays
attached on the major portion of the wing surface. A vortex sheet leaves the trailing edge, rotting
up downstream from its edges in the well known manner. The high aspect ratio wing experiences
a lift force which, in a certain range, depends linearly on the angle of incidence and, correspond-
ingly, is dealt with by the socalled "linear" theories, as will be treated later on.

On the other side, there is the low aspect ratio wing. In the case of the delta wing depicted
in the figure, we may consider simply a more or less thin plate with aerodynamically sharp leading
edges. Its flow field is characterized by the fact that the flow separates not only at the trailing
edge but also at the leading edges; the vortex sheets leaving there are coiling up to form the fa-
miliar leading-edge vortices above the wing. Such a flow field leads to a nonlinear dependence of
the lift force on the angle of incidence, as is shown on the lower right-hand side of the figure. The
study of these wings, with such vortex flows, led to the nonlinear theories, which became neces-
sary in order to describe the physical facts more correctly than the linear theories can.

The material to be presented in the following on such low aspect ratio wings with various

planforms is to a great part intended to provide an insight into the flow field generated by the
wings and to discuss some of the effects of the flow on the wings. This should, in the end, be of
help in the design of a wing with some desired properties. To this end, we shall make use of ex-
perimental evidence, as obtained in wind or water tunnels by various flow visualization techniques
and from pressure measurements made on the model surfaces or in the outer flow. Some results
of force measurements will then be presented to give an idea of the aerodynamic characteristics
of such wings. It has to be kept in mind, however, that the wings or fins, in the end, will be used
in the presence of the missile body, which may influence the flow about the wing considerably.

In a second part, a survey will be given on various theoretical methods for the prediction of
the aerodynamic characteristics of tow apsect ratio wings with different planforms. Results obtained
from some of the theories will be compared to the results from experiments,

2. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

2.1 Delta Wings

We shall at first deal with wings, which have a delta planform or nearly so, and which are
often just flat plates, with sharp leading edges. The wings, we are interested in here, are often
thin and quite narrow, compared to their length, i.e., their leading edges are swept back pro-
nouncedly. As we have already seen in Fig. 2 the "Jumbo" missile is. for example, equipped with
such wings.

When such a slender delta wing with sharp leading edges is placed in an uniform flow, which
is incompressible to start with, at some angle of incidence, it produces a flow field which is shown
schematically with its principal features in Fig. 4. At the leading edges the flow, approaching
them on the Lower and upper surface, separates. A stream surface leaves from each edge, across
it the velocity vector jumps in direction , therefore constituting a vortex sheet. The magnitude of
the velocity vector, on the other hand, must not change discontinuously through the vortex sheet,
as the sheet cannot sustain a pressure jump from one side to the other. Each sheet rolls up into
a so-called vortex core above the suction side. These leading-edge vortices are characteristic for
the flow field past such a slender delta wing at incidence and they are found in a wide Mach number
range.

In a real flow, there are always at least small effects of the viscosity of the fluid present. The
changes in velocity are actually continuous, although they occur across a small distance. The con-
cept of a discontinuity is an idealization which, however, has proved to be very useful for theo-
retical analysis, an example being the treatment of the trailing vortex sheet for large aspect ratio
wings. Such types of flow with vortex sheets have been treated extensively by D. Kilchemann and
D. Ktlchemann and J. Weber in Ref. 1 and Ref. 2, respectively, and the reader is referred to
these papers for a very detailed treatment of vortex motions.

Lai_
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By means of an adequate flow visualization technique, one can readily demonstrate the pre-
sence of such a pair of leading-edge vortices above the wing in a flow at incidence. Figure 5
shows the development of the flow with incidence for a low aspect ratio, sharp-edged delta wing
at a high subsonic Mach number up to high angles of attack. It is evident from the flow pictures
that on such a wing the same type of flow is preserved up to large incidences, and that it devel-
ops in a regular manner, at least as far as one can tell from the pictures.

A limit to this orderly vortex flow pattern on a slender delta wing is set at higher angles of
attack by what is called "vortex breakdown" or "vortex bursting". It is observed that the vortex
cores above the wing undergo, at some sufficiently high incidence, an abrupt change. In smoke
flow visualization or in Schlieren pictures one can see that the vortex cores increase their dia-
meters suddenly at a certain point, the so-called "breakdown" point. Measurements in the region
downstream of this point have shown that the velocities are decreased considerably here, the flow
being diffuse and of turbulent nature. The phenomenon is actually first observed downstream of the
trailing edge of the wing, moving upstream with increasing angles of incidencethen crossing the
trailing edge, and progressing forward on the upper side of the wing. Here the influence on the
aerodynamic characteristics can become noticable and, as in the case of the lift, quite unfavour-
able. In Fig. 6, we can observe how the vortex flow on wings of various aspect ratios breaks
down near the trailing edge, spreading over the wing. We shall discuss another example of flow
with vortex breakdown later (Fig. 34 ); there the phenomenon is observed by means of the Schlieren
method.

The angle of attack at which vortex breakdown occurs on the wing, say, at the trailing edge,
depends strongly on the aspect ratio, that is, on the leading-edge sweep. This is clearly demon-
strated in the flow visualizations shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen, that with decreasing leading-
edge sweep the (critical) angle of attack is decreasing, for which breakdown is observed on the
rear part of the wing. This dependence of the critical incidence on the leading-edge sweep is
plotted in Fig. 7, based on the results of number of tests carried out in a water and various wind
tunnels, as reported by H. Werl6 in Ref. 3.

Vortex breakdown is found under various circumstances in different forms; it is not restricted
to the flow above slender delta wings. It usually occurs, when a vortex flow penetrates into a
region with an adverse pressure gradient in the outer flow, it is connected with an abrupt change
in the velocity distribution of the vortex flow. A number of theories or proposals babe been brought
forward, to explain why this sudden change in the flow structure takes place, under what circum-
stances it appears and what form it takes. These attempts have taken two different directions,
either relating the phenomenon to flow instability or to other causes. It is believed, that there is
not necessarily only one theory which would be applicable to all the various forms of vortex break-
down. The various approaches have been discussed, e.g., by H. Ludwieg in Ref. 4 and by
M.G. Hall in Ref. 5. More recently a contribution to this subject has been given by Y. Hayashi
and T. Nakaya, Ref. 6.

The same type of regular vortex flow -ibove the wing is found for a wide range of Mach num-
bers. It exists also at supersonic speeds, as Long as the leading edges are subsonic, i.e. , as
long as they are swept back behind the Mach cone originating in the apex of the wing. As the
component of the free-stream Mach number in a plane normal to the Leading edge, Mn, approaches
unity, the leading-edge vortices vanish. There is then a change to a supersonic expansion of the
flow around the edges. Shocks and, eventually, shock induced separations may occur inboard on
the suction side. On the pressure side, with increasing Mach number, Mn, an initially detached
shock moves closer to the wing and subsequently attaches at the leading edges. These types of flow,
for a thin delta wing at supersonic speeds, are depicted schematically in Fig. 8. as reported by
L.C. Squire in Ref. 7. On the right hand side the flow regions are indicated for three wings
having different leading-edge sweep, 0 , for actual flight conditions; i.e. flight Mach number, M.,
and angle of attack, a. Further studies to obtain information about the lee-side flow over delta
wings in a range of supersonic Mach numbers and angles of attack have been performed by
J. Szodruch and U. Ganzer, their results have been reported in Ref. 8.

The flow regime, in which the free-stream velocity component normal to the leading edges is
sonic or near sonic has been investigated experimentally (and theoretically) by various authors, e.g.
D. Kfichemann, see Ref. 9 . H. Each studied the behaviour of the bow shock wave of a thick delta
wing with sharp leading edges in supersonic flow dt zero incidence, when the leading edges pass
from being subsonic to supersonic (Ref. 10.). Fig. 9 shows, how the bow shock wave is displaced
outwards more and more, relative to the Mach cone, when the edges go from subsonic to super-
sonic. Even in the case of a supersonic leading edge the bow shock wave may be detached.

We now turn to a more detailed description of the structure of the flow past a low apsect ratio
delta wing. In Fig. 10 is given an interpretation of a visualization of the flow at the wing surface,
which was obtained at an angle of incidence, a - 170 , at a transonic Mach number by W.J.Hainuird
et at. in Ref. 11. One can find there, in spanwise direction, a sequence of attachments of the flow
to the wing surface and separations of the boundary layer flow. We observe also on the suction
side of the wing that there is not only a leading-edge, or primary, vortex present, but also a
secondary and even a very small tertiary vortex is found inboard of the edge.
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The boundary layer on the wing's suction side is now considered more closely for the flow
directed outwards after attachment has occurred inboard. The initially laminar boundary layer has
on the forward part of the wing relatively short running lengths, it stays laminar outwards to the
line, where it separates in the adverse pressure field of the leading-edge vortex. The boundary
layer flow far enough rearwards on the wing has running lengths which are long enough to allow
transition to a turbulent boundary layer flow. This flow will also separate near the leading edge, but
farther outboard, as the turbulent boundary layer is now able to penetrate farther into the adverse
pressure field. Figure 11, on the left hand side, depicts schematically the different boundary layer
flow regions, together with the separation lines on a slender delta wing. On the right hand side of
the figure is plotted the Reynolds number, Retr formed with the distance from the apex to the
kink in the boundary layer separation lines, which marks the first transition from laminar to tur-
bulent boundary layer flow. The diagram shows (for constant free-stream velocity), how the region
of turbulent boundary layer flow spreads forward on the wing with increasing angles of incidence.
These results of investigations, made by D. Hummel, were reported in Ref. 12 by H. Schlichting.

Turning now to the pressure field of the wing, we shall see how this can be brought into con-
nection to the observed flow phenomena. In Fig. 12 is given, in a schematic presentation, how the
wall pressures, on the pressure and suction sides of a slender delta wing are distributed in span-
wise direction. There are distinct suction peaks in the pressure distribution on the upper surface
which can be related immediately to the vortex flows above the wing. The primary and secondary
vortices induce velocities with a corresponding pressure distribution on the wall, as shown in the
upper part of Fig. 12. Right underneath a vortex, there are high induced velocities and the low
pressures showing up as suction peaks. Some results of pressure measurements on a slender delta
wing in incompressible flow, obtained by D. Hummel in Ref. 13, are depicted in Fig. 13. We have
the distribution of pressures in spanwise direction on pressure and suction side, at various chord-
wise stations. Also given are curves obtained from the theories of J.H.B. Smith and R.T. Jones,
respectively, which will be discussed later. The experimental results obtained on the suction side
show over the greater part of the wing, except for the rearward section, several suction peaks in
the spanwise pressure distributions, which can be attributed to the various vortices above the wing:
the leading-edge vortex, the secondary and even a tertiary vortex in this case. On the lower sur-
face, we find that the overpressures, nearly constant about the axis, are varying smoothly towards
the leading edge.

The flow on such a low aspect ratio delta wing, at an angle of incidence of a = 20.50 has
been studied in detail by D. Hummel, for laminar and turbulent boundary layers, see Ref. 14. In
both cases it turned out that the flow field was non-conical. The presence of a secondary vortex
has two main effects on the flow field: There exists a displacement effect by which the leading-edge
vortex is shifted inwards and upwards, .leading to an inboard movement and a reduction of the suc-
tion peak of the pressure distribution. Furthermore, there exists a vorticity effect, which increases
the suction in the region of the secondary vortex. For turbulent boundary layers the effects are
small, they are large for laminar boundary layers. This is due to the fact, that turbulent boundary
layers stay longer attached and form a small secondary vortex, whereas the laminar boundary lay-
ers separate early and lead to a large secondary vortex.

Hummel also determined, from his experiments,the bound vortex lines in the wing, both for
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. It was found, that free vortices are shed from the trailing-
edge, with rotation opposite to that of the leading-edge vortex. This trailing vorticity is larger for
laminar than for turbulent boundary layers at the trailing-edge.

Also, extensive pressure measurements were carried out downstream of the wing trailing-edge
in planes perpendicular to the free stream for the case of turbulent boundary layers at the edge. The
formation of a concentrated trailing vortex has been observed, with rotation opposite to that of the
leading-edge vortex. This trailing vortex starts at about 70W of semispan and travels downstream on
a helical path around the leading-edge vortex. At the center of this trailing vortex high velocities,
as well as total and static pressure minima were found. Fig. 14 shows the plot of such a total
pressure distribution in a plane downstream of the wing, taken from Ref. 14 . The secondary vor-
tex decays rapidly downstream of the trailing edge, its remains are rotted up into the trailing
vortex.

We now consider results of such pressure measurements carried out on a slender delta wing
in compressible flow as reported by W. Stahl et at. in Ref. 15. The spanwise pressure distributions
on the suction side at various sections in the Mach number range from M(, = 0.7 to 1.2 are shown
in Fig. 15. Curves have been drawn only through the points of the front section I and the rear
section IV. The variation of the pressure coefficient again isessentially, what would be expected for
such a slender wing. There is, however, a pronounced difference between the fore and aft sections
around the suction peaks and farther outboard. In the forward part of the wing, the suction peak is
much lower and farther inboard; this feature is observed in the whole Mach number range and at all
incidences. A plausible explanation can be given, realizing the large differences in running Lengths
of the boundary layer of the outward flow, underneath the leading-edge vortex. Oil flow pictures
provided some insight into the flow field in question. Thus it can be expected on the front portion
of the wing, where only short running lengths are possible, that a laminar layer separates early
in the adverse pressure field between the leading-edge vortex core and the edge. Farther back on
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the wing the running lengths become sufficiently tong, so that transition is possible and a turbulent
boundary layer is able to penetrate closer to the leading edge.

The fact, that the state of the boundary layer on the suction side of the wing has such a strong
effect on the pressure distribution led to the investigation of the influence of the free-stream Rey-
nolds number for

2
U 2

Re 0 T co = 1.3 - 106 to 6.5 - 106

Co

and of the influence of a transition strip.

The spanwise pressure distributions on the suction side as shown in Fig. 16 for MOO = 1,
depend on Reynolds number especially near the suction peak. The pressure distributions suggest
that for the high Reynolds numbers Re :. 3.8 • 106, a turbulent boundary layer separates close
to the leading edge; this view is also supported by oil flow pictures. At low Reynolds numbers,
there is probably a laminar boundary layer flow, with a secondary separation farther inboard. The
influence of Reynolds number on the pressure distribution of the pressure side is not very marked.

Furthermore, attempts were made to get artificial transition by means of a carborundum band,
extending from the apex back to the trailing edge at 40 o semi-span. The pressure distribution at
low Reynolds numbers with the transition strip becomes similar to that at high Reynolds numbers,
though not attaining as high suction peaks, see Fig. 17. In this connection, attention is drawn also
to the pressure measurements on a slender rhombic cone, which were carried out by J.H. B. Smith
and A.G. Kurn and reported in Ref. 16.

The influence of Mach number on the spanwise pressure distribution, at the middle section, on
the suction and pressure sides, is shown in Fig. 18. The pressure coefficient, c P_ increases on
both sides of the wing with increasing Mach number; the tendency is reversed at Mo = 1. 1 on
the pressure side and in the inner part of the suction side. It is also evident, that the suction
peak becomes less and less pronounced. The losses on the suction side with Mach number are
largely compensated by gains on the pressure side, but there is stilt some decrease in load with
increasing Mach number at the section discussed.

We have so far considered the pressures acting on the wing. Of course, we must take account
of the viscous effects, too, which are present in any real flow. There are the boundary layers,
developing at the wall in the usual manner, and corresponding wall shear stresses are exerted on
the wing tangentially. The forces, due to these pressures and shear stresses are adding up to the
total force, exerted by the fluid on the wing. We shall have a took at some experimental evidence
obtained for the various force components. Fig. 19 gives the results of three-component measure-
ments on three delta wings of aspect ratio A = 1.0, 1.6 and 2.3 in low speed flow, as feported
in Ref. 17. We see, that the lift varies in a nonlinear way over a large range of angles of attack.
This nonlinearity of the lift curve, with increasing slopes, is characteristic for such slender
wings with leading-edge vortices, as was mentioned already in the beginning. We remember, that
wings of large aspect ratios ( A Z 5), with their rounded leading edges and with only little or
moderate sweepback, have a flow field which is characterized by an attached flow round thr
leading edges and on most parts of the wing, and that the lift of such wings varies linearly with
incidence.

The diagrams show also the effects on lift and pitching moment, due to the breakdown of the
leading-edge vortices, which has been discussed above. The loss in lift at high incidences is ac-
tuaLLy due to two phenomena, one is that the axes of the leading-edge vortices are bending back
into the free-stream direction, and the other is the actual vortex breakdown occurring on the wing.
The separation of these two effects was reported by D. Hummel in Ref. 13.

Furthermore, some results of force measurements are presented, which were obtained in high
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow at constant Reynolds number; the data were reported in
Refs. 15 and 18. The normal force coefficient,c , is shown in Fig. 20 as a function of angle of
incidence for Mach number Mo = 0.5 to 1.2. At curves are strongly nonlinear, as is character-
istic of such a slender wing. The dependence of the normal force coefficients on Mach mmber for
the wing at various angles of incidence is shown in Fig. 21. It is seen, that cZ changes little
with Mach number in the high subsonic and transonic speed range. On the other hand, we have
noted the dependence on Mach number of the pressure coefficients on the wing pressure and suction
sides in Fig. 18, for this speed range. Also given is the pitching moment about the axis through
the center of area (at 2/3 c o from the apex) in Fig. 20. The variation of the position of the center
of pressure on the wing with Mach number for various angles of incidence is shown in Fig. 22.
Such a delta wing, being a conical body, should generate a conical flow field, especially in super-
sonic flow, where the upstream influence of the trailing edge is essentially negligible. In a conical
flow field, with the flow properties constant along rays through the apex of the wing as the center
of symmetry, the center of pressure coincides with the center of the wing area. One can see that
this is fulfilled quite well in supersonic flow, at least for the angles of incidence o > 50.
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Let us now turn to the question of what importance the shape of the leading edge is, which we
had up to now taken to be sharp, in general. Fig. 23 depicts experimental results, obtained on a
slender delta wing with sharp and round edges, respectively, as reported in Ref. 19. It is seen,
from the upper part of the figure, that with the round edges, th: lift coefficient of the wing is
reduced considerably. The flow from the pressure side to the suction side is now able to remain
attached to the surface around these edges. The flow will then separate somewhat inboard on the
upper surface and again the familiar type of vortex flow is observed above the wing. The nonlinear
part of the lift, which is due to the vortices, is seen to be reduced in the case of the round edges.
At the bottom of Fig. 23 is depicted the corresponding influence of the leading-edge shape on the
moment coefficient about an axis in the apex. rhe effect of wing leading-edge radius on the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of highly swept wing-body configurations has been investigated by
W. P. Henderson, Ref. 20. In this connection, also the work of G.E. Bartlett and R.J. Vidal, Ref. 21,
has to be mentioned.

A short discussion will now be given here as to what is called ground effect. When the wing moves
near the ground, the flow about the wing is influenced by the proximity of the ground, and consequently,
there are certain ground effects on the aerodynamic characteristics. For slender wings, this ground
effect is much more pronounced than for wings of large aspect ratio; the ground effect gives rise to an
additional nonlinearity of the lift curve, as was shovn by K. Gersten and J. v.d. Decken in Ref. 22. The
wing near the ground has a nonlinear lift curve, even when the leading-edge vortices are neglected.
Experimental, as well as theoretical results, are given in Fig. 24 for a slender delta wing at a small
incidence, a = 5° . There is plotted the lift coefficient near the ground, related to the lift coefficient far
from the ground, as a function of the distance from the ground. The lift coefficient is seen to be increased
in ground proximity, though the influence is noticeable only for flight t close distance to the ground. For
example, at a distance of one trailing-edge span, the increase in lift is only some percent. It has been
pointed out in Ref. 23 by J. v. d. Decken, that the wing thickness also makes itself increasingly felt when
the wing comes closer to the ground. The aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings, which are moving
close to the ground have also been studied e.g. by S.D. Ermolenko et al., Ref. 24,and C.H. Fox, Ref. 25.
Low-speed normal force and pitching moment data of slender wings in ground effect can also be found in
Ref. 26.

The influence of an angle of yaw on the flow field of a slender delta wing at incidence should
also be mentioned. It was found in experimental investigations, that the following changes occur.
Increasing yaw angles, 03, lead to a strengthening of the vortex core on the windward side of the
wing, and it is moving inboard and downwards; the vortex core on the leeward side, on the other
hand, is weakened and it moves outboard and upwards. The pressure distributions on the suction
side of the wing show corresponding changes in position and strength of the suction peaks. The
spanwise variation of static pressures on a slender delta wing at incidence for various yaw angles
is shown in Fig. 25; the results were obtained by J.K. Harvey in Ref. 27. D. Hummel and G.
Redeker reported in Ref. 28 on the influence of vortex breakdown on the aerodynamic characteristics
of slender delta wings at yaw.

We shall turn now to the rolling motion of slender delta wings in low speed flow, as has been
studied, e.g. by F. Schlottmann, Ref. 29. The rolling moments were measured as a function of
the roll (angular) velocity and its time derivative, for various angles of attack. The flow field of
the rolling wings was studied by means of a s'.rface flow visualization technique and smoke. When
the wing is rolling with zero angle of incidence, then one leading-edge vortex is formed on each
side of the wing, as is shown schematically as case A in Fig. 26. This vortex configuration le-
sults from the antimetric span wise distribution of the incidence, due to the rolling motion. The
corrosponding rolling moment curve is nonlinearly increasing with the roll velocity. When the
ang'ie of incidence is increased, at constant anguLar velocity, the vortex becomes stronger on the
side of the wing, with the higher effective angles of incidence, resulting from the wing incidence
and the roll induced incidence distribution; on the other side of the wing a weaking of the vortex
results. With increasing incidence this may lead to a flow pattern, for which the leading-edge
vortex has disappeared on one side, while the other one has further increased its strength. This
situation is depicted schematically as case B in Fig. 26, For even higher incidences, at constant
angular velocity, the angle of incidence of the wing outweighs the roll-motion induced incidence
distribution, and a flow field results, with both vortices lying now on the same side of the wing,
but having different strengths. This is case C in the figure. The rolling moment, which corresponds
to this flow, varies linearly with angular .ekocity.

There are other aerodynamic aspects of low aspect ratio delta wings, which will not be dealt
with in any detail, but for which a few indications to references will be given. Measurements on
a low aspect ratio delta wing (A 2) in unsteady, incompressible flow were reported oy A.G.
Parker in Ref. 30. He determined the vortex location, vortex burst location, and upper surface
pressure distributions in an oscillatory airstream. Investigations of the flow field of delta wings
at hypersonic speeds have been performed by E.J. Cross, Ref. 31, by D.M. Rao and A. H.
Whitehead, Ref. 32,among others. The latter work was performed with regard to the problem of
intense heating observed on the leeward side of wings. It is this heating problem in connection
with the vortex flows that becomes of greater importance there, as the surface pressures on the
lee contribute only little to the aerodynamic loading at high supersonic Mach numbers.
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This type of flow past low aspect ratio delta wings at incidence, has found the interest of
many research workers in the past, not only in connection with the application to missiles, but also

in connection with the development of the "Concorde" supersonic transport. Some of the early. work
should be mentioned here; it is due to, e.g. L.P. Tosti, Ref. 33; M. Roy, Ref. 34; T. Ornberg,

Ref. 35; P.T. Fink, Ref. 36; D.J. Marsden et at, Ref. 37; H.F. Emerson. Ref. 38, to cite only
some.

2.2 Rectangular Wings

We have up to now dealt with low aspect ratio wings of.delta planform, because they are used
quite often. Let us continue with rectangular planforms , which have applications on missiles, too.
The dimensions of the rectangular wings of interest to us are such that span and chord are of about
the same magnitude; i.e., the wings are, more or less, of low aspect ratio again. Another possible
shape includes the trapezoidal wing; which may, in some cases, differ only little from the rectan-
gular wing. If this is the case, one may expect, that their flow fields will not differ in essence.

These wings now have a leading edge, as well as a more or less pronounced side edge. We shall
try first to get some insight into the flow which passes over the leading edge, and then investigate
what kind of flow occurs at the side edges.

We consider the rectangular wing, having a thin profile with a more or less rounded nose, and
we assume that there is a region in the center part, where the flow is not influenced too much by
the flow over the side edges, and can be treated as being more or less two-dimensional. These thin
profiles, in a flow at incidence, often do not have the desired flow field and pressure distribution,
as is shown schematically in Fig. 27 on the left hand side. Instead, we observe the type of flow
depicted on the right hand side of the figure. It is characterized by a separation bubble from the
leading edge. In this case, the boundary layer flow around the leading edge is still laminar when it
separates in the adverse pressure gradient region. Further downstream, as a free shear layer, it

becomes turbulent and the flow is then able to reattach to the wall. The separation bubble develops
with increasing incidence from an initially short bubble to one, which, at higher angles of incidence,
extends over most of the profile and finally into the wake. The pressure distribution on a thin pro-
file with a flow, exhibiting such a "long bubble", is also given schematically in Fig. 27. Compared
with the profile on the left hand side, with attached flow, one notices the reduced suction peaks,
followed by a constant pressure region underneath a large part of the bubble.

In the case, in which the wing is a thin flat plate, with a sharp leading edge, we have a flow
which is similar to that dealt with before. The flow, which is attaching underneath, will not be
able to go around the sharp edge; instead it will separate there and reattach on the upper surface

of the wing somewhat downstream. The flow pattern is then again characterized by a leading-edge
bubble. Inside the bubble we have a rotating flow. Results of research work concerning the topic
of separation bubbles have been presented by A.D. Young in Ref. 39,

We are turning now to the flow around the side edges of a wing at incidence. We consider
again wings of rectangular shape, flat plates with sharp edges, as were investigated by H. Winter
in Ref. 40. The flow from the pressure side around the side edge to the upper side separates at
the sharp edge. A vortex sheet is formed by the separating stream surfaces from the lower and
upper wing surface. The vortex sheet rolls up into a vortex core, which is lying above the wing.
This vortex flow is shown schematically in Fig. 28. It interferes with the flow passing around the
leading edge, which we have discussed already above.

In Fig. 29 a-b are given the pressure distributions on the suction side of a rectangular plate
in a flow at angles of incidence a = 80 and a = 300, respectively. In the case of the flow at the
lower angle of incidence, we observe in the spanwise pressure distributions near the side edges

suction peaks, as we would expect them underneath a side-edge vortex. At the high angle of inci-
dence, the flow in the center part of the wing is dominated by flow separations, while we again
observe, near the side edges, the suction peaks which are due to the vortices. The results of force
measurements, carried out by H. Winter on a number of rectangular plates for a wide range of
aspect ratios are presented in the following diagrams. Fig. 30 presents the normal force coeffi-

cients as obtained up to high angles of incidence. We notice immediately how the nonlinearity of
the curves which is due to the vortices above the wing, increases as the aspect ratio of the wings
decreases. The vortex flow is then influencing the flow field on the suction side to a larger and
larger proportion. In Fig. 31 the moment coefficients (related to the chord) are given for these
wings.

The work of H. Winter, on which was reported here, also contains the results of investigations
on flat plates of other planforms, as elliptical, semi-elliptical and delta.

There are also results available from the investigations of N. Scholz, Ref. 41, who carried
out force and pressure measurements on low aspect ratio wings, too. Furthermore, in Ref. 42,
there are given results by K. Gersten of lift measurements on a series of rectangular wings of
various aspect ratios. Some of the material is also discussed in the book by H. Schlichting and
E. Truckenbrodt, Ref. 43. R.H. Wickens, in Ref. 44, investigated the vortex wake, as well as
the distribution of the aerodynamic load of low aspect ratio rectangular plates. There should also
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be mentioned the very early work on such wings by F. Ahlborn in Refs. 45 and 46.

2.3 Wings with Strakes

It has been shown, that on highly swept back wings in a flow at angle of incidence the flow

separates from the leading edges, forming the well known rotted-up vortex sheets above the wing,

On the other hand, on Wings with moderate sweep, leading-edge separation occurs in an erratic and
unsteady manner. While the steady vortex separatiot on slender wings generates large lift increments,

the unsteady erratic separation on large aspect ratio wings provides undesired effects such as lift
decay and force fluctuations, see e.g. D.G. Mabey, Ref. 48. Techniques have been developed suc-

cessfully, to enhance the formation of stable leading-edge vortices by means of strakes or by blow-
ing a discrete jet in spanwise direction, but the underlying flow mechanisms are not well under-

stood. It is not intended here, to deal with the technique of spanwise blowing. A few references

must suffice as a possible introduction to the subject: The work of JJ. Cornish. Ref. 49; C.J.

Dixon, Ref. 50; H. Werl6 and M. Gallon, Ref. 51 and R.G. Bradley et at, Ref. 52, to give only

a few names. We shall give some consideration to wings with strakes in the following, since they
may find application on missiles, as they have found already on airplanes.

In recent years, wing planforms have comeinto use with aircrafts, which are characterized by
a so called "strake" ahead of the main wing. The strake has the shape of a slender delta wing, or

nearly so. Examples :are the SAAB-35 "Draken" with a double delta wing and the Northrop F-5

"Tiger II", having a trapezoidal wing with strake; others are the YF-16 of General Dynamics and

YF-17 of Northrop. Such wings with strakes have now also found interest for application on mis-

siles; thus it seems justified to report here on some of the results which have so far been obtained
in connection with the use on airplanes.

The area of such an additional delta wing in front is usually only about 10 dA of that of the

main wing. Because of the large sweepback of the relatively sharp leading edges of the strake one

has a strong vortex flow on the suction side, which influences the flow towards and above the main
wing and which might be felt even on the controls in the rear.

There are two different cases to be dealt with; these are shown schematically in Fig. 32. On

wings which have no or only moderate leading-edge sweepback and rounded noses at small angles

of attack (and as long as shocks are of no importance), the vortex flow of the strake will interfere
with an essentially attached flow on the main wing. The influence of the strake vortices becomes

of importance at higher incidence, when the main wing would - without strake - exhibit flow se-
parations of one or the other type ( trailing-edge separation, separation bubbles at the leading edge),

but also in transonic flow, when there would be shock induced separations. Secondly, there is the
case, where the main wing, too, has a leading edge which is sufficiently swept back and sharp.
Then, we have in a considerable range of incidences and Mach numbers, the strake vortex flow
interfering with the main wing's vortex flow, as is the case for the double delta wing.

Results of experimental investigations on double delta wings at low speeds have been presented
by V. Holmboe, Ref. 53; W.H. Wentz and M.C. McMahon, Refs. 54 and 55; and by P. Krogmann,

Ref. 56; for high subsonic and supersonic speeds, there are results, e.g. by E.J, Hopkins et at.,

Ref. 57; V. R. Corsiglia et at., Ref. 58 and W. Stahl, Ref. 59.

As to the effect of such strakes on wings with essentially low sweep , we have the results

by W.P. Henderson and J.K. Huffman in Ref. 60. W. Staudacher gives the results of tests under-

taken on an aircraft model having trapezoidal and swept wings with various strakes at subsonic,
transonic and supersonic speeds in Refs. 61 and 62. W. Schrdder, in Refs. 63 and 64, reports on
flow investigations on wings with cranked leading edges and unswept and swept outer wings at low
speeds. W. Baumert, in his investigation of a wing-body combination with a trapezoidal wing, made
velocity measurements in the outer flow above the model, as well as pressure measurements on

the wall, see Refs. 65 and 66.

In Fig. 33 results are presented for a delta wing without and with strake in subsonic,transonic

and supersonic flow, as reported in Ref. 59. The lift coefficient curves of the basic wing without

strake show an abrupt decrease at high angles of attack for subsonic and transonic Mach numbers;
they do not show these jumps for the supersonic Mach numbers; at least not in the incidence range

investigated. The addition of the strake has a pronounced effect on the lift coefficients at high in-

cidence in subsonic and transonic flow; they now further increase continuously, and it is seen that
the abrupt decrease in the lift coefficient in the transonic case is displaced now to a larger in-

cidence. There are now much higher lift coefficients available at high incidences.

An explanation is found for the discontinuities in the lift curves of the basic wing in the changes
occurring in the flow field above the wing. The leading-edge vortices at first develop regularly with

increasing incidence; at large enough incidences there is vortex breakdown, observed first somewhat
downstream of the trailing edge. With increasing incidence the breakdown region moves forward,

crossing the trailing edge and progressing upstream on the wing. Flow observations showed that at
a certain incidence, this region of rather unorganized vortex flow was jumping forward, from be-
hind the trailing edge, to the suction side of the wing, with only a very little increase in incidence;
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(subsequently it was moving forward on the wing relatively slowly with incidence). This leads to a
corresponding abrupt increase in pressure on the upper side and to the observed sudden decrease
in lift. As this does not occur for both vortices at the same incidence, the lift curves show two
discontinuities. When we add the strake to the basic wing, we have vortices from the main wing
and the forward panels. Fig. 34 is showing schlieren pictures of the flow for both the basic wing
and the wing with strake, at a Mach number M = 0.9 for an angle of incidence a = 18 g. One can
immediately observe the effect of the addition oTthe strake: On the suction side of the basic wing
the breakdown region reaches far forward on the wing (upper picture); on the wing with strake,
however, this region is still downstream of the trailing edge (outside of the picture).

We turn now to the case where a trapezoidal wing is fitted with a strake. The results given
in Fig. 35, as obtained by W. Staudacher in Ref. 62, show the influence on the lift coefficient
when adding a strake to a trapezoidal wing on a fuselage at a Mach number of Mco= 0. 5. At mo-
derate angles of incidence, there begins a gain over the wing without strake, which becomes very
considerable at high incidences. The increase of maximum lift coefficient for the wing with strakes
in the regime of low subsonic to transonic velocities, is shown in Fig. 36; the gain being consider-
able up to the transonic Mach numbers. Detailed investigations of the effect of the strake vortex
flow on the flow above the main wing at tow speeds were carried out by W. Baumert; Refs. 65
and 66, on a trapezoidal wing with aspect ratio A = 3.2 on a cylindrical body, the strake having
a leading-edge sweep, (p = 750. He found that the suction on the main wing is reduced inboard of
the vortices, the gain in lift is effected on the wing outboard of the vortices.

On grounds of the knowledge obtained with aircrafts about the advantageous aerodynamic cha-
racteristics of wings with strakes, their application on missiles may be envisaged. Here, the
situation is somewhat different, as we have seen, that missile wings are often just sharp-edged
plates of small aspect ratio. Their semispans, as well as those of the strakes are small compared
to the body radius. Furthermore, wing and strake may have to operate in the presence of a long
forebody. Experimental investigations on such a typical missile configuration were performed by
M. Akcay et at, see Ref. 67. The results obtained showed, that the addition of strakes, in sub-
sonic and transonic flows, leads to considerable gains in normal force for higher angles of inci-
dence, see Fig. 37. Pressure measurements on the wing's upper surface, at Mach number
Mco= 0.83, revealed that with strake there is considerably increased suction on the forward part
of the wing, as is shown in Fig. 38.

Attempts have been made to more fully understand the underlying mechanisms in the interaction
of strake and main wing. S.P. Fiddes and J.H.B. Smith, Ref. 68, showed in a theoretical investi-
gation, that the strake vortices induce a velocity field, which causes an increased effective sweep
of the leading edge of the main wing near the kink section as well as an increased effective in-
cidence of the outboard region of the main wing. Some of their results are given in Fig. 39. They
suggested that the outflows induced by the strake vortices may be instrumental in delaying the low-
speed stall of the wing.

E. Wedemeyer in Ref. 69 presented a theoretical study of the stability of leading-edge sepa-
ration on delta wings, which is of pertinence in connection with the subject of strake effects. This
investigation is an attempt to explain, why there are two distinct types of leading-edge separation.
The theory follows previous results regarding the internal structure of leading-edge vortices by
M.G. Hall and H. Ludwieg and their stability by H. Ludwieg, see Refs. 4 and 5.

In the course of his fundamental investigations on the stability of helical flows, Ludwieg has
shown that a stable leading-edge vortex, entering a region of increasing static pressure eventually
transforms into a highly unstable structure. This finding was offered by Ludwieg as an explanation
for the vortex breakdown phenomenon. Extending Ludwieg's hypothesis it is supposed that the two
distinct types of leading-edge separation can be attributed to the existetce or non-existence of a
stable separated vortex.

For slender delta wings computational methods have been developed, e.g. by C.E. Brown and
W.H. Michael, or J.H.B. Smith, discussed later, which permit approximate solutions for the se-
parated flow disregarding the internal vortex structure. To these solutions are fitted Hall's solutions
for the vortex core. In this way, complete - though approximate - solutions are constructed which
relate the "external" parameters angle of sweep and angle of incidence to the "internal" parameters
which characterize the structure of the vortex core, i.e. the velocity distributions within the core.
Considerations of the stability of the corresponding vortex cores lead to the following results: For
highly swept delta wings at angles of incidence below a critical value stable vortices exist; further-
more, the critical angle of incidence beyond which no stable vortex exists, decreases with de-
creasing angle of sweep, and for sweep angles below a limiting value unstable vortices are found
for any angle of incidence. The calculated results are confirmed by experimental findings, see
Fig. 40. It is supposed that the theory outlined above accounts for the performance of a strake on
wings with moderate sweep angle.

Fig. 41 shows schematically the effect of the strake on the main wing. The strake vortices
induce an outflow on the main wing, especially near the kink in the leading edge, as was shown
also by S. P. Fiddes and J. H. B. Smith and mentioned earlier. The induced flow velocity changes



the initial flow direction thus increasing the effective sweep of the Leading edge. If at higher angles
of attack the flow separates from the leading edge of the main wing the inboard flow is stabilized
due to the higher effective sweep there. fhis stable separation generates large lift increments,
white without strake an unstable separatio-i would lead to lift decay and force fluctuations, Wede-
meyer quotes experimental results which lend support to his flow model.

3. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Having a wing in a flow at a certain velocity and incidence, one would, of course, like to be
able to predict its aerodynamic characteristics in a sound theoretical way and to obtain results
which afterwards would be in reasonable agreement with reality. One would like to get, at least,
the overall forces and moments acting on the wing, more preferable would be, if a prediction of
the pressure distributions was possible, which would, of course, give much more information as to
the origin of the various force components. What one has to do is to obtain first an insight into the
relevant features of the flow, something we have tried to do in the previous considerations. We wish
to describe this flow as accurately as is necessary and keep our description as simple as possible.
For this reason, we try to device a flow model, which we think represents the physical reality in
its essential features, but is still mathematically treatable,

In Fig. 42 we recall the classical model, as was deviced by Prandtl. It consists of one or
more horseshoe vortices, with the bound vortices in place of the wing and with the free vortices
trailing rearward in the plane of the wing. This vortex system makes possible a satisfactory des-
cription of the real conditions in the case of wings, having moderate and Large aspect ratios, say
A > 3; it is the basic underlying idea of the classical wing theory, which gives a linear dependence
of the lift on incidence:

(1) cL = k .

In the case of wings with small aspect ratio at incidence having a flow field, characterized by vor-
tices above the wing, the vortex model of above has to be changed. It should now allow for the

free vortices to lay above the wing, in planes inclined to the plane of the wing under some angle e,
which itself is a function of the angle of incidence, e = e(a). Such a vortex system is shown in the
tower part of Fig. 42, and it provides, indeed, a nonlinear dependence of the lift on the angle of
incidence, of the form

n(2) cL = k 1 a + k2 n.

Thus, the lift can be considered to be composed of a linear and a nonlinear part, as was already
shown in Fig. 3:

(3) cL c L, tin + A CL

A first attempt to leave the simple vortex model of linear theory, was made by W. Bollay in Ref.
70. He presented, for the case of a rectangular wing, a vortex model, in which the free vortices
leave from the side edges, trailing at an angle to the plane of the wing of C = &/2 , the bound
vortices are assumed to be constant in spanwise direction. K. Gersten, in Ref. 42, has refined
this model by using a circulation distribution which varies in spanwise direction. This theory was
extended later on by him to calculate the aerodynamic forces and moments for wings of arbitrary
planforms, see Ref. 71.

We shall now consider the slender delta wing, assumed to be thin and i'lat, in a flow at in-
cidence. The flow about the wing was seen to be characterized by the leading-edge vortices above
the wing, which give rise to an additional nonlinear lift contribution. The first attempt to calculate
this flow field was made by R. Legendre in Ref. 72, by using a simplified vortex configuration
and R.T. Jones' slender body theory, Ref. 73. He proposed a flow model in which each leading
edge vortex is replaced by a concentrated line vortex, and where the flow is considered to be in-
viscid and conical, fulfilling the Kutta condition at the leading edges. M.C. Adams, in Ref. 74,
proposed a theoretical approach, proceeding in the same manner. This theory does not, however,
produce a unique solution for the lift. In this approach the condition was imposed that no resultant
force was to be acting on the concentrated vortex. R.H. Edwards, Ref. 75, used the same simple
flow model; but he introduced now a vortex sheet from the leading edge to the vortex, with the
condition that there should be no resultant force on the vortex and the vortex sheet. The lift co-
efficient comes out to be

' A1/3 5,/3.
(4) cL ! A& + vA 0

C.E. Brown and W.H. Michael, in Ref. 76, used again the flow model with a concentrated vortex
and a connecting plane vortex sheet to the leading edge, with the same condition as was used by
R.H. Edwards, Fig. 43 depicts their flow model. The results for the Lift agree, to a first approxi-
mation, with those of R.H. Edwards of eq. 4. K.W. Mangler and J.H.B. Smith in Ref. 77, re-
presented each leading-edge vortex by a curved vortex sheet, the inner part is taken to be a po-
tential vortex, the outer vortex sheet lies on an analytic curve; sc Fig. 43. The numerical results
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for the lift coefficient can be welt approximated by the following expression:
ff 2

(5) cL =7 A& + 4&

This result contains a dependence of the lift coefficient on aspect ratio only in the linear part.
J.H.B. Smith, in Ref. 78, gave for the same flow model as above, an improved iterative calcu-
lation procedure, which leads to

(6) cL = A + 3.2A 0 .3  17

All the authors calculated the lift of the flat, slender delta wing making use of the slender body
theory. The lift coefficients obtained are all independent of the Mach number. The linear part has,
in all cases, the value which is given by the slender body theory of R. T. Jones

(7) CL = I A

The application of such inviscid models of flow separation using the vortex sheet model and the
assumptions of slender-body theory, as was done by K.W. Mangler and J.H.B. Smith, has been
extended to various more special cases. J.E. Barsby calculated the flow past conically - cambered
slender delta wings with leading-edge separation in Ref. 104. D.I. Pullin treated the flow past a
slender delta wing at yaw in Ref. 105, and the flow separation from yawed delta wings was also

investigated by I. P. Jones, see Ref. 106. Oscillatory slender wings were dealt with by R.K. Cooper,
Ref. 107. Non-conical flows past a slender plane wing with curved leading edges and a delta wing
with lengthwise camber have been studied by R.W. Clark, Ref. 108.

We have so far presented some of the more essential contributions to calculating the non-
linear lift of slender wings in incompressible flow at incidence. A survey of the authors of the
better know methods, together with the underlying flow models is given in Fig. 44. The material
was compiled by W. Sonnleitner and W. Kraus in Ref. 79, and they have given a very detailed
analysis of these various contributions there.

A short description will now be given of an attempt to extend the initially discussed theories
to supersonic velocities. All the authors mentioned earlier (Adams, Edwards, Brown-Michael,
Mangler-Smith and Smith) give the lift coefficient as the sum of a linear term and a nonlinear term.
The linear contribution is the solution of the slender-body theory. To this is added a nonlinear con-
tribution which is provided by the various vortex models. In each case, therefore, one adds to the
solution obtained for the incompressible cross-flow about a slender wing - with attached flow around
the leading edges - the solution for the flow field due to the vortex model under consideration. It
seems obvious to try to improve the linear contribution, cL lin, in order to get better predictions
in supersonic flow than were hitherto obtained. Instead of the linear term of the slender-body theo-
ry, one introduces now the linear solution obtained for a delta wing, (with attached flow around the
subsonic leading edges), by the well known methods, using source distributions or conical super-
sonic flow theory. These methods are discussed, for example, in the book of H. Schlichting and
E. Truckenbrodt, Ref. 43. The result for the lift coefficient, including the nonlinear part, is now
as follows:

m 2w n

(8) cL = -m 2 + k2 a
E A7=)

~0
In this equation, m is the leading-edge parameter with m < 1 for subsonic leading edges, and E'
being an elliptical integral. In this manner, the solutions are now, in their linear part, dependent
on the Mach number. This method of extending some of the theories dicussed above, has been
proposed, independently, by R. Hflrlimann in Ref. 94 and by W. Stahl in Ref. 95.

The rectangular wing of small aspect ratio was again treated by S.D. Ermolenko in Ref. 89 in
a way similar to W. Bollay's approach. The lifting surface in subsonic flow is replaced by a sys-
tem of discrete bound vortices of constant spanwise circulation, which can, however, vary for each
vortex line along the chord. The free vortices are trailing from each side edge in a vertical plane,
at a certain angle to the wing chord, which varies with incidence, aspect ratio and Mach number.
A more realistic modeling of the side-edge vortices was achieved by S.M. Belotserkovskii, Ref. 96
developing further Ermolenko's method. He employs a finite number of discrete vortex lines, which
are formed by small straight elements, each of which is aligned with the local flow in an iterative
procedure.

C. Rehbach in Ref. 97 and 98 as well as 0.A. Kandil in Ref. 99, O.A. Kandil et at in Ref.
100 developed inviscid discrete vortex methods, with which it is possible to calculate the flow about
wings of various shapes. In the following a somewhat more detailed treatment of such a discrete-
vortex approach is presented,which approximates the continuous bound and free vortex sheets, in-
cluding the vortex wake springing from the side or leading edges. As an example, we follow here
the approach as forwarded by O.A. Kandil in Ref. 99, and consider the cases of thin wings, having
a parallelogram and delta planform, respectively, set a incidence, and with the flow assumed to be
incompressible. The representation of the lifting surface by a bound-vortex sheet, is approximated

4) _
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here by discrete vortex tines, arranged in such a way as to form a lattice. The free-vortex sheets
leaving from the sharp edges, like the trailing edge, side edges, leading edges,are modelled by
vortex lines, which do not intersect, and which are made up of short, straight vortex segments,
except for the last segment, which is semi-infinite. The direction of each of the short segments is

determined as part of the solution, the last segment is in the direction of the free stream. The
arrangement of the discrete vortices is shown in Fig. 45 for both the parallelogram and the delta

wing. At the tip of the parallelogram wing, a vortex tine originates from the end of each row, so
that a number of them are shown coincident in chordwise direction. In the iterative procedure to

obtain the solution, these tines lift off the wing and align themselves with the flow. In the case of
the delta wing, the bound-vortex lattice has extensions reaching out of the wing region, at the end

of which the free-vortex lines are originating. Again, these vortex lines, in the course of the
iterative computation, align themselves with the flow.

The figure shows how the lattice divides the wing region into, not necessarily planar, elements,
each containing a control point, where the boundary condition of tangential flow, is fulfilled. Each
element has a bound-vortex segment on the upstream spanwise edge and along the outboard chord-
wise edge. The Kutta condition at those edges, where it is to be prescribed, is satisfied by omit-

ting vortex lines between the edge under consideration and the nearest control points.

Two convergence criteria must be satisfied, namely for the chosen number of elements the
shape of the computed wake must converge, and subsequently the aerodynamic coefficients must
converge as the number of elements is increased.

In his approach to the calculation of the flow past a delta wing, C. Rehbach , Ref. 98 starts
out with the discrete vortex model for a rectangular wing. He then progressively deforms the plan-
form by holding the trailing-edge span constant and reducing the original leading edge to zero. This
procedure is sketched in Fig. 46. The application of this discrete vortex method is not restricted
to specific planforms, very large or very small aspect ratios, thin wings or small angles of attack.
Furthermore, the method can be used to handle the problem of interacting lifting surfaces, because
of its capability to adequately provide the shape of the wake; an example is given in the cited re-
ference. Examples of canard-wing configurations have also been treated by O.A. Kandit, D.T.Mook
and A.H. Nayfeh in Ref. 101.

The method has been extended to be used for compressible flows by applying a modified Prandtl-
Glauert transformation; it is however restricted to wings either with high local angles of attack and
moderate subsonic Mach numbers or with moderate local incidence and high subsonic Mach number.
For the effect of compressibility on the predicted nonlinear loads see also the work of O.A. Kandil,
D.T. Mook, and A.H. Nayfeh in Ref. 102. For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned
here, that the prediction of the unsteady, nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular and
delta wings has been dealt with by E.H. Atta, O.A. Kandil, D.T. Mook, and A.H. Nayfeh in Ref.
103. On the numerical calculation of three-dimensional unsteady flows with vortex sheets has been
reported by C. Rehbach in Ref. 109. Such discrete vortex methods have been developed also by

other authors, e.g. by W. Schr6der, Ref. 110.

A quite different method for the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of wings with
flow separation from the swept leading edges or from side edges has been given by Pothamus in

Ref. 111. The underlying idea is that the leading-edge suction developed in flow attached around
the edge cannot be realized at a sharp edge, where the flow separates in the well known way. In-
stead, it is the vortices above the wing to which an equivalent normal force is atrributed. as
sketched schematically in Fig. 47, a hypothesis which was found to work. Pothamus provided charts

for the prediction of the subsonic vortex lift characteristics of wings of various planforms in Ref.
112. It has been found that with this approach one is able to predict remarkably well the lift and

drag forces, as well as pitching moments and roll damping of plane wings; but it cannot give flow-
field details or detailed surface pressure distributions. For various applications of the leading-edge
suction analogy see also J. E. Lamar and J.M. Luckring, Ref. 113.

The application of a general computational technique to the solution of the subsonic, three-
dimensional flow over wings with leading-edge vortex separation has been presented by J.A. Weber
et al in Ref. 114. The method is capable of predicting forces, moments, and detailed surface pres-

sures on thin, sharp-edged wings of rather arbitrary planform.

The essential elements of the inviscid and incompressible flow model are the wing, the trailing
sheet (wake), the sheet emerging from the wing leading edge and tip (free sheet), and the rolled-up
core or spiral region (fed sheet) fed by the leading-edge and tip vortex sheets, see Fig. 48. The

boundary conditions imposed on these elements are, that the flow must be everywhere parallel to
the wing surface, and that the free sheet and wake cannot support a pressure differential A c and
must be alined with the local flow. The fed sheet is an entirely kinematic extension of the fre

sheet, and no boundary conditions are applied to the fed sheet. This is a simplified model of the
true physical vortex-core region. The size of the fed sheet is taken from the conical-flow results

of Smith, Ref. 78. Kutta conditions are imposed along the leading, side, and trailing edges of the

wing in the presence of free sheets emanating from these edges.
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The geometric description is that of a general three-dimensional (not conical) configuration
consisting of a thin wing, free sheet, wake, and fed sheet (Fig. 48). The wing geometry is arbi-
trary in the sense that leading and trailing edges may be curved or kinked and the lifting surface
may have arbitrary camber and twist. The configuration is subdivided into a network of quadrilate-
ral panels whose corner points are defined by coordinates in transverse cutting planes. The trace
of the kinematic fed sheet in a transverse cutting plane is either a circular arc extending over 1800
or a single planar panel locally perpendicular to the free sheet.

Briefly, the main features of the numerical representation are the following. The wing and
free sheet are represented by network distributions of doublets which vary as piecewise continuous
quadratic functions in each of two coordinate directions over each panel of the network. An analysis
type of network is employed on the wing (geometry of the wing is specified), and a design type net-
work of doublets simulates the free sheet (unknown free-sheet geometry, zero pressure jump speci-
fied). Network types used for the wake and fed sheet are specializations of the design type netvork.

Let us turn now to a time-dependent discrete-vortex method for the prediction of the flow field
and the aerodynamic characteristics of wings, forwarded by S.M. Belotserkovskii. The problem is
no longer treated as a stationary one, one rather Looks now at the time-dependent formation of the
flow field in the following way: The body under consideration is regarded initially (at time t < 0)
to be at rest; it is then suddenly accelerated to its flight velocity U,,(at time t = 0) and subse-
quently moving uniformly. The flow field which develops around the body and behind it, is computed
numerically in discrete time steps. The computation is carried out until a limiting flow pattern is
obtained at time t-- o, provided it exists. Results have been reported by S.M. Belotserkovskii in
Ref. 115 for the case of a thin, plane rectangular wing of aspect ration A = 1, in an incompressible
flow at angle of attack a = 300. The computed flow field is shown in Fig. 49 at a time t during
the formation of the flow and for the limit of the formation process (t--pco). The latter results
are in agreement with those obtained with stationary theories. In the calculations the Kutta con-
dition was not enforced at the leading edge, i.e. flow separation was not taken into account there.
The specific problem of the bow shock wave of a pointed wing has been investigated by Y.C. Sun
in Ref. 116 and 117. He has treated the case of a delta wing with sharp leading edges in statio-
nary supersonic flow at zero incidence. By means of the analytical method of characteristics he
determined the properties of the bow shock wave, as its shape and strength, when the leading edges
pass from subsonic to supersonic. Fig. 50 shows, for a wing with rhombic cross-section of a given
thickness ratio, the relative bow shock wave slope in dependence of the relative leading-edge slope.
The bow shock wave is displaced outwards more and more relative to the Mach cone, when the
edges pass from subsonic to supersonic; even in the case of a supersonic leading edge the bow
shock wave may be detached from the leading edge.

Also, experimental results have been obtained for this wing by H. Esch, Ref. 10, which, as
can be seen from the same figure confirm the theoretical results satisfactorily, the latter not
taking into account the displacement effect of the boundary layer.

Having given a short survey of various of the more important theoretical methods for the pre-
diction of aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio wings, results of these methods are pre-
sented and compared with experimental results.

In Fig. 51 the predictions due to the theories of C.E. Brown and W.H. Michael, Ref. 80,
R.H. Edwards, Ref. 75, K.W. Mangler and J.H.B. Smith, Ref. 77, J.H.B. Smith, Ref. 78, as
well as those due to the linear theory of R.T. Jones, Ref. 73, are compared with the results of
wind-tunnel tests of P.T. Fink, Ref. 36, which he obtained for a slender delta wing in incompres-
sible flow up to high incidences. The comparison shows that all the nonlinear theories predict
higher lift coefficients than are obtained experimentally, the differences are considerable in the case
of the theory of Brown and Michael.

The spanwise pressure distribution on suction and pressure sides, as predicted by the theory
of J.HB. Smith is compared to the results of measurements obtained by D. Hummel in Ref. 13,
on a slender delta wing at angle of incidence a - 200, see Fig. 13. The theory describes in es-
sence the characteristic feature, namely the main suction peak underneath the leading-edge vortex;
it cannot take care of the secondary and tertiary vortices on the suction side. The observed pres-
sure distribution on the lower surface of the wing is also given by the theory in its main features.

The predictions of the theories of Brown and Michael and of Mangler and Smith are now also
compared to experimental results obtained in supersonic flow for various Mach numbers on a thin
slender delta wing (with a rather small conical body) by W. Stahl in Ref. 95. Fig. 52 shows the
lift coefficient versus angle of incidence as calculated from the theories in their original versions
(for incompressible flow) as well as the results, when extended to take into account the influence
of Mach number, in the manner proposed by R. Huerlimann and W. Stahl and discussed above.
Again, the experimental results are overestimated by all the theoretical methods, though the ex-
tended versions of the theories lead to closer predictions than the original versions.

Comparison of predictions due to the theory of Gersten, with experimental results for rec-
tangular wings of aspect ratio A 0.5 and A 1.0 are shown in Fig. 53. The theoretically pre-



dicted lift coefficients and the experimental results are seen to agree rather well. In Fig. 54 is
given a comparison between predicted and measured lift coefficients for a swept wing. The theory
of Gersten is seen to agree quite well with experimental data in this case, too.

Next we consider some results of the discrete-vortex method developed by O.A. Kandil. Fig.
55 shows the computed wake shape for a rectangular wing in the flow at angle of incidence a - 15
There is no direct comparison given with a real wake, but the computed wake shows, to a certain
degree, the rolling up process of the real side-edge vortex sheet. The computed wake of a slender
delta wing at incidence a = 15 is depicted in Fig. 56, the leading-edge vortex-sheet is seen to
have rotted up about a turn.

Numerical results obtained by S.M. Belotserkovskii. S.D. Ermolenko, and O.A. Kandil for the
normal forces and pitching moments of a rectangular wing of aspect ratio A = 1 are presented in
Fig. 57a and 57b, respectively; and compared to experimental data. There is reasonable agree-
ment of the predictions of Belotserkovskii and Kandil with most of the experimental results. The
spanwise variation of the local normal-force coefficient for the rectangular wing at two angles of
attack is given in Fig. 58; the predictions of K. Gersten, C. Rehbach, and O.A. Kandil are com-
pared to experimental data. The normat-force and pitching-moment coefficients of an A = 2 delta
wing in incompressible and compressible flow have been computed by O.A. Kandit and compared to
experimental data in Fig. 59.

The capability of the method of J.A. Weber et at to predict overall wing coefficients accurate-
ly is shown in Fig. 60 for a delta wing of aspect ratio 1 at MCD = 0. The figure shows the non-
linear variation of the normat-force coefficient cN with angle of attack a. Several values of cN
were computed for angles of attack up to 200 they agree well with experimental data and theoretical
results from the leading-edge-suction analogy of Polhamus . The corresponding load distribution at
a = 200 is plotted in Fig. 61 and compared with experimental results. Although only 25 wing panels
were used on one-half of the configuration, the completely three-dimensional non-conical load dis-
tribution is well predicted, including the location of the vortex-induced pressure peaks and the de-
crease of the load toward the trailing edge.

As a last remark, it should oe stated that the material presented herein can by no means re-
present all the results of experimental and theoretical work available. The reader is also referred
to the collection of various results on aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio wings in the
Engineering Sciences Data, Ref. 26: as well as to the review articles by A.G. Parker, Ref. 118,
D.J. Peake, Ref. 119 and J.H.B. Smith, Ref. 120. The present paper was intended to acquaint
the reader with some of the pertinent and interesting facts about low aspect ratio wings, their
characteristic flow field and aerodynamic behaviour, as well as to introduce him to some of the
more important. theories available. The use of the references given should provide immediately a
large amount of additional useful material.
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Fig.3 Vortices and lift for high and low aspect ratio wing
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Fig.4 Flow field of slender delta wing (schematically)
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Fig.50b) Flow visu~alizationl for delta wing M_ 0.6
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Fig. 10 Flow field of slender delta wing, from Reference I I
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Fig. I I Boundary layer flow on suction side of slender delta wing, from Reference 1 2
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Fig.l 2 Spanwise pressure distribution on slender delta wing (schematically)
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Fig, 13 Prcssure distributions onl delta wing. from Reference 13
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BODIES

H. Each

DFVLR
Kdln-Porz, Germany

1. Introduction

Most missiles fly only a few seconds. They have no time to get back the money for an
elaborate shape or a perfect surface finish. The production costs must be kept low. It is
a reasonable aspect to drop a few percent of efficiency when by this the costs can be redu-
ced. This means that the geometries of missiles are often relatively simple. The bodies
have circular cross sections and often long cylindrical portions. In many cases the form
is not given by aerodynamic requirements but by the payload, the infra-red head, the boxes,
and launching devices, which are already in use when a new missile is designed. Fig. 1
shows some typical body shapes. They include short projectiles and multistage sounding
rockets with fineness ratios of 20 or even more, nose and afterbody snapes, which have been
optimized with respect to a minimization of drag, and blunted noses, which are given by
guidance requirements. Lately one finds more complicated geometries with integrated air-
intakes, noncircular cross sections a.s.o.

This lecture will deal with the determination of the static aerodynamic coefficients of
axisymmetric bodies. According to physical aspects the forces are decomposed into poten-
tial flow, friction, and separated flow (fig. 2). For each of these 3 types of flow diffe-
rent computational methods must be applied. Here only relatively simple methods will be
discussed which allow a quick estimation of the aerodynamics. By these methods only
slender shapes can be treated. The problems which arise from the bluntness will therefore
be discussed in every chapter of this lecture. Before undergoing flight tests missiles
are tested in windtunnels. Besides this most of the design data are based on windtunnel
experiments. As the Reynolds numbers of the windtunnel models and of the real missiles
are often different and %s this difference may have an influence on the aerodynamic
coefficients the influence of the Reynolds number will be discussed too in every chapter.
The discussion of the aerodynamics of bodies can't be complete within the frame of this
lecture. Only some aspects of static coefficients will be treated. Other very important
aerodynamic problems as for inittance dynamic stability, Magnus forces, internal flow of
bodies, stage separation are not considered.

2. Computational metnods (potential flow)

In the following results of computational techniques and windtunnel experiments will be
compared. Therefore at first some words about theoretical methods. There exist several
methods for the computation of the potential flow over axisymmetric bodies. Since long the
method of characteristics and the method of singularities are known. From these two methods
several other methods have been derived, which one could call "classical" methods, e.g.
the v. Karman-Tsien method (1932) Ell, the slender body theory (Munk 1924, Jones 1946)
2], the "Second order shock expansion theory" (Syvertson, Dennis 1955) [3]. They compare

partly well with experiments but are restricted in their application: to purely subsonic
or supersonic flows (v. Karman-Tsien), to purely supersonic flow (second order shock
expansion theory). Besides this restriction in the Mach number range only rather slender
shapes can be treated (fig. 3).

The man in the industry who had to design missiles often could not use these theoretical
methods. His missile for instance had to have a blunted infra-red head and it had to fly
in the transonic Mach number range. Hence he had to build up his own procedure from his
experience, from the literature, from different theories, and from windtunnel measurements.
So several empirical methods have been developed, the best known of which is the Datcom
method 14J. By use of lots of charts and tables and simple formulas the aerodynamic
coefficients of all conventional missiles can be computed. There are also computer programs
in which all these data have been stored which allow a rapid estimation of the stability
and ne performance of missiles e.g. [5]. One condition must be fullfilled when using
empirical techniques. Problems similar to those which one wants to solve must have been
treated before. This is often not the case with modern missile concepts. There don't
exist enough data on integrated air intakes, complicated cross sections with shock-
boundary layer interferences a.s.o.

In the last years work has begun on new methods in order to overcome the difficulties
associated with the "classical" methods (slender shapes, purely subsonic or supersonic
flow). E.g. in supersonic flow on blunt bodies at angle of attack the shape of the detached
bow shock and the subsonic region with the sonic line are calculated by a three dimensional
time dependent method (Rusanow difference scheme [61). For the purely supersonic flow
field downstream a more economical method is used. At the DFVLR in Kdln-Porz C. Weiland
[UJ is working in this field with the aim to include the calculation of the attached three-
dimensional boundary layer and in later years also the separated flow.

In the last years panel methods came more and more into use. They need big computer% with
large core storages and long computing times. From this one could conclude that these
methods are more accurate than the simple "classical" methods. But this is true only as far
as the geometry is concerned. Complete missile configurations can be represented by the
panels. Hence one does not need to calculate the forces on the body and the wings
separately and add the interferences. But the physical flow models are normally very

a
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simple. The panel methods are well suited for configurations with large interferences but
have no advantages over the "classical" methods when the flow over isolated bodes or
isolated wings must be computed (8].

2.1 Method of linearized singularities

Axial- and normal forces are given by integration of the pressure distribution. The pressure
coefficient is related to the velocity by the linearized Bernoulli-equation. The velocity
is induced by a distribution of sources (thickness distribution) and of doublets (angle of
attack). From this one gets an equation for the potential of the body. In this equation the
strength of the singularities is unknown. The strength is determined by the boundary
condition: on the body the flow must be tangential with the body contour. In the v. Karman-
Tsien method the body is divided into frustums and the boundary condition is fullfilled in
one point of each frustum. In slender body theory in addition to the simplifications already
made - i.e. linearized Bernoulli - equation, squares of perturbation velocities neglected -
the source strength is proportional to the slope of the cross section dS/dx and the boundary
condition is fullfilled on the body axis and not on the body contour. From this follows
that the pressure and normal force distributions are 0 0 only when dS/dx 0 0 (fig. 7).

A body is slender when it lies well within the Mach cone from the vertex. This means that
in transonic flow also relatively blunt bodies may qualify as slender whereas at hypersonic
Mach numbers all practical shapes are to blunt to be treated by slender body theory. In the
literature the following limits are given for the application of the methods of linearized
singularities in supersonic flow.

slender body theory: 0 - --<--(lN/D)< 0.05
v. Karman-Tsien: 0.05< 'I (l D)< 0.4

The v. Karman-Tsien method really fails when the Mach angle is smaller than the slope of
the contour (fig. 3).

2.2 Second order shock expansion method

The contur is approximated by a tangent-body. Mach number and pressure on the starting cone
can be determined by known theories (e.g. from NACA Rep. 1135). For the flow over the
Juncture between two frustums the Prandtl-Meyer relation is used. From this one gets the
conditions at the upstream end of the frustum. The pressure distribution over the frustum
is determined with the aid of the equation for a streamwise pressure gradient
Was= 1/cosp * ap/DC . For bodies at angle of attack the normal force coefficients of
cones are taken (for iAstance from NACA Rep. 1135) and corrected. The second order shock
expansion method is only applicable in purely supersonic flow in the range

0.4, -(l,/D)< -. A computer program for zero angle of attack which includes the
calcultaion of'the-turbulent boundary layer has been published in [9].

2.3 Empirical methods (fig. 4)

Empirical methods are based on different data, very often on experimental results. As
these data stem from different sources (theories, windtunnels with different Reynolds
numbers, different types of tests: force- and pressure measurements, free flight) there
may exist some discrepancies. But they are normally small. On the other hand the many
different methods and data on which these techniques are based lead to a greater relia-
bility.

2.4 Comparison of different computational methods for potential flows

The pressure distribution on slender bodies in the linear angle of attack range can be
calculated with the aid of the relatively simple methods mentioned above. None of these
techniques has decisive advantages over the others. Fig. 7 shows results for an ogive-
cylinder body with nose fineness ratio 3.5. At M x 1.5 and zero angle of attack the
v. Karman-Tsien method and the second order shock expansion method give the same pressure
distribution. But at M a 3.5 the method of singularilu reaches its limit. The Mach angle
is nearly equal to the contour angle at the vertex((yM-1/(l /D) z 0.96). Hence the lower
pressure coefficient at the vertex and the lower pressure dag coefficient (fig. 7).

According to the very simple slender body theory the normal force distribution is proportio-
nal to the derivative of the cross section with respect to x - i.e. the normal force is
zero on a cylindrical portion of a body - and it is independent of Mach number. This is
a good approximation in subsonic and transonic flows (fig. 7). A nose fineness ratio of
3.5 at a Mach number of 3.5 is far outside the range of this simple theory (fig. 7).
Nevertheless slender body theory can often be used when only rough approximations are
needed.

In supersonic flow the point of zero local normal force is shifted downstream with
increasing Mach number. This is predicted by the method of singularities (v. Karman-Tsien,
NFA-panel) wherea the second order shock expansion method does not predict a change of
sign for this configuration (fig. 7).

Before starting extensive calculations one has to check what is the cheapest method to
solve a problem. Fig 5 shows an example where the v. Karman-Tsien method (1] gives the
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same results as the method of Weiland [7] which for this case needed a 3000-times longer
computing time. But if the ogive-cylinder body of fig. 5 were not pointed but spherically
blunted the v. Karman-Tsien method would fail and the more complicated procedure would
have to be used.

The agreement between experiments and the relatively simple theoretical methods is sometimes
not good. Nevertheless they have their value. It is often not necessary to use complicated
methods, e.g. one does not need a complicated boundary layer method which takes the heat
.transfer into account when the difference to the adiabatic wall temperature is small or
when the contribution of the friction to the drag is small even if there exists a large
heat transfer. Fig. 6 summarizes what was said about the different computational methods.

When applying the v. Karman-Tsien method or the second order shock expansion method it is
useful to knew how many steps are needed for the approximation of the contour by a tangent
body, since the computing time is a function of these steps. When calculating the wave drag
and the normal force of an ogive-cylinder body at N = 2 by the v. Karman-Tsien method, the
number n of disks in the nose region of the approximating body was varied. The axial force
coeflicient is relatively independent of n -less than 1% - whereas the normal force
coefficient increases rapidly when n falls short of a certain amount. In this case a
partition of the nose into 8 disks is sufficient (fig. 8).

When using computer programs one should know the ranges of their applicability. Nowadays
the listings of many complicated programs are available. So one is able to do extensive
caleulations without having programmed the methods oneself and without possibly being well
acquainted with the method. Hence one may run the risk to violate certain conditions without
knowing it, e.g. fig. 9. In this case the normal force could be calculated by the v. Karman-
Tsien method although the flow was locally subsonic. This error could easily be spotted,
but in complicated computer programs with many subroutines it is very difficult to know the
limits of the prugram. Normally one has no time to go through all the details of a program
and may run the risk to get absurd results.

The references [5], [8], [91, [12], [14], [17] include program listings.

3. Axial force

3.1 Drag coefficient at zero angle of attack

The drag is divided into the forebody pressure drag, the friction drag, and the base drag.
These contributions are determined separately. Their importance for the total drag depends
on the geometry of the body, the Mach number, and the Reynolds number. E.g.: When the nose
shape is not too blunt the pressure drag in subsonic flow may be neglected, the base drag
can be reduced by boattailing (conical afterbodies in supersonic flow:
CDbaCDb cylinder.(db/D)3), and the largest contribution to the total drag of long slender

bodies stems from the friction (fig. 10).

3.1.1 Pressure drag

The pressure drag of not too blunt nose shapes is almost zero in subsonic flow. At super-
sonic Mach numbersthe pressure drag can be calculated by the v. Karman-Tsien method or the
second order shock expansion method. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the results. There are
differences of up to 15 % between both methods in the upper Mach number range where the
method of singularities begins to fail. The agreement with experimental results is not bad
when the uncertainties of the windtunnel tests are taken into account. The total drag is
measured by a balance, the measured base drag and the computed friction drag are substracted,
so that the pressure drag is the difference of large figures. In addition there are errors
in the measurement of CDtotal and opb and one has to make several assumptions (transition

point of boundary layer, heat transfer) when calculating the friction drag. Hence the ex-
perimentally determined pressure drag coefficient is in this case not very accurate.

The v. Karman-Tsien method becomes less accurate with increasing Mach number. The nose shape
must be slender i.e. the body must lie well within the Mach cone from the nose. But at
M = 3.5 the Mach angle is equal to the contour angle at the vertex. Hence the body is no
longer slender. The low drag coefficient at high supersonic Mach numbers is due to a low
pressure coefficient over the front part of the nose (fig. 7). The v. Karman-Tsien method
and the second order shock expansion method can also be used for beattailed and slightly
flared afterbodies. At Mach numbers around M = 1 the pressure drag of slender nose shapes
(N/D ) 3) can be calculated by the method of Wu and Ayoma [12].

Blunt shapes

Shapes which are not slender must be treated by other methods. In supersonic flow one could
for instance use the method of Weiland [71 as long as no separation occurs (e.g. spherically
blunted, not flat faced noses). Normally one has to refer to empirical methods. Many shapes
have been investigated. Hence one has the chance when looking through the literature to find
cases which are similar to the problem one has to solve. Here it is of course important to
understand the flow phenomenon so that one is able to extrapolate correctly. As an example
the pressure drag coefficient of blunt nose shapes in transonic flow is shown in fig. 12.
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A tangent ogive nose of fineness ratio 1N/D x 2.5 was cut to lengths of 2, 1.5, 1 and 0

calibers. The behaviour of the pressure drag coefficient with Mach number can be explained
by the separation of the flow at the sharp corner of the face. The drag is divided into
two parts, the drag of the flat face and the drag of the remaining ogival contour, which
is negative at least in subsonic flow. The contribution of the face is CWD (flat faced cyl-

inder)-(DfacelD). The second part can be estimated from pressure measurements on a plane-

nosed cylinder L131. For Mach numbers M.< 0.93 the pressure coefficient in the separation
bubble just behind the corner is c z -0.4 independent of Mach number. Only the length of
the separation bubble changes withPMach number from about 2.5 diameters at M = 0.7 to about
3.5 diameters at M = 0.9. Hence the negative drag of the remaining ogival nose increasing
with increasing Mach number as the drag of the flat face does so that the sum of both is
almost constant in this Mach number range (Nose Hr. 7 and 8). When however the separation
bubble extends already at low subsonic Mach numbers to the model shoulder the increasing
separation length can no longer influence the pressure distribution on the nose and the
drag coefficient goes up with the increasing drag of the face (Nose Hr. 11). At a Mach
number of about 0.93 the flow field changes suddenly: a very short bubble is formed with
a terminal shock and a high negative pressure coefficient at the corner which slowly
decreases with Mach number (M = 0.95 : Cpa -1.4; M = 1.2 : cp , -0.9). Blunted bodies

where the distance between the face and the shoulder is shorter than or equal to the length
of the supersonic separation bubble will have a drag reduction (Nose Hr. 11) due to the
sudden jump of the pressure in the separation region. At nigher Mach numbers, for the longer
noses already at M = 0.95, the short separation length and the rising pressure lead to an
increasing drag coefficient. The Mach number where the sudden change occurs cannot be fixed
definitely. There is a hysteresis: both types of separation were observed between M = 0.95
and M = 1.1 E131.

Influence of Reynolds number on the pressure drag

The pressure drag is only slightly influenced by the Reynolds number. The influence stems
from the thickening of the body contour.by the boundary layer displacement thickness, i.e.
the body becomes blunter by the boundary layer. Fig. 13 shows the pressure drag coefficient
versus Reynolds number for a slender tangent ogive with fully turbulent boundary layer
(calculated by use of [], [14]). At a Reynolds number based on body diameter Re =1.10 6,
which is typical for medium sized windtunnels, the difference may be 5 S for a 3.5 caliber
tangent ogive, when the boundary layer is not taken into account.

3.1.2 Friction drag

The friction drag is often the largest part of the total drag (fig. 10). It is therefore
important to know it accurately. There are many different methods for the determination
of the friction. But they will not be discussed in this lecture. In the figures shown here
the boundary layer was calculated by the method of Rotta [14]. It is an integral method for
compressible plane and axisymmetric flows which accounts for varying contour radii
(r $ constant) and varying pressure coefficients (c 0 0) but no heat transfer is regarded.
In empirical methods (e.g. Datcom) one normally usel tables or charts, which give the skin
friction coefficient of the flat plate (r z -, c a 0) versus Reynolds number with only
one parameter, the Mach number. So one possibly Pmust take other influences into account:
the pressure distribution, the surface roughness, the heat transfer a.s.o. In order to give
an impression of the magnitude of these effects figs 14 and 15 were prepared.

On an ogive cylinder with a nose fineness ratio of 2.5 the local skin friction is in the
forward part by about 15 % higher than the flat plate value. While the differences in cf
are restricted to the nose region, the influence on the boundary layer displacement
thickness 6 is felt over the entire body (fig. 14).

a

Computer programs and charts normally give the skin friction coefficient for smooth surfaces.
Rough surfaces have a higher friction drag provided that the roughness height is large
enough e.g. the corn size must be larger than the laminar sublayer. The critical size can
be determined by the Reynolds number based on the conditions at the roughness element.

c.U K /v = 250 Kc critical roughness height

uK velocity at the top of the roughness element

Roughness measurements on new air to air missiles and tip tanks showed roughness heigths
of about 0.01 mm. These surfaces are hydraulically smooth (see fig. 15). For special
cases - the lacquer of missiles which have flown for a long time under an aircraft may
craek off- one can estimate the influence of the roughness on the friction drag with the
aid of fig. 15. The drag due to excreacences as for instance rivets, launcher hooks, cable
ducts, small steps due to the malalignment of different segments of the missile is of the
order of 10 % to 20 S of the clean configuration.

Heat transfer between the wall and the flow influences the friction drag. Its effect on
a, can roughly be estimated using fig. 15, when the wall temperature of the body is known.
T e temperature depends on a missiles geometry, structure, mission, inner heat transfer,
flying time a.s.o. For an accurate determination of the surface temperature and the skin
friction all these parameters must be taken into account. There exist eomputer programs
for simple geometrical shapes e.g. 1171. In 1181 a temperature-time history f a sounding
rocket has been published. 30 seconds after the start at a Mach nuAber M*6 a temperature
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ratio e a 0.7 was measured on the inner wall of a 1.5 mm steel shell about 2 calibers
behind the shoulder of the ogival nose. This heat transfer increases the skin friction
by about 20 A.

Blunt bodies

Most boundary layer methods, e.g. the method of Rotta [14], postulate that the stagnation
conditions outside the boundary layer are constant. On blunt bodies in supersonic flow
this assumption is no longer fullfilled. Behind a detached bow shock (fig. 16) the total
pressure varies from the value of the pitot pressure (streamlines near the body) to the
undisturbed value (streamlines far outside the body). The total pressure at the stagnation
point of a hemisphere at M a 4 is about 7 times smaller than the total pressure of the
free stream and the Mach number far behind the nose is reduced to M a 2.7. When" the changes
of total pressure and Mach number are not taken into account too high skin friction
coefficients will be calculated.

Influence of Reynolds number on skin friction drag

The friction drag depends strongly on the Peynolds number. The influence can directly be
read from charts, for instance for the reduction of windtunnel data to free flight
conditions. Problems arise when the transition point of the boundary layer is not known.
The transition point on windtunnel models is often fixed by roughness elements. But at high
supersonic Mach numbers or in test series with strongly varying conditions (Mach number,
Reynolds number, boundary layer thickness) an artificial tripping is problematic and hence
not used. In such cases the transition point is not known but must be determined in special
test runs or estimated from the model geometry and the transition Reynolds number of the
windtunnel. Fig. 13 shows calculated forebody drag coefficients for a slender body. The
differences in Reynolds number depend mainly on the type of the windtunnel: blow down
tunnels need high stagnation pressures while in continous and suck down windtunnels at high
Mach numoers the pressures are considerably lower. Dsual transition Reynolds numbers
Retr at M = 3 are between 1-106 and 4-106. This means if the transition is not fixed

artificially that at the lower unit Reynolds numbers the boundary layer may be laminar over
long distances of the model and hence the friction drag will be considerably smaller than
with a turbulent boundary layer.

3.1.3 Base drag

The flow in the base region will be discussed in detail in another lecture. Therefore only
some remarks. The base drag may attain 50 % or even more of the total body drag (fig. 10).
Therefore it is worthwhile to try to reduce it. In addition the afterbody is sometimes
the only part, which can be optimized - e.g. the nose shape (forebody drag) is given by
the infrared head and the wetted surface area (friction drag) can't be varied very much
for a given volume - Fig. 17 shows that the afterbody drag can be reduced b almost 90 5.
If the 6-caliber body of figure 10 had a conical beattail (1 ID = 1, 8 15 ) instead of
a cylindrical base, the total drag would reduce in subsonic flow to 50 5. The optimum of
cone-angle 8 depends on Mach number and geometric boundary conditions: For a fixed afterbody
length 0opt. is about 70 for supersonic flow and about I6 for subsonic flow and it varies

in transonic flow with the critical Mach number. For a given base diameter ratio db/D 8 opt.
is different (see lower part of fig. 17).

Influences of blunt nose shapes and of Reynolds number

The laminar and the turbulent base pressure coefficients of cylindrical afterbodies without
jet are often given as a single curve 4i, as function of the Mach number only, without
regarding the Reynolds number - the boundary layer thickness is assumed to be very small -
and the nose shape. From fig. 18 one can see the differences in C when these twoPb
parameters are not taken into account. In the test series the nose fineness ratio varied
between 1NID = 0.5 and 3.5 and the cylindrical body length lz/D between 6 and 18. The base
pressure Pb increases with increasing nose bluntness and increasing boundary layer
thickness.

3.1.4 Influence of Reynolds number on the total drax coefficient

In most cases the flow over a body can be decomposed into contributions due to potential
flow, friction, and separated flow and the forces can be calculated separately. But
sometimes the interactions between the different types of flow are so big that a
distinction is not possible - e.g. the flow over a boattailed afterbody at subsonic speeds-.
This is also true for the influence of the Reynolds number. When the body shapes are slender
and the state of the boundary layer is known it is relatively easy to reduce windtunnel
data to free flight conditions as the laws of reduction are known. But as soon as separation
occurs the influence is usually unknown. Especially the flow over corners with small radii
is very critical as the separation region depends on the state of the boundary layer at the
separation point. At really sharp corners no influence of Reynolds number is felt since the
flow must always separate at the same point independent of the state of the boundary layer.
The measurements of Hayes and Henderson [20J clearly show the range of corner radii where
the Reynolds number has the greatest influence. As the model was very short (1/D : 1) the
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base flow is also affected by the separation at the shoulder and hence the effect is very
large (fig. 19).

3.2 Drag coefficient at angle of attack

In [41 several empirical methods are given by which the change of the drag with angle of
attack can be calculated. Usually the axial force coefficient of the forebody C remains
almost constant up to a a 80 or increases only slightly (< 10 %) so that the chihge of the
forebody drag coefficient CDF is mainly given by the contribution of the normal force

Cz.sine. Fig. 20 shows a comparison between theory (method of linearized singularities)

and experiment. According to theory CXF decreases slightly with a, while it increases in

the windtunnel test. It was assumed hereby that the contribution of the friction drag is
constant with a within the angle of attack range considered here. A confirmation whether
this assumption is realistic could not be found.

The v. Karman-Tsien method and the FFA-panal method are linear methods. Therefore one
cannot expect that at angles of attack which are no longer small the normal force
coefficient CZ and hence the forebody drag coefficient CDF can be determined accurately

by these methods. One must apply techniques which take flow separation on the body into
account e.g. [211 (fig. 20).

As it is very difficult to compute the influence of the angle of attack on the base drag
by theoretical methods one normally determines the base drag experimentally. In windtunnel
tests one has to regard that the model sting affects the base pressure. It is almost
impossible to give correction factors since the influence of the sting depends on many
parameters: the diameter ratio, the model geometry, the Mach number, and also the angle of
attack. The above mentioned effect of the nose shape on C (fig. 18) varies with a too.
With increasing angle of attack the base lies in the regiR of streamlines which have gone
through the bow shock outside the body axis at smaller shock angles (fig. 16). Hence the
pressure losses decrease with a and thereby also the differences between the base pressures
of bodies with slender and blunt nose shapes.

4. Normal force and center of pressure

Like the axial force the normal force is divided into the contributions of potential flow,
friction, and separated flow. The contribution of the friction to the normal force is
usually so small that it is practically negligible.

At angles of attack around a= 00 the flow over slender bodies is well described by potential
flow theories. With increasing angle of attack the boundary layer moves to the lee side of
the body, accumulates there, and finally separates forming a pair of symmetrical vortices.
When separation occurs the pressure distribution over the cross section changes fundamen-
tally (fig. 21): on the lee side a region of low pressure forms which cannot be described
by potential flow methods. It leads to an additional normal force which is no longer linear
with a. The boundary between the linear and nonlinear angle of attack ranges is not fixed
but a function of body length (separation starts at the downstream end of a cylinder body,
when a increases), Mach number, Reynolds number, model geometry (fig. 22). When the angle
of attack is further increased (a Z 250) the vortex pattern becomes asymmetric leading in
subsonic and transonic flow to side forces which may by greater than the normal forces.

What requirements must be satisfied by computational methods depends on the problem to be
solved. On sounding rockets the contribution of the body alone to the normal force may be
of the order of 50 % whereas for missiles with large wings and tails the body lift may
decrease to about 10 % of the total lift. In the latter case a very simple method for the
estimation of the forces on the body will be sufficient.

4.1 Linear angle of attack range

Near a = 00 the normal force of slender bodies is a linear function of the angle of attack.
For missiles which fly only at low angles of attack it is therefore sufficient to know
the slopes dC /da and dC /da. Fig. 23 shows the typical runs with Mach number determined
in a windtunnil: a pronounced peak at M = 1 and an increase with increasing supersonic
Mach number. These curves are represented by the above mentioned methods only to some
extent (fig. 25). The slender body theory does not account for the influences of Mach
number, body length, nose shape on dC /do but only for the effect of nose shape on the
center of pressure. The results of thi v. Karman-Tsien method and the second order shock
expansion method are acceptable for Mach numbers M > 1.5 with the exception of the
influence of the body length. But this can be improved by taking the boundary layer into
account. In this regard the v. Karman-Tsien method gives the best results. It predicts
the crossing of the curves for body lengths of lz/D = 6 and 10 (fig. 24, 26). This cross

over is caused by the downstream movement of the negative local normal force (fig. 7)
with Mach number. The consideration of the boundary layer is important for long bodies.
The differences in normal force and center of pressure of cylinders (1z/D > 6) are due

only to the fact that the displacement thickness increases with body length (fig. 24).

In slender body theory the lift is L a U'.SBase.2a. This means that a closed body
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(S 0) has no lift but only a moment which is in contradiction to experiment. The

reftB.a for these differences is that the flow ceases to be potential when there is
boattailing. One assumes that the point where this happens is in subsonic flow a function
of the station at which dS/dx first reaches its maximum negative value [41.

The influence of the nose fineness ratio is correctly reprensented by simple theoretical
methods in transonic and low supersonic flow as long as the limitations of the methods
are taken into account. Even slender body theory describes well the movement of the center
of pressure with nose fineness ratio. So it can be used, for example, to convert experimen-
tally determined centers of pressure to other nose fineness ratios. At high supersonic
Mach numbers the almost linear relation between the center of pressure and the nose fineness
ratio is distorted. This is probably due to the influence of the strong bow shocks on the
boundary layer since the influence increases with body length.

Blunt nose shapes

On blunt nose shapes and on shoulders with sharp corners (cone cylinders) the flow may
separate even at zero angle of attack. Hence the flow is no longer a potential flow and
cannot be determined by the above mentioned theoretical methods. Large separation regions
exist especially in subsonic flow with sudden changes in the transonic regime. These jumps
are observed when the flow in the nua -egion changes from subsonic to supersonic. They
are mostly due to boundary layer shock interferences and they are connected with
instationary pressure fluctuations [23] and hysteresis (fig. 28). The sudden changes
increase with increasing separation, i.e. they increase with increasing cone angle of cone
cylinders. The long separation bubble in subsonic flow leads to a higher static stability
(fig. 27, 28). Fig. 29 shows schlieren pictures of the flow separation (cownare also
fig. 12).

On a hemisphere - cylinder a local supersonic flow is first observed just below M = 0.7,
out a well-defined shock system is not obtained until nearly M = 0.9. This change in flow
pattern leads to jumps of tne normal force and the center of pressure similar to that of
cone cylinders (fig. 27).

Influence of Reynolds number

It was shown in fig. 24, that the bouneary layer has a great influence on the normal force
of long bodies near zero angle of attick. Therefore one can expect that also the effect of
the Reynolds number is appreciable 1241 (fig. 31). It can be calculated for instance by the
methods of v. Karman-Tsier flJ and Rotta (14]. But for quick estimates of single values And
as subroutines of extensive computer programs in which the time and the available storage
are limited simple approximate formulae will do. They were derived from slender body theory.

With the pressure coefficient C (#,x) d and the body contour, enlarged by tne

displacement thickness 61, r(x) R(x) + 61(x) one obtains

ACz -Beg it . 4a[C. I I + C Z~Z1t 4[ft U- f G ;)

t1C s[ +(it~ oit) (t + -

2

-4m {C 0.5 ft ) +ft (19 4) x

(x o ( - )]

ACm pitching moment coefficient due to boundary
layer, reference point: nose tip

Cf average skin friction coefficient

subscript: I laminar
t turbulent

?or purely laminar or purely turbulent boundary layers the formulae simplify to

AC z  = -8a - -- 4a -C f '9

ACm -4a-e -
2
a.Cf (A)Z

The displacement thicknesses 61W alt and the mean skin friction coefficients CfL, Cft

should be caloulated by a boundary layer method such an that of Rotta 114]. For quick
estimates of single values the diagrams in fig. 30 were prepared. When the flow is partly
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L-Lt
laminar and partly turbulent one can write approximately 6it 0 6it ( O)-r-- + 

6 1 "

The formulae given above and the diagrams (fig. 30) are valid only for relatively long

cylinders (tz/D > 5) and for slender nose shapes.

When comparing measurements in different windtunnels often differences are encountered
which cannot be explained by inaccuracies of the test equipment. Here, too, the boundary
layer may play a part, and this even if the Reynolds numbers are identical or differ only
by a factor of 3 or 4 which by itself would not have a great influence. The differences
are caused by different positions of boundary layer transition. The transition Reynolds
number Retr can vary considerably in the different tunnels. If for one reason or another

the transition point is not fixed on the model, differences in the normal force characteris-
tics may possioly exist even if the experimental conditions are otherwise identical. As an
example fig. 32 shows the slope of the normal force coefficient and the center of pressure
for a slender ogive-cylinder body at M = 1.3 plotted versus the transition Reynolds number
Retr. Values of Retr for various American transonic windtunnels were taken from [25]. For

example, if the model R 115 of reference [19] (D = 30 mm) had been tested in these tunnels
at a unit Reynolds number Re/cm = 1.3. 10 s, then apart from the usual measuring inaccuracies,
the different positions of the transition point would nave led to differences of up to 0.8
calibers in the center of pressure and of about 15 % in the normal force coefficient from
one tunnel to the other. Of course, such differencies only occur when on long bodies the
transition point moves by several calibers, say, in the range 6 < Re r/ReD  LID. No
differences would nave to be expected on this account when the model are appropriately
smaller or larger (here: D = 10 mm and 100 mm), because the boundary layer on the model
would then be completely laminar in all the windtunnels or would become turbulent already
in the nose region.

4.2 Nonlinear angle of attack range

At angles of attack of about 50 - see figs. 21, 22 - the flow starts to separate from the
body. This flow separation leadS to an increase in the aerodynamic loads. At not too high
incidences - say up to about 25 - a symmetric vortex pattern exists. Tnis intermediate-
angle-of-attack range will be briefly described here, not the complete area of high-angle-
of-attack aerodynamics which is presented in another chapter.

There exist computational methods for three dimensional viscous flow fields about slender
bodies, but they are very complicated and time consuming [26] or only partial problems can
be treated as for instance the determination of the separation line in incompressible flow
[27]. In order to estimate the normal force on slender bodies in the nonlinear a-range
simple semi-empirical methods are available. In these methods the flow is decomposed into
the velocity components parallel with and normal to (cross flow U_.sina) the body axis and
the drag of the cylinder due to the cross flow which is the viscous normal force must be
determined.

Zvisc d(x)'CDC(x)'q'sin'a'dx

wnere d(x) is tne local body diameter and CDc(x) the drag coefficient of a cylinder element.

Allen [21] cnose a mean value for CDC(x) which is constant over the body length and which

is only corrected for the influence of the fineness ratio of the body. So he got a very
simple equation

S
CZvisc = f.CDC2 D.R.sin2a

C DUD is the drag coefficient of an infinitely long circular cylinder, n is a correction

factor for the influence of the fineness ratio on CDC' Sp is the plan from area of the body,

and S = wDa/4 the cross section.

This equation gives good agreement with experiments for long cylindrical bodies at high
angles of attacx (fig. 34). But especially in the nose region the cross-flow drag is not
constant with the lengtn. Kelly [28] developed a method which is based on the impulse-
flow-analogy: the development of the cross-flow at any station on a body of revolution at
incidence is analogous to that past a two-dimensional circular cylinder started impulsively
into motion from rest. A potential cross-flow exists at the nose, with a gradual development
of viscous cross-flow along the body. Schwabe and later others determined experimentally
tne cross-flow drag of cylinders set impulsively into motion from rest (fig. 33). The time
t in the experiments can be related to the distance x of the body, since the parameter
U t x

*- t which he used is equal to .tans of an inclined cylindrical body (the cross-flow

velocity Vor- U. sina and the time t x ). In order that the equation for the viscous

normal force may be readily integrated Kelly approximated Schwabe's results by a polynominal.
The first term leads to the equation C = 0.49.(C D.CL/S).a s 

which is valid for subsonic
flow if a < 100 and 21 tan a < 5, as l5XSis the bounaary layer thickness does not increase
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the base area appreciably. The drag coefficient of the circular cylinder CDC is 1.2 for

laminar and 0.35 for turbulent flow.

More modern experiments in impulsively started laminar flow which were exte~ided to higher
values of U -t/R show a peak and then a decrease of the drag coefficient (fig. 33). This has
been taken into account by Thomson [30], who also made allowance for the influence of axial
pressure gradients on the separation. A favourable pressure gradient inhibits flow
separation, reducing tne cross-flow drag.

C Zvisc = CDC.F..4/wid/D-sin
2
Q.

In this equation the factors F, G, H represent the influences of the base, the strength of
the wake vortices, and the effect of the axial pressure gradient. The cross-flow-drag
coeffizient CDc includes the influences of the type of separation (C DCturbulent/CDClaminar

0.6 for 00 < a < 200) and of the distance from the nose tip (CDC = f(x/D.S.tana),

S = Strouhal number). In [30] curves are shown which agree well with experimental results.

Blunt nose shapes

rhe influence of the nose shape on the separation pattern has been investigated theoretically
[31] but there are no computational methods by which the influence on the viscous normal
force could be calculated. From the windtunnel tests of Hartmann [11] one could conclude
that an appreciable influence is only felt in subsonic and transonic flows. But the nose
effect could have been hidden by the long cylinder (Z/D = 19). Oil flow pictures at least
snow big differences in the separation patterns of the flows in the nose regions of slender
and hemispherical noses.

Influence of Reynolds number

The Reynolds number can have a strong influence on the viscous normal force. When the state
of separation changes from laminar to turbulent the viscous normal force varies by a factor
of about 3. This large variation in the drag coefficient of a circular cylinder is taken
into account in the above mentioned methods. Nevertheless big differer-es between calculated
and measured normal forces can occur. These differences are primarily caused by the fact
that inadequate account is taken of the Reynolds number: it is only asked whether the
boundary layer is laminar or turbulent, and no forther distinction is made. But the drag
coefficient of a curcular cylinder is not a step function. In the critical cross-flow range
it varies continously between CDC=O.

2
5 and 1.25. Therefore the strong variations in the

normal force coefficient and in the center of pressure in the critical range (fig. 35, 36).

For long bodies at high angles of attack the nonlinear contribution of tne cross-flow to

the normal force coefficient is primarily given by CDC.sin
2
a, where the drag coefficient

C0C of the cylinder depends mainly on the Reynolds number and the Mach number (fig. 38).

As the state of the boundary at the separation line is important for the pressure

distribution in the wake, the Reynolds number ReAZ, which is characteristic for the

separation6 is based on the freestream conditions and on the length of the streamline LAZ
from 0 = 0 up to the separation line at 0 z 900 and not on the cross-flow (ReD.sina).

The length of the streamlines is a function of the angle or attack: LAZ and thereby also

ReAz decrease with increasing a. Consequently when changing the angle of attack during a
winitunnel test one also passes through a certain range of Reynolds number ReAZ. In fig. 36

the complete critical cross-flow range is covered. At M = 0.5 and ReD = 1.5.10
s
, for example,

ReAZ corresponding to a < 60 is so large that the boundary layer is turbulent before reaching

the separation line. The steep decrease of CDC is reached when a % 60 (point A). The minimum

of the drag coefficient of the cylinder is passed as a increases further, and at a = 120

CDC has a value which is more or less equal to that for a turbulent boundary layer at a low
Reynolds number (point B). The drag coefficient then increases rapidly and eventually
attains the almost constant laminar value. At larger Reynolds numbers ReD the points A and
B move towards higher angles of attack, the distance between them becomes greater, and the
influence of the critical range is felt more strongly (fL-. 38).

This is no longer true at higher Mach numbers. As soon as the cross-flow Mach number
Mcr = M'sina reaches the critical value at about Mcr = 0.42 at which the speed of sound is

reached locally on the cylinder, the influence of the Reynolds number decreases markedly
and eventually disappears completely (fig. 37, point C in fig. 38).

Changes in the normal force distribution, too, are noted when the critical cross-flow range
is passed or when the cross-flow Mach number Mcr exceeds a value of about 0.42. This is
caused by the interference between the non-viscous flow over the nose and the viscous cross-
flow. In the subcritical range (laminar separation) or at Mcr > 0.42 a region of high local
normal force exists at the shoulder. This region increases in length with increasing cross-
flow Mach number.
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If one wants to avoid the critical separation region, one must limit oneself to a certain
range of Reynolds number that depends on the angle of attack and on the Mach number. In
low subsonic flow one has ReAZA ' 7 *10 and ReAZB * 2.5.10' - ReAZA, ReAZB are the

Reynolds numbers ReAZ, based on the streamline length up to separation, at the points A and

a (fig. 38) -. From this one obtains the relationship between the angle of attack and ReD
(fig. 3-). This relationsnip only holds wnen the cross-flow Mach number Mcr is lower z 0.42.

The importance of the state of the boundary layer for the normal farce of bodies is
demonstrated by fig. 35. At transonic and supersonic Mach numbers only small models of
circular cross section come into the critical separation region (fig. 39) with its large
cnanges in normal force and center of pressure. But this may happen also to large windtunnel
models wnen, for instance, a body has a rectangular cross section with rounded corners
(compare fig. 19).
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HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK MISSILE AFRODYNAMICS

Andrew B. Wardlaw, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland, USA

SUMMARY

The large scale leeward flow separation occurring at high angles of attack pre-
cludes a tractible theoretical basis for determining missile aerodynamic characteris-
tics. This has led to the development of predictive methods that rely heavily on
experimental data and progress in creating such techniques is linked to the determina-
tion of a quantitative experimental description for the flow about and forces on
missiles at high incidence. The following paper reviews experimental data on and
predictive methods for bodies, fins and complete missile configurations. An outline
and description is provided of the various vortex regimes that exist on a missile and
its components at high angles of attack. Data is examined to determine quantitative
trends in surface pressure distributions and loads. Available analytic, semi-empirical
and empirical predictive methods are reviewed. On cylindrical bodies, analogies with
cylinders in crossflow provide a convenient framework for constructing empirical
predictive methodologies. However, for lifting surfaces and complete configurations,
an apt analogy does not exist and predictive techniques consist of correlations of
large force and moment data bases. Semi-empirical and theoretical methods model the
flow field and from this information calculate loads on the missile configuration. Even
though these approaches require less experimental information for development, they can
have large computational requirements and tend to be restricted to subsonic flow.

SYMBOLS

a local body radius
A area
Aref reference area

AR aspect ratio
b wing alone semi-span
Cr root chord
Cdc crossflow drag coefficient

Cof local side force coefficient normalized by the crossflow dynamic
pressure

CL lift force coefficient

Cn  yaw moment coefficient

CN normal force coefficient

C N viscous contribution to the normal force
v

CN potential contribution to the normal force

CM pitching moment

C (p-p )/q
p

C absolute value of the maximum C

Cy Yyaw force coefficient

d local diameter
D reference diameter
fwf T y coordinate of wing vortex location at the wing and tail, respectively

h width of a Karman vortex street
F

i tail interference factor (LT(v)/LT ) (sT-rT). Also V7.

2n Ln/D

Z t Lt/D

Lt
2t Lt/4- d dx Lt/

t 0
L lift force
Ln  nose length

Lt  total missile length

M freestream Mach number
Mc  crossflow Mach number, M sin a

p pressure
q dynamic pressure
r reference radius
r b nosetip radius/D
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R freestream Reynolds number based on diameter
e D

rW,rT body radius at the wing and tail, respectively

ReC crossflow Reynolds number, ReDsin a

S Strouhal number
s wing or tail semi-span in combination with body
t time
t* x tana/D
U freestream velocity

velocity vector
body volume

W complex crossflow plane velocity, v + iw
W/U sin a

xc  distance from nose or leading edge to centroid of planform area

xm distance from nose to pitching moment reference center

Xcp center of pressure
x saxial coordinate of initial vortex formation

x,y,z cartesian coordinates (See Figure 1)
yvZv vortex location in the crossflow plane

a angle of attack
am angle of attack at which maximum side force occurs

a 0 angle of attack at which side force or wake asymmetries start

B VIM 2-1i
taper ratio

r circulation
rm circulation of wing vortex

E semi-vertex angle of a delta wing
Ccomplex crossflow plane coordinate, y + iz
C location of the j th vortex in the crossflow plane

o crossflow plane separation point
n factor accounting for the finite body length in crossflow theory
e c cone half angle

6 n  semi-apex nose angle

o 0 angular location of separation in the crossflow plane
A leading edge sweep angle of a delta wing (A - 0 as M
&angle between the extended vortex paths and a missile body
P density
a standard error
X tang/tan a
0complex velocity potential
0velocity potential, roll angle
w VxV

Subscripts
B body
T tail
W wing
BWT body-wing-tail combination
BT body-tail combination
B(W),B(T) body in the presence of the wing or tail
W(B),T(B) wing or tail in the presence of the body
B(W,T) body in the presence of the wing and tail
T(V) tail in the presence of wing vortices
E derivative with respect to a

1. INTRODUCTION

Increased missile performance requirements have recently stimulated interest in
high angle of attack aerodynamics, a subject area which had been dormant for over a
decade. This article considers the aerodynamics of missile configurations at angles of
attack where separated flow dominates the leeward flow field. Special emphasis is
given to phenomena which are unique to high angles of attack aerodynamics.

As a missile is exposed to increasing angles of attack the leeward flow field goes
through several regimes. At incidences above 5 degrees the flow separates from the
missile body and leading edges of lifting surfaces. This separated fluid rolls up to
form well-defined vortices in the leeward flow field. Flow separation is accompanied
by an increase in the aerodynamic loads while the presence of vortices introduces
extreme loading nonlinearities. Small changes in the vortex paths and strengths can
result in large variations in the aerodynamic forces. At sufficiently high incidences
the steady vortex patterns disappear and flow about the missile body resembles a
cylinder in crossf low.
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The aerodynamic loads at high angles of attack differ qualitatively from those at
low incidences. A much larger portion of the normal force and moment are contributed
by the missile body. On missile configurations with pitch plane symmetry, induced
forces arise. These loads which include roll moment, yaw force and yaw moment are
absent at low angles of attack and their presence at high incidence seems in contradic-
tion with the basic problem symmetry. They are produced by the asymmetric vortex
pattern which develops in the leeward flow field.

The complex flow-field structure occurring at high angles of attack makes it very
difficult to predict missile aerodynamic characteristics. Linear methods applicable at
low incidences no longer are valid and a tractable theoretical approach does not exist.
This has led to the development of empirical predictive methods which rely heavily on
experimental data. For this reason, developing an experimental description of the high
angle of attack flow field is a prerequisite for creating effective predictive methods.

These notes are divided into two sections. In the first, experimental information
describing the flow field about and forces on missiles at high angles of attack will be
reviewed. This will include a discussion of bodies alone, fins alone, complete
configurations and high incidence testing problems. The second section will provide an
overview of existing predictive methods.

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION OF FLOW ABOUT CIRCULAR BODIES

At an angle of attack greater than a few degrees the fluid on the leeward side of
a body in subsonic flow rolls up to form vortices as shown in Figure 1. With increasing
incidence a pattern containing two symmetrically disposed vortices gives way to an
asymmetric flow field which may feature a large number of vortices. Both of these flow
conditions are nominally steady and the latter gives rise to large, steady side forces.
At incidences near 90 degrees the vortex pattern becomes unsteady and the resulting
flow field resembles that behind a cylinder in crossflow. The vortex pattern in super-
sonic flow changes as the crossflow Mach number approaches unity. Vortices near the
base of the body become elliptic in shape and with increasing Mach number degenerate
into free shear layers. The leeside surface pressure distribution becomes very low due
to compressibility effects and the flow field structure has relatively little influence
on total body loads. A qualitative outline of the Mach number-incidence bounds of the
various high angle of attack flow regimes is shown in Figure 2.

2.1.1 PARAMETERS FOR CORRELATING EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The analogy between the crossflow about a body at high angle of attack and flow
about a two dimensional cylinder is often relied upon to interpret experimental data.
Two different types of relations have been constructed. The simplest, which will be
referred to as the crossflow analogy, assumes that the flow over an inclined body can
be divided into a component parallel to the body axis and one perpendicular to it.
The viscous flow in the crossflow plane of the inclined body is similar to that about
the cylinder where the free stream conditions are ReDsina and M sina. Figure 3 provides
the circular cylinder drag iosfficient and rms lift coefficient as a function of Mach
number and Reynolds number. ,  From these charts it is evident that Reynolds number is
an important parameter below the critical Mach number of .42. The onset of turbulence
moves the separation point leeward narrowing the wake and reducing drag and lift. At
Mach numbers greater than .42, separation is triggered by the formation of weak shock
waves on the shoulders of the cylinder and Reynolds number no longer has an important
effect on the force coefficients.

A more complex analogy, which will be referred to as the impulsive flow analogy,
likens the development of the flow in the crossflow plane of an inclined body to that
about an impulsively started cylinder. This analogy assumes that the crossflow plane
is swept at the uniform rate, Ucosa, down the body. The flow field in the crossflow
plane at a distance x from the missile nose has thus been developing for the period of
time t = x/Ucosa and should be analogous to the flow field about an impulsively
started cylinder at the same time after the start of flow. The free stream velocity of
the impulsively started cylinder is U sina and the dimensionless time parameter for a
cylinder in crossflow, Ut/D, becomes:

t* = x tana/D (1)

A problem with the impulsive flow analogy is that experimental data on impulsively
started cylinders is difficult to generate. Available information from references
3, 4, 5 and 6 are shown in Figure 4. In addition, to accurately simulate the nose
region, impulsively started flow experiments should initially feature an expanding
cylinder. Despite these difficulties this analogy correctly predicts formation of a
symmetric vortex pattern at low incidences (i.e. at small values of t*) and asymmetric
vortex structures at higher angles of attack. Unfortunately it gives no criteria for
the onset of unsteady flow.

The above two analogies suggest that important parameters correlating experimental
measurements at high angles of attack should be:

1. Crossflow Reynolds number, ReDsina
2. Crossflow Mach number, M sins
3. Dimensionless time from the start of the crossflow, x tana/D
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There seems to be little question that crossflow
Mach number and t* are effective parameters for
correlating experimental data. However, as dis-
cussed by reference 7, at low incidences transi-
tion is determined by the axial Reynolds number,
ReDcosQ while at high angles of attack the cross-

SEPAATINLINEf low Reynolds number is likely to be most
influential. It has been found on studies of
infinite yawed cylinders that the streamwise

E,,N SHEET Reynolds number ReD/sina is a single parameter
ING OAETCALVOTTEAKDIb grouping that produces appropriate Reynolds(MORATE AN01L0 O TTACK)

number values for predicting transition at both
high and low incidences.8 To illustrate this
point experimental values of the average cross-
flow drag coefficient on inclined bodies have
been plotted as a function of ReD/sino in Figure 5.sHDVOR,,o CORE These drag coefficients were ?b1ined by using
the experimental normal force in Eq. (19) and
solvingfor iCcd. Most oi this data was taken at a
crossflow Mach number of less than .35 and shows
a sharp decline at Reynolds numbers greater than
1.5(10 ) to 4.0(105). The remaining measurements
reflect a sensitivity to Reynolds number that
decreases with increasing crossflow Mach number.
The influence of crossflow Mach number and stream-
wise Reynolds number on the crossflow drag is thus

1¢0UWTEADY ASMOMETR,CALVORTEX HEOON seen to be very similar to that of freestream Mach
,VEVT0000*0LEOFOTTAC, number and Reynolds number on the drag of a

cylinder in crossflow.

Despite some success in applying the above
Figure 1. Leeward vortex structure analogies to inclined bodies, it should be kept

in subsonic flow in mind that flow about such a configuration is
really three dimensional, particularly near the

nose and base. It will be shown in later sections that neither of these analogies can
account for measured side force characteristics.
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Figure 6. Crossflow plane
vorticity (Dw/4U). Case A is
from reference 11, while
remainder are from reference 12.
Test body was a tangent ogive,

E = 3. , x/D - 6.

2.1.2 THE SYMMETRIC VORTEX REGIME

The symmetric vortex pattern, depicted in Figure la, generally occurs at incidences

up to 20 to 40 degrees, with the lower limit applying to longer bodies. The gross

crossflow plane pattern is relatively insensitive to Mach number and Reynolds number as

long as the crossflow Mach number is less than unity. With increasing Mc, starting near

the base , vortices progressively become more elliptic and finally degenerate into free

shear layers. This is illustrated in Figure 6 where experimentally determe crossflow

plane velocities have been integrated to obtain the vorticity distribution
1, 2 The

vortex structure remains qualitatively unchanged in Figure 6a, 6b, and 6c even though

the freestream velocity Mach and Reynolds number vary over a wide range. A clear

elongation of the vortex structure can be seen in Figure 6d which features a crosaflow
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Mach number near unity. This is more emphatically illustrated in Figure 7 using
Oberkampf's supersonic crossflow measurements.

1 3 ,14

The fully developed symmetric vortex pattern as viewed ia the crossflow plane is
shown in Figure 8 and features both a primary and secondary vortex of opposite
circulation. The flow field can generally be characterized by the following three
features:

1. Primary separation point
2. Vortex position
3. Vortex strength

In addition to the above quantities, the axial position of the initial leeward flow
separation is found to be a useful correlative parameter. In the following section,
experimental information describing these features is presented.

The axial position, x., at which vortices first appear has been determined
experimentally in a number of different studies and the results have been ccrrelated
by Mendenhall 5;

sharp nosed bodies:
x (

s (2)r 32 (1 - eTN _ 4

blunt nosed bodies: -= 10 + 2 (3)

NEAR WAKE PRIMARY
STAGNATION POINT VORTEX CORE

,FEEDING

It It SECONDARY
' VORTEX CORE

4.4 INDUCED
t. STREAMLINESEPARATION PRIMARY

ASEPARATION

SBOUNDARY POINT

S ATSEPARATION
INT

X/D 60 X/O=9.0 AYER

Figure 7. Crossflow plane velocity
vector plot from reference 13. USINa-CROSFW TY
[M = 3.01, a = 250, ReD = 1.7 (106)1

Figure 8. Symmetric flow field viewed
from crossflow plane

Measurements of the primary separation point can be found in a number of different
references6-2 2,4 5 Usually this quantity is determined using flow visualization tech-
niques such as oil flow, dye injection or hydrogen bubbles. As discussed by Schinde1 1 6 ,
these techniques do not always lead to the same results. Hydrogen bubbles mark the
point of separation for the inviscid streamlines while the position of boundary layer
separation is determined by dyes and oil flows. In addition to these discrepancies,
interpretation of the flow visualization experiments is often very subjective. Despite
these uncertainties, three distinct trends are visible in the separation point data:

1. The separation point moves windward with increasing distance from the nose.
2. With increasing angle of attack, the separation point moves windward.
3. At crossflow Mach numbers greater than .8, the separation point moves in the

leeward direction.

This last point is illustrated in Figure 9 using the data correlated by Nielsen, et.al.2 3

and adding to it measurements from Feldhuhn'sl7 study on cones. Both this graph and the
previously described changes of vortex structure at hiqh crossflow Mach numbers
indicates that the wake narrows under these conditions. The two other trends are
depicted in Figure 10 which features separation angle as a function of t*. The data
plotted in this graph is representative of both symmetric and asymmetric vortex patterns,
the latter case occurring for large t*. Asymmetric vortex patterns generate different
separation angles on each side of the inclined body and the plotted value is an average
of the two. The quantity F', determined from Figure 9 has been subtracted from
measurements taken at crossflow M--h numbers greater than .8. The scatter in the
results makes it difficult to d i firm conclusions, however, for t* > 2, data are
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roughly distributed between the laminar and
turbulent cylinder separation angles, with the
solid symbols representing turbulent separation
(i.e. ReD/sina > 4(l05), Mc < .4) appearing to be 130

closer to the turbulent cylinder in crossflow
separation point. r WNE ATAIFELDUN.

The flow field surveys of Figure 6 show 4 0 23

vorticity to be widely distributed throughout the 13

crossflow plane. Nevertheless, it is convenient

from the point of view of quantifying the flow 0 - P

field to characterize the vortex structure by a
vortex center and a total circulation. The g 0
vortex center is usually taken to be the point
of most intense circulation which closely coin- ,..
cides with the position of the minimum total
pressure. Information on vortex strength and
positioy.cn be found in a large number of 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 2.4 2.6 2.8 10 3.2 34
places. ii2,l4,2 -29 Ideally vortex strengths M

are determined by measuring flow field velocities
and performing the integration

d n te i ain Figure 9. Steady state separation
r f V'ds (4) angle as a function of crossflow

c Mach number

about contours which appear to
enclose the vortex. However,
in many cases, only the vortex , ,
position is measured directly. - J ,
The vortex strength is calcu- " a

lated by combining position
data and other experimental ,
measurements with simple
theoretical models. As will be
discussed in Section 3.1, it is a. a
possible to derive an expression 00
for normal force as a functionof Do.
crossflow plane vortex position. e0

Assuming symmetric vortices and S. ZO YIN

solving for vortex strength o o F,

yields: 0

S0 0o coo o

Figure 10. Average separation angle as a function of t*.
Solid symbols denote turbulent separation.

r 
(CN - CN)rC2/ (5)+ 2

2rrUsina 4sin2ayv[l - a2/(y + z)
Here CN _ is the slender body theory contribution to the normal force and yv,Zv is the
vortex location in crossflow coordinates. Circulation values obtained by integrating
crossflow velocities are in good agreement with these results. An alternate approach is
to measure the location of the near wake stagnation point.2 9 Constructing a potential
crossflow plane model with two symmetrically placed point vortices and requiring that
the velocity be zero at the measured near wake stagnation point location also yields
an expression for vortex strength.

Vortex positions and strengths from references 11, 14, and 24-29 have been correlated
to determine relevant trends. Figures 11 to 13 indicate that vortices move away from the
missile body and become stronger with increasing distance from the nose. As is evident
in Figure 11, vortex strength increases in subsonic flow with increases in ReD . Although
the supersonic vortex strength appears to be larger than subsonic ones, this may be partly due
to ReD which is generally larger in the supersonic data. In Figure 12 subsonic vortices
are seen to move away from the body along radial lines with constant angular orientations.
The actual angular location appears linked to the separation point, moving leeward with
transition and then windward with further increases in ReD . In supersonic flow the
vortex angular position decreases with increasing distance from the nose. Figure 13
illustrates that the radial vortex location is larger in supersonic flow. For subsonic
conditions it is sensitive to ReD decreasing after transition and then increasing with
further increases in ReD .

A new type of vortex structure has recently been reported to exist on the nose tip
of blunt bodies at intermediate incidences in transonic flow.1 8 This phenomenon which
occurs in addition to the crossflow plane vortices, forms as a result of a leeside
vortex separation bubble which is induced by axial rather than crossflow pressure
gradients. The resulting vortex pair is illustrated in Figure 14 and features a
circulation opposite in sign to that of the crossflow plane vortex. There is no
information concerning the associated vortex strength, hence its importance in
influencing aerodynamic loads is unknown.
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2.1.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE ASYMMETRIC VORTEX PATTERN

At an intermediate range in angle of attack (25 to 70 degrees) a nominally steady

asymmetric vortex pattern develops in the leeward flowfield. This pattern is not
extremely stable; various vortex configurations have been reported for the same test
conditions and in some cases unsteadiness has occurred. Examples illustrating the
fickle nature of the flow field can be found throughout the literature. Gowen and
Perkins 3 0 ran an extensive series of flow visualization studies on slender bodies of
revolution at Mach 2 and observed the onset of an unsteady flow field in the incidence
range 20 to 40 degrees. Gapcynski 31 ran similar tests and was unable to find flow

N 32

unsteadiness. Thomson and Morrison3 have observed unpredictable regions of instability
in their flow field studies while Clark and Nelson

2 3, and De ffenbaugh and Koerner
2 1

found that asymmetric vortex patterns wouid change to symmetric ones, and vice versa,with no discernible variation in test conditions. Clark I 0 has also discovered that

generating a small disturbance upstream of a body with an asymmetric vortex pattern will
form a n~w more stable vortex configuration. Gowen and Perkins 3 0 and Wardlaw and
Morrisonz Loth report altering asymmetric vortex patterns by changing the roll orienta-
tion of bodies of revolution. Results from the latter work are shown in Figure 15.
These experiences suggest that very small changes in test procedure and irregularities
in model machining can have a large influence on the asymmetric flow field. The
importance of this last factor is underscored by the experiment carried out by Kruse

3 4

(see Figure 16). Here an axisymmetric model at high incidence was spun about its axis and
the Besulting side force which reflects the leeward vortex structure is seen to vary

periodically with roll orientation.

Currently it is unclear what role unsteadiness plays in the case of the asymmetric

vortex pattern. Pressure measurements in incompressible flow by Lamont and Hunt
3 5

support the hypothesis thatgt is central to an understanding of this flow regime. These
workers have concluded that the flow field is unsteady and continuously changes between
two mirror images patterns. A right-handed pattern is formed when the first shed vortex
is on fhe right side of the body and a left handed pattern reflects the opposite situa-
tion. The steady tate side forc te onet of average amount of time in the ie flow
spends in each orientation. Support for this point of view comes from surface pressure

withno iscrnibe vriaion n tst ondiion. Cark
1

ha alo dicovredtha
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Figure 17. Local side force as a function of
axial position and roll orientation

measurements which were integrated to produce the side force distribution. As is common
experience, the steady state side force is seen to vary with roll angle, however, The
functional form of the side force distribution curve does not (see Figure 17). L mcnt
and Hunt were able to make the magnitude of the side force independent of roll orienta-
tion using an unsteady pressure measurement. At each roll anqle the steady state side
force was corrected by multiplying it by the ratio of peak to average pressure.

Thomson and Morrison have developed a general description of the steady asymmetric flow
field using data covering the Mach number Range of .4 to 2.8 and a low enough Reynolds
number to assure laminar separation. As with the symmetric vortex pattern, the gross
features of the flow field are primarily dependent on crossflow Mach number. For
Mc < .7, two weak, closely spaced nose vortices are followed by a series of constut
strength ones as shown in Figure 18. As the crossflow Mach number is increased past .7,
vortices cluster closer together and become increasingly concentrated near the nose tip.
These changes are illust-ated in the Schlieren photographs of Figure 19. A detailed
view of the crossflow plane vorticity distribution provided by wake surveys is shown
in Figure 20. At a crossflow Mach number of 1.2 an elliptic, almost symmetric vortex
pair appears near the lee side of the body. Only far from the body does a weak
asymmetric vortex pattern develop. This is in contrast to the vorticity distribution in
subsonic flow from reference 11 shown in the same Figure where a strong asymmetric
vortex pattern develops near the lee side of the body.

Water tunnel results by Clark and Nelson 0 '3 3 covering both laminar and turbulent
separations, in contrast to those of Thomson and Morrison, suggest that the flow field

dominated by two strong nose vortices. One or two additional vortices may he shed
downstream of the nose vortices, and the flow field about the aft enr1 of the mce(
contains only diffuse vorticity. Introduction of an air bubble stream impinginq on the
nose tip was found to produce a more stable vortex pattern with the larer number of
shed vortices. The various vortex patterns observed by Clark are shown in Fiqure 21.
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- a) Subsonic flow; M .6, a=45, Mc .4-c

c)Supersonic flow; M = 2., =45,Mc =1 4
Figure 19. Schlieren photographs of the

leeward flow field

Thomson and Morrison appear to be the only
reference developing a quantitative description of
the asymmetric flow field. These results apply to
the case of laminar separation with Mc < .7 and were
developed using a cone-cylinder model. In this
study the leeward flow field is mapped using a b) Supersonic flow; 11 = 2., a= 3 5°'c=l.l
Pitot probe and results are integrated to determine vortex strength. The emerging flow-
field description indicates that the first two vortices are much weaker and clustered
closer to each other than are subsequent ones. In an effort to supplement measured
vortex strengths an indirect method of calculation is devised. The first two vortices
are excluded from the analysis and the remainder are treated using a combination of the
impulsive flow analogy, Karman vortex street theory 36 , and the concept of the yawed
vortex street. This latter principle supposes that the shed vortices can be treated as
a Karman vortex street traveling in a direction perpendicular to the shed vortex lines
(see Fig. 18). The resulting theory allows vortex strengths to be determined from the
vortex spacing which car, readily be measured using .Schlieren photographs.

The Strouhal number which describes the frequency for vortex shedding in two-
dimensional flow is written:

S - 2D (6)

where t is the time between the sheddinq of successive vortices. Using the impulsive
flow analogy (Section 2.1.1', the time between the shedding of successive vortices is
related- 'o the axial distance between adjacent vortices, Q', by:

11 cos

Replacinq t+ in Eq. '6) by sin , (which is consistent with the impulsive flow analoy)
and using (7) yields:

___ D (8)2W tanx

The theory developed by von Kcirmn dofines vortex strength in a two-dimensional street
to he:
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2. Z9= 2q'tan

3. us Usin(t-F,)
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Substituting the above and Eq. (8) into Eq. (9) and applying an experimentally deter-
mined value of h/£ = .19 yields the following relation for vortex strength:

2(X) (I - X) cos2 ()coth 60 (10)
UDsin a Sc )

The parameters, S, E, and X are evaluated as functions of Mc using Figures
22 and 23. The results of Eq. (10) are plotted against a and Mc in Figure 24. These
values agree well with the experimentally measured vortex strengths over a wide range
in crossflow Mach number. 3 2 Also indicated in this picture are the tentative strengths
of the first two weaker vortices. The experimentally observed Strouhal numbers obtained
using Eq. (8) agree closely with the incompressible value of S on circular cylinders in
crossflow. Changes in vortex spacings do not occur until Mc becomes greater than .7.

Thomson and Morrison also provide experimental information for the points at which
the extended vortex trails intersect the body centerline which is summarized in Figure
25. In addition, the orientations of the vortex paths can be found using the values of
X given in Figure 23. Since X = tan &/tan a:

= tan-1 fx tan a}

Thomson and Morrison's results can be compared to information from several other
sources. The break away points and values of X measured by Pick3 7 and Clark1 0 are
shown in Figure 25 and are in relatively good agreement, however, only a quali-tative correspondence exists between the measured break away points in all of these

studies. Some of the difference may be due to a lack of uniformity in nose geometry.
Also, the breakaway points measured by Clark represent the maximum number of such
positions. As mentioned earlier, the number of shed vortices visible in this study
varied. The wake measurements of Yanta and Wardlaw, shown in Figure 20 yield a mean
shed vortex strength value which is in reasonable proximity to the results of Eq. (10) as
shown in Figure 24.

The angle of attack at which the vortex pattern initially becomes asymmetric
decreases with increasing body length and nose fineness. Experimental studies have
suggested a number of different methods for determining the onset angle. In Figure 25
Thomson and Morrison provide a position for the start of asymmetry which is a function
of the crossflow Mach number. The vertical scale on this graph indicates the point at
which the extended vortex path intersects the body centerline. To obtain the axial
location along the body where separation first starts, add .42 to the value read in
Figure 25.6 In contrast to this approach which is Mach number dependent, others are
not. Also, other methods are usually derived from considering the onset of side force.
Wardlaw and Morrison 38 found that the equation:

ao = tan-1(4) (11)

was close to the mean value for a large data base. Chapman and Keener 3 9 have proposed
the following relation for determining the onset of side forces on forebodies:

a0 = 2.1 O (12)
on

In a later study th_ above was extended to nose afterbody combinations.4 0 Fiechter 2 6 also
provides an expression for predicting the onset of asymmetry:

a0 % 4.2/Z£t (rad) (13)

This relation was developed on long bodies (£T > 10) and hqjce it cannot really be
expected to apply to forebodies alone. Lamont and Hunt have suggested the follow-
ing results which are based on pressure measurements:

if: 3+.05a > 7-k a = tan -1  (2-t (14)

025a 1.5
otherwise: tan a - et _ 1.5

To facilitate comparison all of the above have been plotted in Figure 26.

In subsonic flow the vortex patterns become unsteady as the angle of attack is
increased and the vortices are shed periodically from opposite sides of the body as is
shown in Figure ic. The incidence where this transition occurs depends on body length.
Unsteadiness starts at the model base and progresses towards the nose with increasing
angle of attack. On long bodies this transition occurs near an incidence of 60 degrees
while on short forebodies a steady side load and hence steady asymmetric vortex patterns
have been observed up to incidences of 80 degrees. 3 9 ,4 0 For supersonic flow the vortex
pattern documented by Thomson and Morrison disappears before this incidence is reached
and unsteady vortex patterns probably do not form. This conclusion is inferred from
the observation that the flow field about a cylinder in supersonic flow is steady and
devoid of vortex structures.
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2.1.5 SURFACE PRESSURES AND FORCES ON
BODIES AT HIGH INCIDENCE

N. X 8 The surface pressure distribution ono D a body in subsonic flow measured in

-1 a- reference 26 is shown at several incidences

in Figure 27. The irregular pressure
distribution on the lee side reflects the
importance of the leeward vortex struc-

I tures. Consistent with the onset of the
CP 0 X 4 asymmetric vortex structure discussed in

sin2a -1 - .D- 'the last section, the pressure distribu-

-2 - tion is clearly asymmetric at an incidence
of 50 degrees. At an angle of attack of

-3 -  ,70 degrees, circumferential pressures are
again symmetric reflecting the existence

1 of an unsteady flow field which produces
, ,I , X 2 a symmetric time averaged pressure distri-

2 'bution. The influence of Reynolds number-1 -  on the circumferential pressure distribu-

-2 " tion is shown in Figure 28 using the data
of reference 21. As might be expected
from the analegy with a cylinder in cross-

Figure 27. Circumferential pressure flow, the higher Reynolds number case
distribution on Zn =3 tangent ogive in low which presumably corresponds to turbulent
speed flow. R = .1 (10) separation, reflects a hiqher leeside

pressure and a narrower separation region.

The normal force distribution of reference 26 is shown as a function of incidence in
Figure 29 and features peak loads on the nose. Although this feature remains present
throughout the angle of attack range, its relative magnitude is largest at low incidence
which explains the aft motion of the center of pressure with increasing angle of attack.
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Figure 30. At very low incidences Nl xm .4.5 ) X/ =8.
(i.e. a < 5) slender body theory accounts
for the majority of the measured load.
At higher angles of attack the flow Figure 32. Pressure distribution about a
separates reducing the leeside pressure tangent ogive (Ln = 3.5) at Mach 2. Data
and producing a large increase in normal from reference 31. -a = 17, ----a = 30*,
force. Throughout most of the angle of ---a = 50*•
attack range, the circumferential pressure distribution, normalized by crossflow dynamic
pressure remains relatively constant producing a normal force curve which is
functionally similar to a sin

2a curve. The normal force curve in Figure 30 features a
temporary decrease or stall at an incidence of 55 to 60 degrees. It has been postulated
that this dip is due to unsteadiely during transition from an axial to crossflow
dominated flow field structure. '± As can be seen in Figure 30, Reynolds number has a
large influence on the incidence at which the stall occurs. It has been suggested that
peak side force values are accompanied by local increases in normal force such as that
occurring immediately prior the stall.2 , 2  Qualitatively this observation is in agree-
ment with the measured side force curves shown in Figure 31. However, as the Reynolds
number is decreased from 1.4(105) to 5.0(104) the incidence at which the peak side
force occurs moves from 55 to 50 degrees while the normal force stall point location
changes from 55 to 60 degrees.

The surface pressure distribution on a body in supersonic flow is shown in Figure
32 at several different incidences. Unlike the subsonic case, the leeward pressure
distribution is symmetric and shows the influence of leeward flow field vortices only
at low incidences. As the incidence and hence crossflow Mach number increases the
amplitude of the leeside pressure fluctuations decrease and at Mc % 1 (i.e. a = 30*),
the pressure on the leeside of the body is nearly uniform. A typical normal force
curve for a body in supersonic flow is shown in Figure 33. As in the subsonic case
the general form of the normal force curve is a sin 2u function. However, the stall
point is not present in the supersonic case and there is no leveling off of the normal
force coefficient for incidences in the vicinity of 90 degrees. The absence of the
stall phenomena might be expected since this feature is essentially a product of the

mI
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lee flow field. At high angles of attack in supersonic flow, the leeward pressure is
so low that gross changes in its value have little effect on the overall vehicle
aerodynamics. As is shown in Figure 33, the normal force coefficient increases with
increasing Mach number in the subsonic-transonic regime, but decreases with increasing
Mach number under supersonic conditions. Center of pressure location, also shown in
this figure, is seen to be furthest aft in supersonic flow for a 90.

Lamont and Hunt 3 5 ,4 4 have measured the side force distribution on circular bodies
with several different nose shapes in incompressible flow. The general form of the
local side force coefficient normalized by the crossflow dynamic pressure is shown in
Figure 34 and features a periodic distribution along the body which is in accord with
the predictions of the impulsive flow analogy. However, the first peak is the largest
and the remaining ones decrease in magnitude with distance from the nose. Only two of
these peaks are significant which is at variance with the impulsive flow analogy that
predicts a continuing series of equal amplitude peaks. The side force distribution is
correlated with x tana/D, however this parameter grouping does not completely remove the
effects of nose shape and incidence. Expressions describing the motion of key positions
on the side force distribution curve with changes in incidence and nose shape are listed
in Table 1. The deduced unswitched amplitude of point B on the side force distribution
curve is shown in Figure 35 and the entire curve is presumed to scale with this point.
As previously explained, Lamont and Hunt have concluded that unsteady changes from a
right to a left handed vortex pattern account for variation in the measured steady side
force magnitude. These mirror image patterns produce side forces of the same magnitude
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but opposite sign. The maximum possible side force magnitude occurs under test condi-
tions where the vortex pattern stays locked in one confiquration or is unswitched. As
is illustrated in Figure 36, the total body side force produced by integrating the
distribution curve with the unswitched magnitude bounds a large number of measurements
made on a single body at varying roll angles.

The sensitive nature of side force makes a quantitative description difficult to
obtain. Measured values have been observed to change with variations in the roll
orientation of axisymmetric bodies. The data of references 37-41 and 43 suggest that
the magnitude of these loads decreases with increasing Mach number, decreasing nose
fineness and the introduction of bluntness. References 35 and 4 indicate that transi-
tion to turbulence decreases side force values while the addition of grit has been
observed to increase these forces in some cases and decrease them in others. ardldw
and Morrison3 8 have developed a quantitative description of key side force characteris-
tics such as maximum observed side force, angle of attack at 'which it occurs and the
onset angle of incidence. A data base was assembled using information available in
the open literature and private sources. Trends visible in the data base are illustrated
in Figures 37 to 40. Figures 37 and 38 show the effect of M and Mc on Cyrn while Figure
39 examines the influence of nose fineness. In all three cases, the greatest effect is
found to exist at transonic Mach numbers where the crossf low Mach number is supercriti-
cal. The influence of Reynolds number at subcritical Mach numbers is explored in
Figure 40. Results suggest a peak at transition with a decrease at the higher Reynolds
numbers, but a strong trend is not evident.

In order to develop a quantitative description of the phenomena, a linear regression
technique has been applied to the data base. Only those terms that are statistically
significant are included in the final description of the phenomena. The following
descriptive equations are developed:
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(a) Maximum observed side-force 
magnitude:

1. Sharp tangent ogives (rb < .005)

Cym = 4.20 - 12.50 h(M 1.06 f (R ); Cym = .65 (15)

nD

where

.3 forM/1 n .3 fM > .57 or ReD <6(10)
h( ) = I~ n f(ReDM)=

n) for ( 3 1 if M f .57 and ReD 6(105)

n M n

2. Blunt tangent ogives (rb > .005)

Cym = 1.17 - .543 f (ReDM) - 3.91 hl(M-); 0 ~ym = .38 (16)
n

0 if M .57hl(I-) =

M - .57 if M > .57
1 1 n

(b) Angle of attack at which the maximum side force occurs:

0 = 39.8 - 10.3 M + 91.6 ; a  = 6.75 (17)9m T m

(c) Angle of side force onset:

(o 0 18.72 + 425.7/91; T a = 4.95 (18)

The side force values obtained by integrating Lamont and Hunt's yaw force distribu-
tion curve are compared to the collected data plotted as a function of kn in Figure 39.
It can be seen that the predicted level of side force bounds the experimental measure-
ments. This validates the general level of side force determined by Lamont and Hunt in
Figure 35 but it does not necessarily affirm the rationale (i.e. presumed influence of
flow unsteadiness) used in arriving at this level.

As can be determined by examining Figures 37 and 38, side force starts to decrease
at a crossflow Mach number of .4 or a freestream Mach number of .6 and is not present
in supersonic flow. There are three different mechanisms which can be expected to lead
to the reduction of side force with increasing Mach niLmber.

1. In supersonic flow the leeside pressures become a very small fraction of the
stagnation value. Pressure changes induced by the flow field vortices will have little
effect on body loads. This is illustrated in Figure 41, showing the ratio of leeside
pressure drag to total drag for a circular cylinder as a function of Mach number.

2. At crossflow Mach numbers much greater than .7, the asymmetric vortex structure
develops only in the far wake and hence can be expected to have little influence on
surface pressures.

3. As the crossflow Mach number becomes greater than the critical value (.42 for a
circular cylinder) portions of the flow near the cylinder shoulder become supersonic in
the crossflow plane. Thus the influence of leeward asymmetric vortex structures is not
sensed on surfaces near the cylinder shoulder.

The last mechanism is the only one which produces a demise of the side force consistent
with the data of Figures 37 and 38. The other two possibilities lead to a reduction in
side force at Mach numbers which are too high. Mechanism one should produce measurable
forces values at crossflow Mach numbers as high as 1.5 or 2. Mechanism two suggests that
side forceswill start to decline at crossflow Mach numbers greater than .7.

Induced loads are very sensitive to test conditions and difficult to predict.
These considerations have motivated an investigation into methods for suppressing or
eliminating them. The following schemes have been tried for side forces and moments:

1. Vortex generators. 4 5 These consist of a large number of very small, low aspect
ratio fins attached to the missile nose.

2. Use of grit? 7 '39 ' 4 5 Grit has been applied in a number of different ways, at
the nose and along the body.
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Figure 42. Yaw force and moment reduction using strakes, grit and boundary layer trips
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Figure 43. Lift curves for delta wings

of various aspect ratio

3. Nose strakes and booms.3 9

4. A small degree of nose
blunting. 37,39

5. Separation trips
4 6

Induced loads have been reported to be SECONOARY VORTEX

reduced substantially through the applica-
tion of the above methods as is illustrated 0 REATTACHMENTLNE
in Figure 42. Devices for suppressing U SECONDARY SEPARATION, LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
side force and moment disrupt the flow in 0 SECONDARY SEPARATION, TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
the nose region and prevent shed vorticity STREAMLINES
from rolling up into concentrated, well Figure 45. Leeward vortex structure on a
defined vortices. Addition of grit to a delta wing
model has been observed to increase side
forces in some cases and decrease it in
others. Nose bluntness reduces the size of side forces and some studies have concluded
that the maximum effect is obtained with only a small amount of nose bluntness. Helical
boundary layer separation trips have apparantly been very successful in suppressing
side forces on a number of different bodies.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION OF FLOW ABOUT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

At incidences greater than a few degrees, the flow about a low aspect ratio wing
separates. The resulting leeward flow field is dependent on the geometry of the wing;
its planform area and leading edge radius. The present discussion is confined to sharp,
low aspect ratio delta wings for which the most information is available. Brief
mention will be made of the flow about low aspect ratio rectangular wings. Additional
review articles on slender wings can be found in references 47, 48 and 49.

d J l . . .. . .. . . J ... II II .. .. I l . .... ... ... . . . ... .. . . ..i .. .. .. ... .. ..
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Figure 48. Variation in peak lift character-
In subsonic flow, the leeward flow istics of delta wings in incompressible flow

field structure on a delta wing can be as a function of aspect ratio
divided into two regimes. At low
incidence the separated flow rolls up to form well defined, steady vortices while at
high angles of attack an incoherent, unsteady flow field is present. The incidence-lift
curves of reference 50 which are shown in Figure 43 clearly reflect these two regimes.
At low incidences the leeward flow field vortices produce a large lift while at high
angles of attack the unorganized flow field structure leads to a reduction in this
quantity.

The actual demise of the organized vortex structure occurs as a consequence of
vortex bursting or breakdown. This process which is promoted by a positive pressure
gradient in the streamwise direction causes the vortex to lose its organized structure,
with its kinetic energy being converted into higher pressure. With increasing angles
of attack the point of vortex bursting moves from the far flow field toward the wing
and finally crosses its trailing edge. Figure 44, which was taken from Reference 51,
illustrates for incompressible flow the angles of attack at which vortex breakdown
first occurs at or forward of the trailing edge. Clearly, this incidence decreases with
increasing aspect ratio. Figure 44 also indicates that for AR < 1, asymmetric vortices
form at sufficiently high incidences.

The low incidence flow field which features well defined vortices is shown in
Figure 45. Fluid impacts on the lower surface of the wing and flows out on it leaving
the surface at the edge and rolling up to form a vortex on the upper side of it. This
vortex generates a large suction increasing the wing lift. The streamline that passes
over the top of the vortex, reattaches on the upper surface of the wing and divides.
Part of the fluid moves toward the trailing edge while the remainder travels back to
the leading edge. This latter fluid stream reseparates before reaching the leading edge
due to the adverse pressure gradient imposed by the vortex. The flow rolls up to form
a secondary vortex structure with opposite circulation as shown in Figure 45. The
location of the secondary separation point is dependent on the state of the adjacent
boundary layer. With increasing Reynolds number this boundary layer becomes turbulent
and the point of separation moves toward the leading edge increasing the wing lift
still further. An example of the variation in the wing surface pressure distribution
and normal force with changes in Reynolds number is shown in Figure 46.

Experimental data on vortex position from several different studies have been
correlated by Parker 47 and are shown in Figure 47. Despite the fact that different
aspect ratio wings are represented, the data is fairly tightly grouped.

The portion of the total wing lift contributed by vortex suction increases with
decreasing aspect ratio. This is illustrated in Figure 48 where the ratio of vortex
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lift to total wing lift is plotted as a function of aspect ratio. The vortex contribu-
tion to the wing lift is estimated by subtracting the calculated potential lift (i.e.
first term of Eq. 43) from the total lift measured by Wentz and Kolhman 50 . Clearly,
for wings with aspect ratios greater than 3 or 4, the vortex induced lift is not
important. The pressure distributions on an aspect ratio 4 wing, measured in
reference 53 and shown in Figure 49, provides an explanation for this. As a consequence
of near wing vortex breakdown on larger aspect ratio wings at low incidence, strong
suction develops only near the apex.

The influence of aspect ratio on lift is shown in Figure 43. Stall occurs at an
incidence that decreases with increasing aspect ratio. The chord-wise position of vortex
breakdown at stall is documented in Figure 50 using the data of reference 5n and can
be seen to move forward with increasing aspect ratio. On small aspect ratio wings,
stall marks the incidence at which vortex bursting crosses the trailing edge. For
larger aspect ratio wings the position of vortex breakdown is near the wing apex. As is
shown in Figure 48 the peak lift increases with decreasing aspect ratio until IR% 1.
For wings with lower aspect ratios there is a marked decrease in the peak lift. This
has been attributed to the formation of an asymmetric leeside vortex pattern which is
consistent with the bounds for this regime shown in Figure 44.

Squire 5 4 has outlined the changes in leeward flow field structure that occur in

transonic and supersonic flow. As the Mach number normal to the leading edge approaches
unity, the flow about the leading edges is increasingly turned by a Prandtl-Meyer

iJ _
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Figure 53. Streamlines on 1A
the surface of a rectangular 0,, "

wing. Streamlines down 1.6
stream of dotted lines cross
trailing edge. 

14

1.2

expansion which results in a
weaker vortex that lies .
closer to the wing surface. 

0 .8A

At a sufficiently high Mach
number the flow is able to 0.6
expand completely about the
leading edge and the tip 0.4

vortex disappears. Under
these conditions it is 0.2

ssible for a shock induced
5pparation to occur near the 0 10 20 30 40 0

middle of the wing. This
type of separation moves
outboard with increasing - Figure 54. Normal force curve for
incidence and becomes rectangular wings
indistinguishable from a
leading edge separation which moves inboard. Further increases in Mach number lead to
a windward shock which is attached to the leading edges. The bounds given by Squire
for each of these flow field structures are shown in Figure 51 as a function of the
leading edge incidence and normal Mach number:

Mn = M_ i - cos
2ccos2 A

e = tan-1 {tana/cosA}

The surface pressure distributions on a delta wing given in Figure 52 indicate
that the vortex suction peak decreases with increasing Mach number as would be expected
from the above discussion. However, compressibility effects increase the windward
pressures compensating for at least part of the loss in leeside lift. Clearly, with
increasing Mach number, the wing lift loses its dependency on vortex structure. The
actual variation of lift magnitude with Mach number is dependent on aspect ratio. Very
low aspect ratio wings which depend on vortex suction for a significant portion of
their lift may experience a lift reduction at transonic and supersonic speeds. For
larger aspect ratio wings compressibility effects will dominate and such lift losses
will not occur.

On low aspect ratio wings with different planform shapes separation will occur on
leading and sides edges. As long as the separated flow reattaches aft or inboard of the
separation line a suction will be formed which will increase the wing lift. The
similarity between the separation regions on delta and other planform shapes does not
necessarily extend to the fine structure of the separation regions. For example, the
surface streamlines measured by Wickens5 5 for a very low aspect ratio rectangular wing,
shown in Figure 53, do not indicate a region of secondary separation on either the
leading or side edges. Renardless of fin planform, the peak lift coefficient will be
obtained at a small but finite aspect ratio. In the limit as the aspect ratio goes to
zero the wing will have insufficient surface area to allow flow separating at the side
edge to reattach which will eliminate the vortex suction lift. It may also be expected
that the peak lift will occur at an aspect ratio where the vortex pattern on the lee
side of the wing becomes asymmetric. To illustrate the qualitative similarities between
the rectangilar and delta planform, the normal force curves for several rectangular
wings provided in referenced 56 are shown in Figure 54.

2.4 EXPER'MENTAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPLFTE MISSILE CONFIGURATION

The vortex structures associated with the complete missile configuration can be
constructed by superimposinq those of the isolated components. For a wing-body-tail
configuration this results in the type of flow field shown in Figure 55. Vortices
cned from the forward lifting surfaces interact with body vortices and flow back over
the tail inducing significant loads on this component. The quantitative description of
the flow field structure is strongly influenced by the interaction between the various
missile components. With increasing in-idence the steady, well defined vortex structures
disappear. In subsonic flow an organized flow field structure exists to a higher
incidence on bodies alone (t , 600 to 800) than on winqs alone (a ' 200 to 400). Hence
the disappearance of vortex structures can normally be thought of as starting on the
fins with the onset of vortex bursting. However, the effective angle of attack of a
fin which is part of a complete configuration is dependent on the conf-gurations roll
orientation and this may not always be the case. Also, the interaction between body
and wing vortices can result in the suppression of winq vortex burstinq to a higherincidence.

5 7

Little systematic information is available describing quantitatively the interac-
tion between body and wing vortices. One of the few available studies is that of
reference 29 which measured vortex paths and strengths on circular bodies with and
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without wings in subsonic flow. The position and
strength of body vortices are not affected by the
wings forward of the body wing junction. Aft of
this point, body vortex strengths are reduced and NORMAL

paths are perturbed for both delta and rectangular SHOCK

wing planforms. In supersonic flow body vortices
disappear at crossflow Mach numbers greatly in
excess of unity and the leeward flow field structure B) SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
is dominated by lifting surface vortices.

-- CONTOURS

Inviscid or shock interactions become important P,
in supersonic flow as shown in Figures 56 and 57.
The actual effect of shock interaction is dependent
on the specific configuration being tested and
freestream Mach number. Data taken in reference 16 '-- __

illustrates the types of phenomena present. At 0--W/' ---- -- - - - 7 ---s-9-10- -
incidences in the neighborhood of 20 degrees, -5-. '.

attached fin shocks intersect the body _nd
adjacent fins while the bow shock interacts with
the windward fin. This produ-es large gradients in "/-
the surface pressure as shown in Figure 56. The
rapid rise in symmetry plane pressure down stream
of the fins in Figure 57 is due to shocks from the
horizontal fins. At angles of attack near 50
degrees fin shocks become detached and interact
with the bow shock. At a roll orientation of Figure 58. Surface pressure 4 8 and
45 degrees (X configuration) the flow between the shock structure 1 6 on a finned
windward fins is reminiscent of that in a choked missile at a = 50'
duct. A normal shock forms upstream of the fin
leading edge producing high pressure and subsonic flow between the fins. The shock
structure and surface pressures for this case are illustrated in Figure 58.

As a body-tail configuration, at incidence a, is rolled, a fin which moves from
the windward ( = 0°)to the leeward ($ = 180')plane experiences a change in normal
force coefficient (CNT) shown in Figure 59a with the data of reference 23. In the
absence of body influence and vortex interactions, the wing angle of attack changes
from 0 at * = fto a at $ = 90'to 0fat = 180*while the yaw angle varies from a to 00
to -i respectively. The accompanying fin normal force at Mach 3 peaks at - 70 degrees
and then becomes negative at + = 140 " 160 degrees. The location of peak normal force

4)
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is a result of the interaction between the Figure 59b. Fin normal force

yaw and pitch angle changes. Increases in asymmetries induced by asymmetric body

both of these angles tend uo increase the vortices
2 3

fin normal force. The negative normal force
near the leeward plane of symmetry is
attributable to vortex interaction since the AR 1.0., 0.51
wing never achieves a negative angle of MACH-2.0 25.8 DEGREES
attack. At a Mach number of .8 the variation to
of the fin normal force features a sever SYMBOL FIN NO. I

stall at roll orientations between 25 and 50 0.8 
4
7 2

degrees which is greater than that measured 06
in fin alone tests. 2 3 The degree of stall is C9  0

highly dependent on fin planform geometry
and abates quickly with increasing Mach 02 - LOOKING FWD
number. The influence of asymmetric body
vortices on fin normal force can be seen in 0
Figure 59b to (ccur for 0 > 90. here the
value of CNT for fins positioned symmetrically
about the pitch plane is seen to differ. 08

As a missile fin is rolled past the CN T 0c

orientation, 0 = 0c, where the fin normal 0 -
force is zero the chord and span-wise moments -0.4 i
remain finite which moves the center of
pressure off the fin to infinity. The actual 01

behavior of the fin normal force, hinge 0

moment and chord-wise center of pressure is
shown in Figure 60 using the data from 

9
T(BI -0.1

reference 58. Measurements of the fin center
of piessure in the vicinity of t = Oc have -0.2

been found very difficult to repeat accurately. -0.3I
This is not surprising since fin loads near e.
this orientation are dominated by body vortex 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

interference effects. As was discussed in ROLL ANGLE I) -DEGREES
Section 2.1, the positions and strengths of Figure 60. Fin normal force, chord-
body vortices are very sensitive to small wise center of pressure, and hinge
changes in the experimental procedure. moment in leeward flow field58
Measurements of center of pressure from
repeat testsare shown in Figure 61. Notice
that even data from the same tests do not show pitch plane symmetry which indicates the
presence of asymmetric body vortices.

Yaw forces, yaw moments and roll moments can arise on the complete missile config-
uration at all angles of attack due to such factors as lack of pitch plane symmetry or
a yaw angle. At high angles of attack asymmetric vortices can also prodice these loads
on symmetric missile configurations at zero yaw angle. With increasing Mach number the
pressures in the leeward flow field are reduced relative to the stagnation pressure and
vortex structures lose their influence on loads causing induced forces to disappear.

" 4 ,
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Figure 63. Influence of model support tested in reference 61

on normal force at Mach .6

2.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS AND UNCERTAINTIES AT HIGH INCIDENCES

It has been common practice to apply the same testing procedure used in low
incidence testing to high angle of attack experiments. However, little effort has been
expended to check on the validity of such procedures and data taken in the Mach number
range where viscous effects strongly influence aerodynamic loads must be regarded with
scrutiny. For body alone tests, questionable measurements occur in the subsonic-
transonic range while on fin alone results uncertainties exist from the subsonic to the
supersonic regime. Two separate categories of problems affect the validity of the
experimental results. The first is model support interference while the second is the
instability of the viscous flow field.

In references 60 and 61, model support interference on bodies of revolution has
been examined in the incidence range of 60 to 90 degrees. The four tested model
support systems are shown in Figure 62 and consist of a sting support, a strut mount,
a sting support with a dummy strut mount and a strut support with a dummy sting mount.
The results of the testing are provided in Figures 63 and 64 which show measured CN
values with the sting and strut mounts and the corrected value inferred from the dummy
combination support systems at Mach .6 and .9 respectively. The sting support appears
to inctease the normal force 5% to 10% by increasing the effective body length while
the strut mount acts as a splitter plate in the crossflow plane decreasing the crossflow
drag and hence the normal force by 30% to 40%. Figure 64 indicates that the largest
interference occurs at the lowest Mach number which is to be expected since the viscous
influence on the load is greatest under these conditions.

Force measurements on fin configurations have also been found to be influenced by
the type of support system used. A comparison carried out in reference 23 between eata
obtained using reflection plate and sting supported models suggests that the reflection
plate tests feature a premature stall as shown in Figure 65 which is attributable to a fin
plate boundary layer shock interaction. The severity of this effect increases with
decreasing aspect and taper ratio. The majority of high incidence data for fins has
been taken using reflection plate mounting methods and relatively little sting support
information is available for comparison. Hence the above conclusion has been drawn
using a very limited amount of data. In supersonic flow the reflection plate support
technique also induces flow separation forward of the fin at incidences greater than
60 to 70 degrees.6 2  In effect the fin appears as a forward facing step to the oncoming
flow.5 8 This decreases the normal force coefficient as shown in Figure 66 with data
from reference 62 an, m-,ves the lateral center of pressure outboard.
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The second category of experimental problems occurring at hioh angles of attack is
that of viscous instability which results in significant variations of experimental data,
particularly induced loads, for the same nominal test conditions and model. Such problems
are most severe on sharp nosed bodies as shown in Figure 67 usingAtraghji's

6 3 data. The
change in normal and side force is probably lue to either a steady or unsteady varia-
tion in the leeward flow field structure accompanying changes in the model orientation.
The relative importance of these two mechanisms is at present unclear and it is
difficult to prescribe a set of experimental rules which will lead to repeatable results.
However, there are several guidelines which it is wise to follow, particularly when
measuring induced loads. Tests should be carried out in a low turbulence tunnel,
ideally with a free stream turbulence level of less than .1%. 4 A rigid support system
should be used to minimize model vibration. When force tests are being conducted
balance flexibility make this requiremeit difficult to meet. Light models in conjunc-
tion with stiff balances should be used to minimize this problem. Transient as well as
steady state measurements should be taken and when induced loads are of interest axi-
symmetric models should be tested at several different roll orientations.

In the case of fins, viscous instabilities are not as severe a problem, probably
because the separation points are fixed at the leading edge tip and asymmetric vortex
patterns are not encountered as often. Here a lack of reproducibility from facility to
facility has been noted in Reference 15 with regard to incidences at which vortex
bursting occurs in subsonic flow as shown in Figure 68.

3. PREDICTIVE METHODS

The complete problem of high-angle-of-attack prediction involves determining the
character of the leeward flow field; regions of separation, structure of the flow, and
its steadiness or unsteadiness. The problem as defined in this manner cannot be
addres3ed directly by the current state of the art. However, a large number of tech-
niques have been developed for predicting the loads on bodies at high angles of attack
under restricted conditions and for specific geometries.

The following sections provide a review of some of the existing predictive methods.
The discussion is divided into three parts: body alone, wing alone, and complete
missile configurations. Each of these sections is further divided into a review of
empirical, semi-empirical and theoretical techniques. Empirical approaches are those

based primarily on experimental observations while semi-empirical ones combine experi-
mental observation with computations. Theoretical procedures use no experimental
information.
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Empirical methods have
been developed to provide estimates
over the entire range of angle of 20

attack from 0 to 90 degrees. Semi-
empirical techniques are applicable 16

to regimes where steady, well-
defined vortices exist (a < 50 60
degrees). Currently there are few 

2

examples of theoretical methods. co0
08-

3.1.1 Empirical Methods 0 R. 10'

for Body-Alone Configurations

Body-alone methods 0

are generally based on the analogy 0 02 04 06 08 10 12

between flow about a two-dimensional M

cylinder and that about an inclined
body as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Figure 71. Crossflow drag coefficient as a
The total force is assumed to be function of crossflow Mach number determined from
the sum of the viscous force and normal force data on inclined bodies
the potential contribution determined
from slender body theory. The simplest approach uses the crossflow analogy to evaluate

the viscous term. The crossflow drag coefficient is assumed to be equal to the steady
state cylinder drag, shown in Figure 3a, which is a function of crossflow Mach number

(Msina) and crossflow Reynolds number (ReDsina). This leads to:
__ __ _Ap .i2a

CN sin(2o)cs(%/2)D2 + fCd Aref (19)N 4 A r e f d c A r f( 9

potential viscous
term term

and the moment taken about xm is:

2 1
VC D 2 (L t-x m)/4 A (xm-x

CM = sin(2_)cos(_/2) _ ef + nc p E sin 2,(0= r dc Aref D (20)

potential viscous
term term

In both of these equations the factor n is included to account for finite body length.
In practice it has been found that n should 'e set to unit in supersonic flow apd
evaluated from Goldstein's

6 4 data, shown in Figure 69, for subsonic conditions. In
reference 65 the above equations have been extended to bodies with noncircular crossec-
tion.

66
The crossflow analogy was originally suggested by Allen , but the actual form of

Eqs. (19) and (20) is from Jorgensen.
1 Although it is an extremely simple approach it
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Figure 72. Thomson's adjusted crossflow drag curve

does very well at providing a rough estimate of
normal force over a wide range of Mach number.
When Cdc and n are determined as described above
best results are obtained at supersonic crossflow
Mach numbers. For Mc 'u 1, an uncertainty exists 1.0
as to the most appropriate value of n. Jorgensen6 5

has calculated n values by substituting Cdc values
from Figure 3a and CN measurements into Eq. (18).
The results shown in Figure 70 indicate a rapid 0.8

variation of n for Mc near unity. In subsonic
crossflow where Reynolds number has a large
influence on normal force the use of crossflow
Reynolds number to determine the condition of the
separating boundary layer is questionable. As
discussed in Section 2.1.1 and shown in Reference G
67 the crossflow Reynolds number is based on an
inappropriate characteristic length. Particularly
at low incidences (a < 25) a characteristic length
representative of the surface streamline length
(i.e. D/sina)is more appropriate. At incidences
greater than 45 degrees, the ratio of the stream-
wise Reynolds number (ReD/sina) to the crossflow 0.2
Reynolds number is less than two and the dis-
crepancy introduced by using this latter parameter
is probably small.

0
A variation on the crossflow analogy as 0 20 40 60 80 90

defined above is to calculate Cdc values by sub- a(DEG)

stituting t':c measured normal force coefficient on Figure 73. Correction of
inclined bodie.7 into Eq. (19). A crossflow drag crossflow drag due to axial
curve suggested by Baker 6 2 ,6 8 is shown in Figure pressure gradient
71 and features the supercritical curve determined
by Fidler 4 9 and a subcritical one from DATCOM 6 9 . In conjunction with the Cdc values
in this Figure, the following function is given to blend subsonic values of n to unity
in supersonic flow68:

= r + (i ir 1 . + tanh [l5.(M-l)] 95 < M < 1.35

As apposed to Jorgensen's curve fit for n the above is based on freestream Mach number
rather than crossflow Mach number.

Force Prediction methods based on the impulsive flow analogy (see Section 2.1.1)
produce equations for CN and CM similar to those shown above:

C sin(2a)cos(ot/2) D2 + i sin 2 (a) f d Cddx (21)
N 4 Aref Aref 0

potential viscous
term term

1 2 Lt (22)
CM  sin(2a)cos(/2) D + Arei D L

ref Aref d0~ ~ xd
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to turbulence

Here again the total force and moment is assumed O\. .

to be the sum of a potential and viscous contribu- -I I
tion. However, the crossflow drag coefficient is ]
assumed to be a function of distance along the I
missile axis. Available experimental data for 0 20 40 60 ,w Z0

Cdc on an impulsively started cylinder is shown Figure 76. Correction for use of
in Figure 4a where the crossflow drag is given Corectonafo e
as a function of t* = xtana/D impulsive flow analogy

70The impulsive flow analogy was initially suggested by Kelly who used a polynomial
fit to Schwabes' data

3 
to evaluate Eqs. (21) and (22). Unfortunately, Schwabes' results

are now generally considered to be superseded by Sarpkaya's.
4 

However, tnere is little
data on impulsively started cylinders and this is a major impediment in using this
approach.

Thomson
6 

has developed a method of prediction based on an extensive modification of
the impulsive flow analogy which is applicable at Mc < .8. Sarpkaya's Cdc curve is
scaled by the steady-state cylinder drag value to introduce a Mach number effect. In
addition, the functional form of this curve is altered by matching times at which
Sarpkaya observed vortices to be shed to those points along a missile where the corres-
ponding vortex breaks away. This adjusted CAc curve is shown in Figure 72.

Thomson's theory also makes adjustments for additional effects which arc qenerally
ignored in other empirical approaches. The nose geometry produces a favorable pressure
gradient on the boundary layer which reduces the width of the separation region on
forward portions of the body. The method of correction is based on slender body theory
pressure distributions and assumes that separation occurs at the point of minimum
pressure. Taking this minimum value to be the pressure throughout the +;aration
region allows the ratio of crossflow drag with and without axial pressut gradient to
be determined as shown in Figure 73. The base influence is determined by assuming
that in the region shown in Figure 74a, the vortices grow at only a fraction of their
normal value. Taking this ats.4 results in the base region crossflow draq reduction
factor provided in Figure 74b. The judgment concerning the state of the boundary layer
is made by examining both the crossflow and axial Reynolds numbers. The turbulence
reduction in crossflow drag coefficient is dependent on incidence as shown in Figure 75.
Finally, the factor F in Figure 76 is used to account for the error of applyino the
impulsive flow analogy instead of the yawed vortex street concept. Inherent in the
impulsive flow analogy is the assumption that vortex cores are parallel to the body
axis while in fact they are skewed at an angle '. The crossfiow drag coefficient is
determined by multiplying all of the above correction factors times the value of Qc
provided in Figure 72. Hence at any point along the crossflow drag coefficient is:

Cdc dc FGHK

where F, G, H and K are determined using Figures 73 to 76.
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The above methodology applies up to an incidence of 40 degrees. In the angle of
attack range of 40 to 60 degrees a similar procedure is used with the F correction
factor of Figure 76 set to unity. This is to account for the unsteadiness of vortices
far from the nose. At higher incidence the standard crossflow anakogy is applied with
Cdc determined at X = 2.2 in Figure 72. With the exception of turbulence, the remain-
der of the correction factors are dropped in favor of n which is determined from
Figure 69.

An alternative application of the impulsive flow analogy is provided by Atraghji.
6 3

This method uses the analogy to extend impulsive and Karman vortex street drag terms to
the three dimensional case. To estimate these quantities a sinusoidal bound vorticity
distribution is assumed, the level of which is determined based on Karman vortex
street analysis. This approach is applicable to bodies in incompressible flow only.

The above predictive methods have been compared to experimental data in reference
71 and some of these cases are shown in Figures 77 to 79. All of the predictions tend
to underestimate the sting measured normal force at high incidence in the case of incompres-
sible flow with laminar separation (see Figure 77). As discussed in Section 2.5,
force data taken on sting mounted models tends to overestimate the normal force which
may account for some of this difference. However, there is also a wide variation
among predicted results. Better agreement is obtained at Mach .7, at a supercritical
Reynolds number as is shown in Figure 78. The abrupt change in the crossflow pre-
dictions using Jorgensen's method corresponds to the incidence at which the crossflow
Mach number becomes supercritical and the Reynolds number loses its influence of normal
force. A better prediction of normal force is obtained using the crossflow drag
coefficients of Figure 71 which show a more gradual change of the supercritical crossflow
drag curve with Mach number. A final comparison is carried out in Figure 78 at Mach
2 and shows very good agreement between theory and experiment. The method labeled
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1. -Jorgensen in this graph represents the application
o -- i , of the crossflow method of reference 1 where n has

10 20 30 40 been taken equal to unity. Had values for n
suggested in Figure 70 been used, the hump in the

predicted normal force curve near Mc ,1 would have been reduced.

Attempts to develop analogous empirical methods for predicting yaw force and moment
have not been nearly as successful. The crossflow analogy cannot be used since lift
forces on a cylinder in crossflow are unsteady with a time averaged value of zero. In
principle the impulsive flow analogy can be applied by replacing the quantity Cdc in
Eq. (21) by CL and dropping the potential force contribution. Until very recently
experimental information on the development of lift on an impulsively started cylindur
was not available. Hence to obtain an upper bound on Cy reference 2 used the root-
mean-square CL value whose approximate behavior with Mach number and Reynolds number is
shown in Figure 3b. In a more detailed approach Lamont and Hunt 7 2 have inferred the
unsteady impulsively started cylinder's lift characteristic using Sarpkaya's observed
vortex spacing and wind tunnel data.

Using a different approach, Thomson6 has applied his own data concerning vortex
strengths and trajectories to provide upper and lower bounds for side force. The upper
limit is determined by assuming that the circulation around the missile body at any
given cross section is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the strength of all
the vortices in the crossflow plane. The force at each crossflow plane is determined
using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem:

Fy = U sin a p F (23)

The total force acting on the missile body is determined by integrating the contribution
of each crossflow plane along the length of the missile. The lower limit is arrived at
in a similar manner, but in this case the circulation of only the growing vortices are
used.

In a similar vein Kao 7 3 has developed a method of predicting side force using
Thomson's data and an experimentally determined onset angle. Again, lift is computed
using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, but the final solution provides an estimate for the
local side force peaks, not an upper and lower bound as produced by Thomson.

One of the most recent predictive methods for side force is that of Lamont and
Hunt 4 4 which is based on the experimental pressure data discussed in Section 2.1.5.
This informatior is integrated to produce a crossflow side force coefficient which is
correlated as a function x tanrt/D as is shown in Figure 34. This correlation does not
completely remove the incidence and nose shape dependency of the data. Key positions
on the side force distribution curve are defined as a function of these parameters in
table 2. The local side force coefficient is integrated to determine Cy using the
unswitched amplitude of Figure 35.

The sensitive nature of side force makes it difficult to evaluate predictive
theories. Most of the procedures are compared to limited experimental measurements at
the time of development and hence produce side forces of the correct order of magnitude.
However, for these methods to have general applicability, they should exhibit trends
evident in a large data base (see Section 2.1.5). In low speed flow the side force
magnitude clearly declines with decreasing nose fineness. To describe the nose region
accurately, the impulsive flow analogy should model flow about an expanding impulsively
started cylinder. The impulsive flow methods of references 2 and 73 neglect the
expanding aspect of this analogy and hence do not accurately describe nose fineness
effects. Techniques such as Thomson's 6 and Kao's 7 3 which are dependent on observed
vortex strength could conceivably satisfy this requirement, however there is an
absence of data defining the influence of nose geometry on vortex strength. Ara ghji'\6 3

prediction of side force does not seem to show a decrease in side force with decreasing
nose fineness. The only predictive method that can be shown to satisfy this trend is
that of Lamont and Hunt. 4 4 The predicted peak side force values accurately bound
experimental data when plotted as a function of nose fineness as is shown in Figure 39.
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In addition, close agreement is obtained between
10 select side force and moment measurements of

which Figure 80 is an example. The selected
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magnitude of the side force is fairly independent
of roll angle. At present the Lamont and Hunt
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Predictive methods applicable to transonic
Figure 80. Predicted side force and Mach numbers should exhibit a decreasing side
moment by Lamont and Hunt 4 4 compared force magnitude with increasing Mach number.motemesby ntso and According to the data presented in Figures 37
to the measurements of Smith and and 38 side force starts decaying at a free
Nunn4 s on an ogive model (in stream Mach number of .6 or at a crossflow Mach
it = 15). M = .13, ReD = 8 (1 number of .4. The results of reference 2 do not

decrease rapidly enough with increasing Mach
number. The same problem probably exists with Thomson's method since vortex strengths
do not decrease until a crossflow Mach number of .7 is achieved. At present there
appears to be no proven method of estimating side forces at crossflow Mach numbers
greater than .4 or free stream Mach numbers of greater than .6.

3.1.2 Semi-Empirical Methods for Body-Alone Configurations

Semi-empirical methods can only handle steady flow fields and thus are
limited to incidences of less than 60 degrees. These theories use ad-hoc formulations
that to varying degrees force the observed problem structure into the solution. The
resulting theories can provide useful predictive tools; however, their validation
requires a broad comparison between experiment and theory since a firm basis for
expecting close quantitative agreement does not exist. Available techniques are
formulated using potential theory and thus are restricted to subsonic flow.

Most of the available methods are based on the impulsive flow analogy with the
flow in the crossflow plane being taken as incompressible. The root of this latter
assumption is a loose application of slender body theory which is based on the small
disturbance equation:

(2- ! + 22 = 0 (24)
2 2

ax Dy az

The above expression applies to bodies which are of sufficient slenderness to insure
that the flow velocities caused by their presence are small compared to the free-stream
velocity. This limits the application of the above equation to missile-like configura-
tion at angles of attack near zero degrees. Slender body theory shows that the first
term in the above equation can be neglected and hence, that the crossflow component can
be treated by Laplace's equation and is therefore incompressible. Application of this
assumption at high angles of attack is theoretically unfounded in transonic or super-
sonic flow. However, its use reduces the problem to manageable proportions.

Semi-empirical methods describe the incompressible, viscous crossflow plane by
superimposing point vortices on the potential solution for flow about a cylinder.
Expressed in complex coordinates (see Figure 81 for a definition of notation) the
complex potential for flow over a circular cylinder with free-stream velocity U sin a is:

2(25= -Usin a (C ) (25)
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Using the circle theorem 3 6 the solution for an isolated vortex at location Cl in the
presence of a circular cylinder is:

Zn- Xn + 01 26
i2 7T nU -2~(6

The first term in this equation represents the vortex in the flow, the second term is
its image which is located inside the cylinder, and the third term is a vortex at the
center of the cylinder. The image vortex is located at a point such that the combina-
tion of its velocity and that of the external vortex satisfy the normal flow condition
on the circular cylinder boundary. The central vortex allows the total circulation
about the cylinder to be set to zero. Generally it is assumed that vorticity shed into
the wake leaves a circulation of opposite strength on the cylinder and hence this term
is neglected.

The crossflow plane of a body of revolution containing N vortices of strengths
l, F2...N and located at positions r1 , r2 ,"'n, respectively, can be constructed by

superimposing Eqs. (25) and (26):

F 2 N_
_sin a i E j Zn (27)= ~~T UUi ( -) -s .n a j= a

Differentiating this expression with respect to the complex velocity in the crossflow
plane (W = v + i w) is obtained:

v-iw = -i U sin a (1 + +N (28)

A source term is often added to Eqs. (27) and (28) to account for the expanding body
radius near the missile nose. The complete flow field as described by the above two
expressions is irrotational everywhere except at the vortex locations where the velocity
is singular.

Using Eqs. (27) and (28) it is possible to construct a crossflow plane containing
any number of vortices of arbitrary stren chs and locations. The problem addressed by
semi-empirical techniques is that of calculating the distributions and strengths of
vortices in the crossflow plane. This task is divided into two distinct parts:

(1) Determination of the rate and manner of vorticity production.

(2) Tracing the transport of vorticity throughout the crossflow plane.

Once these steps have been accomplished the problem is completed by calculating the
loads in each crossflow plane resulting from the predicted flow field.

Two different schemes have commonly been used to determine the rate of vorticity
production or the instantaneous strengths of vortices in the flow field. The first
involves satisfying the Kutta condition at the separation point:

W ( o) = 0 (29)

The second method assumes that the rate at which vorticity is shed into the wake is:

dl = K W2 (" ) (30)
2T 0

This expression is derived by considering the vorticity flux across the two-dimensional
boundary layer:

( - - 7-u) u dyl' -
(

_ 
° )  

(31)

o 2 2

The factor K arises by taking into account a detailed picture of the crossflow plane
separation pattern as shown in Figure 8. The primary and secondary separation points
generate vorticity of opposite siqn and vorticity from the secondary separation point
annihilates some of that from the primary separation point, hence the factor K.

Vorticity transport in the crossflow plane is traced by following the paths of the
vortices introduced into the flow field. The motion of a vortex can be described in
several ways. Most simply the velocity of the vortex is assumed to be equal to that of
the local fluid velocity at its own location (excluding its own contribution which is
singular at this point). Hence:

di .
__3 =W. (22)

dt 3
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or using the impulsive flow analogy:

d~.

dx 3tani

To obtain vortex paths, this equation is broken into its real and imaginary parts and inte-
grated numerically. This approach is always applied to vortices of constant strength.
However, the motion of growing vortices is often assumed governed by:

dC. +(C. - c dr.I W
dt F dt =

or (33)

+ (cj - CO ) dr.d-j + 2...-- = tan ci W.

dx Fj dx 3

The need for Eq. (33) can be explained by considering Helmhotz's theorem which
states that vorticity of fluid elements in a potential flow field cannot change. As a
consequence, each growing vortex develops a pressure discontinuity along an arbitrary
path or branch line extending from its core to infinity. Mathematically the pressure
jump arises from the velocity potential which is a function of 6 and therefore double
valued. This can be seen by considering an isolated vortex located at the origin.
Here the complex potential is - ir/27t XnC and the velocity potential is er/27.
Substituting into the unsteady Bernoulli equation which is

p = V2  + 2 + C(t) (34a)
p 2

and noting that the velocity distribution for a point vortex is F/2nr yields:

P 8= + d- - + C(t) (34b)

P 8 r 2 r2  dt 2r

The function 6 jumps in value by 27 whenever the branch line is crossed. Hence, unless
dr/dt is zero a pressure discontinuity will exist.

The branch line of a vortex in the presence of a cylinder is taken as extending
through the nearer separation point, the image vortex, and then to infinity along
image vortex branch line. Since a vortex and its image are of opposite strength, the
pressure jump along the two concurrent branch lines cancelsleaving only a discontinuity
along the line connecting a vortex with its image of p(dF/dt)/unit length. Balancing
the total force on the portion of the branch line crossing the flow field,
ip( ?--o ) dr-/dt, by the lift force on the vortex due to Kutta-Joukowski theorem,
- ip (d~j/d - Wj), produces Eq. (33). Here, d j/dt - Wj is the vortex velocity with
respect to the local fluid. The portion of the branch line crossing the flow field is
known as the feeding sheet.

Once the flow-field structure is known, forces on the missile body must be calcu-
lated. The most direct approach is to use the vortex impulse theorem. This provides a
closed-form expression for determining the force on a body induced by N vortices:

(CNv - iCy) =2cos L r (35
S TU r2  j=l j

Here Cj is the location of the j th vortex in the base crossflow plane. To determine
moments, this expression is evaluated at a number of different points long the body
length. The above equation is derived in a number of different ways. 7 ,7 5 ,7 6 Consider-
ing each crossflow plane as a two-dimensional cylinder, an extension of Lagally'
theorem can be applied.7 6 Results from this approach are identical with Eq. (35)
provided that the pressure jump across a feeding sheet is assumed balanced by a growing
vortex's lift. Generally, the total force on the body is assumed to be the viscous
component described by Eq. (35) plus a potential term. Hence:

2 2os N 2
CN  iCy sin 2 (a) 2 cos a j (36)

N '~'r Tr Ur j

If the method of derivation uses a momentum balance about a missile body the potential
term is automatically included. 7 5 Implicit in Eq. (35) and (36) is the assumption that
in each crossflow plane the flow field can be represented by vortices of infinite
extent with cores which are parallel to the missile body. Accordingly, this expression
is most applicable to low angles of attack. However, its use at large incidences is
consistent with the impulsive flow analogy.

An alternate method for obtaining loads on a missile is to numerically integrate cal-
culate pressures at the model surface using Eq. (34b). 7 7 Although this approach would
seem to be extraneous in view of the vortex impulse theorem, these two methods are not
entirely equivalent. The vortex impulse theorem does not include viscosity or damping, and

.. I AM
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vortices which are located a great distance from the body can still generate larqe
loads. If the forces are calculated numerically, arfificial damping will be introduced
due to numerical error and the influence of distance vortices will be diminished.

Semi-empirical models have applied methods for calculating vorticity production,
vorticity transport and aerodynamic loads in a variety of different ways. The simplest
approach is to use a concentrated vortex model. Here a single vortex is used to
describe each visible vortex in the wake. This method was first used in conjunction
with delta wings and later was aoplied by Bryson 7 P to describe the crossflow plane on a
body at incidence. The original approach suggested by Bryson describes the motion tf a
growing pair of symmetric vortices using Eq. (33). The strengths of the vortices are
determined by applying the Kutta condition at the separation point. The assumed problem
formulation is illustrated in Figure 81. This method requires that the point at which
the boundary layer separates be described empirically. In addition, the position at
which vortices first form must be specified. This includes the point along the body and
the crossflow plane location. Using a perturbation analysis, Bryson was able to show
that the nascent vortices initially move away from the separation point alona a line
eo ± /3 relative to the freestream. In the case of a cone his analysis indicated that
vortices do not form until:

tan a 1.5
tan -s (37)

c o

This criterion can be applied to missile-like bodies to determine the start of separa-
tion if the local body slope is used in place of the cone angle. The initial radial
location must be determined through numerical experimentation. Bryson's solution is
obtained numerically using a series of steps in the solution. At the start of each
step the Kutta condition is applied to determine vortex strength. Vortex motion is
then traced using Eq. (33). The drag produced by Bryson's method on an impulsively
started cylinder is in good agreement initially but at moderate times (t* = 3) decreases
and becomes negative.

A number of studies have followed Bryson's which are -ssentially an extension of
his approach. Schinde1 79 generalized the method to bodies of elliptic cross section,
while Kuhn, .et. al., 8 0 treated the asymmetric wake containino two vortices in conjunc--
tion with a body undergoing coning motion. Wardlaw81 has applied this approach to the
asymmetric wake cortaining an arbitrary number of vortices. The solution is started by
placing two point vortices near the body nose using Bryson's criteria for location.
Asymmetry is immediately introduced by perturbing the radial location of each vortex.
The solution is continued until the difference in radial position of these two vortices
becomes greater than 10 percent. At this point the first vortex is shed and its
circulation is assumed to be constant from this point on. A new vortex is started on
the side of the body from which the vortex is shed. The nascent vortex is placed a
small distance from the body along the broken feeding sheet of the shed vortex. Further
vortices are shed at regular intervals along the body using the Strouhal number as the
criterion.

This approach includes a large number of free parameters which must be specified
before a solution can be achieved and much of the observed physics is forced into the
problem. However, it is possible to choose a set of free parameters that correctly
predicts vortex paths, yaw and pitch plane force on a sharp body at low subsonic Mach
numbers as is shown in Figure 82. One problem with this method is that it is unable to
account for increases in normal force and decrease in side force accompanying an
increase in Mach number to transonic values. Nikolitsch82 has improved upon the above
method by takirhg into consideration the angle between the shed vortex core and the
missile axis when computing loads.

Another approach for describing the developing crossflow plane is the multivortex
method. Here a large number of point vortices are used to describe each wake vortex
or primary vortex. The solution proceeds by introducing small point vortices periodi-
cally into the flow which are assumed to be of constant strength after addition. The
crossflow plane location of nascent vortices is taken to be near the separation point.
These vortices, whose paths are traced using Eq. (32), roll up to form large groups of
vortices coiresponding to the primary vortices visible in the leeward flow field. This
process is depicted in Figure 83. By introducing an asymmetry into the problem, groups
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Figure 83. Leeward flow field on a tangent ogive predicted using a multivortex model

of point vortices can be observed to shed from tlhebody at a rate which is compared to the experi-

mentally measured Strouhal frequency.
8 3 <
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The multivortex or discrete vortex modeling 0. A . 17 X106
method has been widely applied to viscous, unsteady, a. - £ 40 DEGtwo dimensional flows with regions of flow sepe-ation, PR__y :ESENT THEORY/
Clements

8 4 
provides a recent review of such work. dx 0

by Angelluci 8 5 who developed a multivortex model of -0.3 -
the symmetric wake. In this case the Kutta condition
was used to determine the rate at which vorticity is -0.6

shed into the flow field. This method is distinctive
in that vorticity is assumed to lie in a continuous .|
filament near the separation point. At a small 01 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 1

distance from it, the strength of short lengths offilament are lumped into point vortices which are x/D

simpler to handle numerically. Wardlaw83 has used Figure 84. Predicted 2 1 and
the multivortex approach to model the asymmetric measured local side force
flow field. In this case the expression KU2 is used ditbuonM=.6Re=
to determine the rate at which vorticity is shed distributio, = .6,0 e
into the flow field. Compressibility effects are 3. 16,a=40
simulated using Gothamt's rule and the flow field is initially perturbed by increasing
the circulation of vortices on one side of the model for the first few steps. Sample
results for the developed wake are shown in Figure 83. The most sophisticated example
of the application of this method is that of Deffenbaugh, et ai.77, 2 1 which will be
discussed in the next section.

The multivortex approach reduces the number of free parameters required to generate
a description of the asymmetric wake. In particular it eliminates the requirement for
specification of the axial positions at which vortices shed. However, it suffers from
stability problems, particularly at high angles of attack which have plagued most
application of multivortex methods. The crux of the difficulty is the velocity
singularity at the center of each vortex. When a close encounter occurs between two
vortices, one or both can be moved an extremely large distance in a single step playing
havoc with the calculated loads. One method for dealing with this problem is to surround
each vortex with a rotational core so that the velocity at the vortex location is zero.
Another is to coalesce vortices in close proximity to one another into a single structure.
Both of these techniques introduce free parameters into the solution which are difficult
to determine on a physical basis. Fink and Soh 8 6 have considered point vortices as a
discretization of a vortex filament. A linear constant strength vortex filament of
finite length induces a velocity along its length except at its center. Hence only at
this point does the self induced vortex velocity of zero computed using the standard
approach agree with this point of view. These two methods can be brought into coinci-
dence by redefining a set of equally spaced vortices at the end of each each integration
step. Instituting this method increases computational time and complexity, however, it
avoids introducing new free parameters. At present this approach has not been applied
to the modeling of the crossflow plane on missile bodies.

Most of the reported attempts to model the crossflow plane using the multivortex
approach have successfully matched normal force and to a lesser degree center of
pressure measurements with experiment. Also the predicted side force is of the correct
order of magnitude. The calculated side force distribution of reference 21 is shown in

. . . .A.. .. . n l - 0n0i 1| l nn l .. . . .
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Figure 84 and places the majority of the TRAILING VORTEX
load closer to the base than does FILAMENTS

experiment.
7  Since other concentrated

and multivortex models also produce U_
similar force distributions, the problem
may be intrinsic to the use of the
impulsive flow analogy. At high angles
of attack or on very long bodies, the
multivortex approach requires a signifi-
cant computational effort which limits
the use of this method as a design tool. LINE

Currently there are studies in
progress to develop three dimensional, Figure 85. Three dimensional vortex model.
steady potential models of the flow Dis ur es desed tostisfy
field about an inclined body.

8 7 Vortex Distributed sources are used to satisfy

filaments are trailed from the separation boundary conditions and the flow field is

points and allowed to roll up to form modeled using vortex filaments.

vortices. Each filament is divided into a series of straight segments which are
aligned through an interative procedure with the local fluid velocity. The inviscid
boundary conditions are satisfied on the body surface using a distribution of sources
and sinks as shown in Figure 85. Such a model is very similar to those of low aspect
ratio wings at high incidence to be discussed in the next section.

3.1.3 Theoretical Methods

The very few available theoretical techniques for the Mach number range
(.3 < M < 3.) are based on the impulsive flow analogy. As far as providing an engineer-
ing tool, .ese approaches have the major drawback of extremely large computational
requirements. However, they also have the greatest potential for future development.

The method developed by Marshall and Deffenbaugh 7 7 uses a multivortex method
similar to those discussed in the previous section to model the outer flowfield. In
addition, the two-dimensional unsteady boundary layer in the crossflow plane is
simulated using finite difference methods, eliminating the requirement for an observed
separation point. Using the shape of the imposed velocity on the forward boundary
layer and the calculated separation point, the separation of the rear shear layer is
inferred. Assuming that the vorticity generated at each separation point is U/2 the
need for the previously discussed separation factor, K, disappears. The initial cross-
flow location of nascent vortices are such that the no-slip boundary condition is
imposed on the outer flow contribution at the separation point. Although this method
does not require experimental information, it has been found that empirically adjusting
the rate of vorticity production (i.e. K) improves reqults. As reported in Reference
77, this method is applicable only to the symmetric case. However, Def nbaugh has
extended the method to include the asymmetric sit-:ation and transition. Turbulent
separation points are predicted using Stratford's separation criteria.

The method of Walitt and Trulio 8 8 solves the crossflow plane using the full Navier
Stokes equations. In this effort, the hypersonic version of the impulsive flow analogy,
the equivalence principle is used to reduce the three-dimensional steady problem to a
two-dimensional unsteady one. The method is designed to be used in supersonic flow
where the analysis shows that the error due to the application of the equivalence princi-
ple is small. Calculations have been carried out on circular as well as noncircular
cross sections. Flow-field characteristics such as embedded shocks and the point of
boundary-layer separation (which is assumed to be two dimensional) are computed. This
method has only been applied to angles of attack of less than 15 degrees assuming a
symmetric flow field. Even under these conditions it has an exceptionally long run
time.

3.2 Fin Alone

This section reviews the predictive techniques applicable to low-aspect-ratio
wings at high angles of attack. The geometry of fin edges has a large effect on the
resulting aerodynamics forces and the methods discussed are restricted to sharp-edged
configurations. The only predictive methods available for the entire range of
incidence, 0 to 90 degrees are empirical ones. The theoretical and semi-empirical
techniques are valid only to incidences below stall (i.e., typically 20 to 35 degrees).

3.2.1 Empirical Methods

Use of the crossflow analogy for development of a predictive methodology
is a natural approach which has been considered. Unfortunately, it does not provide as
convenient a method as in the body-alone case. Flow on the upper surface of a wing is
highly dependent on the planform geometry. Rectangular wings feature separations from
three different edges while deltas experience separation from only two. The flow-field
structure provided by the crossflow analogy does not account for these changing flow
patterns with varying planform. As discussed in Section 2.2, Reynolds number is not a
fiist-order influence on aerodynamic loads since the primary separation point is always
fixed at the edge of the wing. In this respect the prediction of wing normal force is
simplified as compared to the body alone case.

'I .. ... . .. .1 m nm m m m m m m . . .. , . . ....



A crossflow expression for predicting
normal force on a wing can be written:

C N 2 + d sin 2  (38)

In incompressible flow the drag coefficient
of a two dimensional flat plate is 2. Use of \
this value for Cdc gives satisfactory results
on certain delta wing geometries but not in
general. 8 9 On rectangular plates separation
which increases lift occurs on both the sides 4

and leading edge and a larger Cdc value
produces best results. Efforts to take plan- c \
form into account have resulted in Figure 86
which provides dc as a function of aspect and
taper ratio. 9 0 , S Unfortunately, this graph
does not include a Mach number correction and
hence can only provide rough estimates. In 2

addition, crossflow methods which use a 0
fixed value of Cdc throughout the angle of
attack range can only be expected to be valid -.0
up to the incidence of stall. At higher
angles of attack, the functional form of the
lift or normal force curve is no longer -

sin
2 

. O0 o 2 25 3
ASPECT RATIO

Methods to circumvent the shortcomings
of directly applying the crosaflow analogy
have been developed in DATCOM.6 9 Here the Figure 86. Crossflow drag coefficient
basic formulation of the crossflow analogy on fins as a function of aspect and
is retained (i.e. Eq. (38) is unchanged), taper ratio 9 0

however, Cdc is defined as a function of
planform shape and incidence. In subsonic flow the methodology for calculating Cdc is
divided into a pre and post- tll section. At pre-stall incidences a correction,
dependent on fin geometry and angle of attack, is applied to the value of Cdc producing
the maximum lift. At post-stall angles of attack Cdc is interpolated from the maximum
lift ,alue and the crossflow drag value at a = 90.

References 49, 58 and 68 have correlated extensive wind tunnel tests en fins with
aspect ratios of .5, 1., and 2. and taper ratios of 0., .5, and 1. Baker's6 8 results
are restricted to a Mach number range of .6 to 1.3. The predictive form of this method
is:

CN = B0 + B1X + B2X2 3+ B3M (3)

The coefficients B0 to B3 are provided in tabular form as a function of incidence and
Mach number.

The predictive method devised in references 49 and 58 is divided into a pre-stall
(c f 30') and post-stall (300 < a < 900) regime. It covers the Mach number range of .8
to 3. and is applicable to fins with aspect ratios between .5 and 2. and taper ratios
equal to or less than 1. Within each of these regimes the normal force is assumed
described by the power series:

n
CM = A na

n= 0

Experimental data and other considerations are used to evaluate the coefficients of this
series. For a < 30, six terms are retained and it is assumed that:

(1) C N M = 0

(2) CN  (90) = 0

(3) C N(180) = 0

(4) CN (180) = - CN  (0)

(5) CN (0) is k:,own

(6) CN( 9 0) A, which is empirically determined

Applying the above to the power series results in the expression:

C N = CN (0) A(a) + CN( 9 0)B() (40)

' .. .. . .... mm ill Jl/l mii l lm mi l i J J J...
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Figure 87. CN( 9 0) as a function of Mach Figure 88. Charts for determining a'
number and taper ratio and A CNM

where M = 1.0

A(at) = a2 + 8a 44 -

1 Tr2 Ti3 0.8 -

2 3 4~ A- 0.'
B(cT) 2 T3 r _4 ACNM 0.4 --

The constant C (0) can be evaluated from linear theory or 0.2

experiment while the parameter C (90) is empirically J J I
determined using Figure 87. In he vicinity of a = 30' 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
where stall occurs, a correction is applied to the method
using Figures 88 and 89. Figure 88a indicates the incidence,
a', where the correction is first applied. Using Figure 88b 30-a
and 89, A CNM and ACN/ACNM are determined respectively for Figure 89. Chart for

the appropriate geometry. Now CN is calculated using the determining ACNN /ACM
following expression where CN(a') is determined from Eq. (40): M

AC
CN CN(O') + A (CN -AC=CM NM

These adjustments are made only for subsonic flow.

In the angle-of-attack range 30 to 90 degrees the power series is truncated after
four terms. Here the constraints are taken to be:

(1) CN( 3 0) is known

(2) CN (30) is known

(3) CN  (90) = 0

(4) CN( 9 0) is known

This produces:

CN = C(O)CN(30) + D(co)CNC + E(co)CN (30) (41)

where

C(a) = + 4.2973a - 5.472a
2 + 7416a

3

D(i) = 1 - 4.297a + 5.472a - 1.7 42
3

F(a) = - 1.178 + 3.750a - 3.342a
2 + .9119a

3

The constants CN( 3 0), CN (30), and CN( 9 0) are determined from Figures 90, 91 and 92.
a5
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Calculated results are compared to each MACH NUMBER

other and to experiment in Figure 93. Also
shown are the test data corrected for the
estimated reflection plate interference Figure 91. Chart for determining CN (30)
effect as provided in reference 23. In C
subsonic flow the data correlation methods
of references 58 and 68 are in good
agreement with the uncorrected test results.
The DATCOM prediction is significantly higher
and agrees more closely with the corrected F
data. The crossflow method provides C.(0 4

acceptable predictions up to an incidence of
25 degrees. Similar trends are evident in 1.2

supersonic flow. Here the spread between to
the corrected and uncorrected data is much FI I I
smaller. 0.9 a 12 .4 V4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2 2. Z . .0

MACH NUMBER

The prediction of the center of Figure 92. Chart for determining CN(9 0)
pressure as a function of incidence is
facilitated by the smooth behavior of this variable. At low incidence the position is
well predicted by linear theory. With increasing incidence the center of pressure moves
aft and is positioned at the planform centroid at a = 900. Techniques for predicting
this quantity can be found in references 58, 68 and 69. The DATCOM approach makes use
of x calculated at a = 90* by linear theory, and at the incidence of maximum lift.
Baker 8 uses a correlation of the form of Eq. (39). The DATCOM method is limited to
subsonic Mach numbers while Baker's correlation applies to Mach numbers between .6 and
1.3. The method developed in reference 58 is applicable over the Mach number range of
.6 to 3. The center of pressure at Mach .98 is provided by Figure 94. To correct for
Mach number effects, the following relation is used:

Scp + - F(M) + 1.) (42)
, M cr C, = 90t = 9

M = .98 M = .98

Here F(M) is defined in Figure 95. Calculated center of pressure positions are compared
to experiment in Figure 96. Clearly, the results of the predictive methods are in good
agreement with themselves and experimental data.

3.2.2 Semi-Empirical Methods

The only method to be discussed in this section is the leading edge
suction analogy. As originallylproposed by Polhamus9 2 this approach is completely
analytic; however, further work has shown that use of an empirical factor can improve
predictions. Although this approach was devised for delta wings, the concept can be
applied to arbitrary wing planform and is valid at incidences below stall. The great
utility of the leading edge suction analogy is that it allows lifting surface programs
to be extended into the nonlinear angle of attack range.

The basic idea is to develop a method of prediction which circumvents the need to
determine the separation vortex position and strength. The predictive equation is of the
form:

2C N = Kp sin (i cos a + Kv sin2c (43)

which is similar to the crossflow flow equation. The first term represents the potential
contribution and Kp is CN (0) which can be determined from experiment or linear theory.
The second term is the viacous contribution, but the constant Kv is found using the
leading edge suction analogy, not the crossflow relation.
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Figure 94. Chordwise fin center of pressure at M = .98

The leading edge suction analogy can be 0.2 .AR " 08 -

understood by considering potential (attached 0

f low about a sharp wing edge as shown in 0 -510
Figure 97. The fluid streamlines flow around o1
the wing leading edge and then along the
upper surface of the wing. In moving about -02 -- 1- C NE

the wing edge the fluid is acceler,fted and F(MACH)

as a consequence its pressure is reduced -0.4
which results in a leading edge suction.
The same type of flow pattern occurs about
thick leading edges as is shown in Figure 97.
The calculated leading edge suction force is
independent of wing-tip radius and hence is
the same for both cases. Figure 97c shows Figure 95. Mach number correction for
the actual separated flow about a sharp wing fin center of pressure
edge. The path followed by the fluid in
going about the vortex is similar to that about a thick wing edge rotated 90 degrees in
a counterclockwise direction. The leading edge suction analogy assumes that the suction
force calculated by potential lifting surface theory is equal to the lift force on a
wing due to vortex separation. Both constants in Eq. (44) can be evaluated using a
lifting surface program. To predict the center of pressure on wings with sharp edges,
the suction load can be applied to the edge where it is generated.

Direct implementation of the leading edge suction analogy requires the use of a
lifting surface program in subsonic flow. Fortunately, results can be summarized i,
graphical form as shown in Figures 98 and 99 for delta and arrow wings. 9 3 Correction
for compressibility effects is obtained using the Prandtl-Glauert transformation.
Supersonically, Kv and Kp for delta wings can be expressed:

K = 1 PR /2E

6)) 2 2-K v= Tt [(16 - (PR R)2) UP2 + 16)) "'/16E
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Figure 98. Variation of potential
(c, lift on arrow wings
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Figure 97. Leading edge flow conditions .25 ... . . .

Here E is an elliptic integral of the second kind
with a modulus of [1 - (a cot A)

2 ] . The leading 10 - -&25
edge suction disappears when the Mach number of the 50
flow perpendicular to the leading edge reaches unity.+, A ----

02 ____ -&75

The leading edge suction has been applied to a zo -

wide variety of planforms in both subsonic and
supersonic flow. Values for Kp and Kv applicable to
many different planforms can be found in References
93 and 94. 1.0

An examination of experimental data indicates
that the leading edge suction analogy tends to
overpredict the normal force on delta winqs for Ss 1. 10 10 I.0
aspect ratios much greater or less than unity. AAO

For very small aspect ratio wings this is probably
due to the formation of asymmetric vortices. Figure 99. Variation of vortex
Mendenhall and Nielsen15 have examined a larqe number lift on arrow wings
of experimental cases to determine the portion of
the leading edge suction force that is converted into
lift. A correction factor, Kc, which represents the
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Figure 100. Portion of the leading edge suction converted into lift on a delta
wing in subsonic and supersonic flow.

ratio of the actual to the theoretical
suction force is shown in Figure 100
for incompressible and supersonic flow. (A)
To use this parameter, Eq. (44) is AND CONCENTRATED VORTEX
written: MICHAEL (19%) MODEL

CN = Kp sinacosa + Kc K vsin2 (44)

3.2.3 Theoretical Models MD I

Available theoretical SMITH (0MI6 OF DEFINED SHAPE

models for small aspect ratio wings at
high incidence can be conveniently
grouped into three classes:

(1) Crossflow plane models
(usually applicable to delta wings).

(CI
SMITH (9661 CALCULATION DETERMINED

(2) Lifting surface theories which CIRCULATION AND LOCATION
vary the angle at which vortex filaments OF FEEDING SHEET ELEMENTS

leave the wing as the function of
incidence.

(3) Lifting surface theories that
model the trailing vortex wake structure. LEVINSKY, GENERALIZED TO STRAKE

WEI & MAKI BODY COMBINATIONS AND

This section will mention some of the (19) NON-CONICAL FLOW

existing theories in each of these
classes. Extensive detail will not be
provided since a large amount of
material is available and because few
of these approaches have actually been Figure 101. Crossflow plane theories
applied to missile configurations. The
crossflow plane models are of interest
because they are closely related to body alone techniques. Theories that model the
vortex wake appear to show the greatest promise for improvement and application to
missile geometries.

The crossflow plane models are generally based on slender body theory and often
assume conical flow. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, slender body theory defines an
incompressible crossflow plane which can be modeled by superimposing vortices on
potential flow solutions. The use of a conical flow field on delta wings is strictly
valid only in the supersonic case upstream from the trailing edge where the Kutta
condition must be satisfied. In subsonic flow the limitations of this assumption are
clearly illustrated in Figure 49.

One of the earlier models is that of Brown and Michael,9 5 ,96 which was later
adapted to bodies of revolution by Bryson7 7 as discussed in Section 3.1.2. Here the
vortex behind the leading edge is modeled using a single concentrated vortex as shown
in Figure 101a. The motion of the vortex is governed by the conical form of Eq. (33)
which can be obtained by replacing dr/dx and dtl/dx by Er/a and cr4/a, respectively.
Applying the Kutta condition at the wing tip results in a set of algebraic equations
which must be solved numerically in an iterative fashion to determine the vortex
position and strength as a function of angle of attack and semi-vertex wing angle, c.
Fortunately, an approximate solution can be obtained which agrees closely with the
numerical one. These results are:
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Figure 102. Bollay's nonlinear Figure 103. The extended lattice model of
lifting surface theory model reference 108.
e is generally near a/2.

Yv - b z v 2/3 2/3]

JT v T21 v

z z[+~~X 2/34 Zv + (j_) I(45)

Using the above, lift can be calculated:
--C -2Ss5/3 r s2/31

C L = 2ira + 16 n ( I 531 + 2(S--) 3 (46)

An improved model of leading edge separation on a delta wing has been suggested
by Mangler and Smith 9 7 (Fig. 101b) and later by Smith 9 8 ,9 9 (Fig. 101c). This latter
work is essentially a refined version of the first made possible through advances in
computational equipment and attention is focused on it. This approach seeks to
describe the vortex sheet as well as the vortex core. The assumed model features a
vortex sheet extending from the wing tip into the leeward flow field. The end of the
filament is visualized as being connected to the vortex core which is represented by a
concentrated vortex via a branch line. The motion of the concentrated vortex is again
governed by the conical equivalent of Eq. (33) and the Kutta condition is also satisfied
at the wing tips. In implementing the model the feeding sheet is divided up into n
segments as is shown in Figure 101c. At the center of each segment the following
conditions are satisfied:

(1) Vortex sheets are assumed to lie along the local stream surfaces.

(2) Pressure is assumed to be continuous across the vortex sheets.

The resulting algebraic equations contain the following unknowns which are solved for
as a function of a/tan c:

(1) Concentrated vortex position

(2) Concentrated vortex strength

(3) Vortex strength at n positions along the feeding sheet

(4) Position of the vortex sheet at n different locations.

To obtain the solution an iterative procedure is devised. The final results provide a
good estimate of the vortex location, however, the computed position tends to be too
far outboard. The calculated surface pressure distribution agrees well with experiment
provided that the cross section in question is well upstream of the trailing edge. The
largest discrepancies occur near the leading edge on the upper surface of the wing.
Smith's model has been extended in References 100 and 101 to include a body strake
combination in conical and nonconical flow.

The second class of methods are lifting surface theories that require the vortex
filament to leave the wing at some angle relative to the wing surface. This angle is
often specified as one-half the angle of incidence and in other cases is calculated by
assuming the vortex filaments to be straight lines which are parallel to the flow at
the point which they leave the wing. The displacement of the trailing vortex filaments
reduces the downwash on the wing increasing the required circulation and the calculated
lift. By adopting a problem formulation which varies this orientation with angle of
attack, the resulting solution is made nonlinear. Specification of the trailing vortex

: ).
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filaments as straight lines is, of course, a simplication of the true situation. At
every point the vortex filaments should be parallel to the local fluid velocity. The
mutual interaction between the filaments will cause them to roll up to form large
vortex structures downstream of the wing.

A number of different approaches have been put forth on this subject, one of the

earliest being that of Bollay. I 0 2 This model is shown in Figure 102 and features a
vorticity distribution over the surface of the wing. The orientation of the trailing
vortex filaments is calculated as described in the preceeding paragraph. The vortex
distribution is assumed to be constant in the span-wise direction and the functional
form is prescribed along the chord. By satisfying the tangency flow condition in the
mean on the surface of the wing the absolute magnitude of the vorticity distribution is
determined. In the limit IR--, Prandtl's lifting line theory is recovered indicating
that the orientation of the wing-tip vortices does not have a large effect in this case.
The small aspect ratio limit, ;R-0 results in the Newtonian solution 2 sin 2 which is
also the viscous crossflow normal-force term. More recent development of this type of
method can be found in the works of Gersten,

1 0 3- 4 Kucheman 0 5 Garner,1 0 6 and Ermolenko.
1 0 7

There are several examples of modified lifting surface theories that model the
vortex wake. Mook and Maddox1 0 8 have developed a method which is an extension of
vortex lattice techniques and is applicable to thin delta wings with leading edge
separation. The approach augments the traditional vortex lattice techniques with a
leading edge vortex system shown in Figure 103. The vortex filaments comprising the
leading edge vortex system can be broken down into three sections. The first section,
A-B consists of a straight-line vortex coincident with the lines of the trailing horse-
shoe vortex of the regular lattice. The second part, B-C, is comprised of a series of
straight-line filaments while section C-D is again a single straight-line segment, this
time coincident with the freestream. Control points are also placed near the leading
edge allowing Kutta condition to be approximately satisfied along it. The final boundary
conditions applied by this method are:

(1) Flow tangency at the control points on the wing.

(2) The Kutta condition at the leading and trailing edge.

(3) The line filaments in part B-C of the leading edge vortex system are aligned
so that the flow is parallel to their upstream end.

To satisfy these conditions an iterative procedure is necessary since neither the
strengths nor locations of the leading edge vortex filaments are known. This method
has been further developed to apply to sharp winqs and to account for compressi-
bility.

1 0 9 ,1 1
0

The final lifting surface method to be considered is described in Reference (111)
and applies to wing and wing-body combinations in subsonic flow. This approach uses a
distribution of doublet sheets to simulate the wing, wake, and leading edge vortex as
shown in Figure 104. Panels describing the wing are subjected to the flow tangency
condition. Both this condition and the constraint of pressure continuity across the
doublet sheet are applied to the remaining panels accounting for the wake and leading
edge separation. The vortex cores are treated with doublet sheets to which no boundary
conditions are applied. The formulated problem is nonlinear since the shape and the
strengths of the free doublet sheets are not known and an iterative scheme must be
used to obtain a solution. Results compare favorably with experiment, particularly for
the pressure distribution along the upper surface of the wing as illustrated in Figure
105. In addition to calculating the total lift, the wing load distribution is accurately
determined.112

AR = l.456,M=0,e(= 19.10
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Figure 104. Dipole distribution Figure 105. Comparison of the
used in reference 111. results of reference 111 to experiment
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3.3 COMPLETE CONFIGURATION

The problems encountered in predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of body and
wing alone are greatly compounded in the case of a complete missile configuration. The
degree of difficulty is least for a cruciform body-tail configuration at zero roll and
greatest for a canard-body-tail missile at arbitrary roll orientation. Empirical
methods have been formulated for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics up to an
angle of attack of 90 degrees. Semi-empirical methods are limited to incidences where
steady, well defined vortices are formed. At present there are no completely theoretical
methods applicable to missiie configurations at high angles of attack.

3.3.1 Empirical Predictive Methods

A large number of different approaches have been formulated for calculating the
aerodynamics of missiles to high angles of attack. A listing and brief description of
some of these methods is provided in Table 2. At present there is no single method
applicable to a wide variety of canard-body-tail configurations which can be relied
upon to incidences of 90 degrees. The more accurate methods tend to be restricted to
body-tail missiles and are applicable to narrow Mach number and incidence ranges. The
actual procedures available for calculating missile loading are too lengthy to be
described in detail and this section will attempt to outline the various types of
approaches that have been used. For simplicity fin and canard deflection will not be
considered and center of pressure determination will not be discussed.

A premise behind most of the methods for calculating loads on complete missile
configuration is that the total force is equal to the sum of that on the isolated
components plus a correction for the interference between various components. The
interference effects accounted for include body-wing, body-tail and wing vortex-tail
interaction. At high angles of attack this interaction between the various components
may enhance or delay stall on lifting surfaces and this framework may not always be
appropriate. A standard method valid for unbanked configurations at low incidence and
using the sum of the component forces approach is that of Pitts, Nielsen, and Kattari

1 1 7

(P,N,K method). The normal force on the complete configuration is:

C N = CN +C +
B(W,T) Nw(B) CNT(B)

The total body normal force is given by:

(0 _If) + K C(f) + K _C(0 I (47)CN()A KB(W) eCN(0) AWJ AB(WT) B reare +L C(T ref

4 rm [fw2rw2 
rT'Arf U f. T + 2]

L ~ ~ l~+rT2

The first term is the potential contribution of the nose, while the second and third
are the lift carryover onto the body from the wing and tail. The last term reflects
the effect of trailing vortices from the wing on the body. The normal force on the
wing is:

C KT cCN(0) 'A (48)
NW(B) (B) a ref

while that on the tail includes an additional term to account for the wing vortex-tail
interaction:

A
CNT(B) = KT(B) aCN(0) (A2 + (49)

[CNO)C N(O)i (sT-T

(f rw) <W (H)a
2 7T; T  W

The factor i can be evaluated from charts in References (74) and (117). Usually the
wing vortex is assumed to move along a straight path parallel to U and intersecting
the center of the wing alone vorticity.

The empirical predictive methods available in the literature generally fall into
three classes:

1. Crossflow Methods: A noncircular body crossflow drag term is added to the
linear theory.

2. Correlation of force measurements using data on isolated components and
complete configurations.
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3. Extension of the P-N-K method to high incidences.

Jorgensen65hasextended the crossflow approach to missiles with wings and tails.
The normal force on the complete configuration is written:

= sin2o + CdcSixn2 f Lt C ddx (50)
CN (CN)P-N-K 2a Aref 0 n Newt

The first term is the linear contribution which is determined using the P-N-K method.
Here Cdc is the crossflow drag coefficient of a circular cylinder and (Cn/Cno)newt is
the ratio of the crossflow drag of the winged configuration crossection to that of a
circular crossection determined using Modified Newtonian theory. Jorgensen has compared
the results of the above method to experiment and has gotten fairly good agreement on
center of pressure but poor agreement with normal force measurements. The problem is
with the linear term which overpredicts the normal force at incidences greater than 10
to 15 degrees. In the vicinity of 90 degrees angle of attack, the linear term will be
near zero and the above method should produce improved results. The principal advantage
of this technique is its simplicity. However, this approach has not been extensively
used by other workers..

Methods based on a correlation of force measurements on complete configurations
and isolated components are generally easily applied and relatively accurate. However,
they are usually applicable to a restricted range in flow conditions and missile
geometries. The correlative expressions are not based on a detailed understanding of
the flow field which circumvents the need to model flow field vortices. However, it is
these structures that produce much of the observed nonlinearity at high incidence and
an extensive data base is thus needed in order to obtain accurate results. In addition,
the applicability of the predictive method is limited to the bounds of the data base
used to develop it. The available predictive methods of this type are limited to
body-tail configurations. Extension to a wing-body-tail configuration would greatly
increase the number of parameters effecting the aerodynamic coefficients and a very
large data base would be required.

Recent examples of methods based on a correlation of force measurements are
provided by Baker 6 8 and Aiello. 58  In both of these studies force measurements were
taken on isolated fins and on fins attached to the missile configuration allowinq the
influence of the body on the fin loads to be directly measured. Both approaches are
restricted to body tail configurations and Baker's method is applicable over the angle
attack range of 0 to 180 degrees for Mach numbers between .6 and 1.3 but is restricted
to unbanked configurations. Here the normal force on the complete configuration is
written:

C CN+ ACN -(51)

=CNB NF ( ) + CNFOB (j;) + NF ) 51

The calculation of body alone normal force, CN , is accomplished using a crossflow

method while the fin normal force is expressed by Eq. (39). The interaction terms,
ACN BoFand AC NFOB, which represent the increment in tail lift due to the presence of the

body and change in body normal force due to the presence of the fin respectively, are
expressed by the functions:

S + 81A+ 82X 2 + 83 R + a4 (d) (52)

The coefficients 60 to 84 are provided in tabular form as a function of Mach number,
Reynolds number and angle of attack and were obtained using a regression analysis of the
data base. Comparison between calculated results and experimental data not used to
formulate the predictive method indicates an overall prediction accuracy of 10% to 15%.
Worse results are obtained at incidences near 90* where support interference may occur.

The predictive method of Aiello 5 8 , which is an extension of the work in references
49 and 118, is applicable at arbitrary roll anqles to incidences of 45 degrees and over
the Mach number range .6 to 3. The total normal force on the complete configuration is:

4
C = C + L-C N  RT (b)sin I (53)
NToTAL CNB j=l T TB + BT

The first term is the body-alone contribution which is made up of an inviscid and a
viscous term and is calculated using a power series variation of the crossflow analogy.
The second term represents the normal force on the tail in the presence of the body
while the third is the residual which can be interpreted as the force carry over from
the wing on to the body. The fin normal force is calculated using Aiello's method
presented in Section 3.2.1. ro determine RT(B) and IB(T), the data was examined to
establish visible trends. The general strategy was to use power series in 0 and a and
to apply separate fitting functions on the windward and leeward sides. Comparison
between this method and data from other studies indicates an overall prediction
accuracy of 7.5%. However the method tends to underpredict normal force at high
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incidence5

19

To adapt the P-N-K method to high angles of attack several modifications are
required:

(1) The viscous or nonlinear body force must be included in CB(WT). If the
crossflow analogy is used, the first term in Eq. (47) is replaced by Eq. (19). An
alternate approach is to use the experimentally determined vortex paths and strengths
to calculate the viscous force via the impulsive flow theorem (Eq. (35)). This tech-
nique is only valid for the angle of attack - Mach number range for which well-defined,
steady vortices exist (see Fig. 2).

(2) The effect of body vortices on the missile wings and tail should be accounted
for, particularly if banked configurations are to be considered.

(3) The lift or normal force coefficient of wing or tail surfaces should be
estimated using nonlinear theories or data as discussed in Section 3.2.

(4) The interference factors (Kw(B),KB(w)) should be estimated using nonlinear
theories or data.

An early extension of the P-N-K method to unbanked missiles at high angles of
attack is provided by Howard, Brooks and Saffell 91 using considerations (1) and (3).
The wing and tail lift coefficients are expressed using Eq. (38) and Figure 86. Only
the potential term is assumed to participate in the interference effects. Hence for tti
wing or tail:

CLw CL(O)(Ae)sin a cos a + Cdc sin2 (a) cos() (54)(B KWB) WL0
LWB w ref ref

The carryover lift on the body due to either the wing or tail is

KB(W) CL (0) sin a cos a - (55)( W LAref

and the slender body theory values of interference parameters are used. Predictions,
which have been compared to experimental data on body-tail configurations in reference
68, are most accurate in supersonic flow. In the subsonic and transonic regime, normal
force is overpredicted and center of pressure is only accurate to within/2 caliber.

A more recent example of the extension of the P-N-K type of approach to wing-body-
tail configurations is provided in reference 23. This method is applicable to angles
of attack of 45 degrees at arbitrary roll orientations. Central to this approach is
the experimentally determined normal force coefficients for wings alone. The basic
idea is to determine the effective or equivalent angle of attack of a missile fin or
wing which takes into account body interference, vortex influence and roll orientation.
The resulting expression for equivalent angle of attack is:

"w(B)sinacsin + 1- K sin a sin~cos + cosactan(Ae
tan(aeq) = c (B c Cosa + C eqv (56)

where the first term accounts for body interference, the second fin yaw induced by roll
orientation and the third for vortex influence. It is assumed that Kw(B)and K are
exclusively a function of missile angle of attack which allows these constants to be
determined from experimental data once the vortex influence is assessed. The positions
and strengths of body vortices are calculated using a multi-vortex model (see Section
3.1.2). The slender body ratio of KWCB)/KB() is used to determine the lift carry overonto
the body. The nonlinear forces on the missile body are determined using a combination
of the body vortex models, similar to those discussed in section 3.1.2, and crossflow
methods.

The important aspect of the above method is that it postulates a physical model of
the flow and then uses experimental data to determine unknown parameters. The net
result is an approach which attempts to model the nonlinearities (i.e. vortex effects)
of the problem. The great advantage of this technique is that it can be developed
with less experimental data and can be extrapolated with more confidence. A disadvantage
is that it is more difficult to apply. Comparison of predictions for total configura-
tion and fin loads with experiment for M < 1.3 indicate relatively good agreement for
cases without control deflection. Also, situations where canard vortices pass very
close to the afterbody combination can not be handled accurately. For Mach numbers
greater than 1.3 suitable test cases are not available.

3.3.3 Semi-Empirical Methods for Complete Configurations

These types of methods combine the semi-empirical and theoretical techniques
discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 for isolated components.

A method of this type has been developed by Mendenhall and Nielsen 1 5 which applies
to incidences where body vortices are symmetric. The position and strength of body

. . . . ...Ja/l~ nl| 1 I m m .... .. ... . .. .. n
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vortices upstream of the wing leading edge are assumed described by empirical data
correlations.At this point the strengths of the vortices are fixed and their paths over
the wing are traced using Eq. (32) with vortex velocities being obtained through the
use of conformal transformation techniques. This allows the velocity induced on the
wing by the body and body vortices to be determined. A lifting surface program is
applied to the isolated wing using these induced velocities at each control point.
Thus, the calculated lift takes into account body and vortex interference. The particu-
lar lifting surface program used applies the leading edge suction analogy as described
in Section 3.2.2 to determine the nonlinear contribution to the lift. In the supersonic
case the lift carryover from the wing to the body is estimated using linear methods.
Subsonically it is calculated using the vortex lift theorem (Nielsen pp. 138 to lib).
Once the potential and nonlinear lift on the wing has been determined, the shed
vorticity is divided into two vortices. One vortex includes the effect of the potential
lift while the second accounts for the leading and side edge separations. The normal
force on the afterbody is calculated by tracing the wing and body vortices back to the
missile tail and using the impulsive flow theorem (Eq. (35)). The tail is treated in
the same fashion as the wing. In this case there are at least three pairs of vortices
in the crossflow plane.

Nikolitsch 8 2 reports the development of a method along similar lines. In this case
the body vortex positions and strengths are calculated by the concentrated vortex model
of reference 81. The wing is modeled using a low aspect ratio lifting surface technique
developed by Gersten which features vorticity trailing from the wing at an orientation
a/2 with respect to the wing planform. The velocities calculated from the vortex model
are imposed on the wing in order to obtain the solution. The lift carry over from the
wing to the body is estimated using the methods of reference 117. Results compare
favorably with experiment up to incidences of 20 to 35 degrees, depending on wing
location.

4. CONCLUSION

The separated flow field about a missile at high angles of attack is extremely
complex and the accompanying vortex structures create nonlinear loads. Linear theories
which are valid at low incidences no longer apply and a tractable theoretical basis for
calculating missile aerodynamic characteristics is not available. This has led to the
creation of predictive methods which are dependent on experimental data and progress in
developing such techniques is closely related to developing a quantitative description
of flow about and forces on missiles at high incidence. Unfortunately, obtaining
accurate, repeatable data has been a difficulty in itself. Force measurements which
are the easiest, quantitative data to obtain are subject to support interference
problems. Strut mounts on bodies and reflection plate supports for fins have recently
been found to introduce substantial error at very high incidences. Flow field velocity
measurements, useful for determining vortex strength and position, are extremely tedious
and it is difficult to generate sufficient information to draw general conclusions.
Particularly in subsonic flow where viscous effects are dominant, repeatability of some
:esults is difficult to achieve. Principal examples of this are the magnitude of yaw
forces induced by asymmetric body vortices and the incidence of vortex bursting on
wings. In the case of the induced yaw forces there is some evidence to indicate that
free stream turbulence levels and error in the model construction on the order of
machining tolerance may influence results. For the most part, a qualitative under-
standing is available of the flow field about and forces on missiles at high incidence.
A necessary step in improving predictive methods is to increase the amount of quantita-
tive data available.

Predictive methods for bodies alone are fairly well in hand. Analogies with
cylinders have provided a basic framework for constructing simple, reliable, empirical
methods. These methods are of least'utility in subsonic flow where the influence of
Reynolds number is important. More elaborate methods have been developed which predict
body vortex strength and position and then calculate forces from this information.
Although such approaches have been reasonably successful, they require substantial
computational effort and the principal justification for their development is in
conjunction with complete configuration analysis. Here the calculated vortex position
and strength is used to determine boundary conditions for wing or fin analysis.

Empirical methods for calculating the forces and moments on isolated fins have been
developed that span the incidence range from 0 to 180 degrees. The crossflow approach
is not found to be useful and polynomial fits are used to correlate the experimental
data. Above stall incidences, the accuracy of these methods is questionable. The data
base used to develop the predictive equations was measured using reflection plate
mounted fins and there is evidence to suggest that this type of support produces a
premature wing stall. Lifting surface theories have also been developed which estimate
the nonlinear increase in wing lift at high incidences due to leading and side edge
separation. Such methods are in principal feasible up to the incidence at which stall
occurs.

Predictive methods applicable to complete configurations are generally restricted
in scope. Techniques valid over the incidence range 0 to 90 degrees are either very
approximate or limited to unbanked body-tail configurations. Several predictive methods
applicable to incidences of 45 degrees are available for arbitrary roll angle. Most of
these techniques are strongly dependent on force measurements. A few semi-empirical
models have been developed which combine body alone vortex models with nonlinear lift-
ing surface theories. Such methods are limited to incidences oelow stall.

. . . .4. .. ,i
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Description of Key Points on the Side Force Distribution Curves
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tB tA + (tc - tA) (. 6 + .1 cos2a)

t C 11 + 4.7 tana 21 - 2k
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E C
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ECOULEMENTS DE CULOT

par Jean DELFRY et Maurice SIRIEIX

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Arospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chitillon (France)

Rdsu m

Les phdnombnes qui se przduisent dans la rdgion du culot snt suoceptibles d'avoir ure rdpercussion
importante our les performances et en eunsequence la ddfinition d'un missile. Leos domaines quails concer-
nent sent nombreux et complexes : trainde de l'arribre-corps, flux de chaleur, interaction 4coulement
externe - 4coulement interne. Le prdsent expos4 et essentiellement centr6 sur les implications pratiques
des phdnomhnes de culot dans 1- cas r6aliste de couches limites turbulentes et dans un domaine de nombres
de Mach excluant l'hypersonique. Egalement, les problhmes plus spdcifiques Li4s aux lanceurs ne seront
que peu ou pas 6voqu6s.

Llexpos est diviso en deux parties principales

- la premibre est consacrde h une analyse ph rom(nolo3ique des 6cculements de culot avec ou sans jet
propulsif, en subscnique et en cupersolique. On examine l'effet des principaux facteurs d'influence
forme du missile, incidence, ailetage, gdomd.rie de la tuyhre d'djection, rapport de ddtente du jet,
facteurs thermiques ... Des mdthodes empiriques de corrdlations sont prdsentdes.

- la seconde partie porte sur les thdories actuellement disponibles pour traiter pratiquement leo
problhmes de culot. Leo principes de base de ces thdories sont d'abord exposds dans le cas fondamental
et plus simple du recollement sur paroi (mdthodes globales ou analytiques, m4thodes d'interaction
forte). Les extensions aux problbmes de culot en 4coulement de rdvolution sont ensuir:e prdsent4es
en premier lieu cellos applicables au culot sans jet propulsif en supersonique et en subsonique, en
second lieu celles qui permettent de traiter les configurations d'arrihre-corps avec tuybre propulsive
La validit6 de ces mdthodes est discus4e par confrontation avec leo rdsultats exp4rimentaux disponibles.

Sont 6galement 6voquds leos moysns mis en oeuvre pour rdduire la trasn6e de culot par injection de masse
ou combustion.

BASE FLOWS BEHIND MISSILES

Summary

The phenomena taking place around the base of a vehicle can have important repercussions on its
performance, and consequently on the design of a missile. The fields they concern are many and complex
afterbody drag, heat flux, interaction between internal and external flows. The present paper is essentially
centered on the practical implications of the base flow phenomena in the realistic case of turbulent boundary
layers and in a Mach number range up to, but excluding hypersonics. The problems pertaining more specifi-
cally to space launchers will also be hardly approached.

The paper is divided into two main parts :

- the first is devoted to a phenomenological analysis of the base flows, with or without propulsije jet, at
subsonic and supersonic velocities. The effects of the main factors of influence are surveyed : missile
shape, angle of attack, fins, exhaust nozzle geometry, jet exnansion ratio, thermal factors, etc...
Empirical correlation methods are presented.

- the second part concerns the presently available theories for the practical treatment of base flow
problems. The basic principles of these theories are first presented in the fundamental and simples, case
of reattachment on a wall (global or analytic methods, strong interaction methods). The extensions to
base problems for axisymmetrical flows are then presented : first those applicable to a base without
propulsive jet at subsonic and supersonic speed, second those allowing the treatment of afterbody
configurations with prDpulsive nozzle. The validity of these methods is discussed by comparison with
available experimental results.

The paper also mentions the means implemented to reduce the base drag by mass injection or combustion.

4"4
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INTRODUCJTION

Aussi bien aux vitesses subsoniques que supersoniques, l~a pression Pc qui s'6tablit au culot d'un
projectile c omme d'un missile, eni vol propuls6 ou non, est prasque toujours notablament infdrieure 'a l~a
pression ft, du milieu non perturbd. 11 en rdsulte une force de trainde, proportionnelle 'a la surface du
culot et qui reprdsente une fraction importante de is rdsistance totale lorsque cette surface eat voisine
de l'aire du mattre couple. Dana des cas particuli'arement ddfavorablss, cette contribution, qui ddpend du
nombre de Mach, peut avoisiner 70 % de is trsin~e totale, en transsonique par exemple.

En raison de l'importsnce du probl'ame, sur 1e plan pratiqus, de nombreux efforts de recherches ont
64 consacr~s, depuis longtemps, 'a la ddtermination de la pression de culot au moyen de m~thodea, qui, 'a
l1origine, reposaient largement sur des corrdlationa expdrimentales ddduites de mesures de Pen vol
ou en souffleries. i

Des prograa ddcisifs dsns les mdthodes de prdvision ont 6t4 accomplia il y a 25 ans lorsqu'1une
analyse expdrirnentsle ddtsillde de l'dcoulement de culot a permia d'dlatorer des mod'alaa thdoriques plus
rdslistca que les schatisstions rudimentaires utiliades jusqu'slors.

Depuis cette dpoque lea ph~nomanea de culot ont fait l'objet de tr&a noabreuses dtudes, assi bien
th~oriques qu'expdrimentales qul ont conduit, d'une part au perfectionnement des mdthodes de calcul dont
le champ d'spplication a 6t6 4tendu Csrri'are-corps avac jet propulsif, traitement des configurations
subsoniques, optimisation d'arri'are-corps, engins multi-tuyares), d.'autre part, grace 'a la mise en oeuvre
de techniques de mesure plus raffindes, 'a una meilleure connaissanca de l'organisation des zones ddcolldes
(champs moyan at turbulent, effets instationnaires).

N~anmoins, la structure des dcoulements de culot est encore loin d'§tre entibrement 6lucid~e,
spdcialement dams las circonstances complexes rencontr~es sur lea missiles : coulements tridimansion-
nela, interaction de nappes tourbillonnaires, effats d'ondes de choc, confluence de flux de compositions
at d'6tats thermodynamiquss tr'as diff6rsnts, instsbilitds, etc....

Le prdsent axposd est essentiellement centr4 sur las implications pratiques des ph~nomanas de culot
dans la cas r~aliste de couches limitas turbulentes, an amont du d6collsment at dams un domaina de nombras
de Mach excluant l'hypersonicue.

Egalement, lea probibmas plus spdcifiquas li~sausi lancaurs (configurations multi-tuybres, problbmea
tharmiques li~s 'a l'6clstsment des jets, sdparation d'dtages, etc... ) na seront qua pau ou pas 4voqu~s.

L'exposd a 6t6 diviad en deux parties:

- la premibre eat consacrds 'a uns analyse phdnomdnologique des dcoulaments de culot svec ou sans jet
propulsif en subsonique at an aupersonique. Les affats des principaux facteurs d'infiuence sont discut~s
sur des examples at des mdthodes empiriques de corr6lations prdaantdaa

- la seconds porte sur las thdorias actuellament disponibles pour traiter pratiquement las problbmes de
culot avec ou sans jet propulsif. La vslidit6 de ces m~thodas ast discutde par confrontation avac las
r~sultats expdrimentaux disponibles.

P RE MI E RE P AR T IE

1. ANALYSE PHEN0MEN0L0GIQUE DES ECOTJLEMENTS DE OULOT

1.1 Aspects ph6nomdnologiquas de l'6coulamant au culot d'un missile nonjpropulsd cas de rdfdrence

1.1.1 Gdndralit& t

Malgrd de tras nombreusas racharches [1'a91 la compr6henaion des m~camismas r6gissamt le d~collamant qui
se produit au culot d'un angin ou d'un projectile eat encore incomplbta.

Il n'est donc pas inutile pour abordar os difficila probl'aas de faire l'inventaira de nos connais-
samces par l'amalyse d'un cas trbs schdmattqu.e dont l'dtude axp4rimantale peut Otre mends 'a bian 'a laida
du montage d'essai ddfini figure 1.

Ce montage permet de simuler l'dcoulement autnur d'un arribre-corps cylindrique dont l'axe XX'
eat paralible ' a i vitessa de l'dcoulsment gdndral, uniforme an amont du dnmaine d'intaraction de 1]dcou-
lament de culot.

La nombre de Reynolds 14 form6 avec l'e4paisseur die la couche limits an D doit Otra suffisam-
mant grand pour qu'un rdgime turbulent soit dtabli, mgme lorsqu'une aspiration 'a travers une paroi porause
a 6t6 effectude pour diminuer l'dpsisseur , at faire varier le rapport 

4
1rp

Clest sun catta configuration, dite die rdfdrence, qua nous eraminerons an ddtail, le ddcollement qui
s'dtablit en aval du culot, at plus particuli'arement, las effeta sur ce ddcollemant du nombre die Mach lye
die l'dcouloment amont.
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1.1.2 Ecoulement subsonique subcritique

La structure du ddcollement eat dana ce caa peu ddpendante des effets de compressibilit4 de telle
aorte que noua utiliserans comma premiera 614menta d'analyae les r6sultats fournia par la visual iaation
au tunnel hydrodynamique [ 10 1.

Les clichds reproduita figures 2a et 2b ant 4t6 obtenus avec des temps de pose tr'aa diffdrents.
Figure 2a at4 la durde d'exposition eat de 1 seconde environ, lea traceura constitu~a ici de fines bulles
d'air en suspension dana l'eau, observ~s dana una mince tranche passant par l'axe, permettent de ddfinir
assein bien is structure de lldcoulament mayan. Celui-ci, parfaitament raproductible, sloreaniae autour
d'un tourbillon principal torique situ6 dana un domaine ferm6 par la ligne de courant DR . Le ddcolie-
ment se praduit pratiquement h llar~te 0 , un proceasua de indlanga se d~veloppe le long de DR at
i'dcoulement entraln6 au coura de ce procasaus ref lue dana la zone fermde sous l'effet de 1a compression
qui s'~tablit au voisinage du point d'arr~t R.

Sur le clich4 2b , oLi le tempa d'expoaitian eat beaucoup plus faible (0,01 a environ) le caract'ere
instationnaire des couches disaipatives turbulentes eat clairement mis en 6vidance, sinai qua le m4ca-
niame de formation dea grosses structures, entrain6es au. samn de la coucha de m~lange at 4vacudas encuite
Vera laval d'une mani'are quasi p4riodique.

Las rdpercuaaiona de tela phdnam'anes sont assentiellement dea deux orcires

- tout d'abard, induction de fluctuations sansibles dea la prassion dana le dcdollement

- ensuite modification profanda de is structure de la turbulence, ddterminanta pour ld4volution du aillage
lointain.

En ca gui concerne le champ maven, des explorations d~taillges ha iaida de sondes de preasion at du
fil chaud, de la zone d~collde at de son voisinage, permattant de compidter lea observations fournias par
la visualisation.

Sur l'axemple donn6 figure 3 ~ 1)dana le cas d'un coulamant 'a bassa viteasa ( U_ = 40 in/a),
on remarquara plus particuli'aramant

- le ddvaioppoment rapide at l'axtenaion tranavarsala des couches dea m~lange

- la relative compacit4 de la zone ddooll4e dont la longueir eat tin pati aupdriaure 'a un diam'etra

- l'impartanca des vitesses n~gatives de retour qui peuvent attaindra et mgma d~passer 30 % de is
vitesse extdriaura

- enfin, l'4volution tras continue des profils de vitesse turbulent at leur passage prograssif d'une situa-
tion de type coucha de adlanga avec cou.rant de retour h tine situation du type sillage at vitease croissant
aur l~axe.

Cette 4voiution pout 6tre caract~riooe pir la d~finitjon d'ure familie de profils 'a 1 ou 2 param'etres
[11, 12] dont on verra l'utiliaation dana s la2'me partie de cat expos6, consacrde aux m~thodes de calcul.

Au coura de ce procassus, tine forte production de turbulence apparait au voisinage de DR? (figure 4 )
Cette turbulence diffuse tras vita vera l'sxe du siilage comma Vera llext6rieur at se maintient 'a tin
nivaau assen 6lavd dana ls zone ddcoiide, par le jeu de is recircuiation.

En ce qui cancerne le champ des pressions, is courbe X()obtenue par int~gration du champ des
viteasas moyannes, ddfinit la frontiare de l'obstacie "6quivalent" ati d6coiiement.

L'4volutian dut coefficient Kz d~duit des masuras de preasion pari~tales (figure 5 ) montre qua cat
affet d'obstacle se fait aentir en amont du culat jusqu'a tine distance 6gaie 'a environ 1 diaa'atra *.
L'acc6ldration qua subit l16coulemant, traa msrqtide pr'as du culot, essure ile raccnrdement contini des
preasiana en D de part at d'autra du dcoallement.

L14voltition axiala des prassiana atatiquas en aval dti culot pr~sente l's. lure caractristiqie repro-
duita figure 5 . Cetta 6volution, laraque X augmante, eat ma~cqu~e tout d'abord par tine l6g'are ci~crois-
sance de It juaqua tine valaur minimale situ6e 'a tine distance 4gaie 'a environ Az rc. Cette d~croissance de

)t petit Atrea saoci~e 'a l'atigmentatian deia i vitassa de retour C:igure 3 ). La recompression qul fait
suite eat importante. Ella rdsulte de a i confluence dea id6otlement stir i'axe, 1'i pression maximala,
nattamant supgrieura 'a ,t , 6tant atteinte tin pati en aval du point dsarr~t R .

Dana l'axemple qui vient d'4tre anslyad axtrait de is r~f6rence [111 i'6paisseir relative deia i
couche limita an D eat assain faibla ( 

4
/1,,= VJU L'affat de ce psram'atre stir le niva deia i prassion

de culot sera disctt dan a isesconda partia de cat expos4.mais on pout d'a 'a pr~sent examiner queiques
r4sultats typiques obtanus au cours de is mgme 4tuda.

*Cat effet dlinfitiance amont petit entrsinar des arreurs sosain importantes dana s laictrination axpdri-
mantala du coefficient de prassion dea culot ,loraque is prise cie preasion de r~f~rence eat sitti~e
trap pr'ea de 0 (131.

4La
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On constate (figure 6 )que la pression de culot diminue lorsque 41r, ddcrolt, dune mani'are
d'autant plus marqude que so. eat plus petit. Par contre pour des valeurs de 4ot, supdrieures La

environ 0,02 l'4volution de Ia preamion de culot eat tr'as faible. Cette tendance eat confirm~e par d'autres
observations [1 ,171 et explique lleffet peu important dune variation apprciable du nombre de Reynolds
enregistr4 par les expdrimentateurs lorsque la couche limits en amont du culot est turbulente et que les

L'effet de couche limite ii.itiala se fait 6galement peu sentir sur l'4tendue longitudinale Ls du
ddcollament (figure 7 ). Toutefois la ddtermination assez imprdcise de 4, , au vu de cea rdsultats, n
permet de porter qu'un jugeiment qualitatif.

Ainsi que nous l'avons annonod au d~but de ce paragraphe, l'effet du nombre de Mach eat peu important.
Le coefficient de pression de culot -A'. n'dvolue que tr'as faiblement loraque M, est infdrieur 'a 0,85
(figure 8 ). Il en eat de m~ma des lois de distribution axiale de la pression (figure 9 ) et de la
vitesse de retour (figure lo), ha condition toutefois que la distance X au culot soit rapportde &a
l'dtenoue 4, du ddcollement. Par contra 4s vanie de mani'are significative et croit avac ycomme le
montra la figure 11.

1.1.3 Ecoulement aupersonique

Dans ce cas, la visualisation 3trioscopique constitu, un moyen d'observation privildgi4 qui met en
4vidence les traits essentials du ddcollement de culot en supersonique (figure 12a , b , c

Ces visualisations montrent clairement:

- la ddtante quasi cantrde 'a l'ardte du culot qui ddvie brutalamant l'4coulament vera l'axe

- la couche turbulanta fortamant dissipative, sdparant l'4coulament non vimquaux du bulbe de ddcollerisnt

- la recompression continue dont las ondes se focalisent pour former un choc

- le sillaga relativement 6pais qui suit cette recompression.

On noteratout d'abord,la disparition de l'effet d'interaction amont, le ddcollement en supersonique
6tant pr4c~d6 d'une ddtente pratiquemant cantr~e ha larte qui eat souvent limitde par Ia pr4senca d'un
choc faibla ("lip shock" [ 14 ]). Ensuita, sur le clich4 b , cii le tampa d'exposition ast plus rdduit , Ia
nature tourbillonnairs at instationnaira du sillage en aval de la recompression,marqu~e par la pr6sence de
structures turbulentes ba plus grande 4ohelle, dont on n'observe pas la prdsence 'a la fronti'are de la zone
d4collde, contrairement au cam au~bsonique.

Pour entrer plus en ddtail dana la description de l'organisation de tals ddcollaments, nous suivrons
le mAma ordre qu mu paragrapha 1.1.2.

Ohamla moyan et turbulent

Les 6l6ments typiquas repr~sent~s figure 13a at 13b sont extraits de 1a rd4rence [15 ] qui
donna une analyse trZas d~tajll~e des champs moyan at turbulent obtenus bra d'una 4tude du cam de r~f4rence
'a No = 2,3.

La figure 13a fournit le trac4 des lignes de courant dana un plan diamtral. La sch4ma de la zone
d~collde ne diff'are du cam subsonique qua par las conditions da sdparation en D , le ddcollement super-
sonique 4tant caract~ris6 par une variation brutale de la direction de la vitesse li~e 'a la d4tanta initiala.
Las profils da vitesse (pond~r4e par la masse) qui d~crivant l'4coulement dana la zone ddcollde at 'a son
voiminage appartiennent 'a la mgma famille qu'en subsonique (§ 1.1.2). Ainsi, mis 'a part lee effeta d'4chella,
lea diffdrencas entre lea cam subsonique at suparsonique intdressent eeti qllement 1'6coulement axtdniaur
non Cissipatif at intarviennent mu niveau du "couplaga"l avec la decollement (dtente initiale, formation
d'ondes de choc ... )

Sur la figure 13b sont prdsentds la profils du frottament apparent turbulent ?, , rapportda au
frottemant pari~tal ?4 de la couche limits en D , 'a diff4rentas distances en aval du culot. Des effets
analogues 'a csux enregistr~s an subsonique mont mis en 4vidance. On noterL la niveaux 6lavds de Z' relav4s
en fin de zone de m~lange. L'influenca de la compressibilit4 ma traduit notamment par des variations senmiblem
avec le nombre de Mach du param'atre de mdlange LT qui ddfinit l'4challs tranaversale des couches disaipa-
tives en amont de R (voir seconds partie de l'axpos6 § 2.2.2).

2hamps de~pess ions:

La distribution des prassions statiquam sur l'axa en aval du culot [ 16 1refl'ate l'6volution de
1'4coulsmant extdnieur (figure 14). On enragistre comae an 6coulament subsoniqus tout d'abord use l~g'are
d~croissance de m uivis d'une compression continue, d'abord brutale, passant ensuite par un maximum et
ddcroissant plum lentemant jusqu'a un niveau menmiblement 4gal h'P . Cette forms de la recompression,
asssz diff4rente de cells obsrvde dana le cam bidimanzionnel plan supersonique, eat spdcifique du d~colle-
ment de culot d'un arri~re-corps de rdvolution. En affet, Ia prdsence d'une zone d~coll4e quasi isobare 'a la
fronti'are de l'600uleman+ supersonique ext~rieur antralne, loraque cat 4coulement me rapproche de l'axe
une croissance sensible de ma direction locale fa [ 2 ]. Cette situation contribus, loraque l'4coulement
reprend une direction sensiblement parallbls 'a l'axa, 'a la cr4ation d'une compression dent le nivaau eat
mupdrieur h'a d'uns mani'ars d'autant plum marqu6e qua le nombra de Mach est plus grand (figure 14 )

Effet de la couche limits turbulante initials-

Nous retiendrona simplement lem aspects essentials muivants, une discussion plum d~taill~e 6tant faite
dans bs deuxi'ame partis.



On observe de la m~me mani~pe qu 'en 4coulement subsonique une croissanco de la pression do culot
lersquie Oo/rc augmente~le taux de croissance doveriant tr'as faible &a partir d'une certaine plage de
valours de 4r, . insi dans la plupart des applications l'dvolutien do Cp avec 1e nombre de
Reynolds Z, peut 9tre ndglie~e, ha condition toutefois que de,~ soit suffisamment grand pour qulaucune
relaminarisation ne so produibe apr6 la d6dtente initiale pr~cddant le d~collernent.

Eftet du nombre de Mach

Dans ces conditions, on pout ddfinir, en vue d'estimations utilos pour un Bureau d'Etude, un coeffi-
cient de pression de culot Kft. pratiquement peu ddpendant du nombre do Reynolds, dont l'dvolution ern
fc.-ction du nombre de Mach est donn~e figure 8 . Les r~sultats portds sur cette figure qui mettont en
6vidence une ddcroissance continuo do Xp, lorsque i% augmonto, proviennont do compilations effectudes
notammont rdfdrence [2,3,17]. La dispersion des rLoultats n'ost pas tr~s grando et cetto courbo moyenne
constitue une r4fdrence empirique pormettant d'obtenir dos estimations assez prdcises pour des cas
proches de la configuration do base.

1.1.4 Ecoulement transsonique:

Dans ce demaino tr'as 4troit (0,95 < N ' 1,10), peu 6tudig dana son ddtail, lea rdsultats expdri-
mentaux prdsentent uno margo d'incortitude nettemont plus marqude quo dano los cas prdc~dents. Divorses
causes contribuent 'a cette situation.

Tout d'abord, l'interaction ontre 1e ddcollement et l'dcoulement ext~rieur eat souvent fort corplexe
par suite do la pr~setice d'ondes do choc quasi normales dont Ia position eat instable ou rapidement 6volu-
tive pour de faibles variations de M a

Ensuite lea effets de limitation do l'dcoulomont soot particuli~rement sdv'res et il oat souvent
difficile, ameon impossible, d'en tenir compte par uno correction des rdsultats expdrimentaux.

Enfin il existe relativoment peu d'ossais publids contoniant une anialyse d~taill~e do la configuration
do rdferenoo ddfinie figure I , de tells aorta quo dana Is. plupart des cas connus oZL la maquette oat
maintenue par un support lat~ral eu un dard arri~re, l'effet de ce support tend 'a fausser les rdsultats
d'une mani'are significative.

Nous nous bornerons donc 'a reprdsenter figure B par une zone liachurde 1e domaine dana lequel on

Pout inclure les r~sultats expdrimontaux disponiblos.

1.2 Perturbations du cas de rdfdrence

1.2.1 L'analyse qui vient d'Atre faite avait pour but do prdciser la structure des 6couloments de culot,
en choisissant une situation volontairemont simplifide corrospendant au cas o~i l'dcoulement eat uniforme
en amont du domaino d'intoraction li4 au ddcolloment. Cos conditions ne sent donc rdalistes quo pour des
corps cylindriques de grand allongomont, posaddant une egive tr'aa 61anede et placda ha l'incidence nulle
dana l'6coulement gdndral.

Dens le cas d'un projoctile ou d'un missile non propulad on eat conduit ka envisager d'une part des
formes plus complexes, imposdes par los contraintes assocides 'a une mission donde (compacitd du corps,
probl'amos d'6chauffoment, guidage, recherche d'une optimisation des formes on vue d'une rdduction do la
tratnde, etc... ), d'autre part des situations diffdrontos do colle correspondant 'a l1incidence nullo.

Nous examinerons lea consdquences de ces effets, dana un certain nombre do cas typiques que nous
aons classds do Is mani'are suivante:

- influence des formes gdomtriques du corps axisymdtriqxie

- offot do l'incidonce ;

- effets associds 'a la prdsence d'ailetagos

- effet do miao en rotation du corps

- effet do ventilation au culot

1.2.2 Effet des formes g~omdtriques do l'obstacle sur la pression do culot

Dana le coo oti l'dcouloment eat supersonique la non-uniformitd associ6 'a Ia pr~sence
do formes rapidement 4volutives est marquda en premier lieu par l'oxiatence d~ondes de choc cr44es soit
par Ilavsnt corps pseudo ogival, 4vontuelloment 6mouss6, soit par un 6vasemont do l'arri'ere-corps, tol
qu' une jupe, qui peuvont produiro un deoulement inhemogane et rotationnal. Ainsi l'6tat do l'doulement
immddiatement en amont du culot (nombre do Mach, pressien, direction do 1a vitosse) eat fort diffdrent
do l'dtat uniforme /Yv , jtv.~ D'autro part, la fronti'are du ddcollement eat soumise, comme 1e montro
la figure 15a ,aux perturbations cr66es par Ia non-unifermitd du champ, qui contribuent 'a modifier 1a
caarbure at la direction locale do cetto fronti~re. Enfin, 10 ddveloppement de la couche limite oat
fortement oonditionn4 par la circonstances locales de l'dcouloment et notamment par la prdsence 6ventuelle
d'interactions du typo choe - couche limite.

La price en compte do ces divers effots no pout en toute riguour 6tro offactudo quo par l'intorm6-
diaire d'une rndthode do calcul, comme nous le verrons plus loin. Teutefeis, des rbgles simples ant 6t6
propoades (2p 3] pour assurer une corrdlation avOc le cas do base ddcrit paragraphe 1.1.3 et obtenir ainai
une estimation do Ia presoion de culot dans das cas plus gdndraux.
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La plus commundment admise consiste 'a ddfinir, 'a partir de ld6tat local de l'dcoulement imaddiatomont
en amont du culot ( MI, , At, IY, ) un 6tat de r~fdrence ( /I. , A- I.. $t ) pour lequel Ia direction de la
vitesse serait parall'ale ha laxe du corps et qui se ddduit de l'4tat rdel C 1  p , di, ) soit par tine
compression ot tine ddtente isentropique locale d'angle 13 [i 18 ], soit en utilisant la procddure indiqu~e
figure 15b [i 2 ]. Llexpdrience montre qu'une bonne approximation do la pression de culot peut 9tre
obtenue en utilisant la courbe relative au cas de base roproduite figure 8 , ha condition do reaplacer

10 , P,* par ,. , ,- C'est ce quo nous allons voir dans los exeaples quo nous allons prsenter
maintenant et qui serviront en outro 'a illustrer un certain nombre d'effets typiques concornant los
variations do forme.

Effot d'4moussomont sur un corps conique

Los rdsultats roproduits figures 16 et 17 , d~duits do la rdfdronce 118 ] concernont l'dvoltition,
en fonction du noabro do Mach, do la pression de culot d'un obstacle conique do deml-anglo 19 = 90 coapor-
tent ou non tin effot d'4mousseeitt. La prdsenco d'un nez arrondi provoque tine variation sensible du noabro
do Mach 

1
74 , imaddiatement en amont du culot et entraine, lorsque lo nombre do Mach /Yv vanie, tine 4volu-

tion du rapport ftc/s, tr'as diffdrento pour los deux maquottos, Is. pression do culot 4tant plus 4lev6e
dans 1e cas do la maquette 4moussde, comae 1e montro la figure 16 .Le concept do noabro do Mach do
r~fdrence permot d'haraonioor los rdsultats et conduit 'a tine prdvision tr'as bonne do la prossion do culot.
Il faut noter quo ces ossais ont 6t6 offoctuds 'a tr'as grand noabrc do Reynolds et quo, par coniL4quent, los
couches limitos sent trbs minces (dovent 1e diam'atro du culot). Uno correction do l'offet du noabre do
Reynolds a 6t4 appliqude 'a la courbe do base ddfinio figure 8 [ 18 ]

Effets de rdtroint et do jupe

Parmi lee mayens do rdduire la traindo do culot d'tin arri'aro corps, l'utilisation d'un rdtreint est
l'tin des plus usit6.

Son action met en joti divers effete compldmentairos qui ont pour but

- d'une part de rdtiro la surface oxposde 'a tine pression do culot I'aiblo, donc -4ndratrice do trainde

- d'autre part do bdndficier do la recompression naturelle qui attdnue en 6couloment axisymdtriquo,
lorsque la parci so rapproche do l'axe, l'effet des ddtontes isontropiques lides 'a tine augmentation do
la ponto locale, ce qui a pour consdquence de diminuer 1e nombre de Mach de rdfdronce t1,.

deux derniers effete vont dane 1e sons d'uno augmentation do la prossion do culot.

L'expdrience confirme pleinemont cee hypothases, comae le montront lee figures 18 et 19 . La
preai'are (1(3,201 met on dvidence 1e gain obteni dans 1e cas d'arri'aro-corps coniquos oti paraboliques pour
tin nombre do Mach do l'4coulement amont tiniforme dgal 'a 2.

La seconds (figure 19 ), extraito de la r~fdrence [ 3 1 est relative 'a des ossais effectugs '
17w = 2,9. On notera quo l1angle maximal du rdtreint constitue tin param'atro caractdristique do son effot,

permettant do regrotiper des r~sultats obtonus stir des corps do forme varide. On rotiendra, on outre, quo
l'utilieation du concept du nombro do Mach do rdf~rence assure tine prdvision tout 'a fait corrocte do Isa
prossion de culot.

Bien qu'uno augmentation sensible do la pression. do culot soit obtenue par l'offot do
r~treint, il. no faut cepondant pas perdro do vue que,dans 1e bilan do traindo, la part revonant 'a 1arri'are-
corps augments do fagon tr'as notable lorsquo 6 crott, do tolle sorte quo la train6e optimale do 1'ensem-
blo arri'oro-corpe - culot oat obtonue par tin compromis no correspondent pas ndcossairoaent 'a la valour deflc
la plus 6levdo (figure 20 ).

Commo on pouvait 1e prdvoir, l'effet do jupo (valours positives do to ),ha l'inverse do l'effet do
r~treint, conduit 'a des prossions do culot plus basso comae 10 montre l'oxemple do la figare 19.

Lorsciue ldcoulemont ost stibsonistie il nWest pas possible en toute riguour do dissocier lee effete
d'intoraction entro le ddcollemont do culot et 1'6cotileaent autotir du corps, do telle sorte quo ec effete
sent en gdndral pris en compto dane 1e cadre d'tine m~thode do calcul incluant le treitement du d~colleme-t.
Toutefois, loreque l'obstacle poss'ade tin grand allongoment et tine forme quasi-cylindrique stir 10 plus
grande partie do son 6tendtic, il. est alore possible do considdrer isol~ment los effete do rdtreint dons
tin bilan do tralnde. A titre d'exemple la figure 21 fournit des courbes do variations dti coefficient do
preesion do culot obtonues 'a 11p = 0,9 pour diffdrontes vaeurs do l'anglo maximal du rdtreint dens 1e
cas d'arri'oro-corps circulaires oti paraboliquos. Ces rdstiltats qui provionnent do la compilation d'un
certain nombre doexp~iencos sont extraite do la r~f~rence [21]. Ils aettont en 4vidence l'effet tr'as
favorable du rdtreint stir la prossion do culot on 4c~ulemont subsonique et pouvent 6tre titilisde potir des
nombres do Mach inf6riotirs 'a 0,9.

1.2.3 Effet do l'incidence-

La misc en incidence ( a # 0 ) introduit tine dissymdtrie do l'6cotilemecnt qui so rdperctite tr~s direc-
ternent our le ddcollement do culot et qui cot dntitant pltis marqtide quo a( cot plus grand.

Cette dissym~trie intdresse non seulement 1'dcouleaent non dissipatif, mais 4geleaent los couches
dissipatives turbulentes int 1'4peissetir so trouve alors rdpartie d'tine mani'are fort ir~gale 'a la pdriphdrie
du culot.

La visualisation ati tunnel hydrodynamique prdsentde figures 22a et 22b en donne tin oxemple 22 1
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On observe notamment figure 22b our Is vue de dessus ia tendance du sillage h 3senrouler suivant deux
structures tourbillonnaires distinctes.

Cette tendance a 6t observde dens le cas d'essais effectu~s en 'coulement supersonique sur une
maquette libre de tout support matdriel et tenue par suspension magn~tique [ 23 ]. L'explora tion du
sillage de cette maquette a conduit leo auteurs ii l'interprdtation prdsentde figure 23 , conformc pour
1'essentiel ha ce que liss-u supposer Ilobservation ha basse viterse.

Comae indiqu6 figure 23 , h grande incidence, existent des .,tructures d6colldes tridim.ensionnelles,
dont lanalyse a kt4 effectu4e dens las legons consacr~es &a l'adrodynamique des missiles. L'interaction de
ces structures avec le sillaga en aval du culot constitue un problbme oxtr~mement complaxe cur le plan
th6oriqua comma cur le plan axpdrimental cur lequel i! nexiste qua tr'as pau d'informations.

Ceci ast en particuliar dia h la quasi impossibilit6 d'6viter lea interactions de supp)rts, qui
conduisant ha des r~sultats antach~s d'erreur. Clest pourquoi nous nous bornarons 'a donner sur quelques
examples o'u las effets de support sont r6duits ou inaxistants, las tendancas gdndrales qui se ddgagant
de 1 6volution c -/)

Le premier concerne le cas d'6coulements subsoniquas et transsoniques (0,6 9 1,4 1 ,4) autour d'un
cdne de section elliptique plac6 ha des incidences comprises entre 0 et 200 [ 24 1. Las rdsultats obtenus
(figure 24 ) mettent en 6vidence:
- laeffet pau important enragistr6 aux faibles incidences (& 40)

- une diminution d'abord sensible puic plus lente de la pression de culot lorsque l1incidence croit
(41 < X < 160.);

- une tendanca ha linvarsion de cat effet 'a plus grande incidence.

En dahors d'un domaine pros ha de l'unit6, las variations JK&t /. soot peu d6pendantes du nombre
de Mach M, an 4coulament subsonique. La second example est calui dun cdne circulaire d'angle d'ouvarture
200, 6tudid ha grand nombra de Mach ( M. = 5,3) jusqu'h des incidences 6lev~es ( a 550),' par une
technique de largage de maquattes dana una vaine supersonique, donc sans interaction de support 25 3

L'6volution avac lincidanca de la prassion de culot (figure 25 ) indique, comma dens le cas prdcddent
un faibla affet de ci au voisinage de (X = 0, suivi d'une d~croissance de Pc/Z lorsque CX augmente
jusqu "a environ 120. Au-delh de cette incidence on enregistre une croissance de la pression de culot
dlautent plus marqu6a quea est plus grand.

Las tandancas obsarvdes dans las 2 examples prdcdnts concernant des corps coniquec Soot 6galeme.t
confirades dans Ia plage d'incidance expdrimantde, dens le cas d'un corps fusel4 (maquette NACA RM 10)
assay6 ha IN = 1,49 (figure 26 )

1.2.4 Effat d'ailetaes

La pr6senca d'empannages at de gouvernes au voisinege d'un culot modifia 4galament de maniLara impor-
tanta las 6coulaments visqueux: at non vicqueux, at introduit de fortes h~t6rog~n6it~s du champ des
prassions, des 6peissaurs des couches dissipatives aussi bien sur le corps quaen aval de calui-ci. En
particuliar la pr4canca des sillagea tourbillonnaires de Vailatage constitue un fecteur de perturbation
important du d4collament.

Las parem'atrec qui r6gissant ces perturbations sont tr'as nombreux (nombre des ailettes, farna en plan
at fl'ache, 6paisseur relative des profils, position relative per rapport au culot, etc ... ). Aussi, nous
nous contenterons de d~gager certains affats caractdristiques, en nous inspirant de lanalysa affactu4a
rdfdranca [ 3 ] dens le cas cii i'dcoulamant est auperconique.

Laexampla prdsant4 figure 27 conce-na l'influance de is position per rapport au plan du culot d'un
arri'ara-corpc cylindrique, doln empennage cruciforma, de profil lanticulaira dont l16paissaur relative
(10 %) ast constante an anvargura. Las exp~riences ont 6t4 feitas pour 2 valaurs du nombre de Mach

=a 1,5 at 2.

Une diminution importanta de la prassion da culot act cr66a par is champ de perturbation des ailettes,
sp~cialamant h 11, = 1 5, loraque las bords de fuita de lailataga sont situgs dens le plan du culot.

Un d6placament de laempennage vers lVemont, r~duit d'une aanibe sensible catta parte ;toutefois, is
prescion de culot correspondent au cac de r6fdranca sans ailetaga n'est pas toujours atteinta pour un
d~placemant vera lamont attaignant une corda.

La second example (figure 28 ) concarne lleffet de l'6peisceur relative du profil de l'empennaga.
Comma prdvu, is variation do is praccion de culot act deautant plus marqu6a qua is champ de perturbation
eat plus accus6, c est-'a-dire qua l'6paissaur relative du profil act plus grands ou encore qua le nombre
de Mach est plus faible.

Dana le cas oi 1 interaction eat Is plus s6vblre( X, . le champ de perturbation des ailattes
cre une distribution du nombre de Mach local 'a la -,urface de l'arriare-corps p~riodique at fortemant h~t4-
rog'ans avec toutafois une notta pr6dominance des ddtantes dent laction an aval du rulot, cur is fronti'are
de Is zone d~coll6e, axplique la d~croissance de is prassion de culot.

One estimation assez grossi~re de coo eff, ts paut 6tre obtonue en prenant comma 4tat de r~f~rence
M.pour le calcul de is prassion de culot, des valeurs moyenn6as cur is p6riph~rie du culot.
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Un meilleur r4sultat eat onregistr6 en d~finissant l'6tat moyen de rdf~rence, non pas au niveal de
l'ar~te, mais en aval sur le corps prolong4 fictivement d'une longueur 6gale 'a 0,6 D pour tenir compte des
perturbations induites sur Ia frontibre du ddcollement.

Des effete analogues sont observ~s lorsque l'6coulement extorne est su.bsonique. Ils sont en out-e
compliqu~s par les modifications quapporte le d~collement de culot 'a l'6coulement sur lailetage.

1 .2.5 Effet de mise en-rotation du corps

Ce proc~d4 ooncerne un grand nombre d'applications (p~eojectiles, missiles). Cependant l'6tude de
son action sur la pression do oulot na fait l'obje t que d'un nombre tr'as limit6 do travaux, soulement en
6coulement subsoniquo. Nous avons extrait do la r4f~renco 26 11 un oxemple montrant ie type dinfluence
que lion peut obtenir

Sur la figure 29 sont repr~sent~es, dans le cas dun arri'are-corps cylindrique, los variations du
coefficient do pression de culot, en fonction du rapport de vitesse UP/U, , £4. 6tant la vitesso 'a la
pdriph6.ie de llobstacle. On observe quo pour des valours de ce param'etre inf~rieures 'a 0,25, une augmen-
tation de pression de culot est obtenue pouvant entrafner une r~duction do trainde de culot de 1'ordre de
16 % lorsquo UVr. est 6gal 'a 0,15.

Pour des valeurs do. £4. supdrieures 'a 0,2 on enrogistre 'a l'oppos6 une augmentation do la trainde de
culot qui croit de fagon significative lorsquo 0'14/u. augmonte dana 1e domaine des valeurs expdrimentdos

1.2.6 Ventilation du culot par un 6coulemont 'a faible vitesse

L'idge d'utiliser une injection 'a tr'as faible vitesse dana le d~collement, pour diminuer la r~sistance
do culot en 600ulement supersonique ost trbs ancionno [i 106 1. La ddrnonstration exp~rimentale do l'effica-
cit4 du proc~dg et dos conditions dutilisation optimales est pr~sentdo figuro 30 dans le cas d'un
arriare-corps cylindrique plac6 dana un 6coulomont uniformo do nombro do Mach /% = 2.

L'injoction dana 1e ddcollomont do culot d'un flux d'air dont la temp~rature g~ndratrico est 6gale 'a
00110 do l'600ulomont oxt~rieur ( Z ,est pratiqu~e 'a travors un oridico circulairo.

Diff~rontos configuratioins caract~risdos par un rapport CQ/'c compri8 ontro 0,2 et 0,8 ont 6t4 oxp6-
rimentdos do ma-ni'aro 'a 4tudier syst~matiquement pour un d~bit qi , loeffot du nombre do Mach dinjoction

'ah la sortie do lorifico,

Les courbos do la figure 30 donnont 1'4volution du rapport e n fonction du d~bit r~duit

-7, , pour diffdrontos valeurs du rapport I/,

On obsarve imm~diatement quo loefficacit6 du proc~d6 eat d'autant plus grande quo If eat plus foible,
c'est-a-dire quo la section do passage du flux do ventilation 9q est plus importanto. Dana 1e O&5 1e plus
favorable uno augmentation do Ia prossion du culot attoignant 4(1% est obtonue pour dos d~bits q petits
correspondant 'a un nombre do Mach M do 1'ordre do 0,25.

Y
Uno justification thdorique parfaitement claire de cot offot sore donn~e dana la 26e partie.

1.3 Ecoulement du culot d'un missile on pr~sence du jot propulsif

1.3.1 Moos abordons maintenant 1'4tude des aspects sp~cifiques do 1a phase propulado du vol d'un missile o4u
sont mis en eou des ph~nombnes tr'as complexes apdcialoment lors do llamorgago do la tuy'aro d'4jection. Cos
ph~nombnes sont cr445 par la confluence do deux 6coolomonts dont les dtats g4ndrateurs et locaux (nombre
do Mach, inclinaison de la vitosse, etc... ) ainsi quo los compositions chimiquos sont tr'as diff~ronts.

Nous ozaminorons on premier lieu 1e cas do l'4coulomont oxtorno suporsonique qui conduit aux effots
d'intoraction los plus marqu4s.[27, 28].

1.3.2 Ecoulomont externe supersonique

Nous analyserons d'abord un example typique oxtrait do la r4f4rence [ 27 ]. La configuration g~om6-
trique 6tudi~e (arri~re-corps cylindrique muni dune tuy'are coaxiale) est ddfinie figure 31 . Los 4coole-
monts interne et externo sont aliment4s par do lair ayant la mgme temp~rature ( rj -

7
, ) Le nombro

do Mach Me. do l'4coulement oxterno eat uniforms en amont du culot et 6gal 'a 2, do mgine quo 1e nombro do
Mach nominal )Vodo la toy'aro d'4joction du flux intorne. L'4quipoment on prises do prossion statique
indiqu4 figure 32 pormet ia mosuro simultan~e do la pression do culot et des pressions 'a la paroi do Ia
tuybre. Le r~sultat des mosuros obtenuos loraque 1e rapport Nj'//jvreetrp et iue 1 e 2

La courbo donnant 1'4volution do NL/..e ocind /,~ fgr 1 )~u tedvsoo
3 domaines.kenfntode1/ie(iue 3 ) etAr .vs n

Le premier (I) qui correspond 'a dos d~bits tras petits ost marqu6, comme on las vu ,,u paragrapho 1.2.6,
par une croissance continue do At/, jusqu~a une valour maximalo.

Dans 10 second domaine (II) in observe une d4croissance brutalo et rapide do la prossion culot jusqu 'a
une valour minimale tras basso ( cle = 0,18). Durant cotte phase on enregistro succosaivenont

- l'amorgago do la tuy'are d'6jection jusqu''a son oxtr~mit6 (do a 'a b, figures 31 et 32 )
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1 i' tablissement d'un r~gime de conflu'nxce des 6coulements interne et externe entibrement supersonique
(de b en c, figure 31 ).

Dans le domaine III la pression uo cul~t augmente uniforrn6ment lorsquo l i Itnte uu Jet in~terne se
poursuit. L'16coulament est alors tr'es -table.

Cet exemple tait apparaltre une 6volutiun rapide as continue des ph6nom~nes qui ',--s t pas teujo,,rs
r6alis~e, cosine le montre l~a figure 33 [.28 ]

Aux variations de ft/,, reprdaentdes ic1 en f,)nction du taux de d~tento e A scrit a cecdes
clich~s de visualisation strioscopique de 126coulement qui illustren' lo diffdronte.- cirL-cr tsnn dcritc:'
prdcddemment.

On observe sur ce deuxibme exemple que la phase d'amorgage de l'6jecteur (do-main I11) : termine par
une discontinuit6 brutale, L'dcoulement ext~rieur se comportant vis 'a vis du jet central ci~em n5 diffu:cour
de soufflerie supersonique ha second col rdglabie.

D'autre part us phdnomene d'hystgrdsis apparait. Lorsque,l'6jecteur jne foi o uz n fait d cr Atr
le taux de d~tente A/~~ , le d6samorgage se produit pour une valeur de ~ ~ diff6rerto ae ii q... -
pond aux conditions d'amorgage.

Ces deux exemples montrent qu'au cours de is phase II is structure du d~coliement subit on boulever-
sement cor-id~rabie qui se traduit par le passage dune situation analogue e colle du paragraphe 1.1.3 corn-
portant ane zone d~coll~e 6tendue avec un point d'arr~t sur 1'axe et des effets axisymdtriques inportartc, P.
une situation de confluence autour d'une zone ddcoll6e r6duite dont la structure prdsente on caract~re
bidimensionnel dominant.

Dans ce dernier cas i'organisation interne de is zone ddcollde est preaque toujours mnarquee par ls
prdsence d'une circulation de fluids, favorisant les 6ohanges entre 6coulements interne et exterrno, comme
indiqod figure 34 . L'6coulement le plus lent c'a4e un certain ddbit entrain6 par 1l4coulement ls plus
rapide 1i 9 1

Apras avoir ddcrit lea phdnom'anes observds su culot en prdsence du jet d'un propolseor, nous ailons
examiner maintenant, 'a l'aide de rdsultats extraits de is r6fdrence [37 ] lea effets des principsox pars-
m'atres qui les rdgissent. Pour simplifier, nous nous placerons dana le cas doun arribre-corpa cylindrique.

Effet des dimensions tranaversales lep 1 Lyeepousv

Cet effet est analyad' figu.re 35 ,lea r~sultats pr6sent~s couvrant un large domaine de variation du
rapport (0,2,< 0- ' 0,8).

Lorsque 911-, diminue on observe

- une d~croissance marqude de is preasion de culot maximale (voir § 1.2.6)

- un acoroissement tr'as sensible de 1'6tendue do domaine Il lea valeora de Ait~condoisant ' a i pression
de culot minimale (frontibre do domains III) sont d'autant plus 6lev~es que eat plus faible

- corrdlativement une diminution sensible de N dana le domaine III.

On notera que is valeur de N~/4, 1a plus faiblo, enrsgistrde 'a la frontiare des domaines II et III eat
par contre pratiqosment ind~penante de 7/q .

Effet du nombre de Mach nominal /Y/ de la toy'ere propulsive

Lea rdsultats pr~sentds figure 36 concernent 2 configurations darriere-corpa qoi ne diff~'rent que
par le nombre de Mach nominal M/'# de a istuy~re d'4joction, respectivement 6gal 'a I et 2.

La diminution de Mjentraine:

- one augmentation du nivsau de la preasion do culot dana is domaiiie III. Dana le cas d'une valeur snique
de Alj' cette variation st tr'as sensible et compense dans .,ne certaine assure is perts de pouss~e d'une
tells tuy'are

- des diff~rences assez notables dana is domains II li~er 'a l'apparition do rdgimes instables diffdrant
d'uns toy'ere 'a l'autre.

Effet des formes g~om~triques et elio de l tuy'are propulsive

La figure 37 montre i'dvolution de At on fonction de *A 1,, poor 3 toy .res do nombre do Mach
nominal 6gal 'a 2, ayant mgme section do sortie et diffdrant seulemont par i'inclinaion /,-~ de is psroi
au bord de fuite (0) 'g 100o).

L'effot que provoqus cotto modification de forme est faible et n'apparalt quo pour is valour do /

la plus 6levds. Il no tradoit psi on 14gr accroisaornent do is pression de culot dana le domains III, A~
borne inf~rieore de ce domains citart prntiqoement Is m~me pour les 3 tuybren.

La distance Y qui d6finit is position do plan do sortie de is tuybre propulsive par rapport au plan
du culot sat 6galeaent on param~tre g6om~trique important intorvonant do manibre aigi. 1 ficative dana les
caicuis d'optimisation de l~a poun.oie.
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Les configurations pour lesquelies AT est ndgatif (tuy~res enterr~es) sent g6n.~ralement utilisdes
dens ls domaine de l'Agronautique. Miles ont permis d'obtenir de tr'as bons rdsultats pour l'adaptstion de
tuybres convergentes dans les domaines de vol subsonique et transsonique C 29 1.

Moos nous intdresserons ici aux situations pour lesquelles A'r est positif (figure 38 )

Le cas limite reprdsent6 figure 381b correspond so recellement de l'6coulement externe sur is paroi
extdrieure de ia toy'are proiongde en aval du culot 'a la !nani'are dun dard. La zone ddcoli~e est slurs
soustraite aux effets d'induction du jet et la pression de culot, pour les taux de ddtente faibles ou
moddrds eat supdrieore 'a relle qui eat obtenue pour X'7 = 0 (figure 38a ), spdcialement lorsque ~A
eat petit.

Poor des valeurs de Ar inifdrieures ha Is prdcddente, is confluence des 6couiements internes ot
externes peat se preduire. L16tendue longitodinale de Is couche de mdlange du jet eat plus faibl. qu'en

.Jet c eat 4galement plus 4lev46e

Ces quelgues examples illuatrent lea effets sur is pression de culot des facteurs dinfluence les
plus significatifs de ls prdssnce dui jet propulsif.

fl'sutres cas seront traitds dana ia seconde partie de ret expos6,a titre de contrdle des mdthodes
de calcul appliqudes en particulier 'a l'optimiation des formes d'un arri'are-crrps. L'utiliation de ces
mdthodes requiert notamment la connaissance aussi prdcise que possible de is frontiare des domaines II et
III (point C, figure 31 ).

La corrdlation ampirique propoade rdfdrence [ 30 1 a poor objet de ddfinir is valeur de ven C.

Cette corrdlation de diversas expdriens (figure 39 ) eat bse sur lexiatence d'une ici de comor-
temant reliant (~/~)en C et "/-de is forme

Ac/

dans laquelle K, et A(L sent des fonctiena de I% fournis par l1expdrience.

L'utiiaation conjointe de cette ici et des m4thodes de calcula usuelles de is preasirn de cuict en
6roulement sopersenique permet de prdvoir is valeur de o ontC

1.3.3 Eroolemant externe-subsoni~ue

tin exemple ty-piqoe de variation de ia preasion de colot en prdaence d'un jet, dent is taux de ddtente
sugmente, dana le ras d'un 6eoulesent externe aubsonique ( '~0,9, eat donn.6 figure 40 . Cette 6volu-
tion eat corn~sree 'a celle qui eat obtenue icraque le nombre de Mach Mge, eat fsiblement auperseniqus

q ,)e ui re produit lea traits essentiels ddfinis paragraphs 1.3.2. Cet exemple eat extrait
de Is rdfdrence [ 31 ]

On rsmarquera toot d'abord l'anslegie qui exists dana ld6volution de ces 2 reurbes pour les taux de
ddtente faible ( i& 1 ,5).

L'inflexion tr'as caractdriatique qui se produit ensoite lorague l'dcoulement externe est subsenique
eat toojoora observde. Eile coincide aver Is formation et Is phase initials de ddveloppement d'un je-.
superseniqos en avai du col de !- tuy'are.

Lea effets do parsm'atre i/i, sor is coefficient de pression de culot [ 31 ] sent prdsentds figure

41 pur dffdentstau de dtene ~d4 '4etpur deux valeora du nombre de Mach externe encadrant is
domains transsonique ( M, = 0, 9 et il, 1,1)

Ces rdsultats rdv'alent comme en aupersonique (1.3.2) une action impertante et cemplexe de ce psram'axre
sur le nivssu de Kp , gui se traduit, en gdndral, par une ddcroissance do Is preosien de culot loraque
ljr dininue, pour lea valeors 6levdes do taux de ddtentp. Pour des valeura faibs de 1A'j/*, la tendance

inverse eat observde, ca qoi entraine dans ie domains intermddisire uns 6volution de 4A,.~~~, carar-
tdrisde par la prdaence d'un minimum.

1.3.4 Mffets lids h'a stempdrature et h'a iscomposition chimique do jet

Lea rdsultats prdsentds joaqo''a prdsent concernent is ras d16coulements d'air syant Is mgme ternp~ra-
tore gdndratrice. Ii n'existe qus peu d'6tudes oL l'influence do rapport 77i sit 6t6 aystdmatiquerment

analyad. Lea ariatins de expdrimentdes sent en gdndrai faibles, infdrieures ha 3 et s'accempa-

gnent, compte tenu du mode de chauffage is plus souvent utiia6 (combution de kdros'ane) de variations du
rapport jr des chaleurs spdcifiques du gas chaud (variables aver Is tempdratore 

1
ji et Is composition

des prodoits de combustion), re qui ontache lea rdsultsts dVun effet parasite do nt l'impertance ne peut
9tre apprdcide qus par is caicul.

Ii ressort toutefois de ces 6tudes gus l'effpt de 7i) 'r, tant to'il demeurs mod6r6 C 3) n
medi fie pas fondamentalement id6volutic" des phdnoa'anea, romme ls montrent lea exemples pr~sent6s figures

42 at 43 32 ].

Las ezpdriences correspondantes ont 6t6 effectudes pour 2 valeurs do nombre de Mach ext~riour,
ff= 0,9 et 2, sor on arriare-cerpa cylindrigue 6quip6 aoit d'une tuy'are sonigue, suit d'une tuy -rp

en, forms dent le nombre de Mach thderigue eat voisin de 2.



Los renultats sunt donrn
t
as anus forae do cLuarbes, cXpr41"itt 1 toadr r~intilt incu i1 trfa-S i

obtoan on fonaction dui rapport 7,,,r pour diffdrontos valourf- du taux do ddtonto $ ,P a: ,
itant }*ciscsoaio rdfdron-o. (figure 42

C- 0c--earts naozt t.:faiblo: 2 t 2 ot no ddpase-,nt guere 5 %/,; as c a' 2_ le .Sot? ac Pour
dv 'lation pornot d' nvic'agor do,_. dif

t
oo:tn:iajnrtait- I1 s:qno ,% . gad En -vna,

cs drarta dovionnent pius iaportantsN Ye, 0,9 (figure 4-3 ), icraque 1 c tans d(o ake-ton cc!: faicle
(tj,,k4 v 2) et runt dans in Lsoa d'n disinutli a de Ia tratndo do cub!t.

Le;; cordiations,_ oxpdriiaontai--s dsnnc st figure 44 21], j' cactt(,.t .2- udfirir in cc riection
sorropondanto, danL: le cas plus t,-ndral N'I ri-c~ ~ -mcsto an rdtr; in!. Go:- carr Iati un:
6tablios pour 'f = 0,9 dans lo cas do carps fusolds do grand aliongoment pouvo nt gtr( ntiii.:do .:N
nombros do Mach plus faibios.

En ce qut con~orno los offets, dec pr pridtfa physiqacs des gum on prdsoncn_ , n~rc. aic;,nsicn th _- rijrc
du problme sera offoctudo dana in cecundo partiu do i'oxposd.

1.3.5 Configurations "mnitituyaroc"

Los doslomonits qni a'dtablissent an culot d'n miacilo lsgna loeffot psapuisif oat rdparti c;ure
riusios tnybron grsnpdos seat boancaup pins complexes quo cons qni sat 4t4 analysds juaquN prdsenv . L.
structuro do i'6conimont en aval do in ligue do sdpnratian oat alors fostemont tridimeastoann 11-, y
s;ompris dana lo domaine do recirculation, do toile sorto quo is prossian n'ost on gdndrni pius uLciformo cur
in surface du misot, asinine dana ie cas d'no configuration monatny~se oN ion donat earogictr6ic ansi pcin
a un antro sta)t tonjaurs faibies.

Des rdsnitats typiquos d'uao toleositnatisan sent pr(sentds figure 45 pour un dmonlement oxte-rne
enpersanique [ 33, 3. Lea non nniformitds los pis_- masqudos, apparaissont loragno le taux do colon!-- or
important et lesno is disposition des tuy~res entsatioe, par suito do is confluonco des jots on pr4dsonce,
une sofle do ciaisonnemont do la partio sentraio du oniot.

Nona oxaminorcas cotte sitnation dans le ca: sarticulior des quadritnylres qni a fail l'olJ, de
nambreusos 6tudos [ 33 , 34 1. Los achdmacs ddduitc -do i'oxpdrienco 01 roprdcentda figure 416 ddfini.-cos-t
larganisatian do in zone ddcolido pour diffdrontz tans do ddtonto d'n tel ayat~mo pcpul-if.

A baso altitude, losque 7'/s ot faiblo (schdma a), i'offet d'ontraiaomonc, do:- jet:; ascuTo
id6vamnation dn fins provenan

t 
do i'6couieinent oxtorno dana in zone centraic citude an vsisinage ar

IVase. La non-nifarmit6 des prsosions dens le plan du cub!t 0.31 slam pen !!-:rqudo' (figure 45 ).

Leraque le tans do ddtonto doviont plus 6lord (aohdma !,) l'espansio-n des jots en ccrtie s, tuvo:rc
prorogue ions confluence ;Pea gradients do prssion positifs importants qni on rdsuitont assur's! leo dve-
lappemont d'un fins do recircnlatien intense do i'dceuiomont interns dinig4 d'nbord vera 10 plan d-cP
ot dvaon-

t 
onsuito h is pdsiphdnio des jets. la prdsonco en C dn point d'arrdt pour cot 6conleneni d,

retour a grands vitoc ontralno des valoucs dievdec do in prossion en, ce pcint et L scn vois inagoe.

A haute aititudo,, i~raqne '1,fie devient trbc grand, cot offet o'accuse (c, iiana s),lo cot>.i so r
oniation a'acsrot do mani~ro tr~s notablo jnsgu'au biosage conique aes scion-, do paccago diapr iti-
'sntre los: tnylrec,.

Dana no tolic situation le coonr dut culst ot le si ge do preasisac dbox'dos (figure 45 )' C0
fins do ohalour impostants (figuro 47 ).

1 .3.6 Phdnoeanes lids -a 1'dclatemont dIn jot intorne

Dasc lesempie prdoddent, ii oct intmocasant doe cnivro i'dvaiuticn do, in rrcc.-i;n Ac iInr'irr
du culot Pmrsgne 1 ,,agmento.

A ba~so altitude (a), on onregictro n forte leo'os 1' (sonlien' oert-, In prosi 7 0 an t
tr s infdnionr- Nt,

A moyenno altitude (ba) I anuontatien doe~ t prov quo us a. ae i-.2iW :.

r,'duc lion do in dd toat- on D.

A ha it.- altitiudo (c ) rtc lin-ient upftnienir ,t,, cinwa'n ai, a-asnge

IVar"o0.L it tonsiO.ido so' t ad'-snmonto avoc I t I stran .n 1,mn d(- 1 Poci
-- s ,c-- ,nln du culot.

L-, :h'. <-'-pir i v-,in:n do ddorir C qj51 -t oi inl f, rti 1,',t a. I- P. t .lomtc.'nit

pa.;tntI iqn J,., configuiralio--a-a-l nir.

L'-x-rpl- rrat.fit-ir- 4V- -to c 'tndo ;,-01 d'u- a at t- t-c-- ' , ! '-t: V r'cs
trsnr nia-ot ilp -1 an'- fii-f-n -otrtiin i ( ,,-[6 .LiL i-, rM, it I ta
drc,,1inac-nt i I a lsr Io c,,tta- t - Trnd ii.*, d 'in- -n.itr- f-r,-- 1P
atimoii -
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Par centre dana le can d'un arri~re-corps muni d 'aiiettec 00u de gouvernes, I in teractior prcwuqutie
par le d6dcolleme nt, aegravee 6ventuellement des dissyaskries dues i lincidenee do, vol is mniss ile pert
conduire L den effets ndfastes sur a stabilittd statiqu<- ( 7

F1 .4 -- Effete inotatiornsaires dens -lee dcouiementa de culot

Coime noun" iavons vu paragraphe 1.1,, le ddcoilement de culot est le sihge de phcrombnec instat:' n-
Z n~aire: efl partie. provoquds par la formation plus ou reins aldatoire de grosses structures turbulente- "a
Fso fronti,'ro, on porticulier inns lo can du vol non propulce et spdcialement on 6cculomo'nt sus:iqoo

tranosonique.

Lea fluctuations do pression ainsi crd~es peuvent avoic den faicheuses rdpercusn-i , aussi Lies

our In piean do is tonue mdconique den structures que aur le plan do pilotage. P'est ppcurqusi l'analysor
do ses fluctuations (intoncitdc, spectre) st tr~s impertante.

I) exemple roprodulo figure 49 st oxtrait de E38 ]. Il csrnoerne en corps a nec oiapdiu
6quip6di'u-no jups, ktudij dana un large domaino do noabre de Mach.

Dana ce can, l'snalyce den fluctuations de Is pressien do culet a kt6 effectude cur ,one&squ
tenue par on dard dont is prdsenoe psut cr6er un effet stabilisateur cur le u~celiemsnt.

Len courbes de !a figure 49 montrent id6volutien avec is fr~quence rdduite na-1d/yv de is fonstier
spectrale VX -F(.) dont noun rappelierons len difinitiona F(n) Sta reprdsente is contribution, 

5
eano

is bands ds fricuence YrL , h i'intensiti moyenne den fluctuations de prension de cuict, mice :000s rorme
adimensionnelis On observesa:

-dana isedomains 0,3 4 /Y. 4 0,85, une inddpendancs du spectre den fluctuations yin L vic du nembe -.s
Aach, is niveau moyan K,/, 6tant 6iev6 (0,026)

- n acoroissement du niveau g6ndral, cans modification de is forms du spectre, en tranasonique
( = 0,029 a M = 0,9);

-en revanche, u-ne ddcroissance sensible de ce niveau en supersonigue, d'autant pins marqu~e gas M0, ect
plus grand.

Dans is can du vol propulad, is niveau den fluctuations de t, eat tr~s "aibie iersgu'une configura-
tion is confluence en eooulement supernonigus st rialis6s. Par contre des ei-ata instationnaires marauds
apparaissent dams is phase d'4tabiisaemsnt du regime amorce, gui dipendent fortement is is config-urat-on
6tudide (gdomdtrie, noabre de Mach, etc ... ).

Lorsgue l'4coniement sxtdnieur st subsenigus, des fluctuations extr!'msmsnt impertantes de ia preosi>..
de culot peuvent se produirs, lorsgu'un effet ds couplage eat rdalisd entre i'intermittence den frontiLirea
turbulentes du jet et len perturbations cr66es bL ioriginss den couches d, mdlange par lea onden de preoson
instationnaires qus ces frontibres 6mettant E 39 ). Os phdnombne peut 9trs extrimement violent dams is cas
d'une configuration multittysre pour laquelie is zone confinde centrals contribue aexacerber ces effeta.
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DEUXIEME PARTIE

2. MTHODES DE CALCUL DES ECOULEMENTS DE CULOT

2. 1 _Remaralues pr~l iminaires

Ainsi que nous venons de le voir, l'6coulesient dans la region du culot d'un engin est extramement,
complexe et d~pendant de nombreux paz-amitres :nombres de Reynolds et de Mach, couche lirsite initiale,
g~om~trie de l'arriare corps, conditions de fonctionnement de la (ou des) tuyere, etc... Par ailleurs,
dans le cas des missiles, le r~gime est dans la, tras grande majorit6 des cas turbulent, ce qui rend
encore probl~natique le d~veloppement de m~thodes exactes basses sur Ia r6solution num~rique des
equations de Nanier -Stokes, en raison principalement d~e la difficult6 de mod~liser convenablement
la turbulence dana des r~gions dgcoll~es oa existent des effets fortement perturbateurs.

En cons~quence, lea th~ories qui sont propos~es pour traiter les problames de culot ont un
caractare approch6 et utilisent une sch~matisation parfois sommaire des ph~nomanes r~els. E13.es ne
sent donc pas en mesure de pr~dire la structure d~taillge de J.16coulement (champ des vitesses, par
exemple ), mais elles permettent n6anmoins de d~terminer, avec une pr6cision correcte, certaines
caract~ristiques globales (prassion ct/cu flux de chaleur au culot, dimensions de la zone d6coll6e)
dent la connaissance est souvent suffisante dans Is, pratique.

La seconde paz-tie de Ia conf6rence est ccnsacr~e 4 la, presentation de certaines de ces mc-thcdes,
paz-mi lea plus usit~es. Nous ne pr~tendons pas 9tre exhaustif, car un tr~s grand nombre de th6ories
ont vu le jour dana cc domaine. Beaucoup V'entre elles ne diff~rent d'ailleurs que par des variantes
secondaires. Nous avons retcnu celles qui nous paraissaient lea plus typiques, ainsi que cefles dont
nous avons une bonne exp~rience. On trouvera dana Ia r~f~rence [40]. une revue plus complate des
m~thodes de calcul.

Avant d'exposer lea m6thodes d~velopp~es pour traiter le prebl~me de l'gcoulcment au culot d'un
arri~re corps dc r~volution, il nous a semblg instructif de faire un rappel sur lea thgeries relatives
au. recollement turbulent, an consid~rant le cas plan pour simplifier. En effet, lea mgthedea appliqu~es
aux 6coulements de culot font appel aux mimes concepts et aux mies r~gles fondajentales, mais dana
des circonstances plus complexes dent la prise en consideration peut masquer lea principes de base
sous jacenta.

?:2_Espp lHes th~ories dui recollement turbulent bidimensionnel aur paro i en 6coulement

Nous ne donnerons ici qu'un expos6 succinct des thgoriea consacr~es au problame du recollement
d'un 6coulement turbulent 9 sa frontiare et stationnaire en moyenne. Des revues plus compl~tes de ces
m~thodes soot pr~sentges, en particulier r~ferences[16.41].Rous considarerons uniquement le cas super-
sonique car c'est celui qui a donng lieu aux recherches lea plus nombreuses en raison de son impor-
tance pratiquc pour lea missiles cii lea lanceurs et, probablement aussi, de la simplification relative
apport~e par le caract~re hyperbolique des 6quations r~gissant l'4cculement non Visqucux. Les quelquea
mgthodes d~velopp~es en subsonique, qui seront cities plus loin, slinspirent d'ailleurs de concepts
analogues.

2.2.1 _AeKL phenomenologique

Les 6tudes thgoriques sur le recellement supersonique turbulent ent et largement inspir~es par
1I analyse exp~rimentale d~taill~e de 1 'gcoulement bidimensionnel plan en aval d' une marche descendante.
Aussi, avant d'entrer dana l'expos6 des mthodes, il n'est pas inutile d'cxsaminer lorganisation d'un
tel 6coulement tefles qu'alle ressort de l'ebservation exp~rimentale.

Lea visualisations stricacopiques cii interferom~triques de la Figure 5Omattent clairement en
6vidence lea caractares essentiels de l'gcoilesent.

L'&eoulement supersenique non 'Aisqueux subit d'aberd une d~tente pratiquement centr6e a
l'argte de la marcha et se treuve ainai fortement d~vig vera la parci. A l'impact, se forme une
recompression par ondes convergentes se fecalisant en un chec. Vera l'aval, l'gcoulement redevient
uniforme et parallale 9 ia parci.

Une couche turbulente at fortemant dissipative s~pare le fluide non visqucux d'un domaina ferm6
accel6 A la marche, appelA corsmungment "eaui morte".

La distribution pariktale des pressions ref'l~te 1'&volution de l'gcoulement ext~rieur
(Figure 51). Ella pr~sente a l'erigina une d6tente initiale de N a , suivie d'iine tr~s
l~g~re d~crcissance dana Ia zone d'eau. morte. La recompression continue qui s'6tablit ensuite est
d'abord rapide pus ella slinflgchit progressivement jusquIA une pression , constante at tr -s
voisine de
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Ce type de d~collement est stable et l'observation avec un temps d'exposition tras bref, de
l'ordre de la ws (Figure 50 ), donne une description de l'6coulement, A i'extgrieur de la zone
d~collge, & peine djffe'rente de celle qui est obtenue avec une pose longue (0,02 s). Dens la photo-
graphie 6clair apparelt cependant en d6tail le caractare instationnaire et fortement tourbillonnaire
des couches dissipatives turbulentes.

Pour compl6ter cet aperqu g~n6ral, consid6rons le sch~ma de la Figure 52 , 6tabli A partir
d'une analyse exp~riinentale tras d6taill6e effectu~e A un nombre de Mach Mo voisin de 2 par Taguirov.
Cette 6tude permet de d6finir de fagon pr6cise l'organisation de l'gcoulement dens la zone dficoll6e et
a son voisinage.

Dens son ensemble, la zone de d6collement apparait comme un domaine ferm6 au sein duquel 1 '6cou-
lament moyen a organise autour d'un tourbillon principal. Un tourbiflon secondaire contrarotatif est
situ6 au pied de la marche, mais ne joue pas un r~le important dens 1l'6volut ion du courant de retour.
L'6coulement dissipatif peut Stre divisg en cinq rAgions. La premiare, situ6e au voisinage imm6diat
de D est limjt~e A la d6tente initiale et au d6collement de la couche limite (I). En aval, se
developpe une zone de m6lange quasi-isobare (II) qui est suivie pear une premiare recompression s'6ten-
dent jusqu'au point de recollement, R. En aval de R, la recompression se poursuit jusqu'A un nouvel
atat d'6quilibre (IV). Au sein de la zone d6coll6e, dglimit6e par (I), (II) et (III), nous distin-
guerons le domeine de recirculation (V) a l'intgrieur duquel reflue le courant alimentent la couche
de m6lange.

La consid6ration de chacune de ces r6gions parmet de d6finir la structure des couches dissipa-
tives et de pr6ciser le m6canisme du recollement. Cette d6composition a g6n6ralement pr6sid6 a
l'6laboration des modales de calcul. Il faut toutefois souligner le caractare assez arbitraire de ce
portage ; en particulier, il nWest pes usuel de s6parer le domaine (V) des rAgions (II) et (III)
adjacentes, sp~cialement dens l'optique d'un traitement du d6colleznent & partir des fiquations de la
couche limite (voir § 2.2.3).

Il est intgressant de noter ici que l'analyse exp~rimentale des conditions de recollement d'un
6coulement turbulent incompressible en aval d'une marche descendente, conduit A un partage de la
zone dficoli6e pratiquement identique & celui qui est envisag6 ici. Toutefois, dens le cas subsonique,
le d6collement de la couche limite au voisinage de l'arate se produit sans variation aussi brutale
de la pression.

Apras cet apergu phfinom~nologique, nous allons prgsenter des th6ories dont l'objectif essentiel
est de calculer la pression jt qui s'6tablit dans la zone d6collge isobare, et qui a 'exerce sur
la marche (pression de culotj. Dens une analyse du problame de la preasion de culot, Chapman a montrg

que, dens l'hypothase du fluide parfait, il existait une infinit6 de solutions possibles. La
pression & demeure indkteriinge. En consfiquence, une thfiorie en fluide strictement non viaqueux eat
inapplicable dana la pratique.

L'indfitermination ne peut itre levfie qu'en faisant intervenir la viscositg. Lea m6thodes de
calcul. deva-ont donc Ztre en mesure de schfimatiser correctement le comportement des zones disaipatives.
Leg th6ories exiatantes peuvent atre class6es grossiarement en deux categories:I

- les premiares d6composent l'6coulement en des parties discrates qu'elles analysent sfipar~ment
elles a'inspirent pour cela de l'examen exp6rimental, tel que celui qui vient d'atre prfisentfi. Ce
mode de resolution eat appelfi par Nash [42] 'approche analytique". Pratiquement, toutes les
theories d6velopp6es dens ce cadre dficoulent du modale de Chapman-Korst (43 9 45].

- dans la aeconde cat6gorie, entrant lea thfiories d6nomm6es par Nash "m6thodsa int6gralea". Elles
consistent A appliquer & Ilenaemble de la couche dissipative lea 6quationa de la, couche limite
qui sont g6n~ralement r 6 solues apras mise sous fome ,intdgrals. Ii aerait d'ailleurs plus exact
d'appeler cern theories "mfithodea d'interaction forte" pour lea raisons qua nous verrona plus loin.
La premiare tentative dens cette voie eat due A Crocco-Lees (46].

2.2.2 -Th6ories dfirivfies du moddale de Chapman-Karat

Le modale fondamental dont il eat ici question a 6tfi proposfi ind6pendament par Chapman et Korat
au d6but des annfiea 1950. Lea deux thfioriea reposent aur lea mimles concepts de base, mais l'une, celia
de Chapman traite le cas lazinaire, tandia qua l'autre, due a Karat, a'applique au turbulent. Nous
porterona donc easentieleient notre attention aur la mfithode de Korat.

Dana ce modale, la couche dissipative eat diviafie en deux r6gions

- une zone de m6lange isobare dont la preasion jt, eat 6gale A celle de l'6icoulement contiga
non visqueux, de nowbre de Mach iY, (rAgion (I) ).

- une zone de recompression (rfigion(II)) oil l'6coulement dficol16 reprend contact avec la paroi.

Examinona d'abord le comportement des particules fluides qui parcourent la couche de melange et
abordent la zone de recollement. La maintien du r6gime permanent exigeant la conservation de la masse
fluide contenue dens l'eau morte, c'eat la ligne de courant (j) issue exactement du point de d62ollenent
D qui doit aboutir au point de recollement R. (voir Figure 53).



Touto ligne do courant sjtu~e au-dessus do (j), doit se prolonger en oval de R, et toute
ligne de cour-ant situ6e au-deaaous de (j) doit retourner Vera leau morte. Le courant de reflux qui
a'&tablit ainai, immhdiatement on emont de R, implique l'existonce d'un gradient do pression onto-
@oniste, c'est-k-dire quo dana l'6coulement non viaqueux, se produit ume onde continue de compression
qui remplace l'onde do choc du moda~le relatif au fluide parfait.

Le ach6ma pr6c6dent pout itre g6n6ralis6 pour tenir coupte d'une injection fiventuelle do Masse
dans Ileau morte de d6bit q1, (voir Figure 54 ). Alors, le, ligne do courant (e) qui aboutit au point
de recollement R et qulon appellera Is ligne de courant limito, eat diatincte do is ligne do jot (j).
Le principo do conservation do la Masse izaplique quo f. eat 6gal au dfibit compris entre (j) et (11)

R 6tant un point d'arrat our (1), ii eat n6cessaire quo is qusntitg de mouvenont disponiblo
sur (1) au point C, imm6diatement en amont do Isa recompression, soit d'un nivoau strictemont d6termin6
par l~a condition do s'annuler en R sous l'offet du gradient do prossion adverse et des forces do
viscosit6 rencontroes ontre C et R. Si cotte condition oat r6alis6o, ii eat 6vident, quo les particules
fluides cheminant au-dossous do (1), anizs6os d'une vitesse plus foible, rebrousseront chemin avant
d'avoir atteint R, alora quo les particules sl6coulant au-dessus do (1), plus rapidos, pourront
surmonter l'action do freinago entre C et R et sl6chapper do c~tg aval.

Los trois probl~mo fondnmentaux qui so d6gagent do cotte analyse, sont donc lea suivants

1. D6torminer 1 '6tat du fluide dane la zone de m6 lange. Nous caract6riserons cot 6coulement on

chaque point par les variables

Le problame correspcndant eat dit "probl~me do m6lsnge isobare".

2. Connaissant les profils 'e (y) et 9()dana lia couche do m6lange, au niveau du point C
ocommence 1e phfinomane do recdlomont, d6finir quelle est la ligne do courant (1) qui

aboutira au point d'arrat.

3. Enoncer une condition qui permettra d'assurer l'unicit6 do la solution. Cleat 1e problame
du "crit~re do recollement".

1. ANZange turbulent iaobare

La distribution de vitesse dana la zone do m6lango pout 9tre d6crite par une solution approchge
due &t Korst.

Pour l'obtenir, on d6finit on premier systtae do coordonnges (X,Y) orthogonal et, en g6n6ral,
corviligne dont l'axe X suit la frontiftre isobare do l'6coulement d6collC non visquoux, pois un
deuxiame syst~me intrinsftque ( rZ, y )tel quo

Apr~fs diveraes simplifications, et l'introdoction d'un mold4tle de viscoaitg tourbillonnairo,
1 '6quation du moovement so met sous la forme

L'exp~rience des jets incompressibles conduit &t prendre pour e l'expression

oia 0 eat le paramatre do m6lange turbulent.

Korat a donn6 one solution g6n6rale do l'fiqoation (f) qui tient compte du profil de vitesse
de la couche limito initiale a l'origino do Ia zone do m6lange. L'oxpression pr6sente linconv6nient
do conduire A des calcols asoz longs, c'est pourquoi,dana la pratique, on utilise 1e plus soovent la
solution correspondent au cao d'une cooche limito initialo nulle et qui s' 6 crit

La relation (2) pout itre employ 6 . si l~a cooche limito n'est plus trfta petite dovant 1'6itendue
do d6collemnent A condition d'otiliser le concept d'origine fictive do mfilange introdoit par Kirk(47]
et ropris par de nombreux auteurs [41] . En pr6sence d'une coocho limite non n6gligeable, 1e
procossus do is6lange turbulent eat suppos6 so div'elopper d'une mani~re analogue & colle qoi aerait
obtenue en l'absence do cooche limite It partir d'une origine fictive 0 situ6e en mont du point de
s6paration D, la distance OD d6pendant, en prmitre analyse, do l' 6 paisseur do quantit6 de mouvement 49
de cette couche limite et do nombre de Mach Mde l'6coulesient ext~rieur non visqueux.



Le d~calage correspondant X4 . 00 peut Stre obtenu de diverges maniares. En particulier,
Solignac et al. [48] out propos6 une relation fitablie A partir de l'bypothase que la quantit6 do
mouvaicrit contenue en D dausis . couche de mfilange fictive, ag-deosus de la ligne de jet (j),est
identique A celle do la, couche linite r6elie en ce mgme point ; ae qui conduit A la, relation

dans cette expression, I est Ia fonction du nombre de Mach le, d~finie par

calculable d'aprdas lee lois connues du melange isobare dans l'6tat asymptotique.

La relation (2), appliqu6e compte tenu d'un d~calage fictif fiventuel de l'origine du mdilange,
permet donc de dgtermjner ie profil de vitesse a toute abscisso X . Le calcul de e/e., suppose quo
gait figalement r~solue 1'4quation de l'finergie. Le plus souvont, il est supposfi que 1e nombre do
Prandtl turbulent St 6gal a 1. Dajig ces conditions, la distribution do temperature g~n~ratrice dans
le m~lange isobare est de is forme:

soit, compte tenu des conditions aux limites

re - r . in (temperature do l'oau siorte)

Ae -

D'oI, on introduisant le nosibre do Crocco Ce, tel quo

22 M

(3) 4 _

S A-~

2. Dgtez'mination do la ligne de courant limtite (1)

Consid~rons lia zone do m6lange isobars a la pression ,c qui so d~veloppe dopuis le point do
d~collement D (voir Figure 55)V. En D exists uno couche limits initiale dont les C4paisseurs caract~ris-
tiquos apras d6tente doe~ aA sn ~ , ,6, . Supposons en outre quo soit opfir~e dens
l'eau morte uno injection do dgbit masse ft. et do quantit6 do mouvement in, . L'application des
th~orames do conservation a I. surface do contr~le igobare (-op, f S~, o d) oi EE' est une ligne do
courant assez gloignge pour Catre en dehors do l~a zone visqueuse et dens le nag oZI la paroi est rejet~e
a l'infini (vitesse do retour n6gligeable) conduit aux relations suivantes

-conservation do lia quantitg do mouvement

Le second membro fitant connu par hypothaso et f(p) , el/, d~termin~s, cetto relation d6finit l~a
note 7j, A donner a la ligne do courant EE', c'est-a-dire d~tercnine 1e calage en q du profil des
vitegges et des temspiratures tel quo ISa conservation de IS, quantitfi do mouvement Sojt respectfie a
l'abscisse X . Lo d~calage Y, du systame intrinsaque par rapport au syst~se do r~ffrence so trouvo
donc dgterming.

-conservation de Isa masse

Pour quo lia masse fluido contenue dens Il'au morte so conserve, il taut et il suffit quo

entre (1) et EE' on trouve, A chaque abscise un debit figal au dfibit dans lia trancho X to soit

(S)~ ~ e i 9 *e
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En torment -5. ) puis en remarquant que

il vient

Dens cette expression, le deuxiame membre est connu :la seule inconnue est donc 71 qui se
trouve ainsi dfiterming, d'oX r~sultent les conditions sur la Jligne limite f (?,) et elk Wi.

I La relation (6), 6tablie par Carriare [49] permet d'introduire Ie coefficient d'injetion
gen6ralis6

qui montre que l'effet de couche limite initiale peut 6tre assaisil6 A une injection. Rn d6finitive,
on constate que

dans le cas, bien s~r, d'un gaz calorifiquement parfait.

Les calculs qui pr6cadent ayant montr& l'influence de la couche limite initials, la question
se pose de d6terminer dans chaque cas particulier 1 ' 6 tat de cette couche limite a 1 origine du m6lange
isobare, c'est-ii-djre aprhs la d6tente en D de A:

Plusieurs m6thodes ont Wt proposfies pour calculer l'6tat de Ia couche limits apras Ia d6tente
centr~e [50,51,521 . Riles font en g6ngral l'hypoth ,se que la d6tente est un proceseus si rapide que
les phfinomanes de viscositg sont nfigligeables.

Une formule commode, et souvent utilisge, est celle proposge par Nash

A % 4 9

Il est 6galement possible d'employer lea relations 6tablies per Reshotko et Tucker [53]
dans l'6tude des effets d'une discontinuit6 de pression sur les caract6ristiques de Is couche lizuite.

3. Crit~re de recollement

Les relations pr6c6dentes permettent de dfiterminer les caractfiristiques de Isa coucbe de m6lange
ainsi que les conditions sur la ligne de courant limite en '.nction de facteurs d'influence repr~sent6e
per le coefficient Cq et pour une preSsion de dficollement *1 (ou un nombre de Mach A,~ ) donn6e.

La"fermeture" du probl~me, exige l'introduction d'une loi ou condition supplgmentaire, appel6
coimmun6ment "crit~re de recollement".

.iistoriquement, le premier critare propos6 eat le "critare d'6chappement" de Chpman-Korst. Il
consists d'abord A supposer qu'entre la fin du plateau isobare et le point de recollement, lea forces
de viscositg sont n6gligeables devant les termes d'inertie et de pression. En cone6quence, la
compression s'effectue isentroviguseent sur chanue liane de courant.

11 est ensuite admis que la pression d'arrgt Pq sur la ligne limite 6e) au moment oaI se
aborde Ie recollement est juste 6gale I&l pression statique Pj r6gnant dens 11'coulement en fin
de compression (voir Figure5i).
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La n6thode pratique de calcul consists, par example, A se donnor la premmion do culot PCOn
en d6duit inmdiatment Alec , 4 . Ir , zo insi que Io noubre do Mach /Yes (en conmid~rant
ot une compression isentropique, soit umo compremmion par choc). La relation (0). jointom aux

formules (2) et (3) permet de dfteruiner ?fr , 9f et 4 6tant donn~s, d'oi #01 Lea nmbre do
Mach -Yj our la ligne limite me calcule ensuite aimfizent A partir de ff Dans le cas imo.tnerg6tique

(T do. on amiuplement

d'oa1i-

Il convient alors do s'assuror que la condition (fo) emt bien matimfaite. Si ce nWest pam le
cas, on essays ume nouvelle valour de A, , l'op~ration 6tant r~p~t~e jusqu'A ce quo X". .

Les premiares applications de l& thgorie effectu6es par Karat, en considgrant It couche limite
initiale comme n6gligeable, dannajent un assez bon recoupement avec l'expfirience. En fait, on a
constatfi plus tard, que 1e ban accord 6tait fortuit et provenait de I& compensation de deux erreurs
la premiare consistant A n6gliger la cauche limits, la seconde rfisidant dans l'inoxuzotitude du crit~ro
d16chappoment (10).

De nombreuses modifications ont alarm 6t6 propos
6es pour smnliorer 1e critare de Chapman-Korst.

Nous no mentionnorons quo les plus msrquantos en nous 6tendant tautefois davantage mur la notion de
19critare angulaire" qui est A in base des m~thodes dfiveloppfies a l'ONERA pour traitor les problamos
de culot.

Critare do Nash

Le modale d'6icoulement do culat utilisg par Nash eat essentiellemont 1s mame quo colui do
Korst. La difference essentielio porte sur 1e fait que Nash, sans doute le qremier, a mis on fiyidence
quo la pression statique au rocollement Ag , eat inffirieure I ia pression aVal to , ce qui
oxplique 11inexactitude du critare do Chapmsn-Korst. Pour tonir compte do cette constatation, Nash
introduit 1e rapport

qui doit 9tro doinandfi a loexpfirience. La condition tij= e eat conserv~e, maim maintenant
)?e 4 < . La coefficient N vanie avec 1e nombre de Mach IYa (Figure 56a ), l'fivelution

Cgtant toutofois mains sensible on supersonique. Ponr cotto raison, Nash a initialement adopt6
uno valour moyonne N - 0,35. En fait, N est 6galement fanctian do la coucho limite initiale (54].

Critaro do Roberts

Le critare do rocollement praposfi par Roberts est bas& sur une analogie entre 1a variation
de prossian do ,*,g A ft, dons un recollement et la craissance de pressian do *,, A )t, au cours
d'un pracossus de d~collement. Roberts introduit un paramatre do recallomont R dfifini par

Rs~%

et danng par Ia relation empirique

S=0,799 + 0,156o Mk - 0,08237 'V + 0,009564 If,,

qu'il a d6duit de rAsultats sur 10 d~collement supersanique.

Ainsi qu'on 1e constato Figure 56b le1 paramatre R conduit A une meilleure corilation

quo 1e coefficient N do Nash.

Crit~re do Mac Donald (55]

Bien qu assez difflerente do la n~thode do Korst, 1s mu.dale de Mc Donald suit 6galement
l'approche analytique solon la dgfinition do Nash. Tras succinctoment, la zone dissipative est
d~caup~e en trois rfigions:

- 1e m6lange isobare s'~tendant jusqu'a une abscisse Xe

- 10 recoliement do Xg a I'absciese .Kj du point do recallement,

- Is r6hab ilitation ontre R et 1'&tat final correspondant & la pression p
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A partir d'uno analyse simplifi~e consistant A n~gliger l'action du frottemont au dela de .2j
et A utiliser des relations de conservation globales pour Ia masse et la quantit6 de mouvement,
Mc Donald d~tezzine, pour wie pression ft donn&e, lee caract~ristiques de la couche visqueuse
en fin de r~habilitation. La solution est obtenue quand le paraatre de forme de Ia couche limite
dane l'6tat final est &gal A la valeur resultant d'une loi de plaque plane.

Critare angulaire de recollement CCarriare et Sirieix (51]

Les difffirents critares que nous vonons de passer en revue prfisentent probablemont 1 'inconv~rnient
majeur de faire intorvenir, directement ou indirectement, le niveau de prossion ,ta , c'est-i-dire
des conditions situges bien en aval du recoLlement. Or, au cours dlexpfiriences syst~matiques, Carriare
[56] , puis Sirieix et al. (57] ont clairement mis en 6vidence que la pression en aval du

point R pouvait itre perturb~e Centre certaines limites), sons que is partie initiale du processus
de recolleisent, et done Ia pression de culot Ac . soit modifi~es. Une telle observation tend a
dfimontrer que tout critare faisant intervenir 1'6tat S a peu de chance de donner des rfisultats
satisfaisants.

Le concept de "critare angulaire de recollement" tient compte de ce fait en retenant coeme
Wde de base quo le ph~nomane eat entiarenent d~termin6 pa 1'4tat de la couche dissipative au moent

oil elle aborde la zone de recollenent, 6tat qui pout itre caract~rjsC par:

- Ia direction ;V de 11'6coulement ext~rieur non viaqueux relativement A Ia paroi
(voir Figure 53a)

- 1e nombre de Mach extgrieur i'Ig
- les lois de distribution des vitessos et des masses spficifiques dana la couche turbulente

Si V'on admet que pour Me, et un rapport An donn~s, la condition de recollement eat d~finie
par Ia variable . caractfirisant l'ficoulement our la ligne de courant limite (1), il oat clair,
d'apra lea expressions 6tablies plus haut (rolationed , 9 et 10 ), quo cette condition no depend
quo du paramatro Cq

En consequence, la loi angulaire recherchhe doit n~cessairznent 6tre de la for-me

4V -3V (" , n , f ) pour J'fixC)

Dana la fesure oil Cf eat un petit paraisatre. on pout 1'6crire

(fl) 7 b% cA, )Cf2.IL.(4g,A.a

On eat ainsi amen6 a determiner lea deux fonctiona

A cot effet, la fonction 4L % ,pour 1e caa iso-6nerg~tique, a 6tg d~duite d'un certain
nombre d'exp~riencea syat~matiques, pour lesquelles lee conditions d'ossais ont fitf choisios aussi
voisinea quo possible du cas idgal C. a

La fonction 3V~ eat calcul1ge al partir do la variation do Ia preasion g~n~ratrice A travera Ia
couche do m~1ange (51] en 6crivant Ia d~vistion 4V ( ?Itc ) sous ia formo

fi tant le, d~viation subie par l'6coulement extfirieur ontro D et R et 4% l'inclinaison

r6siduelle au point do recollemnt R, par rapport A Ia paroi.

Si V'on adaict quo Ia proasion en R oat 6galo A la prossion d'arr~t Ati sur la ligne limite,

ce qui oat bien v~rifit exp~riiaontalement, Af so met aous la forme, dana 1e cas iso-6nerg~tique

oil P01) eat 10 nombre do preasion do Busean.

Par consaquont, compte tenu do l'expreaaion connuo do P (M), et quo pourCq0 l:.

zy !~
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11 eat suppos6 que la coucbe dissipative en R est peu sensible aux variations de Cq (pour Cq9 at
donc 0* /X .o

Finalement, tenant compte de (2, 3 et 6 ), on treuve pour (*/1,)C Il'expression

qui peut sans difficult6 se g6n6raliser au cas non iso-6nerg~tique

Les cajlculs pr6c6dents, et en particuIier Ilexpression C12),font intervenir le paramatre de
mfilange T* qui caractgrise le taux d'expansion de Ia zone de melange turbulent. Les valeurs de 0T
doivent atre demand6es A l'exp6rience et, maiheureusement, la, mesure de T- cat d6licate si bien que les
donn~es dont on dispose pr6sentent une forte dispersion. La Figure 57 montre des lois d'6-volution de

Tr en fonction du nombre de Mach Mi proposlies par difffirents auteurs. On constate de largee
diff~rences entre les diverses corr6 lations (la valeur O~ , correspondent au. cas incompressible,
est g~n~ralement prise 6gale 4 12).

La loi de recollement, exprinree sous la forme du critare angulaire, a 6t6 gfin 6 ralisge au cas
des 6coulements de rfivolution afin de pouvoir traiter lea problames d'application int6ressant le
domaine de la propulsion oil les configurations pr6sentent en g6n~ral une sym6trie sxiale.

L'extension a de telles configurations des lois angulaires obtenues en 6coultment plan seIpr6sente, a priori. d'une maniare quelque peu d~cevante come le montre Ia Figure 56 oti sont portfis,
en fonction de Me, , lea angles th~oriques jF d6 termings pour des cas oil Ileffet de rgvoiution se
fait sentir. On observe uric dispersion importante des rfisultats et des C-carts notables par rapport
a l' 6 coulement plan ; ces 6carts peuvent 6tre attribugs non seulement a des facteurs de perturbation
ligs a la non uniformit6 du champ extfirieur A is zone d6collfie, mais aussi a linfluence de l'effet
de r 6 volution sur le d~veloppement de la zone de m6lange loreque des variations significatives de
la distance A laxe le long de la, frontiare isobare sont enregistr 6 es.

11 est toutefois possible d'fitablir une corr~lation permettant d'exprimer l'6cart sur lee
lois de recollement [581

en fonction du rapport
T* plan

F *rfivolution

qui caractgrise l'6volution du paramatre de m6lange T* suivant ia g 6 om6trie de la frontiare isobare
(voir Figure 59).

One 6tude simplifi6e du m~lange, bas6e sur le mod~le de viscosit6 turbulente de Prandtl, montve
que F eat donn6 par la relation:L

/r r ds

dans laquelle les notations de la, figure 59 sont utilisges. La valeur F r6sulte inmdiatement de la
forme de la ligne de jet thgorique (frontiare isobare) calcul6e, par exemple, par Isa mfitode des
caract6ristiques.

W'angle de recollement F peut 6galement d9pendre des efyets thermiques (leur influence est
faible tant que la tempgeture g6ngratrice ne d6passe pas I0000K L59] ), ainsi que de la nature du gaz
(effet de )I ). Des exp6riences effectu6es A l'ONERA ont montr6 qu'effectivement, Fr vuariait

sens iblement en fonction de Y~ (voir Figure 60 ) 159] . Adoptant une d6marche purement intuitive,
1 '6cart observ6 peut 6tre assez bien repr~sent6 au moyen du raisonnement suivant.

Dae le cas de l'air ( I a 1,4), connaissant Me et ?(0ka) , ii eat possible de calculer le
nombre de Mach final M,r apras recollement. En admettant que Ia compression de It,~ al Me, et
un processus quasi-isentropique et par oxides simples, Irp eat donn6 par

V(M)fitant ia fonction bien connue

v~~n) a * -T (Ml-.i f

--.. -1----1
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Si on postula que . a valeur de M,~ identique, A6, eat le mne pour tout
l'angle de recollement pour 1 , 14 sera donng per

Les courbes trac~es Figure 60 ,montrent que cette interpr~tation rend compte de la. r6alitg de
maijiara tras correcte si I 1 i,667. Mais, 6videmment, des exp~riences serajent souhaitables pour
confirmer l'6volution pr~dite quand 1 4 1.4.

A partir de ces donnges th~oriques et des corr~lations empiriques permettant de prendre en compte
lea diff~rents facteurs (4omftrie, nature du gaz), le calcul du recoliam at s'effectue, en ragle
g6n~rale, de la maniara suivante.

Pour une prassion PkC , fix~e a priori, la m6thode des caractgristiques d~termine. dana le cas
du fluide parfait (non visqueux) de nombre de Mach Me, la. ligne de jet isobare thgorique DR7  et
d~finit, a l'impact R,. avec la. paroi, la d~viation fr asaimilfie A l'angle de recoliement. Lea
facteura de courbure qui apparaiaaent loraque l'6coulement ext~rieur nleat pas uniforme ou. est de
rfrolution, sont ainsi pris en comy- (voir Figure 61 ).

If et Ifec 6tant alors connus, le paramatre 4q eat calcul6 par (fIi ). Il lui correspond,
si V'on connalt l'6paisseur de quantitfi de mouvament c A l'origine du d~collement (donnge, par
exemple, par ( 9 )) un dgbit q3 (relation (7 )) assurant l'6quilibre masaique de l'eau. morte, qui
eat. costpar6 I Ia valeur q~a effectivement inject~e (le plus souvent q,0). Une itgration aur
permet '&'assurer 1' 6galitS de ces deux grandeura.

L'example choisi pour mettre en fividence la. pr~ciaion de cette m6thode, par comparaison avec
Ilexp6rience et d'autres thgoriea concerne l'influence de la. couche limite initiale aur la. pression
de culot. dana un caa oil VC-coulement aupersonique awsnt eat uniforme (voir Figure 62 ). Lea th6oriea
retanues sont celies que nous avona 6voquges plus haut, (plus la m~thode de Cooke [60] ).
Un accroiaaement progressif de l'6paisseur 8, imm~diatement en snont de D (pour une hauteur
de culot donn6e), se traduit par une croissance d'abord rapide de la preasion de culot p, , s'attC-
nuant tr~s vite loraque &9 augmente, la. valeur de kreatant ensuite quasi-constante pour une large
plage de variation de 8, . On conatat4 sur la Figure 62 ,que la th6orie de Korat, appliqu~e
en nfigligeant 19 recoups asaez bien "'expgrience da qua 4>/ 0,03, vsaleur au deja9 de laquelle

demeure aensiblement constante

Des confrontatior'S plus nombreuaea de cette th~orie avec l'exp6rience aeront pr6sent6ea plus
loin oi son application A des probldimes de culot plus r~aliates aera envisagfie.

2.2.3 Mbrthodea d'interaction forte (m~thodes intfigralesj

Le recollement turbulent eat un example de couplage fort entre une zone viaqueuse at un 6coula-
ment axtfrieur quasi-iacotropique. Un tel ph6nom~ne a'obaerve chaque fois qu'il y a formation, au samn
d'un 6coulement, d'une zone dgcollge pouvant. r6 sultar, par example, d'un d~crochement de paroi
(problame de culot).

Le principe de base de la. plupart des m~thodes d'intaraction forte repose sur La. description de
la. zone dissipative au moyan des 6quations de la coucha limite qui, le plus souvant, sont rfisoluea
au moyan d'une'technique int~grale. La. difference assantielle avec la. thgorie de Prandtl eat qu ici
la loi de pression impoa~e a. ia fronti~re de le. couche limite n'est plus une donnge ind~pendante,
mais r~sulte du couplage entre le champ extarne (non viaqueux) at la zone viaqueuse. Ella doit en
consfiquence 6tra d~termin~e soit au fur at A masure de Isa progression du calcul. (caa supersonique), soit
par it6ration avec relaxation (cas subsonique at transsonique).

La. premiare application &'lune m~thode d'interaction A un probl~me da recollemant supersonique,
eat due A Crocco-Lees [46] . Leur publication a inapirg un vaste efort de racherches qui se poursuit
encore activemant. Nous n'analysarons pas ici la nombreuses variantas de cetta methods qui ont 6t6
publifies a ce jour [61-62-63-64] Mentionnona, A part, la critique expgr-ntale tr~s dgtaillge de
'hie Krasinski " [65] qui, en outra, fitendit la formulation au caa de revolution.

La. formulation de la m~thode fut ansuita anigliorge par Lees at Reeves [66] , en laminaira, puis,
dans cat esprit, 6tandue au cas turbulent par Alber [67] at Hunter at Reeves [68]

Nous noun limiterons ici & la. pr6sentation de ia formulation d'Albar qui, dana le cadre plus
simple du cas supersonique plan, parmet de d~gager la aspects fondamentaux de la m6thode dont nous
verrons, plus loin, l'application au problame du culot axisym6trique.

Les 6quations de depart, pour d~crire la zone dissipative sont celles de la. couche limite turbulente
appliqu~es au mouvament moyan, soit:

*continuit6 (ai) )(ef!I L)
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quantitfis de mouvement

Ch dx

0 dyt

ICi-Cd~signe le frottemen-ttotal, Somme du ter-me laminaire rt (le plus souvent n6gligg) et de
la tension de Reynolds r -e .r Nous nous placerons dans le cas adiabatique, et supposerons la
temp6rature g~ngratrice Ti constante, ce qui nous dispense de faire intervenir l'6quation de
1 '6nergie.

L'6quation (14) est misc sous la forme int~grale de Von Karman

(is) .L 8(L 2 -2 -- ) I d Z,

d4X f- f liu w dx 2

If.ly est le nombre de Mach a la frontiare 6 de la couche dissipative,

116'paisseur de d~placement,

6 lpaisseur de quantit6 de mouvement et Me
2

L~e coefficient de frottement CI est gnralement n~glig6. L'approximation est justifige par
le fait que, qf , nul au recollement, est partout faible dans la zone 6tudige dont l'6tendue
longitudinale est de surcrolt r6duite (quelques S )

A l'6quation int~grale des quantit~s de mouvement, est adjoint une relation suppl~mentaire. A
l'origine, Crocco et Lees ont proposg une 6quation de "melange" ou "d'entrainement' de Ia forme

4('w = Ie

0- ~jea 'I est le flux de masse a travers Ia couche dissipative, et k un coefficient
de m6lange suppose connu. Par la Suite, on a pr6 ffirg utiliser 116quation int6grale du premier moment
de quantit6 de mouvement encore appel~le 6quation de l'gnergie cingtique. Elle est obtenue en
multipliant (fit) par A fi

*A eavL
jx d y

d'oa, apr~s int~gration en de 0 95

avec

La fonction eat souvent d6 sign6e sous le nom d'intggrale de dissipation.

One variante, utilis6e en psarticulier par Kuhn et Nielsen (69] , consiste a multiplier (#4),
non pas par UL , mais par f . On peut ainsi former une autre 6quation int~grale.

L'6quation fondaaientale qui assure le couplage entre la couche dissipative et 1 'icoulement
contigl non visqucux eat obtenue en intfigrant de la psroi a S 116quation de continuitfi (f3), cc
qui donne

OWM I i, 1  g

o-a 9 reprfisente 1'inclinaison du vecteur vitesse 7V a la fronti~re if

Il eat a noter que certains auteurs utilisent des 6quations de couplage diff~rentes (voir Scc sujet
Le Balicur [70] ) consistent A assurer le couplage

-soit Sur la surface de d~placement 104) , alors (417) devient or)dl
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- oat en transposant la condition de compatibilit6 & la paroi, alors la relation s'lcrit

(to) SJt- ,'rI f., -L dH #

Les fiquations (1S -fS -17) constituent ie systame d~crivant l'interaction entre la. couche
dissipative et l'Scoulsesent ext~rieur. En supersonique, l'int~gration peut se faire en progressant de
l'aant vera Ilaval, 1'ficoulement externe 6tant calculfi conjointement en utilisant, per exempie la
mfithode des caract~ristiques qui fournit une relation liant a et Ne Si cet 6coulement 'effectue
par ondes simples, 9 et ft sont religs directement per la relation de Prandtl-Meyer

En fait, pour que le syste differentiel soit fermg, ii faut en plus faire une hypota~se sur
lea profils de vitesse dana la couche limite, afin de pouvoir exprimer les 6paisseurs xjV, 8,
en fonction d'un nombre r~duit de paramhtres. Le plus souvent, on utilise une familie a un paramhtre
de forme A, si bien que -I9

sont des fonctions connues de A et Me.

L'int~grale de dissipation eat exprim~e, en fonction de A, Aft (plus gventuellement du
nombre de Reynolds), soit 9 partir d'une formula empirique, soit a partir des profils de vitesse
et d'une hypothhse sur le frottement turbulent

Le syst~me differentiel s'gcrit en d~finitive

-LO , F* x ±4- ,x

dx M z P~d

dx 11, dx

Q1 I Qet Q3sont des fonctions de A et Ne qus nous n'expliciterons pas ici (voir la r46-

rence 19]'). i

Il est souvent commode d'adopter comme paramatre A, caractgrisant la forme des profils de
vitesse, ie rapport

des fipaisseurs de quantit6 de mouvement et de d~placement incompressibles. Nous adopterons dor~navant
ce paramr-trage.

La m~thode originals d'Alber est, dans son esprit, analogue a la formulation qua nous venons
dl4tablir. Toutefois, afin d'glijsiner la d~pendance des Ionctions ;r , /r , Z A l'ggard du nombre
de Mach, Alber effectue, prfilablement A Is mise sous forms int~grais, uns transformation compressible-
incompressible sur lea quations de depart (0S - 14 ). A cette fin, il introduit les variables trans-
forms: X, Y, telles qua:

aZ. f,,dee

(tonction de courant) kj z..If 4,

Pour que la transformation soit effective, Alber fait une hypoth~se sur Ia ViSCOsit6 turbulente
e J?~ V/jy ) qui sst prise tells que

e I e)a I
oa eat une masse sp~cifique de r~f~erence, 4 6tant ds la forme

ete, ~ 9K,. .f A, 8
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oil 6 est 1'6paisseur de quantitg de mouvement transform~e

Posant & -~- ,Z di le. 6quations "incompressibl-.s" s'6crivent

et*

d4Lz ___

Tx- d

Mises sous forme int~grale, elles deviennent

*quantit6 de mouvement: + d4 (2 X,' f
dX dxM dx

6 nergie cin~tique dJ' J2 .! 3 J" /l ()* .
'd,64 ,~ ? 2.Xr =,--- 3

dx * If, dX m

a;,,dY

que flous n'expliciterons pas. i et 6 sont des fonctions de e etX

Le systame A int6,grer -transformC6 ou non -peut s '6crire sous ia for-me:

(2a d4. f' d' d Me__ M

(forme analogue avec lea quantit6s incompressibles).

Le systeme (2. ) n'est g~n~ralement appliqu6 quIA la recompression. -La zone din m~2.ange quasi-
isobare qui pr~cade le recollement ne peut en effet itre convenablement d6crite par am~ fazeille A

un seul paramatre. Cette r6gion peut C-tre calculfie a l'aide des m~thodes particuliares, &6jA cit~es,
qui relavent de la thgorie du melange turbulent ou en utilisant une faille de profile a deux
paramatres (voir § 2.3.1.2).

Le principe g~n~ral de rfiBolUtion d'un problame de recollement consiete donc 9 calculer s~parg-
ment le melange quasi-isobare, puis la recompression. Les deux solutions sont ensuite raccord~es
en assurant la continuitg de certaines grandeure ; par exemple, le ncmibre de Mach Me , la vitese

A~~j sur la ligne de jet et de d~bit passant au-dessus de cette derniare (voir ia r~f6rence [67]
pour plus de detail).

Partant d'un 6tat initial, en fin de zone isobare, le systeme (2o) peut 5tre int~grg en chemi-
nant vers l'aval, de fagon a rejoindre un 6tat de couche limite recollhe. En fait, ii apparalt, qu'a'i
cours de cette integration, le d~nominateur D s'annule g~n~ralement (dane le cas oil lee 6quations de
couplage (47) ou (is) sent utilis6es), rendant ainsi la solution singulire sauf si lee numfirateurs
e'annulent simultangment (on v6rifie que si D et l'un dee M sent nuls en mime taeps, lee auxtres le
sent aussi). Il est comminode de diecuter de ce comportement dane le plan de phase ( X4 , N, ) oil, pour

Me., donn6 (compression par ondee simples), ii est possible de tracer 1l- courbes II Js JS at 0
sur lesquelles N - N - N - D - 0 respectivement. En vertu de la remarque qui pr~cade, ces courbee ont
un point commun I (vo'lr figure 63 ). Il est aisg de e'aseurer qu'une courbe int~grale continue partant
de A (d~but de la recompression) ne peut joindre B (sillage r~habilitg en aVal) qu'A la condition de
passer par K. Toute autre trajectoire dans le plan de phase correspond A une solution physiquement
inacceptable pour un recollement (apparition d'un extremum pour Ife ou )
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La consequence fondamentale de i'exjstence du point singulier K est de rendre iasSolution de A
en K ind~pendante des conditions irnpos~es en aval de K qui joue ainsi un r8le de "Olocage" i la
maniare du col d'une tuy~re convergente divergente azsorc6e. L'existence du "point critique KV a&t
d~montr~e pour ia premialre fois par Crocco et Lees.

V'est le passage r~gulier de la solution par le point critique K qui assure l'unicitg de Isa
solution pour le problame du recollement, c'est-a-dire la condition qui d~finit la pression de culot 4.
Les valeurs initiales en A, et en particulier Nec donc $g~ , doivent ftre telles que is trajectoire
dans ie plan de phase passe par K (voir figure 63 ).Cette condition constitue un "1critare" de
recollement,(le compartement des solutions au voisinage de K ainsi que les m~thodes d'int~gration
qui permettent d'assurer is r6gularit6 en K sont discutgss plus en dgtail, r6ferences [9] et [71] )

Ce sch6ma thgorique est 6videmment ti-as s~duisant car il semble interpr~ter parfaitement la
notion de point critique mise en 6vidence exp~risientalement par Carriare et Sirieix (voir pr<-c~dem-
ment). Toutefois ,Is position de K et mgme son existence sont 6troitement fonctions de l'6quation de
couplage utilisge. Ainsi, la singularitg qui se manifeste par l'annulation de D disparalt lorsqu'on
assure le couplage a la paroi (6quation (19 )). La signification physique du point critique K eat donc
loin d'apparaltre clairement.

Nous aliens maintsnant examiner un certain nombre de mgthodes propos~es pour r4soudre lee
problames de culot qui nous pr~occupent plus particuliarement. La plupart d'entre clles s'inapirent
des thgories que nous venons d'6voquer en lea g6nfralisant a des configurations pratiques

cuiot axisym~trique sans jet,I

- culot axisym~trique avec un ou plusieurs jets propulsifs.

Nous commencerons par envisager le problame du caicul de is pression au culot d'un missile
en l'abaence de jet.

2.3 Ecoulement au culot d'un arriare corps de r6voiut ion sans jet

2.3.1 -Ecoulement supersonique

2:3.1:1 Methodes globaes (analytiquieE)

La d~termination de is pression en aval d'un culot de revolution, en l'absence de jet, pose un
problams particulier en raison des difficult6s snalytiques rencontrges dana le calcul de fluids parfait
quand i'6couement converge vers l'axe. L'artifice empioyC- pour tourner cette difficult6 consiste A
imaginer que l'gcoulement recolse sur un dard matgrialisant le coeur du sillage visqueux lei problame
eat alora de trouver ie diamatre de ce dard.

Th~orie de Mueller [8]

La mgthode propos~e par Mueller suit de tras pras is schgma de Chapman-Korst, mais en l'adaptant
au cas de rgvolution.

Le modale d'6couiement adopt,6 eat repr6sent6 Figure 64~

L'gcoulement eat, scion l'approchs classique, d~compos6 en trois regions

a! un champ externe non visqucux,

bune zone de melange dissipative

Cune region de recollement

Lea differentes hypothases sont effectugea

1. Isa couche limits initials eat n~gligge mais a nature eat turbuiente.

2. 1'6coulement non visqucux, contigil a is zone de m~lange, eat supposg se d~velopper, entre D et
RT le long d'une surface tronconique d'angle de convergence J9 . Cette xnod~lisation due A
Zumwalt [72] , repose aur des observations exp~rimsntsles montrant que is zone A pression
constants, is long de l'axe, sst relativement courts, Is variation de pression 6tant proche de
cells sur un arriare corps tronconique. L'6coulement de fluids parfait eat caicul& par is
mthode des caractgristiques. Ii resulte de cette hypothase qus ie m~iange n'est plus isobare
et lea nombres de Mach en D et RT sont diffgrents.

3. n6anmoina, lee profila de vitesse dana is zone de melange sont toujours supposgs 9tre repr6-
sent6a par Is relation (2 )
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4. La recompression en R a'effectue autravers d'une onde de choc oblique qui fait passer la
pression A la valeur S . Le point Hr est situg sur un dard dont le rayon rt, eat donn6 par
une corr6lation propos~e par Chapman [2] sous Ia forme tar fonction du nombre de Mach

Me. ( I- est le rayon du culot) (voir Figure 65 ). Pans une version ultgrieure de la
m~thode, Roache (731 d~termine Ia valeur de rV scion un critare consistent J adopter le rayon
r4 qui rend la pression de culot Ac maximale. On s'affranchit ainsi d'une donn~e expirimentale

dont le caractare de g~ngralitg peut itre mis en doute.

5. l'unjcit6 de la solution est assurfie en satiafaisant au crit~re d'6chapement de Korst.

Pans cette m~thode, Veffed de r~volution intervient essentiellement dans l'gtablisaement des
relations de bilan (4) et (5) qui permettent de posit ionner I& ligne de courant limite. Le volume de
contrdle utilis6 eat limit6 par deux sections situges en P et Rr respectivement, et par deux lignes
de courant E et - E (voir Figure 64 ) d~finiea de fagon telle que la. section droite offerte A 116cou-
lement demeure quasi-constante et que le terme de pression pd4 puisse 9tre n~glig6 dana l'6qua-
tion pour la quantit6 de mouvement. Les relations de bilan ainsi obtenues tiennent compte du fait que
lea nombres de Mach en R et P sont differents, ce qui conduit a une 6quation implicite assez
compliqu~e pour pj ( ou pi ) en HT. Lea effets de compresibilit6 et de nature du gaz sur le paramhre
de m~lange T aont representes par la formule de Channapragada [74].

La m6thode permet 6galement de tenir compte d'un effet d'injection de masse au culot.

Lea figures ( 66a) et (66b) montrent des exemples d'application pour un culot cylindrique
(oa lea points de comparaison exp~rimentaux sont nombreux), et un culot pr~aentant un retreint.
L'accord avec Ilexp~rience eat g~n~ralement tr~s bon.

La Figure 67 met en fividence l'e±'fet de nature du gaz pour un arriare corps avec r6treint.
L'augmentation de Y entralne one croissance de la preasion de culot, ce qui eat en accord avec
1l6olution du critare angolaire de recollement notge excpgrimentalement (voir Figure 60 )

Thgorje de Dglery et Sirieix

La m6thode d~velopp~e a 1'ONERA par D1eryet Sirieix utilise le concept de crit~re angolaire
de recollement. Sea caract~ristiques essentielles iont lea suivantes:

1. le melange turbulent qui se d~veloppe depuis le point de d~collement eat supposg isobare a. Ia
pression de colot , . La fronti~re de 1 '6coolement d~coll46 non visqueux eat calcolbse
par la mgthode des caractiristiques.

2. la ligne de courant limite (1) du m~lange eat d~termin~e en 6crivant lea relations de conserva-
tion globale pour la, masse et la quantit~a de mouvement, compte tenu de l'effet de revolution, et
de l'existence fiventuelle d'une couche limite initiale.

3. le recollement eat suppos6 se produire sur on dard de rayon t7g ce qui permet de d~finir
l'angle de recollement fV (voir Figure 68 )et d'appliquer lea lois anglaires de
recolleinent.

4. le ra on Mg eat assimilg a l'6paisseur de d~placement At; du sillage au niveau du recollement
R, XI' etant d4±'ini par

2TP/jea y dy .z27/ 'e1 4,i

o~ e. a sont lea conditions A ia fronti~re do du sillage au. niveau de R. Ces conditions
sont calculges, a partir de Ife, en supposant one compression isentropique de
1'6coulement sur la ligne limite Wi.

5. l'6paisseur de d~placement Gq eat dgtermin~e en admettant que le profil de vitesse,"'.A
au recollement eat universel et donng par des rgsultats obtenus en incompressible (1 effet de
compressibilit6 sur ce profil eat n~glig6). Deans ces conditions, J~ peut 6tre calcul~e
en supposant que le d~bit passant en H, dana le sillage, eat 6gal. au debit de la couche de
melange situ& au dessus de la ligne de courant limite.

La procedure de calcul adopt~e eat Ia soivante ;on se donne, a priori ,un ensemble de valeura
r'; pour chacone d'elles, la pression de colot peat calcul~e, compte tenu de 116tat de la

couche limite initiale. Le calcul fournit 6galement 1'6paisseur X,"' . La solution, obtenue par
interpolation, correspondant a la valeur de A, qui assure 1'6galitg de J1' et de r4

L'6volution exp~rimentale de la pression au culot d'un arri~re corps cylindrique eat comparge,
Figure 69 , awc r~sultats donngs par cette m~thode et celle de Mueller (appliqu~e par Hoache). Lea
points de mesure concernent des maquettes d'allongement g~om~trique variable pour lesquelles lea
caract~ristiques de la couche limite sont rarement communiqu~es par lea auteura. L'allure g6nfirale de
1'6volution eat bien pr~dite par le calcul. La dispersion exp6rimentale peut s'expliquer par des

variations 

importantes 

d 
o 

par 

snitre 
4~
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2.3.1.2 ?4ethodes d'interaction forte (int6grales)

Nous allons maintenant pr~senter des m6thodes basges sur 1A notion de couplage fort entre un
6coulement externe considgr6 come non visqueux, et une couche dissipative. Nous avons d~jil exposfi le
principe de ces tb~ories dans le cadre, plus simple, du recollement plan sur paroi. Elles ant 6t
6tendues au cas du sillage de r~volution, d'abord par de Krasinsky [651 qui suivait la formulation
originals de Crocco Lees, puis plus r~cement par Weng [75] et par Mehta [12] . Nous retiendrons ici
la m~thode de Mehta qui traite vraiment le problame du culot franc, celle de Weng supposant la pr~sence
d'un dard central.

*Th~orie de Mehta

Le sch~ma d16coulement adopt6 par Mehta est repr~sent6 figure 70 . Le fluide eat divisg en
xine region externe, non visqueuse, pouvant donc Ztre calculge par la m~thode des caractfristiques, et
une zone visqueuse interns a laquelle sont appliqu~es des 6quations du type couche limite. L'influence
du "lip-shock" qui prend g~n6ralement naissance 9. proximit6 imm~diate du point de s6paration D eat
n~glig~e [141 ;approximation tras probablament justifige tant que le nombre de Mach de l'6coulement
amont eat modg meN, -4 4 )

Par ailleurs, s'appuyant sur des observations exp~rimentales [76] montrant clairement qua
du fait de la dgtente rapide au culot, les forces visqueuses sont pr~dominantes uniquement dans la
partie la plus inferieure de la couche limite, ?4ehta inclut dana la region non visqueuse I&~ portion
externe de la couche limite initiale qui eat ainsi consideree comme un 6coulement de fluide parfait
rotationnel. La partage entre les deux zones eat d6fini selon la proc 6 dure expliquge dens Ce qui suit.
Nous al-lons maintenant examiner les modglisations qui soot appliquges aux differentes parties de
1 '6coulement.

Dtente initiale au point de s~paration

La proc~dg adoptg pour d6terminer la frontiare de IS. zone oi lea effets visqueux soot predominants
eat le suivant (voir le schgma de la Figure 71 ). L'6paisseur 62, de la zone visqueuse d~tendue de ~

alc(que l'on se donne a priori) eat dgfinie par IS, condition

qui exprime qua le gradient de vitesse a Ji eat le mime que celui a la frontiare de la coucha limite
initiale, avant d~tente. (174/0V j6 eat gvalu4 en aupposant un profil de vitease en puissance
1/7. Par A1  (couche limits d~tsndue) passe une ligne de courant issue de As dana la couche limite
initiale. L'6coulement situ6 au-dessus de cette ligne de courant eat supposg isentropique. La locali-
sation de J, eat effectuge par titonnements. Au depart, on conaidare 4 tel qua 1
Connaissant la loi de vitease 4L(yi) , on en d~duit 40, , puis st, , et..
line detente isentropique eat ensuite effectu~e de p.4 aL p.4 ;dot Mli , 4S , e Sur

Jj .Un incr~ment F, eat donn6 a 4J, de faqon A obt enir 4,i , 1,01, A.Z0fetc...
puis 'Ifi~ ~, a etc... L'incr~ment correspondent 6, po~ir 1'6jaisseur A se d~duit
en 6crivant I I quation de continuit6. La pente du profil aL la station 2 eat alors figale A (L,f - 4Jlg/e
Elle eat comparge a (3k/ay)4 la proc~dure 6tant rCpOtge par d~placement de A, juaqu'a! ce qu'il
y sit ggalitg.

Apras luoi, le nombre de Mach, l'entropie, .... sur la caract~ristique initials (avant dgtente
de P. a A,~ ) sont fournia par la distribution de vitesas a'(y) et an supposant la preasion
statique constants. Il eat A noter qua la caract~ristique initials part du culot (l'effet, d'interaction
amont eat n~glig6e) A uris distance de IS, paroi, non pas gale A 42, , mais A fV , 6paisseur de
la couche visqueuse apr~s d~collement, dont la r~partition de vitesse eat celle du profil de d6colle-
ment de la famille choisis. do at Of~ sont religes par l'6quation de conservation de la masse.

Ecoulement externa non visqusux

En raison de l'effet de rgvolution at du fait 6galement qua l'entropie n'est pas constants
(couche rotationnells), l'6coulement non visqusux ne peut 6tre calculg par la relation de Prandtl-Meyer
qui constituerait ici uris approximation beaucoup trap grossiare. Pour connaltrea cheque pas d'intfigra-
tion en X, lea conditions a la fronti~re de la coucha --isqususe, il faut utiliser la m~thode des
caract6ristiques, formul6e en 6coulement de r~volutior. non isentropique. Nous ne donnerons pas ici.
de d6tail sur cetta formulation qui eat clasaiqus. As : de gagner du tampa de calcul, Mehta met an
oeuvre uris procedure simplifi~e dont le principe apparatt Figure 72

La r~seau de base, correspondent aux points r~partis aur la derniare caract~ristique du
faisceau de detente, a un espacament assez large ; le rasserrement des points 6tant insuffisant pour le
calcul coupl6. En cons~quance, les points intermgdiaires, espac~s de Az , eant calculge a partir
des conditions interpol~es entre deux points initiaux, tale qua I at 2 (voir Figure 72 ), en n~gli-
geant les caract~ristiques montantes dane uris maille tells qua 1.2.2'. Lee dewc relations caract6ris-
tiques ne eant utiliseas qua loreque le point 2 st d6pass6. On calcule alors 3' exactemant a partir
de 3 at 2', puis on refait un calcul approchg comme pr~c~demment, (entre 2' at 3'). Ce proc~d6 st
uris am~1ioration de la technique proposge par Webb [771 Il eat tgalment appliqu6 dens la r~gion
externe.
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.Ecoulement interne dissipatif

L'6coulement dissipatif eat dficrit par des fiquations du type couche lizite (I& presion est donc
supposee tranaversalement constants) qui 8' ~crivent (pour le mouvement stationnaire moyen)

*coftinuit4 e) --- (')

*~ ~ 0unid ovmn ) i

6nergig . t± constante

Suivant la dfisarcbe exposfie plus baut, lea 6quations appliqufies A Ia couche dissipative sont
r~solues per une m~thode int~grale utilisant lea trois 6quations suivantes

coftiRiti Of) dL e AAdAX &x

dx2 dx

gv-st (a)~ -! (,4 .- e, 4,Xr

61et"ngr le de~tu dispain

oil est is A r$ttement deis qrontire6s quin at dmnon ucien srfaceo e 'eisne par acoc

R~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ es Vneged isiain

e,

La viscosit6 cingmatique 6 eat reprgsentge par un modale alg~brique

e . I e,.
o 4 i et .1, sont une longueur et une vitesse caractgriatiques. Celles-ci sont d~finies en 6couiuaent

incompressible par lea relations suivantes

en amojtdu 1-int der~c2llejjegt

~~'~~4& (fdfS)
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oa est is distance 9 l'axe, Is valeur de 9,telie que

et 9,, 4 la vit, sse sur l1'axe.

(k =0,07) aussi bien en ainont qu'en aval du recoileinent.

S'inspirant de l'approche d'Aiber (voir § 2.2.3), Mebta utilise une transformation compressible-
incompressible pour prendre en compte simplement V'effet de compresibilii dans 11 'valustion des
intagrales A A A A, A et des expressions faisant intervenir le frottement ( ? et Rf
Pour ceia, Tiinirodiit le. variables trsnsfories et 7 telies que

4'4 dz etea

Duns le plan incompressible, e se transformne en dtel que

t, e.' 9 a (

Faisant les bypothases (me damarche qu'Alber)

71 - e. *~

on obtient : )1 ( (4)
7,'

La. masse sp~cifique de r~ference e, eat caJ-cul~e sur ls.2e. La. transformation permet d'exprimner
len quantitha compressibles sous Is. forme

e . 1.

I24

4L

S£i ave

Cgatant le nombre de Crocco daj& d~fini (§ 2.2.2).
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Lee ditf6rentes int~graies qui pr~c~dent peuvent 8tre fivelu~es en reprfisentant lea distributions
de vitesse, dans I& couckie visqueuss au moyen d'une temille de profile.

A proximit6 du culot, ?4ehta utilise lea profile de Green [781 qui sont constitu6s cie deux
parties (voir Figure 73)

- une region de hiauteur (~ A vitease constante dans is region centrals du proche sillage

4
- uzle ioi en cosinus dens les melange

ile,i 4

ox 4j. J -k eat l'6paisseur de i& couche visqueuse.

Ces profile d6pendent done de deux parazakres, A savoir A et P
Au culot, A eat 6gal & 0,5 en i'absence d'injsction et inf6rieur A 0,5 si une injection est pratiqu~e.

Loin du culot, lea distributions sout repr~sentges per lea profils de Kubota et al. [79]
qui ues out, fonction que d'un seul paramatre (ces profile sont des solutions de similitude pour le
sillage axisym~trique).

Compte tenu de ces repr6sentations, lea 6quations de base (21 22 23 )pour la r~gion proe
du culot se ettent sous Is forme:

dz 7Z7 dxl

Les coefficietsz4i sont des fonctions corinuss, lea seconds membres contiennent les grandeursa
is frontigre I de is couche dissipative :-tJe (entropie), a,,

I& m~thode des caract~ristiques fournit deux relations qui permettent d'exprixner, per exemple,
re et %5 connaissant ise (ou bien Is preasion As ). Dens cette r~gion, ume autre 6qvation est, done
n~cessaire. L'auteur utilise i'6quation des quantit~s de mouvement sur l'axe

Le processus d'int6gration est le suivent :A, P et of sont calcul~s au pas x + dzen r~solvant
ie systame (14 ) ; Is pression eat ensuite 6valu~e par (29) ;puis Is, m~thode des caractfiristiques
appiiqu~e pour trouver 1r, et J,

Loin du culot, 19 oai is repr6sentation A un parematre est suffisante, il n'est plus n~cessaire
de fairs intervenir 1 '6quation (Mi). Le systame 9 int~grer peut a '6crire

Ax di Ax

O ss et is "paramatre de forms" de is fainille choisie. Los membres de droite contiennent 74 et .f4
qui se caicuisut en fonction de ate par ia. m~thode des caractiristiques.

1o raccord eutre iee deux rfigiona et effectufi en imposant Is continuit6 du d6bit 9 travers Is
couche visqueuselde 1'6paisseur de la, couche visqueuse,du nombre de Machl, a a fronti~re. Pour
assurer I'unicit6 de is, position du point de raccord, on doit assi imposer 1'6galit6 des rapportsd'6psisseure

Of - 4if~

Toutefois, des difficuit6s mont g~n~raiement rencontr6es pour assurer is raccord entre lea deux
families de profile. Ainsi, l'utilisation de i'6quatiou. (It) eutratne une d~croissance irrfialiste ds
I& pression en smont du point oa ie raccord devient possible. On doit Is, remplacer par l& relation
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en ova~l du point (X = X0  oil la d6riv6e seconde de la vitesse sur la ligne limite s'annule.

Par ailleurs. don e Iscao oil la couche limits initials eat tras 6paisse, 1e nombre de Mach 6levfi
ou l'injection au culot importante,le raccord entre lee deux families devient impossible. La diffi-
cult6 eat tourn~e en conaervant partout lea profile de Green, Maio en fizant le paramhre P & la
valeur 0,2 & partir du moment oa P tend a devenir inf6rieur i 0,2.

Dens la r6gion du recollement, le syst~me d~crivant la couche visqueuse eat done toujours de
la forme (26). Il pr~sente une singularit6 analogue a celle du can plan (point critique de Crocco-
Lees), qui permet d'asaurer, cosine nous l'avons expliqug § 2.2.3, l'unicit& de la solution, c'est-i-
dire qui fixe Ia valeur de lapression de culot N jusqu'& pr~sent indgtermin~e.

Noun allons maintenant pr~senter quelquea comparaisona th6orie-exp~rience extraites de la
those de Meta.

I& Figure 74 montre des r~partitiona de preasion our l'axe du sillage pour des nombres de Mach
amont /k voisina de 2. L'accord th~orie-exp~rience eat g6n~ralement eatisfaisant, en particulier,
la pression de culot est pr~dite avec prficiaion. L16cart important observg pour Ife. - 1.85 eat dia
vraisemblablement A des effete perturbateurs provoqu6 s par lea parois de la. aoufflerie. Lea lettres
R,K, C et E d~signent respectivement le point de recollement (R), Ie point critique (K), Is col du
sillage (C) et le point sonique sur l'axe (E).

La Figure 75 suivante donne l'frolution du coefficient de preasion de culot en fonction du
nombre de Mach M,~ et met en fividence l'effet de couch. limits initiale. La pr6diction peut Stre
considgr6e comme corrects, compte tenu d'une assez large dispersion expfrimentale qui ne permet pas
de dfigager clairement l'influence de la, couche limits initials. Dana le cas du culot de r~volution,
ce paramatre semble d'ailleura jouer rapidement un r6le secondaire, l'effet principal, pour une
g6om6trie donn6e, provenant du nombre de Mach ajeont. Une telle tendance a d6ja 6tfi constat6e dans le
cas du recollement plan (voir S 2.2.2 et Figure 62 ) diX l'on observe que la couche limits n'affecte
fortement le ph~nomane qu'au voisinage du cas limits 'r, -O.

Enfin, la Figure 76 montre l'influence d'une injection au culot. La pr~diction thfiorique
se aitue assez nettement au-dessous de l'Cvolution exp~rimentale, la, pent. des deux courbes different
surtout au voisinage de l'origine.

D'autrea th~ories, semblables dana lour esprit A celles que noun venons de pr6aenter, ont 6t
proposfies pour traiter le problame du culot en 6coulement supersonique de r6volution [80 ].
Elles diff~rent essentiellement par la fagon de traiter l'effet de la. d~tente de , A t sur Ia couch.
limit. initial. ainsi que per le choix d'autres reprfisentations des profile de vitease dane la, zone
visqueuse.

2.3.2 -Ecoulement subsonique incompressible

Nous limiterons ici notre revue aux m~thodes propos~es pour traiter le can d'un sillage
subsonique suppos6 stationnaire.

Lea r~gimea instationnaires ne peuvent 9tre convenablement calculgs que par r~solution
(num~rique) des 6quations de Navier-Stokes. En suivant cette approche, des r~sultats tr~a intfiressants
ont k6 obtenus, pour le lajainaire, en particulier par Fromm [81] . En turbulent, se pose le probl~me
de Ia modlisation de la turbulonce qui soul~ve de grandes difficult~s s'ajoutant d'ailleurs aux
questions d'ortfre numfrique. Dana ce domnains, lea m~thodes nWen sont donc encore qu'au stade du
dfiveloppement Cur Ie plan fondajsental.

Difffirentes thgories ont St d6velopp~es pour calculer la pression de culot en 6coulement
subsonique plan et stationnaire.La plupart dVentre elles adoptent des sch~mas analogues a ceux
d~finis pour traiter le cas supersonique :c'est-&-dire qu'elles font appel soit a des concepts
du genre mod~le de Chapman-Korst consistant a superpoeer lee effete de viscositg sur une structure
d'C&oulement de fluide parfait [41, 82] , soit a une technique d'interaction forte [78, 83] avec,
souvent, Ilutiliation de correlations empiriques.

Plus r~cemment ont St6 d~velopp~es des m~thodes basges sur la, r6solution num~rique des 6quations
de Navier-Stokes avec introduction de mod~les de turbulence du type alg6brique Uai 6 quations de
transport [84,851.

Pour le cas du culot en 6coulement de irv"lution, lee thc-ries sont momns nombreuses. Nous
retiendrons ici cell. de Butako [86] et celle de Vanwagenen [11] . Il s'agit de theories
simplifiges reposant sur une sch~matisation des ph~nom~nes r 6 ela.
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Th6orje de Butsko

Nous ne donnerons que queiques indications sur I& ifthode de Butsko. Elle prend come point de
d6part i'givaiuation du coefficient de preasion de culot KA en 6coulement bidimenajonnel plan. Le
calcul de KCeat effectu6 dane le cadre de ise thgorie de Nash avec d~termjnation de 1 'gcouleaent non
visqueux par uric technique de transformation conforme. On obtient ainsi un (I12c )j' qui eat ficrit
soua la. for-me

(K~~~~) 10 , g( [ sp *((KA,)20

A8 eat langle de rgtreint et K ,, correapond au cas "limiite" 4-0 (couche limite initiale
nulle).

Butako introduit ensuite des coefficients empiriques pour tenir compte de l'effet de tridimen-
sionnalitg, ai bien que loeat donn6 par

(KAC)J0  (K& 1, )z,pD %/&Ai),a~]

0% mc/),D % (KAe, /ie. J
Le cas d'une configuration rgellement tridimensionnelle peut 6tre trait6 en d~composent, le culot

en un ensemble de g~om~tries plus simples puis en d~finissant pour chacune d'elles, une 6paisaeur 19
et un angle A8i moyens sur le p~rimhtre P du culot. L'effet tridimenajonnel eat caractgrisfi par
le coefficient

P/2~

oil 5, eat Ia surface du culot (ce coefficient vaut 1 pour un 6coulement de r6volution).

La Figure 77 montrp Ia precision de la mgthode, appliquge en particulier a des configurations
g~om~triques complexes. L'accord th~orie-exp~rience est ici plut~t satisfaisant. La thgorie de Butsko
offre l'avantage d'une grande simplicit6 de misc en oeuvre, et peut 6tre tras utile si Von se
contente d'une 6valuation de Ia pression de culot sans avoir besoin de renseignements sur l'organisa-
tion du sillage. La th~orie de Vanwagenen que nous allona maintenant pr~senter en dgtail, permet
d'aller Plus loin, au Prix bien sar, d'une plus grande complexit6.

*Thgorie de Vanwagenen

Dana la thgorie de Vanwagenen l'gcoulement de culot eat sch~matisg comme indiqug Figure T8
L'arri~re corps eat un cylindre prolong6 ind~finiment Vera l'amont. Une couche limite turbulente,
dont lea caract~ristiques sont connues, eat pr~sente au niveau du Point de d~collement D. D est l'origine
de la surface de courant s~paratrice Ve qui d~liisite une cavitg emprisonnant un 6coulement dit
"interne". ?ff aboutit en L aur l'axe de r~voiution. 4Ir'4 d~signe la surface de d~placement de ila
r~gion dissipative. Elle constitue ila surface solide fictive le long de laqualle sICgcoule le fluide
externe considgr6 comme non visqueux. % eat la surface de courant de cet 6couleient qui passe en L'
par la. frontiare externe de la. couche dissipative au niveau du point L.

On d~signe par &~ ia preasion a'exergant sur le culot et par X ia pression our l'exe en L.

Le Principe g~n~ral de ila solution consiste A assurer is compatibilitfi entre l'6coulement
externe non viaqueux et ila couche dissipative Is long de la surface de d"placement fyw

L'6coulement potentiel eat calcuI6 par une m~thode de singularit~s (sources et puits) r6parties

ur laxe dun 6coulement de r~volution uniforme. Lea kapea du calcul sont lea suivntes

1. l'agorithme it[-ratif eat dfimarrfi en se donnant Ia forms de la surface a~paratrice fr. . On
choisit comme section m~ridienne une ellipse tangente au cylindre en D et normale I l'axe en L.

Lalongucur L5 du demi-grand axe eat donnfie a priori. Elle constitue une des inconnues du
prb~e.

2. l'6coulement potentiel eat calcul6 le long d'une frontiare constitute par le cylindre. la
surface fR et, en oval de L. l'axe de r~volutioi
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3. 1 'f tot do d~piacement de ia couche limits initials as d~termine sisgsent & partir dui profil. de
vitesse. L'6paiaaeur de d~placement au niveau. de L eat fivaiuhe on proc~dant ainsi:

- on eatime d'abord le dfibit de manse q, qui p~nitre dana ia coucho de miange jusuauu point L

viaquoux ontro D et L). Au d6psrt, Qr eat estim6 A partir des r~suitata connus sur 1e
m~lange turbulent bi-dimenajonnol.

- In frontiare extorne do Is couche dissipative on L eat dfitermin~e connaissant 9, et
en fajuant 1Vhypothase quo 1s profil do vitoso, on L, eat repr~sent6 par uno ioi on fonction
d'erreur (Formulio 2, S 2.2.2)

- 116paisseur do d~placement en L, 410 oat ontuite calcu.6 n~rvn u edbtq a
fgal au dfibit de tiuido parfait pasant entre if et S;

~4. cotte 6tape consists A d~tinir Is. forme do is surface do d6placement e dnispri
initislo du mfi1ange, c'oat-&-dire jusqu'& une distance X3 142desl.pai

Pour cola, ii taut d'abord mettre on piaco is zone do mnilange reistivement I ia surface unmite
;V.A cetto fin, on 6crit lee 6quations do bilan pour la quantit6 do mouvement. et la masse en

:doptant le volume do contrdle DEE' LB repr~sentfi Figure 78 (10 proc6d6 oat analogue, dn
ton Irincipe, A ce qui a 6t6 expoa6 2.2.2).

PA r7 o 2 717 ' r~L d- 2 77 ,ri ~2V7 1+

Dena cette expression &' *Z+ u eat In vitosse instantango. VL est nfiglig~e dane is. couche
limite initials ot pria 6gal. a 0,02 7A2 dana ia zone do m6lange. Nout obtonons donc 1'6quation

2771, e'rd'. 2P of P /-+ 2 71J / r*d # 2,7(402) e-ird- 277f r-

If

parf

271 0eirdonf locale)r" 7
XI
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T est pris figal 12 et X) a o 2,S7 0' .9, pour tenir coinpte de l'effet de couche limite
initiale (concept d'origine fictive, voir § 2.2.2 )-

Dans la cavitg, les profils sont repr6sent~s par la formnula

oid 4L, sont d~finjs par les conditions de i-accord avec la famille (2) sur la ligne
s~paratrice et par

... E.. t'- ( Ij distance A l'axe sur V

tine fois que la couche visqueuse eat misc en place par rapport A ?11' on peut calculer son
effet de d6placement en un ou plusieurs points.

5. La frontiare de d~placement du sillage , en aval de L, est repr~sent6e par la formule (empirique)

511

La constante G eat ajustge de maniare 9 assurer la continuit6 des pentes au raccordenent
avec la surface de courant de l' 6 coulement potentiel passant par J*

La mrjdienne de la surface de d~placement entre D et le sillage est assimil~e 9 un arc
d'cllipse tangent A l'6paisseur de d~placement de la couche limite en D et 9. Ia forme exponentielle
(17) adoptge pour le sillage et passant au plus pras des points d~finis dans l16tape pr~c~dente
(ajustement par une m~thode des moindres carr~s).

6. L16coulement potentiel est recalcu16 le long de la surface de d~placement IVP d~finie par

*la couche limite sur le cylindre,

* larc d'ellipse entre D et L,

*la relation 4z7) en aval.

Une nouvelle estimation de 4V peut ainsi 9tre obtenue et comparfie a la valeur pr~c~dente.
Si 1'6cart est jug6 t-op important, le procescus est r6p~t6 jusqu'a cc que laccord soit satisfaisant.

7. La proc~dure suivie jusqu'& niaintenant fournit une solution de fluide parfait compatible
(approxinativeinent) avec l'effet de d~placement de la couche visqueuse et correspondant & des
valeurs A4 , 4, et q, fix~es. En fait, 0, eat une donnge, mais L$ et q9. sont encore
arbitraires.

Le dfibit qc est dgtermin6 en satisfaisant au thgor&e de la quantit6 de mouvement appliquE
au volume de contr6le DEL'LB (voir Figure 7~3 ), c'est-a-dire

(28) 217/ f ,r .277 A trr 2)7 (f, a) 4,,di 2771

Connaissant le champ de pression statique, fourni par le calcul de fluide parfait (la pression
est suppos~e constante entre l'axe et ;rj ), ainsi que le profil des vitesses en L (your fitape 3,
ci-dessus), la relation (28) conduit 9 une expression pour le coefficient de pression de culot K

La condition a satisfaire eat que Kp., dfiduit de (20), soit 6gal au coefficient /(O,4
correspondant & la pression dana le fluide parfait Bur la fronti~re de d~placeinent Den D.
Ainsi, l'6galitS A z Kptjo determine ia valeur de 9~ ,pour Zs fix~e.

0,
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8. La longueur de cavitg Is est ensuite d~finie par le critZ-re suivant. A one certaine abscisse
X3 Ia preasion sur la surf'ace de s6paration j~j redevient &gale a la pression de culot A,
Cette station est appel~e "d6but de la recompression de la couche dissipative". Il est alors

suppos
6 

que la pression d'arr~t sur Y, est constante entre .Z, et L (hypoth~se de recompression
isentropique de Chapman-Karat). Ainsi

I *

Rappelons que af peut tre &valu& par applicatioi. des relations de conservations (voir 6tape 4).
Les preasioz~s , et P. r~sultent du calcul de fluide parfait, (la pression statique est suppos~e
transversalement constante entre k et 4 ).L'unicit6 de -a solution eat donc assur~e par la
condition

qui fixe la longueur Lj

At'jn d'illustrer 1'application de la mgthode sur on cas concrkt, la Figure 79 monitre la fagon
pratique de d~terminer le d~bit q, dans le cas oa trois longueurs de cavit6 L, sont envisag~es
( 45)- 2,33 - 2,67 et 3). Le thgor~me des quantit~s de mouvement (28) d'one part, et le calcul

potentiel d'autre part fourniasent, chacun one valeur do coefficient KNc . L'intersection des deux
6volutions, ainsi dgfinies, dgtermine, pour chaque L.6 , le d~bit 9r etK

On porte ensuite, en fonction de Is , lea 6carts Kp, K& donnhs respectivement par l'gcoulement
potentiel et par la recompression isentropique sur Isa surface limite. L'intersection des deux courbes
fixe la longueor LS , puis lea coefficients K&et K& correspondant a la solution cherch~e
(voir Figure 80 ).

Lea exemples d'application qui suivent permettent de juger la pr~cision de la m~thode. La
Figure 81 montre l'6volution de KA en fonction de l'6paisseur de quantit6 de mouvement de la
couche limite au point de d~collement D. L'accord entre la thgorie et l'exp~rience eat ici tr~s satis-
faisant pour As/. inf'grieur a 0,014. Au dela, 'ef'fet de A, tend a tre surestim6. Lea exp~riences
montrent, qu'en fait, l'influence de , devient de mains en mains sensible, OKp, s'6tablissant
A one valeur pratiquement ind6pendante de A~ Pour > 0,015. En extrapolant l'6volution, prati-
quement lin~aire, de KAt, il eat possible de dgfinir la valeur limite correspondent a one couche
limite 6vanescente : IA h = - 0 , 3

d'o, one formole approchge, pouvant t-tre utile pour one estimation rapide de la traln
6
e d'on culot

cylindrique dana le cas d'une couche limite initiale de faible 6paisseur ( 9,/,,, <0o,014)

=A 1,375 (/e) -0,132

La preasion au point de fermeture de la cavit6 (recollement th~orique) eat on peu mains bien
pr~dite (Figure 

8
2a ), la thgorie 6tant d'envjron 5 % supgrieure 9. l'exp~rience. Le d6saccord provient,

vaisembla lement de l'bypoth~se d'effets dissipatifa n~gligeablea bora do proceasos de recollement.

Egalement, la th6orie surestime 16g~rement la lcrxgueur de la cavit6 (Figure 821b ), l'8cart
demeurant tootefois modgrg (3 a 4 %). Pour lea besoins pratiques, LS peut tre 6valu

6
e avec one bonne

pr~cision par la relation

LS= 2J*2# UZ,7 4

La thgorie de Vanwagenena 6t adapt~e par Chasipigny, de 1'ONERA, pour traiter des g6omtries
plus complexes que le simple cylindre. La Figure 83 montre on exemple d'application au cas d'une
maquette dont l'arri~re corps comporte unejupe d'angle 13 . La prevision recoupe bien l'expgrience
pour -O 0, mais elle tend a s'en 6carter loraque $ augente. Le dgsaccord est d'environ 15 % pour

P-15 0. 11 Taut cependant pr~ciser que le calcul de l'6coulement potentiel suppose, qo'en azsont
de la jupe, Isa maquette eat on cylindre semi-infini. Un calcul de fluide parfait aur la g~om~trie
exacte permettrait. peut atre, de rgsorber one partie de l'6ca-t constat6.

2.3.3.- Ecoulement transaoniqoe

A notre connaissance, il n'existe pas encore de mgthode vraiment opgrationnelle pour calculer
on 6coulement de culot quand le nombre de Mach de l'gcoulement ext6rieur eat voisin de l'onit6.
Dana ce domaine de vitesse, lea travaux: thgoriques n'envisagent pour l~e moment que le cas do recolle-
ment bidimensionnel aur paroi [87] . L'extension a one configuration de rgvolotion eat envisageable
mais ne semble pas avoir 6t faite.
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2.3 Ecoulement aui culot d'un arriare-cor s de r<evolution avec ,et pr2u!4Eif

2.3.1 _Ecoulements-externe-et interne supersoniques

2.3.1.1 _Sch~matisation des 6coulements

La structure de l'6coulement au culot d'un arriare corps 6quip6 d'une tuy~re propulsive a6t
analys~e dans la premi~re partie de cet expos6 (voir § 1. 3.2 et Figure34 ). Elle est extrmement
comolexe et les se,,leg m6thodies uratiques dont on dispose actuellement pour traiter ce genre de
problame sont du type global et reposent sur une sch~matisation assez grossiare des ph~nom~nes r~els.
N~anmoins, comme nous le verrons dans ce qui suit, elles donnent le plus souvent une tr~s bonne
pr~djction de la pression de culot. A :.otre connaissance, peu de r~thodes int~grales ont 6t d~veloppaes
pour traiter ce genre de probl~me. Signalons toutefois les tentatives th~oriques de Klineberg et al.

[88] et de Boger et al. [89] pour r~soudre le problame du d~collement de 1'6coulement externe
causg Par l'6clateient d'un jet propulsif tra5 sous d6tendu. Bien qu'int~ressantes, ces mathodes sont
encore trop peu d6velopoes pour que nous en Derlions ici.

Les deux thaories qui vont 8tre p)r~sent~es constituent une extension des m~thodes d~velopp~es
pour le recol-lement bidimensionnel sur paroi :la premiare utilise le concept de critare angulaire
de recollement, la seconde due a Addy [901 s'inspire plus 4troitement du modale initial de Korst.

En fait, lee deux m~thodes sont basaes sur des schamatisations tr~s voisines dont les traits
essentiels sont les suivants:

- la zone d~ccll6e, dalimit~e grossiarement par le triangle D Rt q .(D est le diamkre en sortie
turare) est A la m~me pression c que Les deux 6coulements non visqueux dacoll~s (6couleinents
interne et externe. )

- les processus visquetix soot superpos6s a tine structure d'6coulement de fluide parfait entiarement
datermin~e si la pression du culot Cest fix~e. Pour lee deux th~ories, la premiare 9tape consiste
donc a effectuer un calcul. de fluide parfait en proc~dant de la maniare suivante (voir Figure 814
Lee 6coulements non viequetix amont sont supposgs connus jusqu' en Dc et .0 Lc'est tine donn~e du
probl~me en rngme temps que les 6paisseurs de quantit6 de mouvenient des couches limites initiales).
On dispose donc, par exemple, d'une distribution de points sur lee caract6ristiques de dEpart (re
et (rl) o.a vitesse, pression, entropie soot connues.

Ayant fix6 )4 il est possible de calculer, par la m~thode des caract~ristiques, les fronti~res
isobares ( Ze ) et ( )des detix 6coulements de fluide parf'ait. Dane le cas di P& est inferieure A~
la fois g' t, et ,tj' (pressions en D, et D/, respectivement), 4 et Di sont a l'origine d'un faisceau
de d~tentes centraes (circonstance schamatisae, Figure 814 ).Il n'en est pas obligatoirement ainsi.
Si le jet est sous datendu, Nz petit Btre sup~rieure a e et alors tine onde de choc part de 0C . A
l'inverse, si le jet est surd~tendu, tin choc petit se propager depuis Di? . Lee detix lignee ( Ze ) et
( J ) se rencontrent g~n~ralement en tin point d'impact B,, distinct du point de recollement, R

R constitue le point de confluence en fluide no viqetx %n aval de 
5
T, le calcul peut 9tre en

principe poursuivi en imposant que sur la frontiare commune (G), les deux 6coulements aient mime
direction et mame preesion (condition de compatibilit6 le long dtine ligne de glissement). Il n'est,
en fait, pas n~cessaire de calculer (G), seule sa direction initiale )V en Rest n6cessaire a la
suite du calcul. En leur point de rpncontre, lee dewc 6cotilements subissent Tdes d6viations brutales
qui entralnent la formation des ondes de choc ( 4e ) et ( Ci ). Les intensit~s de ceschocs doivent
atre telles, qu'imm6diatement en aval de RT, les pressions statiques sont identiques dans lee deux
6coulements, ce qui d~termine VS et la pression commune t . La m~thode bas~e stir le crit~re
anguJlaire utilise tin mode de r~soltition du problame de confluence oO lee chocs sont remplac~s par
des compressions isentropiques. L'exp~rience montre, en effet, que les ondes de choc se 'orment par
focalisation d'ondes de compression a une certaine distance de RT. L'hypothase d'tine 6volution
isentropique doit donc conduire 9 une 6valuation plus precise de o.

- l'6tape suivante, qui va faire intervenir lee relations de fermeture assurant l'unicit6 de la
solution, consiste a appliquer la th~orie du recollement atix deux 6coulements. Pour cela, on admet
que tout se passe comsie si chacun d'eux recollait sur une paroi mat~rialisant la direction commune
de confluence (0 . Une telle hypothase est justifi~e par l'observation exp~rimentale qui montre
que la mat~rialisation par une plaque mince du plan de sym~trie d'un 6coulement de culot n'introduit
que des effets mineure dane le domaine proche du point de partage R oa le frottement pari~tal est
faible. Lee exemples pr~sent~s Figure 85 permettent de constater que la pression de ciilot n'est
pas affectge de faqon sensible, maine dane le cas oq tine injection de masse A faible vitesse est
pratiquge dane l'eau morte.

Nous allons maintenant distinguer lee detix approches qui conduisent, a partir de 19, a des
formulations di fferentes.
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2.3.1.2 -Th6orie utilisant is crit~re angulsire de-recollement_ (Carr i re, Sirieix, _Delery)

La calcul de fluide parfait, effectu6 comae ii vient d'8tre indiqu6 bri~vement, fournit les
6
l6ments suivants

- iongueurs d'6change assimil6es sin longueurs Le et £i des fronti~res isobares comprises entre les
points de cICoolienerizet Er P. , i

angles de recollement ?f, et O (d6finis Figure 84

La relation (11 ) du § 2.2.2 est alors appliqu
6
e pour d6terminar las coefficients d'injection

g6n~ralis~s, Cyt et Ctj , relatifs a chacun des 6coulements. Dens l'Evaluation des angles ?/

( F e , ,) W (Mi"/c ij) respactivement), ii est tenu compte de 1'effet de r~volution
au moyen de la fonction F calcul~e a partir de is g~om6trie des fronti~res isobares (e ) et ( )

Les debits massiques d'&changa, 9~et ,-, sont ensuite 6valo~a par

2~ 277tet114 ( 9 -

4

-0',! 1  441' sont relatifs aux conditions sur les fronti~res isobaras re4 et
respectivement,

- 4 , ,sont las 6paisseurs de qosntit6s de mouvement an 4c et Dj, pr~e d6tante Cou
compression) de Pe, A N et AC

L e2 -,, X <*£ '/C Z, 8tant is d6calage de l'origins fictive du m~lsnge,
voir § 2.2.2).

La prise en compte des terries de quantite de moovemanit ae t .1i n6csits, en g~n~ral, une
it~rstion puisqu'ils sont fonction de is vitessa d'injection du fluids au colot qui d6pend de
at 9;

Dane sa version actuslis, Is m~thode suppose las ph6nom~nae iso~nerg~tiquas (pas da bilen
thermique), si bian qua l'unicit6 de is solution (preesion de colot Ac st aeeur6e par is saule
condition

Jq y:I

oa q. est is d6bit injact6 au culot (dane is plopart deE cas q,= 0).

Les examples d'applicstion qui suivent parmattront de joger de is validit6 da is m~thods

-li premier cas, Figure 86 , st relatif 8 on arri~ra corps cylindriqus plac6 dens un 6coulsmant
uniforms de nombra de Mach 

t
i~= 1,97. L'arri~re corps st 6quip4 d'una tuy~ra coniqus. Lain valsurs

du nombre de Mach en sortie sont coneid6rs: Meo = 2 at Mi. = 3. Lee r~soltate pr~sent~e
montrent l'6volution de is preesion de colot en fonction do rapport de d6tents de is tuy~re.
La calcul prend en compte l'affet des couches limitas initialas.

-dane is deuiims example, Figure 87 , is nombra de Mach de is tuy&ra ast fixe CM' = 2,5) at dain
valeure du nombre de Mach externs sont consid6rs: Me, = 2,01 at Me, = 3,27 ({es masurae sont
axtraitas de is r6f~rsncs [911)

-li troisi~me example, pr6sant6 Figure 88 , correspond 8. one configuration oq is, tuy~ra 6msrgs
largament de l'arri&-a c-p- c- qu

4 
co-du~t 8. Ae

5 

1
onaua~rs de ligna da jet trds diffhrantss.

- nfin, is Figure 89 montre one application A un cas oa one injection de masse st pratiqo6s
au culot, pour plusisore valeurs du rapport de d~tsnts.

Il reesort de l'sembls de cas confrontations thgoria-sxpgrisnca, qua ia m~thoda conduit
a one pr6diction en g6n6ral stiefaisants de l'inflosnce des diff~rente param~tresesnvieag6e.
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2.3.1.3 _ Th6orie-d'Ad

Le mod~le d'Addy utilise, pour chacun des 6coulements, lanalyse du m~lange turbulent isobare
d
6
velopp~e § 2.2.2, lea couches limites initiales 6tant n~glig~es. Les frontie'res isobares ( ,,

et ( Ti ) constituent lea axes de r~f~rence par rapport auxquels les zones de m~lange sont pCsi-
tionn

6
es. Les 6quations de conservation sont 6crites en n6gligeant l'eff'et de r~volution, mais on

consid.~re le cas bZ[ lea 6coulements ne sont pas iso~nerg~tiquea, ce qui se produit, en particulier,
quand lea deux flux sont 4 des tempgr, ires g~n~ratrices diff~rentes ( T74 et 7j , respectivement).

Dana ces conditions, la temp~rature Thn du fluide emprisonn6 dans lleau morte est une inconnue
suppl~mentaire dont la d~termination oblige de recourir a une relation de bilan pour l'6nergie.

Nous allons reprendre rapidement la formulation utilis~e par Addy qui eat tr~s voisine de ce
qui a k6 excposg § 2.2.2.

La zone de m~lange eat sch~matis~e Figure 90 .Lea profili de vitesse et de temporature
sont de la forme

4L 'e = e7, 0

Le syst~me de coordonn~es intrina~ques (.Z,y ) eat mis en place par rapport au syst~me de
r~f~rence MXY) en satisfaisant. globalement l'6quation des quantit~a de rnouvement pour le volume
de contr~le deasin6 Figure .D'o la relation

-~ee,

La ligne de jet C/Jeat d~finie par la conservation du d~bit et r6sulte de

e, ee

Le transfert, de messe q (par xinit6 d'enivergure) azaoci& au processus de m~lange eat 6g&16 au
dgbit passant entre (})et la ligne limite ( t), soit, sous forme adimensionnc&.le

ee ~ e

Considgrons maintenant lea 6quations de bilan pour 1'6nergie.

L'6nergie transf~rde a l'eau morte par conduction et par travail des forces de frottemcnt le
long de la ligne de jet (~)est donnge par

ou, sous forme adimensionnelle

2A)

Cette Axp?-ession peut 6galement a'6crire, compte tenu en particulier de (29)

L '6nergie convect~eavec la masse entre (j)et C?)eat donn~e par

I

e: ~C CA T
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soit et e

ou encore

_ ele . / ed

Le transfert total d'6nergie est donc

e v + e

ou

__r e A ep A

Dans le cas de la confluence de deux 6coulements, la condition de conservation de l'6nprgie
impose

eTm = 0 e2 -- 0

oil -e, est l16nergie transf~r~e par l'6coulement 1

-el eat l'&nergie transf~rge par 116coulement 2

-e. 1 est 1'6nergie transferde au niveau dui culot

La conservation de la. masse dans l'eau morte s'exprime par Isa relation, deja utilis~e

q q, :

q.,, et R., sont des donnges du probl~me. Dens la plupart des applications traitles par Addy, q~r 04
La conxdition eft= 0 correspond A un culot en 6quilibre thermique avec l'eau morte. S'il n'an n'est
pas ainsi, e, doit tre 6gal. au flux de chaleur au culot (voir A ca sujet (97) , (98)

Pour les 6coulements de r~volution, nous 6crirons en adoptant las indices e et j pour
distinguer l'

6
coulement ext~rieur et le jet de la tuy~re

*i 2 77"-r ( , -*

ei=2 7 t(i-

oil Ze~ , ,C sont 6valu~s a partir de la th~orie du m~lange bidimensionnel. La longueur de
m6lange 'X , ui intervient dana las formulas pr4dentes, est prise souvent 6gale, pour chacun des
6coulements, a la longueir de fronti~re isobare comprise entre 1e d~collement at RT. Cette convention
ne correspond pas tr~s fid~lemant a la r6alit6, le m~lange isobare ne repr~sentant qu'une fraction
de Le ou Li. Pour cette aison, Addy a proposg une modification consistent a introduire des longuexirs

(LM~e# at (41j)e effectives d~termin~es, approximativement, an situant le point d- rencontre
des deux zones de m~lange

Rappalons qua la position de la ligne limita e puis q9I ) eat obtanue en satisfaisant aui
crit~re d'&chappemant qui, dana sa forme originale, consistea C crir, qua la preasion d'arrft sur (1)
soit ,tf , eat 6gale 9 la preasion satique A,: apr~s recollement. Afin de tanir compte de lsff'et
de r~volution, Addy [92] a modifi6 ce crit~re en l'exprimant anus la forms

oil k eat usia fonction du rapport des rayons an 4~ at j

qui psut etre repreantee par

k = o,483 + 1,o88 F - 0,874 ,,zS + 0,303 F3

Lsx figure 91 montre la corr~lation des veleurs exp~rimentales qui a permia de d6f'inir cette
courbe.

La mode dobtention de la : c.ution, pour e4, . 0, eat le suivant (voir F'igure 92

a. usia valeur de '/est fix~e a priori,
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b. differentes valeurs de An TO7-r sara consid~r~es.
Pour chacune d'elles, les debits 4e 6e #e, et sont calcul6s, puis on recherche,

par interpolation, le apre(,)qo tlqe 4 o et (Ar.)ae.o tel que 4e 0

c. les valeurs (A.7)Aq.0 et (A.)&e.o sont comparges. Si /(A..)jq~a-A.)Ao l~a
solution est trouvee. Sinon, les etapes a et b sont r~p~tees pour d'autres pressions de culot.

La th~orie donne en g6n~ral de bons r~sultats, bien que les couches limites soient n6gligges.
Nous ne pr~senterons ici qu' an nombre limit6 de confrontations th~orie-exporience choisies parmi les
nombreux cas calcul~s par Addy

- l~a Figure 93a montre leffet du nombre de Mach .L'arri~re corps est plac6 dans an 6coul.enent
uniforme de nombre de Mach M,, = 2

- ia Figure 93b met en 6vidence l'eftet de g~om6trie (rapport / = pour des condi-
tions Ile* et ff/ fjxges.

- l~a Figure 914 donne l'influence des effets thermiques (rapport r~i/7i variant de 1 a 3,5). On
constate que l'effet de temperature se r~percute assez faiblement cur Ia preecion de culot, du moins
pour des valeurs de 7~ pins trop 6lev~es.

Il pourrait en t-tre autrement, coiune nous le verrons dane la suite, dane le cas de missiles
6quip~s d'un propulseur il poudre ;alors 7i - 10 r . Il est 9 noter que pour de telles configu-
rations intervient 6galement l~a nature du gaz (ef±'et de J.).

Il ressort des comparaisons avec Il.exp
6
rience que lee th~ories que nous venons de pr6senter

ont une bonne fiabilit6. Leur int~r~t, outre l~a possibilit6 de pr6diction cur une configuration
particuli~re dont lee caract~ristiques sont fig~es, et de permettre une 6tude syst4-matique et analytique
de l'influence des nombreux param~tres qui affectent l~a pression de culot, chose qu'il serait tr~s
difficile et tras coateux de faire par l'exp6rience. Elles constituent en outre an outil pr&cieux pour
l'optimisation d'un arri~re corps en vue daune tralnee minimale.

Lee variations param6triques pr~sentges Figures 95 9. sont extraitee d'une publication
d'Addy [90] . L'arri~re corps consid~r6 est cylindrique.

- l~a Figure 95a montre leffet d'une variation du nombre de Mach externe Me. (M-# = 2,5). Pour an
rapport de d~tente Aj./j~e, fixfi, une diminution de Me fait augmenter l~a pression du culot.

- .a Figure 95b montre l.'effet d'une variation de Mi (Me, = 2) A &. /), Ac/s.,
cEroit quand ?fe, diminue.

- l~a Figure 96 montre l.'influence des facteurs g6om~triques F_ rI/,. et 164 ( demi-angle d'ouverture
de lia tuyZ-re conique). La pression de culot augmente quand F ou 8 augmentent.

- l. Figure 97 met en 6vidence l'effet duar du jet interne, pour ane g6om~trie de tuy~re fix~e.
II. y a donc 6galement variation du nombre de Mach Il.; , Si bien qu'il peat y avoir compensation entre
lee deux effete.

- l~a Figure 98 montre l.'influence du rapport des tempgratures g6neratrices zi/7r, . Lne augments-
tion de ili entralne ane croissance de lia pression d uo u et~r rssnil un

7 est glevge (de l.ordre de 20 % pour lrj / ri, = 10).

- l~a Figure 99 donne l.fivolution de l~a train~e globale (culot plus r~treint) d'un arri~re corps dont
on fait varier l.'angle de rAtreint Pe. on voit qu'il existe an optimum dont l~a valeur est une fonction
du taux de detente de l~a tuyere.

2.3.1.4 Autres th~ories

Avant 4e daore ce chapitre cur lee m6thodes de calcul de l~a pression de culot pour des 
6
coule-

ments confluents supersoniques, nous mentionnerons briavement l~a thgorie de Dixon et al [93] qui
suit l.approche d'Addy aux modifications suivantes pros:

- l~a frontiare externeC ( T ) n'est plus isobare mais est suppoe6e rectiligne, sa direction r~sultant
de l~a detente (ou compression) de A,,a

- l~a fronti~re 4 ) est calculge en lui imposant l~a rgpartition de preesion trouv~e le long de (.7

- il est tenu compte de lleffet de r~volution cur les profile de m~lange. par l~a transformation de
Mangler, et dane l'6criture des 

6
quations de bilan qui d~finissent et
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-la variante du crit~re de Korst, due a Goethert [94] est utilis~e :si le nombre de Mach #V4e su la
li gne limite (1) est subsonique, le fluide se recomprime isentropiquement jusqu'& AS~ ; Si

M1 > 1, V' 6coulement Sin- (f) subit d'abord un choc droit, puis se comjprime ensuite isentropi-
quement jusqu'l s

Egalement, Hong [95] a propos6 sne th~orie tr~s voisine qui pr~sente Les caract~ristiques
suivantes:

- frontiares (.re) et (.t) isobares,

- effet de revolution sur les 6quations de bilan,

- critare siodifi6 de Goethert

Nous retiendrons un exemple d'application qui est intgressait car il est comparg a des mesures
en vol (Lanceur THOR "de base" S/N 419). Comme on le voit Figure 100, la prediction est plut~t bonne,
(au dela d'une altitude de 90 000 pieds, les mesures Sont incertaines).

Signalons enfin des extensionsou am~nagementsde ces sch&mas th6oriques pour traiter lea
problames agrothermiques relatifs as culot d'engins multi-tuyeres qui int~ressent davantage les
lanceurs multi-6tages que les missiles utilisgs en tant qu'arrnes [96 4 100].

2.3.2 _Ecouilement externe subsonique et jet interne su~personiq~ue

Hormis des tentatives donnant des r~sultats surtout qualitatifs [1OI],il n'existe pas, a notre
connaissance,de m~thodes disponibles pour calculer in 6coulement de culot dans le cas d'un vol
subsonique ou transsonique. En revaniche, des th~ories ont 6t6 d~veloppges pour calculer l'interaction
entre le jet propulsif et n 6couleisent externe sub. ou traissonique sin- des configurations
d'arriare corps sans culot [102 a 105] . L'exposg de ces th~ories sortirait du cadre de la
presente coniference, aussi nous n'en parlerons pas ici.

Toutefois, il n'est pas exclu qu'elles puissent ser-vir de guide A 1'61aboration d'ui modale
qui tiendrait compte de lVexistence d'un culot.

3. METHODES DE REDUCTION DE LA TRAINEE DE CULOT

Depsis les exp~riences de Cortright et Schroeder [106] , on sait que l'injection d'un faible
debit de masse dans la zone d~coll6e est susceptible dVentrainer uric augentation sensible de la
pression de leau morte, et donc de r~dui-e la train~e de culot. Les traits essentiels du ph~no-
mane ont daja 6t& arialys6s as § 1.2.6 de la premi~ro partie.

Ce r
6
sultat est d'ailleurs parfaitement pr6dit par les th6ories que nous avons pr~sentges, en

particulier celles qui Soot inspirges du sch6ma de Korst. L'effet pest atre caractgrisg sirsplement
par lintrodsction du coefficient d'injection g~n

6
ralis6 C9 , d~fini § 2.2.2, et dont ous rappelons

ici l'expression (le terme de quantit4 de mouveisent de la couche lixsite initiale est omis pour raison
de simplicit6)

(So) (9 ft - f
eel a,,L ellA4LL

int repr6sente Ia quantit6 de mouvement lpar unit6 d'envergure) associ~e obligatoirement a l'intro-
duction du d6bjt massique snitaire q,. Si nous SUPPOSOnS que le fluide est inject6 avec une
vitesse Irf constante, -,~ s'6crit

11 ressort de la fonnule ( 3o ) que Ileffet de qusantit6 de mouvement se retraiche de l'effet de
masse. Il y a dooc intgrat, pour q..~ donng, A ce que ia vitesse dinjection soit la plus faible

P ossible. De toute fagon, pour sri dispositif d'injection donri&, Mt1 augmente obligatoirement avec 9,
et on doit s'attendre a ce que son influence n~gative finisse par l'emporter. 11 existe donc sri d6bit

q.optimal, as delA duquel A: se met i d~croltre.

Ce comportement est parfaitement confirm6 par l'exp6rience, comme le montre lea mesures
pr6sentaes Figure 30 (voir § 1.2.6 de Ia premiare partie) . Le rapport X~/it passe par so maximum
qui est d'autant plus 6lev6 que le rayon I*de l'orifice d'injection est plus grand, c'est-A-dire
que Ia vitesse Irft est plus petite, a q,,~ donn6. Le dispositif optimal, de ce point de vue, consiste
a injecter le fluide A travers ine paroi poreuse qui couvre toute la surface du culot. On pest alors
obtenir des augmentations de la pression de culotd~kc/Ac de plus de 100 %

L'injection as culot pout 6galement tre b~n6fiqse sur le plan de la traln~e de l'arriare
corps, dans le cas o celui-ci est &quip6 d'sne tuyare propulsive. Noss avoos d6ja pr~sent&
(Figure 89 ) un exemple d'application do la thgorie sir n' e configuration do ce genre. Toutefois,
l'intgrkt d'sri soufflage au culot pour in 00gmn do croisiare A propulsion a~rothermique eat discutg.
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Un bilan global montre, en effet, que la traln~e de captation du debit Q,,, peut l'emporter sur le
aai de train~e d.p culot -6sltant de ilaugmentation de A, [108]. En revanchie, le procfidE peut
s av~rer tree utile pour accroitre la port~e d'obus d'artillerie oil de missiles en vol non
propulsC, Le probleme fait donc l'objet de rechercbes actives dont nous allons donmer un apergo.
Pour des vols de courte dur~e (cas des armes). on peut envisager d'agir autrement que par simple
injection deir au culot et obtenir ainsi des efficacit~s bien plus grandes.

L'analyse th~orique [l09lmontre que l'effet est encore plus bhn~fique si l~e gaz injecti a
une masse mol~culaire faible et si sa temp6rature est l.evee (e±'fet d'apport d'enthalpie)

L'influence de ces facteurs a 6t6 mise en 6vidence, expgrimentalement, en particulier par
Baker et al. [110] puis par Townend [111]. Des experiences de ce dernier, il ressort notamment, qu'a
mime debit inject4, lhydrog~ne (masse mol~culaire M -2) peut donner un accroissement Ak/1,5 fois

supgrieur 9 celui de 1'azote (M -28). Ce r~sultat n'est 6videmment pas g~n~ral, il d~pend des circons-
tances de 1l6coulement Parfois, on gain plus important peut 9tre obtenu. Townend a 6galement montr6
qu'une pression h & ta pouvait atre r~alisge par combustion de l'bydrog~ne dans la zone du sillage.
L'intgr~t d'injecter des gaz chauds au culot a 6t6 6galement d~montr6 par Clayden et al. [ 1 1 2)dans des
exp~riences de soufflerie et par Andersson et al 11l31sur des projectiles d'artillerie (r~duction de
la train~e de culot d'envjron 70%)

L'augmentation de jZt , jusqu'9 l'obtention d'un effet propulsif ( > f, ), peut aussi 6tre
r~alis~e par combustion externe. Dans ce proc~d6, un m~lange combustible riche est injectS tranaver-
salement dans 11&oulement externe s~ipersonique en amont du culot. Par m~lange avec l'air, il se
produit alors une combustion dane le fluide non visqueux contigti au sillage. L'apport de chaleur et
de masse engendre one compression qui interactionne l'6coulement de culot et provoque uric remont~e
de la pression )kr . Des valeurs de A,~ sup~rieures 9 )t. peuvent, en principe,atre obtenoes par cette
mthode [114+ A 116]. L'aspect purement a~rodynsmique du phgnom Sne a 6t6 6tudig par Neale et al
en s imulant l'effet de la combustion par l'action d'une onde de compression agissant sur le proche
sillage d'on arri~re corps cylindrique.

Une analyse de 12action des differents parazeatres que nous venons de passer rapidement en revuIe
a 6tg efffectu~e r~cemment p~r Schadow et Chieze [117] eur on montage bidimensionnel constitug d'une
marche plac~e dane on 6coulement oniforme a Mach 2. Lee auteurs ont exain6 1'efficacit6 des diff6rents
procbd~s suivants, utilisisi s~pargment, 00 sisiultan6ment:

- injection au culot de gaz inertes (h~lium et szote) d~sign~e par BI

- combustion externe avec injection lat~rale sopersonique (EB)

- combustion externe avec injection lat~rale subsonique. Dane ce cas, il se produit 6galement one
combustion so culot, one partie du m~lange combustible 6tant entramng dane l'eau morte par l'inter-
m~diaire de Ia couche limite (EB/ER).

Exameinons lee rgsultats obtenus dane lee diff~rents cas

- Figure 101 influence de BI seul et de EB et EB/BR seules. Il eet bien vC-rifi6 que le gaz lager
( #r , M = 4) est nettejeent plus efficace qoe l'azote (M -28). Le proc~dfi EB/BR donne

one augmentation de preesion nettement sup~rieure 9 EB,

- Figure 102 effete cumul~s de BI et EB,

- Figure 102 effete cumult s de BI et EB/BR (injection d'h~lium). Cette derni~re combinaison conduit
& des preesions h lggrement sup~rieuree a t , d'o~i on effet propls~if.

En fait, d'apras lee conclusions des auteurs (et la suggestion de Townend), il semble que le
proc~d6 le plus efficace consisterait 9 associer one combustion au culot, par injection directe d'un
combustible, avec one combustion externe do type EB.
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4. CONCLUSION

Dana cet expos6, nous nous sommea efforcds de pr~senter d'une manibre aussi complbte que possible
un 6tat desconnaisaances actuelles aur lea problbmes d'4coulement de culot en ae plagant d'un point de v-ue
essentiellement pratique. Un examen ph~nom~nologique de ces 4coulements a permis d'en pr~ciser la structure
et de d~gager lea principaux facteura dlinfluence. Sur le plan th6orique, un certain nombre de m6thodes,
parmi lea plus usitdes, ont &4 pr~sent6es. Celles-ci conduisent le plus souvent hL une bonne pr~vision
des caractdristiquea esser.tielles de l1cc"ulement de culot pour des configurations & aymdtrie de r4volution,
en aubsonique comae en aupersonique. Dana ce dernier cas elles permettent de tenir compte de la pr~sence
d'un jet propulsif.

Il n'en demeure pas momns, que de nombreux: aspects des phdnombnes de culot restent encore insuffisai-
ment explor4s.

Ainsi, star le plan exp4rimental, on retiendra

- l'abaence d'6tudes fondamentales vraiment fiables concernant lea viteaaes transsoniques

- le manque d'analyses ddtailldea de la structure du d~collement de culot en tridimensionnel et plus
sp4cialement lorsque cet effet eat produit par la mise en incidence. Dans ce domaine, Ilexp~rimentation
est particulibrement difficile en raison des interactions de support et on peut regretter que le d~veloppe-
ment des syatbmes de suspension magn6tique n'ait pas kt6 activement poursuivi;

- la n~cessit4 d'entreprendre des recherches sur la structure de la turbulence dana lea 6coulements aie culot
ainsi que sur lea ph~nombnes instationnaires qui lui sont associ~s. L'utilisation de la v~locim4trie laser
doit rendre ici de prdcieux services.

Sur Ie plan thdorique, il conviendrait

- d'6tendre lea m4thodes exiatantes au tranasonique et aua cas subsonique avec jet, ce qui ne devrait pas
soulever de difficult4s Inajeures et de perfectionner lea techniques d'interaction forte;

- de d~velopper des mod~les pour traiter lea configurations tridimensionnelles (effet d'incidence, interac-
tion aillage tourbillonnaire - culot) ap~cialement en subsonique. Dana cette perspective, lea mdthodes
de singularit6s tourbillonnaires ponctuelles, en cours de d6veloppement & l'ONERA [118, 119] sont parti-
culi~rement prometteuses;

- d' 4tendre aux 6coulements turbulents axisym~triques la r~aolution numdrique des 6quations de Navier-Stokes,
la d~finition at l'adaptation des modbles de turbulence appropri~s devant se faire en 4troite liaison avec
1' expdrimentation.
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THE CONTROL OF GUIDED WEAPONS
by

George G Brebner
Aerodynamics Department

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hants, England, GU14 6TD

SUMMARY

The controls are at the heart of a guided weapon because the instructions issued by the guidance
system cannot be carried out unless the control system enables the manoevres to be achieved. The most
common form of control is thq deflected aerodynamic surface, which may be placed at the rear of the missile
(tail control), at the nose (canard control) or near the centre of gravity (moving wing). The character-
istics of these types are descrioed, with examples of tcil and canard controls and particular reference to
interference effects.

The origins and effects of cross-coupling are briefly described. The possibility of constructing
monoplane and cruciform tail control characteristics from single panel measurements, thereby saving wind
tunnel test time, is illustrated by an example.

Other types of control considered are mechanical spoilers, jet reaction controls and thrust vector
controls. Examples are given of typical characteristics of these three systems.

NOTATION

b wing span

c wing chord

cmean wing chord

C L  lift coefficient

C4 rolling moment coefficient

Cm pitching moment coefficient

C y side force coefficient

C normal force coefficient
z

C normal force coefficient on a single panel

Cbwc coefficient of force or moment with controls undeflected

C 6 6,6) value of Cbw c with controls deflected

d diameter

db diameter of base

D1D2D3D4 difference functions of coefficients

h spoiler height

KWorKW(B)

K.or KB(w)

Sor kW(B) ) wing-body interference factors to normal force

kB or kB(W)

K p roll factor to normal force

K C(W) factor to account for the effect of a low velocity wake

M Mach number

p roll rate or pressure

Pn )
Pn

qmn

rlmn ) components of increments in for,-! and moment coefficients

a m)Sklan)id
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V velocity

£ angle of incidence at zero roll angle

8 angle of trailing vortices below wing plane

31 6 4 deflectijns of control panels

mean downwash angle

Faileron deflection

'elevator deflection, or general control deflection

rudder deflection

* thrust deflection angle

P density

0total angle of incidence

4)
angle of roll

1. INTRODUCTION

This lectux. is concerned with methods of controlling guided weapons. As I said in the first lecture
of the Series, the controls are the essence of a guided weapon, because however clever the guidance equipment
and autopilot may be in compensating for erratic characteristics in the static aerodynamics, they caunot
function if the demanded manoeuvres cannot be realised by generating the appropriate control forces.

It is worth noting that during flight the controls of a guided weapon will probably never be at rest.
Even when no change in control force is being demanded by the autopilot, the characteristics of the control
loop, particularly non-linearities, give rise to a comparatively high frequency oscillatory signal which
causes the control to vibrate or "jitter". This feature is not unwelcome to the designer as it avoids the
limiting or "break-out" friction force in the mechanical system and thereby increases the speed o: response
when a demand is made. In addition, when hot gas actuators are used the "jitter" helps to prevent the
accumulation of products of combustion in the pipes. In some control systems the control deflection is
proportional to the manoeuvre demanded by the autopilot, with the "jitter" superimposed on top of it. in
other control systems, knaun as "bang-bang" systems, the controls can take up only one or the other of two
equal and opposite limiting positions. The control responds to a demand by deflecting to the limiting
position in the appropriate direction. In a more refined application of the "bang-bng" principle the
control is made to alternate continuously between the limiting positions and a resultant control force is
obtained by varying the lengths of time spent on one side or the uther.

The lecture is divided into two parts, the first being concerned with control by deflecting aerodynamic
surfaces, the second with other forms of control. The first part includes all-moving surfaces at the tail
and nose, moving wings, trailing edge and wing-tip controls. In general cruciform ronfigurations will be
studied, and the testing and representation of arbitrary combinations of control deflection are discussed.
The second part deals with spoilers, jet reaction control and thrust vecto- control.

2. DEFLECTED AERODYNAMIC SURFACES

In the case of aircraft, most deflected surface controls are in the form of hinged panels at the trailing
edge of a wing stabiliser or vertical fin. On some high speed aircraft a complete stabiliser is hinged,

and can provide bcth elevator and aileron control. This is the exception, however. In the case of guided
weapons the use of all-moving surfaces is the rule, not the exception, since the requirement. fur trimmedi
incidence and lateral acceleration are more demanding than for aircraft, and because it is easier to minimise
the hinge moments.

2.1 Tail Controls

The most common layout for aircraft and guided weapons is a combination of a body with a fi:ed wing
placed close to the centre of gravity and another set of surfaces at the rear. On a guided weapon these
rear surfaces not only act as stabilisers but miy also act as all-moving controls for motion in pitch, yaw
and roll. I put it in this way to emphasise that even though another method of control is chosen - say
thrust vector control - the rear surfaces are still required to achieve the appropriate stability, unless a
completely autostabilised system is chosen.

The control force developed on a horizontal pair of tail control panels in isolation can be estimated
by putting the two panels together and treating them as an isolated wing, the "nett wing". At the rear of
the body however this control force is modified by the following interference effects:

a. Control-body interference due to the body incidence, in the same way as for fixed wing-body
interference. This is represented by factors Kw and K to the normal forc on the nett tail, where
K takes account of the mean "body upwash" over the taiR span, and KB represents the carry-over lift on
tBe body.

J
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b. Control-body interference due to control deflection. This is represented by factors kw and kB
to the normal force on the nett tail arising from control deflection.

c. The downwash/upwash field from parts of the body upstream of the control.

d. The cownwash/upwash field from the wing upstream of the control.

e. The reduced dynamic pressure in the wake from the wing.

f. Panel-panel interference at Mi (for cruciform arrangements).

g. Base effects.

h. Gap effects.

The normal force on the nett tail is calculated in exactly the same way as for wings, so that the
particular problems of tail controls are concerned with the values of the factors I, KB kW , and kB, the
value of the induced velocity due to streamwise vortices, the reduced dynamic pressure, And the base and gap
effects.

The body-tail interference factors commonly used may be obtained from slender-body theory, as described
in references 1 and 2. By definition, therefore, they are independent of Mach number and strictly
applicable to planforms such as delta wings of low aspect ratio rather than to "ectangular planforms.
Corresponding factors for non-slender shapes have been computed using linearised supersonic theory. These
factors must be used intelligently and if there is any likelihood of the tail surfaces stalling, suitable
plausible assumptions must be made about the manner of applying the factors, though strictly speaking the
factors are not valid under these conditions. For example KW represents the increase in incidence of the
tail surface due to the upwash around the inclined body. It has the theoretical value 2 at the root section
and decreases towards the tip. Thus the local incidence at the tail root may be twice the body incidence,
even if the tail is undeflected, and this may bring the tail beyond its stalling incidence. Thus Kw should
be applied to the incidence of the nett tail, not to the normal force, and a knowledge of the characteristics
of the nett tail in a real viscous flow will indicate whether a loss of effectiveness is likely to occur.
If tail controls are very close to the base, there is likely to be a loss of body carry-over lift (factors

and k ) at supersonic speeds, since the part of the body on which some of that lift would act is missing.
is woud be analogous to the situation with fixed surfaces.

At a roll angle other than zero the interference factor K also has to be included in the calculation
of the panel loads.

The calculation of the downwash at tail surfaces is difficult, and the various attempts to do this have
met with mixed success. Another lecturer has dealt in detail with this problem, along with the wing-body
and body-tail interference mentioned above, so I will not deal with it in detail here. However some general
remarks will be in order since it is impossible to treat control problems without considering the effect of
downwash.

Behind a monoplane wing alone at incidence and at zero roll angle the trailing vortices lie at an angle
below the stream direction, the downward velocity being the result of their mutual interference. As the

vortex sheet moves downstream this mutual interaction causes the sheet from each half wing to roll up into a
helix. Slender body theory predicts that the angle of the vortices below the stream direction, 8 , is

given by:

8 8
2

In the case of a wing-body combination at incidence, the upwash around the body causes the vortices to
lie above the direction given by the equation for the wing alone, more nearly in the free stream direction.
In addition, in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of the body, image vortices of the
trailing vortices must be included inside the body cross-section and their contribution to the downwash must
be added to that of the wing trailing vortices. This system of vortices induces velocities in the whole
region downstream of their point of origin, including the position of the tail surfaces, and the vertical
component of these velocities - upwash or downwash - changes the effective incidence of the tail surfaces.

The downwash effect on the lift of downstream surfaces will probably be greatest when the surfaces are
closest tothe trailing vortices, and will therefore vary with incidence, particularly in the case of surfaces
downstream of a wing-body combination, since the direction of the vortices will move away from the surfaces
as the incidence angle increases. Also, this separation increases more rapidly as the longitudinal distance
between wing and tail increases. In addition to the effect of the wing vortices, the tail surfaces are also
influenced by any vortices shed from the body. The nett effect of the downwash on the tail depends on the
relative span of the wing and the tail.

Methods for calculating downwash based on slender-body theory have been presented by Pitts, Nielson and
Kaattari

2 
and Owen and Maskell

3
. The main difference between iem is that the former evaluates the inter-

ference load over the exposed tail span excluding the body, whereas the latter averages the downwash angle
over the whole span including the body. At supersonic speeds it is also possible to apply linearised
supersonic theory to estimate the downwash, using the relations for supersonic horseshoe vortices derived by
Mirels and Haefeli

4
. Plascott5 has presented a method for calculating downwash at supersonic speeds, based

on a flow model consisting of a number of discrete trailing vortices lying in the free stream direction and
applying the supersonic line vortex theory of Mirels and Haefeli. The method was applied to cruciform
configurations at 450 roll angle as well as zero roll angle, and to configurations w4'h the tail controls
indexed at 450 to the wings.

t--' ~
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Figure 1 shows a comparison between experimentally derived values of mean downwash and calculations
by Plaacott's metnod for t%o different cruciform configurations at speeds near Mach 2 and at zero roll angle.
Methods of obtaining experimental values will be described latgr. In the upper diagram, the comparison is
for a missile shape typical of the 1950s from tests by Bateman

0 
at M = 1.9. The leading edge sweep of the

wing is comparatively moderate (about 600) so that the free stream Mach number component perpendicular to the
leading edge is about unity and therefore any leading edge vortex development is likely to be weak. The
assumptions of Plascott's theory are therefore fairly plausible, and as can be seen from the diagram agreement
with experiment is quite good, allowing for the usual scatter in deriving the experimental downwash.

In the lower diagram, the comparison is shown for a more recent configuration with a wing having a
highly swept leading edge (about 750). The free stream Mach number component perpendicular to the leading
edge is therefore about 0.5-0.6, and an appreciable leading edge vortex flow can be expected. The geometry
of the trailing vortex system is therefore likely to be different from that of the first configuration and,
in addition, the more highly swept wing will probably have a larger non-linear lift component. As a result
the agreement between experiment and the calculation by Plascott's method is not good, and the discrepancy
between them increases as the angle of incidence increases which indicates that the non-linear lift is playing
a part. in both cases it is evident that the downwash decreases as the incidence increases, which is what
one would expect as the trailing vortices move progressively away from the plane of the tail. In the case
shown in Figure 1 the vortices were shed only from the horizontal wing panels and interacted (in terms of
downwash) only with the horizontal tail panels. If the configurations are set at any other roll angle, the
situation is much more complicated because vortices are shed from all four wing panels and interact with all
four tail panels. In addition, as the incidence angle increases the vortices may pass across the tail
surfaces from one side to the other. In general, a nett sidewash is induced as well as a nett downwash,
except in the other symmetrical position at 45

° 
roll angle. In Figure 2 we see the same configuration

as in Figure 1 but at 450 roll. In the upper diagram the experimental mean downwash is smaller at low
incidence angles, and decreases more slowly with increasing incidence, than at zero roll angle. The
estimated curve shows the same trends, but the agreement with experiment is less good than at zero roll.
In the lower diagram, the experimental downwash is very much the same as in Figure 1, and since the estimated
values are greater than at zero roll, agreement between experiment and calculation is better - probably
fortuitously. Various attempts have been made to improve this method by increasing the complexity - for
example by increasing the number of horseshoe vortices and by forming an approximation for the effect of
the singularities where the Mach cones from the origin intersect the tail surfaces - but no general
improvement over a range of configurations was obtained.

Aigure 3 shows a comparison between Plascott's method and the slender-body method of Pitts, Nielsen and
Kaattari

2 
for the two configurations of Figures 1 and 2 at zero roll angle. The slender-body method is

clearly less accurate for the wing with lower leading edge sweep and is more accurate for the wing with higher
leading edge sweep. In the latter case the reason is not too clear since the slender body theory, being
a linear theory, does not allow for the presence and effect of leading edge vortices.

The problem of calculating the downwash on downstream surfaces is one of the most complex in weapon
aerodynamics and as far as I know no generally applicable method, giving satisfactory accuracy over a wide
range of geometry, incidence angle and roll angle, has yet been developed. In calculating the aerodynamics
of a new weapon, reference to the downwash characteristics of a previous example of similar configuration is
advisable to supplement theoretical estimates.

This raises the question of how to derive the experimental downwash from wind tunnel tests. The obvious
method, of course, is to measure the flow directly at the tail plane position by means of suitable yawmeters.
This kind of test programme is time-consuming. Though useful for purposes of research and analysis, such
tests would not normally be done in the course of project testing, and so in practice the mean downwash on
tail controls must be derived from measurements that would be done for general aerodynamic purposes, that is
overall force and moment measurements, and possibly measurements of some of the forces and moments on an
individual control panel. Even so, to derive the downwash it is necessary to test partial, or incomplete,
models of the weapon, the body alone (B), the body plus controls (BC) and the body plus wings (WB) in
addition to the complete model (WBC).

There are several methods of determining the mean downwash, £ depending on the nature of the data
available.

KC(W) (1 - CB CWB (1)

CzBC - zB

where Kc(W) is a factor indicating the loss in tail effectiveness due to the low velocity wake from
the wing.

K (i --L) = CmWBC - mWB (2)CWC mBC mB

K ( -7) = Czp WBC (3)
c &wCzOp BC

where Czp is the normal force on an individual panel (assuming this to be at zero roll).

1 A- TO WBC (4)

Tr P~C
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where r is the control deflection at which the derived control normal force, (C - Cw) or
(C - C) is zero. WBC zWB

zBC Z
'12 WBC' --- Wb- (5)

72 BC

whre 72 is the control deflection at which the control panel normal force is zero.

The first two equations, (1) and (2), are essentially the same, assuming that the centre of pressure of the
control normal force is the same with and without the wing present. In practice the pitching moment due to
the control can usually be measured with greater resolution than the normal force due to the control so
Eq (2) may be prefereble on that account.

Where the panel normal force on a control in the horizontal position has been measured, this can be used
directly as in Eq (3) to measure the mean downwash. This differs from Eqs (1) and (2) in that these are
based on forces including the "carry-over" lift on the body, whereas Eq (3) excludes this component.
Finally, since the test will normally cover a range of control deflection, it is possible by interpolation
to determine the control setting at which the control contribution to the total normal force is zero (as in
Eq (4)) or at which the control panel normal force is zero (as in Eq (5)). As in the other equations, the
downwash is determined by using the ratio of this force with wings present to the force with wings absent.

Let us turn now to measurements of the control power of various tail-control configurations to determine
some of their characteristics. The purpose of tail controls is to apply a turning moment about the centre
of gravity in order to change the incidence of the complete m-ssile and hence change the total lift. It is
clear, firstly, that the force on the tail control is in the opposite direction to that required on the
complete missile and, secondly, that the effect of a given control force increases in proportion to the length
of the moment arm between control and centre of gravity.

Figure 4 shows the effect of control deflection on the overall pitching moment of one of the configur-
ations in Figures 1 to 5 at M = 1.4. The range of incidence is 00 to 200 and the control deflections range
from -200 to +200. It is clear that when a = 200 and ?=+200 the panel is at 400 to the free stream, and
the upwash around the body will increase this on average by another 50 approximately. Though the wing down-
wash will reduce the total, it is not surprising that there are indications that the control is beginning
to stall at this incidence. This combination of incidence and deflection is only likely to occur when a
missile generating a large lateral acceleration in one direction is required to reverse rapidly and "pull"
a large acceleration in the opposite direction. The same situation will apply of course with a combination
of a = -200, r1= -200.

It may be noted in passing that these characteristics illustrate a feature which I mentioned in my
second lecture, that non-linear aerodynamic characteristics can enable a missile to trim at a non-zero
incidence even when it is symmetrical. From Figure 4 we see that with the controls undeflected the missile
will trim at 80 incidence.

The next two diagrams, Figures 5 and 6, show similar experimental results for a configuration with large
delta wings and delta tail controls at zero roll?. In these diagrams, the panel normal force, -Cz, is
plotted, and not the overall pitching moment. Another difference from Figure 4 is that the incidence a
covers the range -200 to +200 and the control deflection 71 covers only positive values up to 200. In
practice this coverage is equivalent to that of Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the results for M = 0.6. For
constant values of Q , the variation of the panel normal force with control deflection is regular, but for
constant values of 71 the variation of panel normal force with incidence contains an inflection at il = 00
and 100 which increases to a more pronounced irregularity in the curve when 1 = 200. It is clear that a
decrease in incidence from 00 to -100 with = 20 can bring about an increase in panel normal force rasher
than a decrease. This is because the vortex interference at & = -100 causes an upwash rather than a downwash
and hence increases the effective incidence of the control panel in the positive sense. This tends to be
offset by the body upwash interference contribution to the effective incidence which is negative because the
body is at • = -10 . The various components that contribute to the tail panel normal force are shown in
Figure 7. It should be noted that kW(B) does not arise because of the presence of a physical gap between
the control panel andthe body. This gap, which enables a flow of air around the root section from the higher
pressure to the lower pressure decreases the nett force on the panel ii- whichever direction it acts, and has
to be allowed for by an empirical factor. According to inviscid slender-body theory, there should be a
substantial loss of lift due to the gap between an all-moving control panel and the body. This does not
appear to be found in practice, except when the gap is very large. Presumably with small gaps viscous
effects or compressibility effects invalidate the theory. Figure 8 shows some of the results for a delta
planform-body combination at M = 1.4 presented by Dugan in Ref 9. The large percentage losses in lift due
to the gap which ere predicted by inviscid theory occurred only for small values of panel defl-ction nd
incidence angle and for large gaps. Further experimental results for the effect of gaps will be found in
Refs 10 and 11.

0 0

In Figure 5, when 7 = 0 and 10 , we see that the slope of the panel normal force against incidence is0 o
very small near Q = 0 , indicating that the downwash is large. Then, as incidenc increases, the value of
the downwash decreases and the panel normal force increases more than linearly as a consequence.

Turning to Figure 6, and the results at M = 2.0, we see that the panel normal force slope near = 3
when Y = 00 is greater than in Figure 5, indicating that the downwash was less thw, at cubsonic speeds.
The extrcme irregularity in the curve between a = 50 and -50 at D = 200 has now disappeared. due to changes
in the relative magnitudes of the components in Figure 7.

In Figure 9, we see pimilar illustrations of the panel normal force for the very slender wing-ody
control combination shown'. Note the factor of 5 in the vertical scale between Figures 5 and -_ on on, hand
and Figure 9 on the other. In all these diagrams the coefficient -C, is based on the body cross-sectirn
area, but the control surface in Figure 9 is much smaller relative to fhis r f( ence area than the control
surface in Figures 5 and 6. Hence the magnitudes of the coefficients in Figure 9 are 'ery much less. The
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control deflections in these diagrams go as far as 30
°
, and we see that at M = 0.6 the curve of normal force

against control deflection has a maximum between I = 200 and Y = 300 for all values of 1L. This indicates
that the panel, which has a sharp leading edge and a djuble wedge cross-section, is stalling in this region,
and that increasing the deflection can cause a reduction in control power. The same thing clearly does not
happen at M = 2.0. The curves for 1 = 200 and T = 300, though somewhat irregular always show an increase in
normal force with increasing deflection. Although the results in Figure 5 at M = 0.6 only went as far as
n = 200, it is quite likely that the stalling behaviour of that control would have been different from that
in Figure 9, because the sharp-edged delta planform would be less prone to stall. One other difference may
be noted between the results in Figures 5 and 9. With zero control deflection, the slope of panel normal
force against incidence at M = 0.6 is more linear in Figure 9 than in Figure 5, and, in particular, is
greater near zero incidence. This suggests that the downwash at low incidence angles is greater behind the
less slender wing of Figure 5 than behind the more slender wing of Figure 9.

In Figures 10 and 11, the panel normal force coefficient for the slender cruciform model of Figure 9 is
plotted against roll angle at two angles of incidence, approximately 60 and 200, for various control
deflection angles and at M = 0.6 and 2.0. Perhaps the first thing to note is the shape of the curve for
zero control deflection at M = 2.0 and 200 incidence. Near -900 roll angle, that is when the panel is
almost vertical, the direction of the panel normal force is reversed over a range of about 40

0 
in roll angle.

It will be remembered that Figure 7 of my second lecture showed the panel normal force on this wing and the
same characteristic reversal of load. In the present configuration the control panel may well act as an
extension of the wing. At other values of control deflection up to 300, the same dip is apparent. Although
the effectiveness of the control is increasing, the pamel normal force is never lost. The corresponding
curves for M = 0.6 show the same qualitative features without any unexpected loads or reversals. At 60
incidence the variation of panel normal force at both Mach numbers is much more regular.

The results of Figures 5, 6 and 9 to 11 are measured on a single control panel. In the tests of
Figures 9 to 11, the "live" control panel and the one on the opposite side of the b dy were each deflected
in the same direction, that is, as elevators. Thus the lift distribution induced on the body is correct,
though not presented in these measurements. In Figures 5 and 6, only the "live" panel was deflected, and
since the span of the panel is quite large compared with the body diameter it may be that the panel loads are
not quite representative of those which would be measured if opposing controls were deflected in either an
elevator or an aileron sense.

2.2 Canard Controls

Canard controls are movable surfaces mounted well ahead of the centre of gravity of the body, so that
deflection of the controls applies a turning moment to the missile. The fixed surfaces are usually placed
near the rear of the body. They are large enough to provide the required lateral acceleration in trimmed
flight, with the appropriate level of stability. Canard controls therefore work on the same principle as
tail controls, that is, to develop a lateral acceleration by turning the wing-body combination to an appropr-
iate angle, and their location is generally chosen on the basis of convenience in installing the guidance
and control system. The guidance equipment must almost certainly be placed in the nose, and if the auto-
pilot, actuators and control surfaces can be located nearby a compact package is possible, avoiding the need
for connections running the length of the body.

Aerodynamically, the first point to note is that canard controls are deflected so as to provide a force
in the direction in which lateral motion is required, unlike tail controls which provide a force in the
direction opposite to that of the required motion. The response from canard controls might therefore be
more rapid. Secondly, canard controls are free from any downwash effects, but they themselves give rise to
a downwash field at the fixed tail surfaces. They introduce a new independent variable into the problem of
estimating downwash, namely the control deflection, which increases considerably the difficulty of a calcul-
ation which is already difficult enough. This downwash reduces the lift on the tail surfaces. The
requirement for static stability usually means that the tail surfaces are considerably larger and of greater
span than the control surfaces, and the lift due to control deflection is likely to be completely cancelled
out by the loss of lift on the tail surfaces. This augm.ents the turning moment effect which is the primary
purpose of the control, but it means that there is no resultant force in the direction of the required motion.
More seriously, however, it also means that any rolling moment generated by deflecting the canard controls as
ailerons is likely to be completely cancelled out by the load induced on the tail fins. Canard controls
are therefore regarded as unsuitabe for missiles where roll position or roll rate have to be controlled.
A way of overvoming this drawback will be mentioned later.

When canard controls are deflected and the body incidence changes in consequence, the angle of incidence
of the control panels relative to the free stream increases and the panel loads are high. In extreme cases
the control panels may stall. This is in contrast to tail controls for which the angle to the stream remains
small as the body incidence increases, and control loads and body bending are kept low. The actuator power
required for canard controls may therefore be greater than for tail controls.

In discussing tail controls it was said that the trailing vortices from fixed wings at incidence in the
absence of a body would trail backwards approximately in the wing plane, whereas with a body present the
upwash around the body moves the vortices upwards nearer to the free stream direction. In the case of
canard controls, the trailing vortices due to deflection of the forward surfaces will not be affected by body
incidence to the same extent. For example at zero body incidence there will be no upwash around the body and
the trailing vortices will lie near the plane of the deflected control. Conversely, at zero deflection and
non-zero body incidence, the direction of the vortices should be close to that arising from fixed surfaces.
Clearly, then, care must be exercised in calculating the downwash behond deflected canard controls.

It is not customary for cruciform tail controls to be indexed with respect to cruciform wings, though
Plascott5 does use some results on such a configuration for comparison with his method of estimating down-
wash. It is more common, however, for fixed tail surfaces to be indexed with respect to canard controls.
The reason for this is that, with in-line tail fins, the stability is low at small incidence angles because
the horizontal tail fins are close to the trailing vortices. With increasing incidence the stability
increases as the vortices move away above the tail. When the tail fins are indexed, t'ae stability is greater
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at low incidences and increases less rapidly as the incidence increases. These features are illustratea
in Figure 12 where the normal force coefficient and pitching moment coefficient for the configuration shown
are plotted at subsonic and supersonic speeds. At M = 0.5, the indexed fins clearly reduce the normal
force, and although more stable at low incidence the indexed configuration is less staLle above 50. At
M = 1.4, the loss of normal force due to indexing is less pronounced, and the pitching moment indicates
r-duced stability above about 20 incidence.

Further compari9ons of the effect of indexing the tail fins have been obtained from the results of
Spearman and Driver and are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The roll angle is defined as zero when the csnar
surfaces are horizontal and vertical. The configuration is shown in Figure 13, in which is plotted the
normal force coefficient due to adding canards to the body alone and to the body - rear wing combination,
to illustrate the effect of the rear wing on this lift increment. Despite a certain amount of scatter it is
clear that the normal force on the canard surface is effectively cancelled at low values of incidence. At
higher incidence angles, as the trailing vortices move away from the wings, the incremental forces come
closer together. The increments due to deflecting the canards by 80 in the elevator sense (all four controls
at 450 roll angle) are plotted for the same four configurations in Figure 14. With in-line wings the control
force on the canards is more than offset by the downwash effect at low incidence angles, so that the incre-
mental force is negative. Similar results are obtained with indexed wings at zero roll angle, but are much
less pronounced at 450 roll angle.

The fact that the control force may be more than offset by downwash effects has also been observed in
other tests. In particular, the rolling moment due to canards deflected as ailerons :ay be reversed at low
incidence angles by the downwash effect on the rear fins. As the incidence increases, the control rolling
moment is not only restored but may be augmented due 'o changes in the effect of the downwash field.

It has already been mentioned that during a manoeuvre away from the symmetrical zero incidence attitude.
the canard control deflection will be in the same direction as the change of incidence so that a high effec-
tive angle of incidence on the panel may be reached. If the control is required to be effective at high
values of incidence and deflection it is likely that some care may be needed to ensure that the panels do not
stall. Slender delta planforms with sharp leading edges are therefore preferable in such circumstances to
essentially unswept planforms which may stall at comparatively low angles, depending on thickness-chord ratio
and leading-edge shape.

The poor roll control characteristic of canard systems occurs because of the vortex interactions with
the downstream surfaces, and if these surfaces can be decoupled in roll from the body then the rolling moment
induced at the tail will not be transmitted to the body but will merely spin the tail in what is probably a
harmless manner. For example the tail surfaces could be mounted on a cylinder which rotates on bearings
around the main body. If the normal force on the cruciform tail panels depends strongly on roll angle, and
the tail surfaces roll freely in a random manner, undesirable pitching oscillations may be set up, and if
this is considered a possibility in any given case the tail panels may be deflected slightly in an aileron
sense so as to spin them at a comparatively high rate. In this case, the average stability margin will lie
between the 00 roll and 450 roll values.

Another way of aerodynamically decoupling canards from tail surfaces is to divide the body aft of the
canard surfaces so that the two parts of the body can rotate relative to each other about their common axis.
The front part contains the whole control system. When a rolling motion is demanded only the front part
rolls. With no adverse interference from the tail fins and because of the very low inertia of the nose
portion, a rapid response is obtained.

Although the main qualitative properties of canard controls are known, accurate estimation of the aero-
dynamic behaviour can still not be guaranteed because of the difficulties associated with the downwash calcu-
lations. Further analysis of accurate measurements is therefore still a highly desirable research objective.

2.3 Moving Wing Controls

In this system, the main lifting surfaces are placed near the centre of gravity and the stabilising
surfaces are at the rear. In this case, however, it is the main lifting surfaces which are deflected for
control purposes. Being near the centre of gravity, the control forces are not intended to change the body
incidence but to generate the lateral acceleration directly and therefore with a fast response. The moving
wings must therefore be of comparable size to fixed wings. If the body remains at approximately the same
attitude as before wing deflection, the body contribution to the manoeuvre lift will be lost. lhis can be
important at supersonic speeds since the adverse effect of increasing Mach number above M = 1 is less for
bodies than for wings. Apart from speed of response, the aim of limiting the range of body incidence is
the main purpose of using a moving wing system, and there are two reasons why this limited range may be
required:

i Because the guidance equipment will not permit too large an angle of body incidence or too lalge
a rate of change of incidence. This is because of the destabilising effects of aberration in the
guidance system, and is particularly important at high altitude where large incidence or deflection
angles are needed to generate the required lateral acceleration.

ii Because the power unit is air-breathing and the inlets would be less effective at high incidence
angles.

Aerodynamically, the moving wing system is qualitatively the same as a canard control system, with the
moving surfaces upstream of the fixed surfaces. However, the proportions of the areas of the wing and tail
surfaces will be different, and generally the wing will be of greater span than the tail. This means that
the effect of the downwash from the deflected wing is not so extreme as with canard controls, and only a
part of the wing lift is offset by the induced effects on the tail. This also means that a certain amount
of roll control is likely to be available from a moving wing system. The downwash effect on the tail will
tend to turn the missile bIy and increase the incidence to augment the control force. If such an incidence
change is not acceptable, the moving wing must be placed with its centre of pressure sligntly behind the
centre of gravity.

.4
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Variations on this theme may be considered in practical cases. For example it may be impracticable to

place canard controls as far forward as the aerodynamicist would like, because of the presence of guidance

equipment, the fuze, the warhead, etc. In such a case the moving surfaces may have to be large enough to

constitute a compromise between a canard and a moving wing system, and the precise aerodynamic requirement

will depend on calculations of the performance including the effects of the guidance and control system.

The requirements for body incidence also inspire the study of systems where both wings and tail surfaces
are deflected as controls. The tail controls can be used in several ways:

i To damp body oscillations induced by wing movements. This can result in a body lift in the

opposite direction to the wing lift.

ii To align the body along the flight path. This ensures that body lift is zero but does not detract
from the wing lift.

iii To control body incidence to follcw the wing deflection, so that high body pitch rates are avoided
but the lift is not lost completely.

The criteria by which such control systems - indeed any control systems - are judged can only be those

associated with overall missile performance and based on aerodynamic characteristics. However the aero-
dynamicist must ensure that adequate aerodynamic data are fed in to the studies,and this means consideration
of practical features which may not be represented or accurately predicted by theoretical methods.

2.4 Trailing Edge and Wing Tip Controis

The last form of deflected surface control that we will consider is that incorporated within a main
lifting surface, such as a trailing edge flap or a movable wing tip. The former, of course, has been
extensively studied for aircraft applications, but since aircraft wings are usually very different from
missile wings the results are not necessarily directly applicable.

There are two obvious disadvantages of trailing edge controls compared will all-moving surfaces:

i If the flap is hinged at the leading edge, the hinge moment is large, and therefore a large actuator
is required. This can be overcome to some extent by using a mass balance, or an aerodynamic balance in
the form of a small 1 ,dy projecting ahead of the tip of the control on which a compensating moment can
be generated. Alternatively, the control, though placed adjacent tu the main wing can be hinged about
a line near its own centre of pressure. This means that the forward part of the control projects above
or below the wing surface with possible loss of efficiency, particularly at supersonic Mach numbers
where the trailing edge shock from the rear of the fixed wing may intersect the deflected control.

ii The main lifting surface will generally have its centre of pressure near the centre of gravity of
the missile, which means that the moment arm of the control about the centre of gravity will be compara-
tively small. For purposes of rotating the basic wing-body combination, therefore, it must be less
effective than surfaces generating the same lift at the end of longer moment arms. However, on con-
figurations which ao not have a large lateral acceleration requirement, the only lifting surfaces may be
at the rear, and in these circumstances trailing edge controls may be perfectly acceptable.

Figure 16 shows a comparison of the panel normal force coefficients due to deflecting the three controls
7

shown in Figure 15. For comparative purposes the areas of these controls were chosen so that the area
multiplied by the distance from the centroid of the panel to the body axis was the same in all three cases,
in order to establish a basis for comparing their effectiveness as roll controls.

The flagged symbols in Figure 16 represent the increment in panel normal force due to deflecting the
controls 200 and the plain symbols the increment due to 100 deflection, over a range of incidence from
-200 to +200. At M = 0.6, the increment Az with the tail control is quite constant with incidence at both
100 and 20 deflections. The trailing edge control is more effective at positive angles of incidence than
at zero and negative values. At 200 deflection, the wing tip c)ntrol seems to be most effective at zero
incidence; at 100 deflection the experimental points are rather scattered but indicate roughly constant
effectiveness with incidence. Relative to each other the tail control panel normal force coefficient is
generally greater than that of the other two, and the trailing edge control is generally more effective than
the tip control. It must be emphasised that these coefficients are based on the panel areas in each case,
in order to compare the lift effectiveness in the three different positions. At M = 2.0, the effectiveness
of the tail control is again fairly conbcaj.t, though there is a systematic decrease as the modulus of the
incidence increases. The trailing edge control increases in effectiveness as the incidence changes from
-200 to +200, whereas with the tip control there is a slight decrease in effectiveness on going from negative
incidence to positive incidence. At negative incidence angles the relative effectiveness of the three
controls at M = 2.0 is much the same as at M = 0.6, but at zero and positive incidence angles the trailing
edge control becomes clearly more effective than the tail control. This seems to be due to a loss of effect-
iveness of the tail control rather than increased effectiveness of the trailing edge control.

In Figures 17 and 18, the rolling moment coefficients due to deflecting Sach of the single control panels
are plotted against incidenze, again for two values of deflection, 10 and 20 . This time it should be noted
that the rolling moment coefficient is based on the body cross-section area and body diameter, so that the
comparison is valid for the condition initially chosen, that is, the product of the panel area and spanwise
moment is constant. When M = 0.6, the trailing edge control at 100 deflection is roughly three times more
effective as a roll control than the tail surface, and the tip control is roughly 1.5 to 2 times more effec-
tive. The two wing-mounted controls show greater variation with incidence, however. At 200 deflection, a
similar relation exists as regards relative effectiveness, but in all three cases the variation with incidence
becomes more erratic. In particular, the effectiveness of the tip control falls off rapidly as the incidence
increases above 0 , and above 9 incidence the tip control is less effective than the tail control. When
M = 2.0, the effectiveness of the tail surface as a roll control is about the same as at M = 0.6 but the other
two controls are much less effective than at the subsonic speed. For Y = 200, the trailing edge control
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becomes more effective at positive angles of incidence whereas the tip control becomes less effective as at
M = 0.6.

The detailed behaviour of these various controls provides material for further study, but this is prob-
ably only worthwhile if the general characteristics are clearly acceptable for a given missile design.

2.5 Hinge Moments

For all ti- types and dispositions of control surfaces that we have considered, one of the most impor-
tant characteristics is the moment of the panel normal force about the hinge line. The hinge moment is
important because in almost all guided weapons it is desirable that the size and weight should be kept down
and therefore that the control actuation mechanism should be as small and as light as possible. This is
determined partly by the magnitude of the hinge moment and partly by the magnitude of the moment of inertia
of the control panel about the hinge line.

If the centre of pressure of the control panel is behind the hinge line, then the hinge moment acts
against the actuator when increasing the deflection away from the zero position, and acts with the actuator
when the deflection is decreasing towards the zero position. The centre of pressure depends on missile
incidence and roll angles, control deflection and Mach number, and in practice the hinge line must be positi-
oned to be a good compromise between the different flight conditions. If the missile flight covers a small
Mach number range, such as the high subsonic regime, say M = 0.7 - 0.8, then it should be possible to position
the hinge line so that a small hinge moment is achieved at all times. On the other hand, if the controls are
required to function over a wide range of Mach number, say, from 0.7 to 2.0, the hinge line must be chosen as
the best compromise, based on studies of the behaviour of the control system as a whole, including the auto-
pilot.

To obtain the hinge line position to the required accuracy, the centre of pressure may have tc be located
to within 1% or 2% of the length of the mean chord of the control. This is difficult to achieve by means of
theoretical calculaticns only, since the estimation methods for typical missile surfaces in three dimensional
viscous flow are not generally good enough. For canard controls and moving wings the task may be slightly
easier since these surfaces are not in the downwash field of upstream surfaces, but in the case of tail
controls the downwash field introduces difficulties. This field is non-uniform, but estimates and experi-
mental derivations are only average values which are not sufficiently refined to enable the centre of pressure
to be calculated. The centre of pressure, therefore, and the placement of the hinge line should be finally
determined from wind tunnel tests covering the full speed and attitude range of the missile. These tests
should be measurements of the control panel normal force and the pitching moment about whatever hinge line
is chosen for the tunnel tests. It is usually possible and worthwhile to measure also the yawing moment and
bending (roll) moment of the panel about the root section.

2.6 Control Cross-Coupling

So far we have considered only comparatively simple combinations of control deflection, such as the defl-
ection of a single tail panel in a cruciform combination or deflections of two or four panels as elevators to
generate a moment in a plane of symmetry. However on a missile with cruciform control surfaces, Cartesian
control normally involves response to independent steering demands in pitch, yaw and roll, and so, in general,
the four panels may all have different deflections. We must therefore consider how to obtain the resultant
effect of deflecting four control panels in an arbitrary manner. This leads us to consider cross-coupling
effects.

The force and moment components acting on a missile are functions of total incidence angle, roll angle
and speed. They are also functions of the four control panel settings. Consider the view of a weapon from
the rear, as in Figure 19, with incidence angle a and roll angle zero. If the two vertical control panels
are deflected equally as shown, to give a resultant side force to tne left, the forces acting on the two panels
will not be the same. This is because the upper panel is in a disturbed flow field on the lee side of the
body. There may be a thick boundary layer of low dynamic pressure which would tend to reduce the panel force.
and body vortices adjacent to the panel would induce local force increments. By comparison, the lower panel
on the windward side is in quite a uniform flow with only a thin body boundary layer. If the two panel
forces differ in magnitude as shown diagrammatically in Figure 19, there must clearly be a rolling moment
generated as well as a side force, and this rolling moment is said to be a cross-coupling effect, that is, an
unintentional by-product of a simple control movement due to the fact that the body is at incidence. In
order to get a side force and only a side force the upper control in this case must be given a greater defl-
ection than the lower so that the rolling moment is zero.

If we have a missile at an angle of incidence 0 , and if, by experiment or theory, we know the load on a
panel at any roll position from 00 to 3600, at any required deflection angle, can we then by simple addition
obtain the control force generated by four cruciform panels in any combination of deflections? If we could,
it would be easy to define the control characteristics of a guided weapon under any set of flight conditions.
It would be unnecessary to spend a lot of money doing wind tunnel tests of a large number of different combin-
ations of control deflection, and the mathematical representation of the aerodynamic control characteristic

for performance calculations would be relatively easy. There is thus a strong incentive to study these
possibilities.

In Ref 136 Forster and Southgate show the experimental results of deflecting four tail control panels as
ailerons by0 10 , in one case with no other deflection and in the other case with elevator and rudder deflec-
tions of 20 . The increment in rolling moment coefficient, ACt, due to the aileron deflection at M = 1.6 is
plotted against roll angle X in Figure 20. It is clear that when the elevator and rudder deflections are
zero ACt varies only slightly with roll angle. However with 200 elevator and rudder deflections the roll
control moment vagies greatly with roll angle and is usually very different from the first case. Indeed at a
roll angle of 285 the increment in rolling moment is zero, so that the elevator and rudder deflections have
completely destroyed the effect of the aileron deflection.

i L J
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The same panel-to-panel interfernce can occur between elevator and rudder defelctions (n and r
respectively), as sh8 wn by the experimental results shown in Figure 21. If, at zero roll angle, the rudders
are deflected by -10 , the incremental side force generated when the elevators are also deflected by -100 is
different from that generated when the elevators are undeflected. In Figure 21 the difference in incre-
mental side force coefficient with and without elevator deflection is plotted against incidence angle at Mach
numbers of 0,5 and 2.0. At M = 0.5 the effect of elevator deflection is on average about 0.5 in Cy, that is,
about 7% of the incremental side force (in a direction to reduce the negative increment resulting from -10

°

contrul deflection). At M = 2.0 the average change due to elevator deflection is negligible because, as will
be noted later, at supersonic speeds panel-to-panel interference tends to decrease. As can be seen from the
sketch of the body-control geometry in Figure 21, the panels are quite small relative to the body. If they
had been relatively larger the panel-to-panel interference would probably have been greater.

2.7 The Representation of Arbitrary Deflections

These examples show another form of cross-coupling, due to mutual interference between control panels.
The effect of deflecting any particular control panel may not be independent of the deflections of other
panels, and the simple idea of constructing the total control characteristics by simple addition of single
panel forces is not likely to be valid. However, the difficulties and cost of covering adequately the range
of possible combined control deflections make it worth while to try to find a suitable simplified technique,13
and a number of these have been attempted. One which will be briefly described is by Forster and Southgate
The starting point of their method is that the customary description of control deflections as aileron angle
(i), elevator angle (r1), and rudder angle (2) does not provide a proper understanding of aerodynamic cross-
coupling, and that the force and moment resulting from arbitrary control deflections should be obtained as
the sum of the contributions from the separate movements of each panel, 61, 62, 63, and 64. Let the co-
efficient of any component of force or moment on the complete missile with controls undeflected be Cbwc, and
let the value of this component with the above control deflections be C( 61 62 63 64). Using the notation
of Figure 19, if control panel 1 is deflected by an angle 61 the increment in the coefficient of force or
moment is Pl so that

Pl = C( 61 0 0 0) - C(O 0 0 0) (6)

P2 ' P3 and P4 are defined similarly.

Consider now control panels 1 and 2 given simultaneous deflections 61 and 62. Then the resultant
coefficient is Cbwc + p! + P2 + q12,'here q12 is a mutual interference term. q23 ' q34 ' q4 1, q13 and q24

are defined similarly.

If three control panels are deflected together, corresponding triple interference terms r123, r2 34 , r 41
and r412 can be defined, and finally if all four are deflected together a quadruple interference term 

1234

can be defined so that

cC 1 2 3 4) bwc p 1 +p 2 +p 3  P4 +q 1 2 +q 2 3 +q 3 4
c( ~~~ q 4  Cw + q3 p+ r1 + r +%

+ q41 + q13 + q24 + r12 3 +234

+ r341 + r412 + s1234 (7)

The method is developed using difference functions on the assumption that triple and quadruple inter-
ferences and the mutual interference between opposite panels are negligible. That is

c( 6 6 6 6 + ++q +q1 2 3 4) =bwc 1  P2 + p3 +- p4 -q 12  23

+ q34 + q4 1  (8)

In particular

C( 6 2 0 O) = Cbwc + P1 + P2 + q12  (9)

and

C( 0 82 O O) = Cbwc + P2 (10)

If we subtract these coefficients we get the difference function

D 61 6 C( 6 0 0)-C( 0 8 0 0)
1 1 2 1 62 62

Pl 
+ 

q12  (11)

which represents the cl.ange in the coefficient due to deflecting panel 1 with panel 2 already deflected.
;imila, difference functions D2( 62 6 ), D 3( 6 3 ) and D4( 6 4 61) can be defined. These functions depend

on incidence angle (0) and roll angle ()) an well as on the two control deflections, and there are five comp-
onents, two of force along the y and z axes and three of moment about the x, y and z axes.

Equation (8) may then be written

C( 6 1 62 63 ) =Cbwc 0j D 1 62 2( 6? 63
* D3C 63 64) + D4( 64 6 1) (12)

...
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The practical application of this method therefore involves making wind tunnel measurements of the five
components of overall force and moment for configurations with one control panel deflected (to give the p term)
and with two adjacent control panels deflected (to give the q term). If the cruciform symmetry is suf-
ficiently exact, the symmetry can be used to bring about a substantial reduction in the test programme. If
we consider tests over a positive range of incidence angle, 0 4 , and the complete range of roll angle
00 ) 4 3600, then the diagrams of Figure 23 show us that, for example

-cz', b 6 0, o, O)-C(,). 9 0 °
, 0,) 0, 0)

z a y a'

- C z( a . 1800, 0, 0, ba' 0)

Cy(T, +2
0 °

, 0, o, 0, 6a ) (13)

for one panel deflected, and

-C z(0, , 6
a' %, O, 0) = -Cy(0 X+900 , 6 a , 

6
b' 0)

= Cz(or, X+180, 0, 0, 6, 6

= Cy( a-, + 8 O, 0 0 ) (14)

for two adjacent panels deflected.

It is therefore necessary to deflect only one pair of panels if the roll coverage is complete. This is
very convenient, for in many tunnels the roll angle can be controlled remotely from outside the tunnel whereas
to change panel angles it is usually necessary to stop the tunnel, thereby wasting time. Indeed the argument
can be carried further, in that, by testing both positive and negative incidence angles in the same run the
effect of positive and negative control deflections can be obtained. In Ref 13, Forster and Southgate discuss
the planning of a test programme and show how savings of 30% to 85% can be made in the number of tunnel runs.
They also claim that the interpolation is more accurate using the D function technique, but to make use of the
symmetry properties the accuracy of model manufacture and wind tunnel measurements must be high.

It is necessary to consider the validity of the basic assumption that the triple and quadruple inter-
ference terms, r and s, are negligible. Using simple theoretical concepts of supersonic flow, we can draw
the limits of the Mach cone from the leading edge of a particular control panel root section and see where
they intersect the other panels, as shown in Figure 22. The parts of the missile outside this Mach cone are
unaffected by the deflection of this particular panel. For these typical proportions it can be seen that,
in plan view, the panel opposite panel P lies outside the Mach cone for M i 1.56 and the adjacent panel lies
outside for M A 2.60. If the adjacent panel were deflected so that its trailing edge moved towards P, this
limiting Mach number would be increased. In side view (Figure 22) the region of influence of the Mach cone
is a function of the incidence angle.

At subsonic and transonic speeds, with the Mach cone absent or having a very large Mach angle, the likeli-
hood of panel-to-panel interference is greater. The magnitude of such interference will depend on the
detailed geometry, and suitable experimental results should be studied to determine this. Subsonic theory
would help, of course, but viscous and non-linear effects would probably make the numerical results rather

unreliable.

It should be recognised that, though the symbol p represents the increment in a particular force or momen
coefficient when a single control panel is deflected, the changes in pressure which give rise to that force
will not be confined to the panel itself but, in principle, will act over the whole body, including the other
three control panels. Although the pressure changes on the deflected control panel will almost certainly be
the main contributor to the total change in the force, in the present analysis we are concerned with the effect
on the overall force and moment coefficients. Similarly the effect of mutual interference denoted by q is
due to pressure changes which may occur over the whole configuration.

Forster and Southgate present comparisons oetween coefficients measured directly with all four panels
deflected and the values synthesised from measurements with only one or two panels deflected, using the
difference functions, D. These are shown in Figure 24. The configuration was a tail-controlled, winged
missile and the results shown are for Mach number 1.55, incidence angle (T) = 24.40 (+ 0-15

O
) and the panel

deflections T1 =4 = 25O, 1 = 00. The comparison was therefore done at values of 0 ,_ 7) and 4 which makes it
quite a severe test. The figure in brackets is the limit of repeatability of the incidence setting in the
wind tunnel.

In an appendix to Ref 13, Forster and Southgate describe the formulation of a typical mathematical model,
using the D function technique. The general problem of simplifying the representation of pontrol effects is
that of treating functions of several variables in a tractable manner. A method by Allen is commonly used,
whereby an empirically obtained function of many variables can be expressed in terms of functions of each
variable singly. The number of functions required is minimised for a given accuracy.

3 OTHER TYPES OF CONTROL

The deflected aerodynamic surface is an efficient type of control and it meets the requirements of most
guided missiles. However, in ccrtain circumstances it is possible or necessary to use other methods of
control, and the rest of this lecture considers three of these, namely mechanical spoilers, jet reaction
controls and thrust vector controls. Since2 the control force available from deflected surfaces and spoilers
is proportional to the dynamic pressure, JPV , these controls are least effective when the dynamic pressure is
low, that is when the speed V is low or at high altitude where the air density, p, is low. In these condi-
tions jet reaction controls or thrust vector controls may be needed to achieve the required manoeuvres.

-d2
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3.1 Mechanical Spoilers

Controls of this type are not very common, but they are included for completeness. As the name implies,

these controls act by "spoiling" the clean flow over some part of an aircraft or missile, thereby producing a

change in the aerodynamic force. When they were introduced on aircraft, spoilers were of two main types.

One type provides aileron control on wings by projecting narrow surfaces running spanwise along the wings'

upper surfaces. They change the lift on the wing panels on which they are operating and hence apply a rolling

moment to the aircraft. They are preferred to hinged trailing edge ailerons in some cases because a trailing

edge control can cause an unacceptable amount of aeroelastic distortion on a sweptback wing, whereas a spoiler

mounted further forward can apply the control force nearer the centre of the planform. Additionally, a

trailing edge control can lose aerodynamic effectiveness at transonic speeds, and therefore cons ierable work
was done on spoiler controls in the early days of transonic and supersonic aircraft. The othe. common type

of spoiler on aircraft is the dive brake. Typically, this is mounted on the fuselage and consists of two or

more flaps which fold outwards from the body to increase the drag considerably, and therefore slow the air-

craft without upsetting the trim too much.

The subsonic and transonic flow about a spoiler is comparatively complex and will not be dealt with here.
A theoretical treatment has been given by Woods

15
. Fig 25 shows a gketch by James of the two-dimensional

supersonic flow over a spoiler on the upper surface of a flat platelu. The total force due to the increased

pressure upstream is usually greater than that due to the decreased pressure downstream, so that the resultant

force is towards the side opposite the spoiler. If the spoiler is placed near the front of the plate the
region of increased pressure is reduced so that the resultant force may be reversed in direction. Conversely,
if the spoiler is placed near the trailing edge the region of decreased pressure is reduced and the resultant

force away from the spoiler is increased. Alternatively a gap may be made through the -.urface just behind
the spoiler. The increased pressure on the front face of the spoiler and the decreased pressure on the rear
face mean that there is a considerable drag increment when spoilers are used.

Fig 26, taken from Ref 17 by James, shows the rolling effectiveness of a spoiler at the trailing edge of
a rectangular half-wing in the transonic speed range, compared with the effectiveness of a quarter-chord
trailing edge flap deflected by 40, and with a combination of the flap and spoiler. The measurements were
made during free flight tests and expressed as the non-dimensional roll rate, pb/2V, since it is not possible
to separate the rolling moment from the roll damping. It can be seen that the flap was generally more effec-
tive, except for speeds near M = 0.9 where the spoiler was up to five times as effective as the flap. The
effectiveness of a combination of the two methods is roughly equal to the sum of the flap and the spoiler
separately.

Similarly, Fig 27, taken from Refs 18 and 19 by Lord and Czarnecki, compares the lift increment due to a
full span spoiler and that due to a full span trailing edge flap on a tapered unswept wing at two supersonic
speeds. The spoiler is on the upper surface, so that ACL is negative. With both types the control effect-
iveness increases at negative incidence angles, and the advantage of the flap over the spoiler is less at
the higher Mach number.

Fig 28, taken from Ref 20 by Wiley, shows the increments in ralling moment produced by a spoiler at
various positions on a delta wing at Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.9. The outside edges of the spoilers lie along
a conical ray from the apex of the gross wing, and it is clear that at moderate angles of incidence the effect-
iveness of the spoiler is increased as it is moved back and extended spanwise. At the furthest forward
position the control force is reversed, as I mentioned when describing the flow field. At incidence angles
above about 15 the differences in effectiveness are considerably reduced. For the spoiler at position 3,
Fig 29 shows the effect of spoiler height on the rolling moment increments at M = 0.6.

Some indication of the magnitude of the hinge moments of a flap-type spoiler, hinged about its leading
edge, is given by the results from Ref 21 shown in Fig 30. The spoiler was at about 80% chord on the upper
surface of a 600 delta wing. The hinge moment is plotted against spoiler height for Mach numbers 0.62 and
0.96, and incidence angles 0 and 120. It is interesting to note that initially the hinge moment is negative
which indicates that it helps the spoiler to open, but thereafter it becomes more positive and resists opening.

The effect of various spoiler type controls on a body can be illustrated from the results of tests at
M = 4.3 by Pecover

22
. These tests covered a range of ten possible control devices on a cone-cylinder-flare

body, and three of the more effective of these have been chosen as examples. They are all at the rear of the
body, and Figs 31 to 33 show the change in pitching moment due to moving the controls.

The first is a set of four control flaps on the flare, hinged at their leading edges and deflecting both
outwards and inwards. The diagram shows the effect of deflecting a single control in each direction in the
incidence plane, on bo'h the windward and leeward sides of the body. As incidence angle increases, the flap
on the windward side becomes more effective, on the leeward side it becomes less effective.

The second control is an eccentric disc at the back of the body, shown in Fig 32. This can be displaced
from its central symmetrical position in any radial direction, and the diagram shows the effect of displacement
in the incidence plane. At a given angle of incidence this control seems to be equally effective for dis-
placements on the windward and leeward sides and for a given displacement the effectiveness increases with
incidence angle. The disc causes a large increase in axial force which may be as significant in varying the
pitching moment as the pressure changes induced on the body ahead of the disc.

The third control consists of four pairs of sweptback spoilers, arranged round the circumference of the
base as shown in Fig 33. The experiment studied the effect of raising only one of the eight spoilers in the
four positions on one side of the incidence plane. These positions on the port side were designated top
port, port upper, port lover and bottom port as shown. Three spoiler heights were tested. It can be seen
that the spoilers in the top and upper positions lose effectiveness as incidence is increased. There is
littlP effect of incidence for the lower spoiler, but the bottom ore is the most effective of all and becomes
more effective as the incidence increascs.
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Of the ten forms of control tested by Pecover, the swept spoilers are the only ones whicl afford the
possibility of roll control. Fig 34 shows the rolling moment induced by deflecting a single spoiler in the
bottom port and top port positions, with two different spoiler heights. Spoilers on the starboard side
would, of course, induce rolling moments in the opposite direction so that, for example, the bottom port
could be combined with the top starboard.

the experimental results shown for spoilers on wings and a body are only a brief indication of their
characteristics. Their main disadvantage compired with deflected surfaces is the comparatively large hinge
moments which are likely to occur, so that their use will be limited to particular circumstances where this
disadvantage and the appreciable drag increment are outweighed by the expected advantages.

There is a great deal of published information on spoilers, most of it dating from the 19",Os. lenerally
the applications envisaged were to aircraft, but some of the material could be useful for weapon design.
Ref 16 contains an extensive bibliography and Ref 28 is a bibliography of NACA work on wing controls of
various kinds up to 1954.

3.2 Jet Reaction Controls

Let us now consider jet reaction controls. The principle of their operation at supersonic speeds is
illustrated in Fig 35, taken from Ref 23 by Spaid and Cassel. This shows the type of flow pattern obtained
in two dimensions when a sonic or supersonic jet is emitted from a slot into the airflow past the surface of a
flat plate. It is a very complex flow field, and during the last 25 years many studies have attempted to
define it and to determine the effect of the most important variables. In addition to the reaction force
on the nozzle, the jet interacts with the external stream to cause changes of pressure upstream and downstream
of the slot, very similar to those induced by a mechanical spoiler. For this reason controls of this type
are sometimes referred to as "jet spoilers", but the primary control force is the jet reaction itself.

The ratio

Interaction force , jet reaction thrust
Jet reaction thrust in vacuo of a sonic jet with the same stagnation

conditions and mass flow rate

is called the Jet Effectiveness Ratio or Amplification Factor, and it can be greater or less than 1, depending
on the direction of the nett interaction force. In general the jet reaction thrust in the numerator will
depend on nozzle design and jet pressure ratio, so that the value of the mass flow in the denominator must be
adjusted when the jet pressure ratio of the numerator is varied. In much of the experimental work, however,
sonic jets were used in the models and consequently the mass flow was constant. It was therefore unnecessary
to adjust the denominator for each pressure ratio.

The first step away from the two-dimensional case is to replace the two-dimensional slot o. the plate by
a slot of finite span or a circular hole. The external flow can now go round the side of the secondary 4et
and the force on the plate due to the interaction between the jet and the free stream is reduced. If the 'et
issues from a slot or hole in an axisymmetric body, the loss of interaction force is even greater.

The interaction force is increased if the jet is placed near the trailing edge of a surface or the rase
of a body, because the low pressure region downstream is behind the base. This emphasises the strong simil-
arity to the mechanical spoiler. Conversely, if the jet is placed near the nose of a tody, the interaction
force is decreased. Fig 36, taken from Ref 24 by Watman and Meyer, shows the range of amplification factors
measured in some of these cases, plotted against the ratio of the jet stapnation pressure to the free strea
static pressure. Both sonic and supersonic nor les were included and for the nose jets the ioundary layer
was laminar. The range of free stream Mach number was from 2.4 to 4.5. It can be seen that as the pressure
ratio is increased the amplification factor for the flat plate decreases from about 7 to lbout I.'. For a
jet placed at the rear of an ogive-cylinder body, the expected reduction in amplification factor compared with
a flat plate is evident, the factor varying from about 1.5 at low values of pressure ratio to about 1.0 at
high values. With the jet near the nose, the interaction force reduces the total and is particularly mar,,ec
at low pressure ratios but the factor approaches unity at high pressure ratios. Thus at high pressure rat.os
the interaction force is small for all the arrangements.

The use of jet reaction controls does not remove the need for aerodynamic stabilisation, unlesr a fully
auto-stabilised system is used, and therefore tail surfaces may still be required. If so the,, can be used to
increase the amplification factor as shown in Fig 37 taken from Ref 24. When the jet was emitted between a
pair of cruciform delta surfaces the amplification factor was increased to the range of values typical of
flat plates. The wings have had the effect of constraining the flow around the side of the orifice, and the
amplification is a function of the wing span.

Fig 38 is an illustration of the comparative characteristccs of a jet rec-tion control using a cold air
jet and a deflected surface control, at high speeds and high altitudes. The csioice of values for the various
parameters is quite arbitrary. The jet is assumed to issue from a sonic noczlf on an axisymmetric tody. the
amplification factor varying from 1.35 at high pressure, high altitude, to 2.' at the lowest Pressure and
altitude. The contrast between the contr~l effectiveness of the two cases as altitude changes is quite
marked.

So far I have presented the amplification factor as a function only of the ,et pressure ratio and the
shape of the nozzle-body combination. The factor can equally well 1e plotted against jet mass flow or
momentum, and particularly for two-dimensional flow, this may be a more appropriate correlating parameter.
The effectiveness alio depends to some extent on the free stream Mach number and ieynolds nrter, toundary
layer condition, angle of attack, jet exit diameter, nozzle design and jet inrlination. <it. so many v, i-
ables, it is unlikely that any set of universal design rules for practical applications will emerp-#.

The applications I have so far envisaged for jet reaction controls are at high supersonic or hypersonic
Mach numbers at high altitude, and most research work has been aimed at these conditions. However there is
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no reason why such controls should not equally well be considered for use at subsonic speeds, sne the iynr-
amic pressure may again be low. In a subsonic free stream the dynamic pressure will be generally les than
the static pressure and the penetration of a sonic or supersonic secondary jet will be greater than through a

supersonic exterral flow. Flow photographs indicate that the jet 4ill not turn over until it has become
subsonic. At very low free stream speeds much of the inturference effect of the jet on the surface preosur2
is produced by entraiunent, which tends to reduce the plate pressure both upstream and downstream. As the

free stream speed increases the blockage effect becomes more apparent and the upstream pressure is increaised.
The values of amplific ition factor, can be quite high. Schult in kef 2' has quoted a value of about 10 for a

jet issuing from a slit near the trailing edge of a wir.g, compared with 5 at supersonic speeds. In this case
the jet was derived from a ram air supply. Much of the work on jets issuing from surfaces in a subson-c
strearn has been done in support of VTOL aircraft design, though in these cases th -Jets themselves may be sub-
sonic. A description of entrainment effects has been given by Pradbury and Wood '

.

Unless ram air is used, jet reaction controls require a source of energy additional to that available
from the free stream anc there may therefore be substantial penalties on missile size and weight. ihe secon-
dary jet may be provided from a stored gas supply or a gas generator. Alternatively, part of the propulsive
motor efflux may be used, but we shall see that if this is done it would be better applied to thrust vector
control. Perhaps the most suitable application for a jet reaction system in comparatively small missiles
would be for cases where a small control force is required for a short time, such as terminal guidance for a
basically unguided weapon.

Jet reaction controls appear to offer an ideal application for a wholly fluidic control system. Among
the advantages suggested are high reliability, insensitivity to electromagnetic and nuclear raufation, to
shock and vibration and to high and low temperatures, and unlimited shelf life. A study at RAE, however,
concluded that the problems of size, weight, power consumption and low speed of response outweighed the
potential advantages.

There is a very extensive literature on the interaction of a secondary jet with an external stream, and
Ref 23 contains a compreh-nsive bibliography. Ref 25 compares the roll control effectiveness of deflected
surfaces, spoilers and jet reaction controls.

3.3 Thrust Vector Control (TVC)

Finally, we consider thrust vector control systems. These operate by interfering in some way with the
efflux from a propulsive motor and thereby inducing a lateral control force. Naturally this control force
is available only when the motor is operating. Although TVC systems function by causing an asymmetric flow
condition in the propulsive -ozzle, their effectiveness is usually described by using an equivalent deflection
angle

* = - 1 side force
thrust force

Even when the nozzle itself is pivoted about a lateral axis the equivalent deflecticn is greater than the
geometric deflection, indicating that an asymmetric nozzle flow exists.

Early examples of missiles using a form of thrust vector control are SSl and Swingfire. Of course
tilting nozzles have been used in the control of long range ballistic missiles, but these are outside the
score of our course, and in any case the motors are liquid fuelled which confers a degree of flexibility not
possible with solid fuel rockets.

Ref 30 contains a review of TVC systems, but in general the open literature on the characteristics of
various forms of PVC system is somewhat sparse, and much of the information which follows is unpublished.
Fig 39 shows some of the devices which have been studied for application to missiles of higher power and
higher performance than the two early applications mentioned above. Typical deflection angles are shown
alongside. In two of the methods a fluid is injected into the nozzle just downstream 3f the throat

29
. An

interference flow pattern is set up similar in principle to that obtained with a reaction jet in a free stream,
and an asymmetric side force on the nozzle results. In one of the examples, liquid freon is injected into
the nozzle, in the other example part of the hot jet efflux is tapped from the back of the motor chamber and
reintroduced downstream of the throat. Between these two in effectiveness comes the axial sliding plate which
can be moved out behind the nozzle exit plane to prevent continued jet expansion on one side and hence provide
a side force. Next to it we have the semaphore spoiler which can pivot about a longitudinal axis and move
progressively in and out of the efflux. The blade can be shaped to give a suitably graded variation of
control force with deflection. Finally we have two systems which depend on rotation about a lateral axis, or,
in the practical case, about two lateral axes at right angles using gimballed or universal bearings. In one
case a "dome spoiler" can be deflected to provide control in any direction, in the other the nozzle itself is
rotated as required. This can give rise to a sealing problem. One way of overcoming it is to connect the
nozzle to the motor by a bellows. It is worth noting that with gimballed bearings it is not difficult to
link the TVC control with deflected surfaces, so that a hybrid control system effective over a wide range of
conditions is possible.

Fig 40 shows a tabulated comparison of some results obtained in a British TVC research programme. For a
Cartesian control system four actuators are required with fluid injection systems, sliding plates and sema-
phore spoilers. With gimballed systems only two actuators are required. With semaphore and dome spoilers an
appreciable thrust loss was found. The nozzle geometry was found to have only a second order effect on the
equivalent thrust deflection obtained. This is not unexpected since missile nozzles are generally under-
expanded to avoid excessive length. i'or the fluid injection systems motor duration was 2-3 seconds, for the
sliding plate 10 seconds, for the semaphore spoiler 20 seconds and up to 1 minute for the swivelling nozzles.

The most expensive part of a TVC system is the actuation unit and the choice will therefore be dictated
largely on grounds of relitive cost. Electrical actuation is cheaper than cold gas pneumatic actuation,
which in turn is cheaper than a hydraulic system. Hot gas and liquid injection systems fall somewhere between

the first two, depending on the requirement. Tests with fluidic switching systems proved disappointing on
grounds of attainable thrust deflection angle, size and weight.

- './l i U l | .. .. . . .. . . ... ...
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thrust vector controls show an advantage over deflected aerodynamic surfaces only when the latter are
rendered comparativ ly ineffective due to low dynamic pressure. Under these conditions T'L enables very
"agile" manoeuvres to be carried out, during which missiles may reach very high angles of incidence, %nd mch
of the recent interest in aerodynamic behaviour at these high angles is due to the power ;onferred by mooern
PVC systems. In particular the ability the make rapid changes in direction immediately after launch. ohile
the forward speed is still low, has been demonst,,ated.

Apart from the effect of misalignments, no control in roll can be obtained by deflecting a single ax>-
symmetric jet. However if multiple nozzles are used they can be deflected in combination to give a rolling
moment as well as pitching and yawing mome-nts.

The effect on the external aerodynamic chapacteristics of deflecting the thrust has not been widely
studied. A recent paper by Fleeman and Nelson 7, describes force and moment measurements on an ogive-
cylinder body at angles of attack up to 1800 with a cold air jet issuing from the base. !he nozzle could

0be deflected by 15 , and the tests showed that at a Mach number of 2. this deflection affected the normal
force and centre of pressure only at angles of attack greater than 1400. However if tail surfaces had been
present on the body these would have generated a substantial part of the normal force. They are particularly
susceptible to the e'fects of base flows, and hence the effect of jet deflection on the normal force and centre
of pressure might have been more noticeable. At a subsonic Mach number of o.85, the axisymmetric jet plume
had a marked effect on body normal force at incidence angles above about 40 , so it is possible that at sub-
sonic speeds the effects of thrust deflection on the external aerodynamics may be greater than those observed
at M =2.2.

It is interesting to compare the relative effectiveness of thrust vector control obtained by hot gas
injection and jet reaction control using the same hot gas supply. For TVC the equivalent thrust deflect:on
of 120 with a motor thrust of 3800 pounds (16900 Newtons) gives a side force of 790 pounds ( 500 Newtons).
If the same jet and sonic nozzle exhaust into a vacuum, the thrust would be about 190 pounds (850 Newtons),
so that an amplification factor of abo is required from the jet reaction control to give the same side
force as the TVC.

Thrust vector control is the only alternative system to challenge seriously the predominant position of
deflected surfaces as a means of controlling guided weapons, and then only in a particular range of applica-
tians. However, nearly all missile designs are "special cases" in one way or another, and it is well to be
aware of the characteristics of all the possible systems for achieving the required manoeuvres.
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out in the previous paragraph, different criteria exist for each category of the store
separation problem, and the above parameters play roles of varying importance in each
of these categories.

In general, stores having high density, high inertia, and high aerodynamic
stability will exhibit the most desirable separation characteristics. It is not always
practical to design stores with these characteristics as mission requirements can have
a significant impact on external shape and mass properties. For example, a high density
empty fuel tank would impose an impossible weight penalty on the aircraft with the fuel
tank in the full configuration, or it would be extremely costly, and impractical, to
design a rocket launcher (both full and empty) to the specifications of high density,
high inertia, and high aerodynamic stability. Fortunately, when one or more parameters
are compromised it may not be disastrous, for other parameters can often be adjusted to
adequately compensate for those that were compromised. It is the often necessary
compromise of these desirable characteristics that creates the problem and the require-
ment for fast and accurate store separation prediction techniques and facilities.

There has been much work done to study the effect of each parameter on the tra-
jectory of a store. Reference 3 is an example of a comprehensive parametric study where
the basic equations of motion were examined to study the significance of various para-
meters on both stable and unstable stores. The results were compared with trajectories
generated in a wind tunnel and with full scale flight tests. Reference 4 is another
example of a parametric study involving the F-14 and Phoenix missile. Again, it is
emphasized that store separation parameters are highly coupled, and the variation of each
plays a different role in each case. In general, however, these reports and other
evidence support the following conclusions:

1. The most significant parameters are store stability, the bomb ejector rack
induced moments, the aircraft flow field (function of Mach number and aircraft attitude)
and the aircraft acceleration at release.

2. The effects of bomb rack ejection force, store weight and dynamic pressure are
secondary and approximately the same for aerodynamically stable stores. These effects
become more important as store stability decreases.

3. Store moments of inertia are relatively unimportant for aerodynamically stable
stores but become more important as store stability decreases.

4. Flight path angle effects are normally small except for longitudinal store
displacement; however, at the higher dive angles the store will remain in the disturbed
aircraft flow field longer, thus flow field effects will be magnified.

5. Multiple, ripple releases are more critical than single releases because of
mutual interference effects of the weapon immediately after release, reduction of
ejection force due to multiple rack flexibility, and the increased probability of store
to store collision.

6. Aerodynamic damping effects are relatively unimportant; however, In some rather
special cases, for large or very heavy stores, the change in the store aerodynamic damp-
ing that can be induced by the motion (oscillation) of the parent aircraft may be large
enough to cause significant effects on the flight behavior of the store (see refs. 5
and 6).

2.2.1 Bomb Ejector Racks

No article on store separation is complete without at least a brief comment on
bomb ejector racks. For the purposes of store separation, there are basically two types
of bomb ejector racks in common use, those with single ejection pistons, and those with
dual ejection pistons. Typical racks are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The latter usually
have orifices which are ground adjustable to meter the flow of ballistic gas from the
ejection cartridges to the ejection pistons. This feature permits the force of each
ejection piston to be independently varied from completely closed to full open. Thus,
the ejection moment, and force, imparted to the store can be controlled throughout a
considerably wide range. These ejector racks are referred to as "tunable" racks and are
far superior to the single ejection piston rack, especially those with lw ejection
impulse. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the impulse performance between typical
ejector racks of these two types.

The Triple Ejector Rack (TER) and Multiple Ejector Rack (MER) currently used in
the United States are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The US versions of these multiple
carriers are presently equipped with bomb ejector racks having single ejector pistons
(Fig. 2) and low impulse (Fig. 4). The United Kingdom version of the TER is similar
but contains "tunable" dual ejector racks with high impulse. The stores carried on the
bottom stations are ejected down, and the stores carried on the shoulder stations are
ejected down and out at approximately 45 degrees. The problems associated with single
piston racks and the advantages of the dual ejector will become highly evident in
paragraph 5.4.1.2.

One of the big deficiencies in predicting accurate store trajectories is the
lack of accurate bomb rack ejection data. Performance curves such as Fig. 4 are
normally acquired at a ground based static ejection test stand and are used without
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correction for temperature, store aerodynamic loading, and dynamic and elastic effects
of the racks/pylons/wings. Adequate guidelines do not exist for correcting static bomb
rack ejection data. The only known proposed procedure is outlined in ref. 7 which
relates flight test and static end-of-stroke ejection velocity as shown in Fig. 7.
The variation in bomb ejector rack impulse, and consequently store ejection velocity,
due to MER flexibility can also be quite significant. Figure 8 from ref. 8 shows this
variation as four. 800-pound (363 kg) M-117 bombs are sequentially ejected from an F-4
centerline MER attached to a MER adapter and rigid test stand. The expected impulse is
obtained during release of the first bomb, but diminishes to practically zero when the
last bomb is released with no mass remaining on the MER to assist the reaction. Even
though a fairly low impulse cartridge was used, the forward cantilevered section of the
MER deflected away from the bomb being ejected by 3.5 inches (8.89 cm) laterally and
1.3 inches (3.3 cm) vertically. Reference 3 also reached the conclusion that "Present
knowledge of the ejector forces produced by aircraft release systems in the actual flight
environment is not sufficient to permit an accurate and detailed comparison of flight and
wind-tunnel-generated trajectories using ground static calibration ejector data alone."
References 9 thru 13 are excellent reports on bomb ejector racks and their contributions
to store separation. The M. L. Aviation Company (UK) now has a contract to develop a
bomb ejector rack test rig with a variable stiffness mounting to simulate torsional and
flexural stiffness, damping frequency and so on.

2.2.2 Aircraft Flow Field

As concluded in ref. 3, the interference flow field about a store laden aircraft
may be the most important parameter governing store trajectory. It is normally quite
curvilinear in form and varies with aircraft, store, store position, adjacent stores,
flight conditions, and aircraft attitude. Figure 9 shows the velocity components in
various lateral planes measured about three M-117 bombs on a TER on the inboard wing
station of an F-4 at 0.85 Mach (from ref. 14). Attention is directed to the large down-
wash at the nose of the weapon on the bottom station (approximately 200 ft/sec or 61 m/s)
and the large upwash at the tail (approximately 100 ft/sec or 30 m/s). This typical flow
characteristic produces an extremely large nose down aerodynamic pitching moment on large
diameter 16 inch (41 cm) stores at higher Mach numbers and results in unsatisfactory
trajectories for many weapons. This problem and possible solutions will be discussed in
detail in paragraphs 5.3.4 and 5.4.1. Figure 10 shows the same results from a wind
tunnel oil flow test conducted at the United States Air Force Academy.

The flow field about an F-4 does not always produce nose down moments. Figure 11
shows the variation in pitching moment coefficient as a large unstable store is trans-
lated vertically downward from its installed position on the inboard wing station of the
F-4 aircraft. Also depicted in this figure are the highly significant and typical varia-
tions in the flow field (represented by variations in the pitching moment coefficient)
with Mach number and aircraft angle of attack.

The use of the above type of experimental data to predict store trajectories will
be discussed in detail in paragraph 3.2.2.

3 Store Separation Prediction Methods _

There are basically two classes of methods commonly used to predict store separa-
tion trajectories. These are the purely theoretical techniques and various techniques
based on the use of wind tunnel data. Each method has its own utility, and the decision
as to which method, or methods, to use for a given problem must be made on the basis of
the problem itself.

3.1 Theoretical Prediction Techniques

The theoretical techniques are difficult to apply and limited in application
because of the lack of adequate transonic theory. They may, however, be used within
their realm of applicability for studies of noncritical problems, to explain certain
phenomena and in conjunction with wind tunnel test programs to reduce the scope of
experimental effort. Reference 15 is an excellent report which compares theoretical
techniques and experimental wind tunnel techniques to full scale flight test data. At
this times however, the wind tunnel is the only reliable store separation prediction
technique that can be used with confidence throughout the flight regime of our present
day tactical aircraft. This paper will address only the wind tunnel techniques.

3.2 Wind Tunnel Testing Techniques

There are essentially four major experimental techniques used today to predict
store separation trajectories. They are the Captive Trajectory System (CTS), grid, flow
angularity, and freedrop. Each has its advantages and disadvantages and the best method
or combination of methods depends upon the individual problem. The first three of these
techniques can best be employed by using the automated CTS rig, but off-line methods can
be used if necessary. The CTS is generally considered the most versatile and accurate of
the prediction methods and is often used as a base line for comparison of other techniques.
The first two make use of the automation of the CTS rig for data acquisition; however,
different types of data are acquired and in both cases the store trajectories are run at
a later time rather than on-line as part of the wind tunnel test. The following para-
graphs will briefly describe the four methods mentioned above, and discuss their advan-
tages and disadvantages.
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3.2.1 Captive Trajectory System (CTS)

The principle of the CTS is basically the same for all wind tunnels having this
capability. The following extraction from ref. 16 describes a typical CTS.

The CTS is used primarily for the trajectory analysis of air-launched
stores and is, in effect, a separation simulator which uses the wind
tunnel as an analog function generator for the store's aerodynamic forces
while the store is in the flow field of the parent aircraft. A typical
installation is shown in Fig. 12. The CTS hardware consists of a six-
degree-of-freedom store-model support system controlled by a closed-loop
digital computer system which solves the equations of motion using the
measured aerodynamic forces, mass, inertia, and other characteristics of
store launch. The parent model is supported, inverted for convenience,
from the tunnel's main support system at the desired angle of attack.
The store, suprorted on the captive sting, instrumented with an internal
six-component balance, and supported by the CTS, is removed a safe dis-
tance from the model until test conditions are established. The store
is then moved to the launch position.

Initiation of the trajectory cycle causes the computer to read the tunnel
conditions and store loads, convert the data to engineering units, and
solve the equations of motion using the full scale (or other) mass,
inertia, center of gravity, etc., applicable to the particular store
being tested. The computer then commands the CTS to position the store
to the computed location and orientation corresponding to post launch
time and, in addition, predicts the store aerodynamic loads at that
location. During the next data cycle, which is now initiated automati-
cally, the computer compares the actual location with that requested and
the measured loads with those predicted. If either the store position
or measured loads are not within specified tolerances, appropriate adjust-
ments are made automatically. The load prediction technique not only
serves as a rejection mechanism for spurious data but also allows for an
automatic adjustment of the trajectory step size. If the measured and
predicted loads are not in agreement, the data are rejected and the step
size is reduced by a factor of two. If the measured and predicted loads
are in agreement for a number (typically six) of consecutive successful
predictions, the interval is increased by a factor of two. The interval
length is bounded by an arbitrary value which insures that sufficient
points are taken to establish the trajectory. The total time for a com-
plete data cycle is between three and six seconds. The time required for
a complete trajectory encompassing one second actual flight time is less
than 10 minutes.

Figure 13 shows a block-diagram of the CTS to be installed at the end of 1976
in the ONERA 1.76 x 1.75 m2 transonic/supersonic wind tunnel S2 at Modane, France. The
complete system is monitored by a digital computer and is typical of other CTS facilities.

3.2.1.1 CTS Facilities

There are five known active CTS facilities in the United States. Two of these
are located at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) and are used with the
four-foot (1.2 m) transonic wind tunnel (4T) and the AEDC Von Karman Facility (VKF)
supersonic tunnels A, B, and C. Figure 12 shows the 4T CTS and ref. 17 provides more
detail of the system. Figure 14 is a schlieren of a supersonic grid test of a MK-84
bomb released from the F-4 aircraft which shows the VKF CTS. The Schlieren was taken
in the VKF Tunnel A which has a model injection system. This system allows the sting/
model to be moved from the test section to a lower chamber for model configuration
changes, etc., while the tunnel is in operation. Note the complicated flow field and
shock wave patterns associated with the supersonic problem. More details of the VKF
CTS can be obtained from ref. 18. The third active US government CTS system is located
at the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC). The installa-
tion is in the 7 x 10 foot (2.1 x 3.0 M2 ) transonic wind tunnel and is depicted in
Fig. 15. Additional details are to be found in ref. 19. The other two active systems
located in the US are used in the Vought Aeronautics Company four-foot (1.2 m, high
speed wind tunnel which is depicted in Fig. 16 and the Calspan Corporation eight-foot
(2.4 m) transonic wind tunnel, Fig. 17. Additional details of these systems can be
found in refs. 20 and 21.

The Aircraft Research Association, Ltd. (A.R.A.), Bedford, England, and the Office
National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA), Paris, France, have both
developed excellent facilities. Figure 18 depicts the A.R.A. system, referred to as a
two-sting rig (T.S.R.), to be installed in their 9 x 8 foot (2.7 x 2.4 M2 ) transonic
wind tunnel. The T.S.R. has been designed to be slender for transonic use and portable
for installation in other tunnels of comparable size. The rig is suitable for use with
complete parent aircraft models of about 1/8th full scale and with half models of about
1/4 scale; the relatively large size of store models considerably eases balance installa-
tion and model distortion difficulties. Further details are given in Refs. 22 and 23.
The six-degrees-of-freedom are achieved by a double roll system for the vertical and
lateral movements, with a third rotation/translation unit to provide roll re-orientation
and longitudinal movement. The store pitch, roll and yaw angles are achieved by means
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of a unit at the forward end of the translation sting. The position of the store rela-
tive to the parent aircraft model will be measured by a novel system using an upstream
television camera.

Figure 19 shows schematically the mechanical system of the ONERA CTS rig to be
installed in the ONERA 1.76 x 1.75 m2 transonic/supersonic wind tunnel (S2). An arm
with two hinges, each with two degrees of freedom, allows for vertical and horizonal
motions along with missile angles of attack and yaw; then a dual roll rotation system
ahead of the missile support, and a longitudinal motion at the rear part, achieve the
required six-degrees-of-freedom. The rig is typical in that it can be used either for
the captive trajectory method or for the grid method.

3.2.1.2 CTS Advantages

1. The CTS is generally considered quite accurate. Experience has shown excellent
agreement with full scale flight test data. The AEDC CTS was used for the USAF A-7D store
certification program mentioned in the Introduction. It is the primary technique used by
the USAF for store separation programs and throughout the years has resulted in enormous
savings of USAF resources through enhancing flight safety and reducing costly flight test
time.

2. Store trajectories are conducted on-line as the wind tunnel operates. Data
is obtained instantly, permitting immediate corrections or changes, if necessary.

3. CTS is relatively fast. The same number of equivalent trajectories require
much less wind tunnel time than freedrop. This is especially true for continuous flow
wind tunnels not equipped with model injection systems where much time is lost when the
wind tunnel is stopped only for single store model replacement.

4. Only one CTS captive sting store model is required for testing of a given
store. The store models are simple and do not have to be dynamically scaled as is the
case for freedrop models.

5. Depending on computer software, the CTS can be used to simulate store
trajectories where the aircraft released the store while in a dive/climb or accelerated
flight.

3.2.1.3 CTS Disadvantages

Facilities operating captive trajectory systems are continuously conducting
research and study programs directed toward improving the accuracy and expanding the
capabilities of their system. Improved software and integration schemes are constantly
being developed for new on-line computers which are faster and have increased storage
capacity. References 23 thru 27 outline in detail some of the deficiencies in the
system which have been noted throughout the years. Some of the general disadvantages
are:

1. Weapon trajectories are often relatively short in duration because of the
physical movement limitations of the CTS support structure and/or the balance limits of
the captive model. Unstable stores that rotate rapidly and tumble are especially a
problem. However, this has been significantly improved by the use of bent stings such
as the one depicted in Fig. 12.

2. Once a trajectory is run for a given set of parameters, the trajectory data
may become invalid if the mass, inertia, center of gravity, bomb rack ejection forces/
moments, or any other physical properties are significantly changed. However, the inter-
ference coefficients may be extracted from the CTS data and used in a similar manner as
grid data.

3. The captive sting or dual support method may require alteration to the store
afterbody to accommodate the sting and also raises the question of sting effects on the
store loads (Fig. 20). The results of extensive investigations to answer these questions
are contained in refs. 23 thru 27. The investigations concluded that the effects of the
support sting and store afterbody distortion are small. The investigations also con-
cluded these effects were often insignificant, opposite in trend and tended to cancel
each other. The case of neutrally stable stores was not investigated and these conclu-
sions may not apply.

4. Only single releases can be investigated. Multiple, ripple, and salvo
releases are not yet practical using CTS.

5. The feasibility of obtaining CTS trajectories of MER/TER jettison with
attached stores has not been proven. Asymmetry in these configurations and-the small
size of the MER/TER beam make balance location and proper loading extremely difficult.

6. At this time on-line computing capability and/or the difficulty of modeling
small scale control surfaces make some of the CTS facilities impractical for simulating
trajectories for guided weapons having active autopilots and controls during release.
However, in some cases the autopilot equations and the aerodynamic control effectiveness
can be incorporated into the CTS computer program to provide a complete simulation.
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7. Effective flow angles due to the release velocity of the store arv not
accounted for.

8. The present touchwire system used in the AEDC 4T facility (Fig. 21) has not
always resulted in good alignment of the store in its proper carriage position. Touch-
wires are small electrical contacts that provide signal indication that the store is in
the proper position. Vibration of the aircraft and/or store models contribute to this
problem, and often the store must be displaced several inches full scale from the proper
carriage position to start the trajectory. Figure 11 shows the dependence of the load
gradients on the store vertical displacement. These gradients for the pitching moment
are very severe near the carriage position. Touchwire gap and store alignment may be a
major source of error as indicated in ref. 24.

One promising solution which is in development but has seen limited testing in the
AEDC 4T tunnel Is optical alignment. This method utilizes an infrared source and receiver
in the aircraft model pylon as a doppler for precise measurement of store to pylon dis-
tances. This is an attractive area for additional research.

3.2.2 Grid

In this technique the grid data is normally obtained in the wind tunnel using a
CTS rig. Ideally, the CTS is programmed to automatically traverse the store model
through a given volume in the vicinity of the carriage station of interest and the aero-
dynamic loads on the store are measured at discrete points. The store may also be
pitched, yawed, and rolled at these discrete points. The data is then incorporated in a
six-degree-of-freedom trajectory program, and the aerodynamic forces and moments for the
Euler equations of motion are retrieved according to the store's position and attitude
relative to the aircraft. Figure 22 is a block diagram of a typical, modular six-degree-
of-freedom computer program for trajectory analysis.

For a given configuration, the aerodynamic loads acting on the store in the vi-
cinity of the aircraft are functions of Mach number and aircraft attitude as well as the
store vertical, lateral, and longitudinal positions and pitch, yaw, and roll attitude.
To acquire a comprehensive set of grid data accounting for all of these variables would
result in an extremely lengthy wind tunnel test program as well as a computer program
that requires a large amount of storage and run time. Reference 28 concluded that the
interference coefficients varied considerably more with vertical displacement than with
lateral or longitudinal displacement and that rotations in pitch, yaw, and roll at
various points in the grid have a minimal effect on interference. Figure 23 shows plots
of normal force and pitching moment coefficients versus store angle of attack at various
yaw angles for an M-117 bomb in an aircraft interference flow field. CN and CM are
rather insensitive to yaw angle, and the static stability derivatives (CN and CM ) are
constant throughout the interference flow field. Thus the interference effects go not
appear to be strong functions of store attitude. This suggests the use of a "limited
grid" where data is taken only as a function of vertical displacement (and, of course,
Mach number and aircraft attitude). The elimination of lateral and longitudinal data
points at various store attitudes considerably reduces the required wind tunnel time and
data handling requirements. Experience has proven this approach quite accurate for
most store separation problems.

Figure 11 shows a strong dependence on Mach number and aircraft attitude. Ref-
erence 29 reports good correlation with freedrop using a "limited grid" of vertical dis-
placement and store pitch at discrete points. It also supports the above argument; how-
ever, the variation in store incidence angle was limited to a range of +40 and -40. Ref-
erence 30 reports on separation studies for three guided weapons where the interference
coefficients were obtained only as functions of Mach number, aircraft attitude, and ver-
tical translation. In all cases excellent correlation with CTS and full scale flight
tests were obtained (see paragraph 5.7.1) indicating the importance of the initial
(installed) aerodynamic loads and that good results can be obtained with "limited grid"
data. Also, ref. 15 reports excellent results when "limitel grid" is compared to full
scale flight test, and ref. 19 reports on the use of the limited grid technique to
investigate separation problems with a US Navy gun pod.

3.2.2.1 Grid Advantages

1. Assuming data is obtained only for variations in Mach number, aircraft
attitude and store vertical displacement, the "limited grid" technique requires less
than half as much wind tunnel time as CTS to cover the same release conditions.

2. Grid is more general than CTS and freedrop but not as general as flow field.
Once the data is obtained unlimited trajectories may be run for that store and aircraft
configuration to study the effect of various store mass properties and bomb rack
ejection characteristics. It is well suited for store design work provided the store
external shape and aerodynamic characteristics do not change significantly. Although not
as general as flow angularity, it is quite valuable for trouble shooting during a flight
test program where time is usually critical.

3. There are no trajectory limitations due to sting travel, balance loads or
tunnel boundaries.
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4. Grid coiiveniently can be used to simulate trajectories for guided weapons
having active autopilots and controls during release.

5. Grid can be used to simulate store trajectories where the aircraft released
the store while in a dive/nlimb or accelerated flight.

3.2.2.2 Grid Disadvantages

1. Trajectories are not conducted on-line and problems cannot be detected early
in the program.

2. Grid has the same store positioning problems as CTS (paragraph 3.2.1.3).

3. Grid is subject to the same sting interference and modified store afterbody
effects as CTS (paragraph 3.2.1.3).

4. Multiple, ripple, or salvo releases cannot be investigated.

5. Errors can result because of the vast amount of data acquired when other than
a "limited grid" is obtained.

3.2.3 Flow Angularity

In this technique flow angularity data is collected in the wind tunnel using a
velocity probe often attached to a CTS rig (Fig. 24) rather than a store model for direct
measurement of the aerodynamic forces and moments. The CTS is programmed to auto-
matically traverse the probe through a given volume, or plane in the vicinity of the
carriage station of interest and measure the change in local angle of attack and side-
slip (Am, AO) at selected points (Fig. 9). Once the flow angularity data is obtained it
can be used to calculate the interference aerodynamics using free stream body build-up
data for the weapon. Using the pitching moment as an example:

The free stream pitching moment coefficient slope for the total store can be
represented by:

Cm m CmoB + CmaF

Where CM .B and Cmap are the free stream pitching moment coefficient slopes
of the body and fin respectively.

The interference pitching moment coefficient is calculated by:

CM INT ' BCm F" A F

Where A B and AaF are ha values at the center-of-pressure of the body and
fins of the store. The other coefficients are calculated in the same manner.

The flow angularity data is used in a six-degree-of-freedom digital computer pro-
gram for trajectory calculations. New interference coefficients are calculated due to
changes in Am and as as the store translates and rotates within the volume containing
the interference data. They are combined with the free stream coefficients to obtain the
total aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the store at each point in the trajectory.

CM total' CM INT + CM free stream
The aerodynamic forces are then combined with the physical forces such as store

mass, ejection force, etc., and the Euler equations of motion are integrated with respect
to time to obtain a point by point trajectory. The block diagram of Fig. 22 is also
applicable to this technique.

There are basically two approaches to the flow angularity technique. The first,
by Korn, is described in detail in refs. 31 and 32. In this approach the flow angular-
ities are obtained with the store, whose trajectory is to be calculated, installed in the
carriage position. The flow field of Fig. 9 is the one which would be used for the
bottom store of the TER. It essentially assumes that the store is ejected down into the
flow field that is measured below and around the store, and that this flow field does not
change due to the presence of the store as the store moves through its trajectory.

In the second approach by Blose and Barnes (ref. 33), the flow angularities are
obtained without the store whose trajectory is to be calculated. The initial store loads
are calculated using the flow angularities measured along a line where the centerline of
the store would be located if it were installed. It assumes that the flow field is
generated only by adjacent stores and structure, and the store whose trajectory is
desired is immersed in this flow field. It also does not account for flow field changes
due to the presence of the store as the store moves through its trajectory.

The first approach does not permit measurement of the true flow field around the
store because of obvious probe/store physical interferences. The second does not



account for the change in flow field due to the installed store, that is, mutual inter-
ference effects are not considered.

The main point is that neither of the approaches described above is correct and
there is no known practical method of accurately measuring the flow field about a store
laden aircraft. To date, however, the two approaches have not been evaluated against
each other and other techniques in a systematic manner. Additional research in this area
is highly recommended.

In spite of the lack of technical rigor, correlation with other techniques such
as CTS and full scale flight testing has generally been good in both cases. Figure 25
shows the comparison between the first (Korn) approach, and CTS. The trajectories are
for a SUU-51/B bomb dispenser which is a high density, aerodynamically stable store (after
fin deployment) approximately the size of an M-117 bomb. The simulated release was from
the bottom station of the inboard wing station of the F-4 TER. The flow field of Fig. 9
was used for the trajectory calculations. Figure 26 shows the comparison between the
second (Blose, Barnes) approach, CTS, and full scale flight tests. These trajectories
are for the guided weapon of paragraph 5.7.1. The flow field immediately below the clean
aircraft pylon was used for the trajectory calculations.

3.2.3.1 Flow Angularity Advantages

1. The trajectories generated by CTS, freedrop and other methods normally
apply to a particular store only. Flow angularity data for a particular aircraft is
taken at various Mach numbers and aircraft incidence angles and in principle can be
applied to many representative store configurations. For example, the flow field data
of Fig. 9 was taken for three M-117 bombs on a TER. This same data will also be used
for any other three large diameter stores on a TER provided they are reasonably similar
to the M-117. Data is taken for various sizes of single carriage stores and large and
small stores on the MER/TER installed at various stations. Adjacent stores are also
considered. Once the data bank is established, many stores and store configurations can
be cleared with a minimum of expensive wind tunnel testing. Also, as newJ stores are
developed, little or no additional wind tunnel testing may be required.

'. The data base provides a "quick look" capability and immediate response to
operational requirements by eliminating the need to schedule wind tunnel time and
fabricate store models. It is particularly valuable for trouble shooting during flight
test program where time is usually critical.

3. The flow angularity data serves as an excellent data base for store design
purposes. Many store designs can be iterated at minimum expense and changed without the
need to conduct additional wind tunnel tests. Also, the data may be used to estimate
the distributed carriage loads acting on the store for structural design purposes.

4. There are no trajectory limitations due to sting travel, balance loads, or
tunnel boundaries.

5. Flow angularity can be used conveniently to simulate trajectories for
guided weapons having active auto pilots and controls during release.

6. Flow angularity can be used to simulate store trajectories where the aircraft
released the store while in a dive/climb or accelerated flight.

3.2.3.2 Flow Angularity Disadvantages

1. The flow angularity technique is considered to be the least accurate of
the wind tunnel testing techniques. There is considerable art involved in making certain
assumptions such as the accurate location of the store center of pressure at various Mach
numbers in an interference flow field, especially in the absence of good free stream
store data. The method is not recommended for unfinned, unstable stores, or low density
stores where the aerodynamics become much more important than the inertial factors. This
is particularly true for clustered stores on MERs and TERs.

2. The technique requires a large initial investment in wind tunnel testing but
is quite cost effective if a large number of stores and store configurations are to be
cleared and/or if the aircraft becomes a prime weapon carrier and remains active for
many years such as the F-4.

3. The previously discussed method of calculating the aerodynamic coefficients
is subject to errors if the flow field gradients over the store are large.

4. Multiple, ripple, or salvo releases cannot be investigated.

5. Errors due to probe interference are unknown.

3.2.4 Freedrop

Freedrop studies are made by releasing or ejecting dynamically scaled store models
from a parent aircraft installed in the wind tunnel. The separation characteristics are
determined from either high speed motion pictures or multiple exposure (strobe) still



photographs taken from two or three (ideally orthogonal) locationE. The technique can be
used to determine the separation characteristics of single, ripple, salvo, or jettison
separations. The store motions are constrained only by collisions with the parent model
or the tunnel boundaries. In some instances the stores may be recovered with little or
no damage even when released at supersonic test conditions. The bomb rack ejection
foices are generally simulated by small pistons driven by coil or leaf' springs, pneumatic
pistons or small solid propellant charges (e.g. in the UK).

The static forces and moments generated by a flow field will be scaled if the
flow field and model geometry are similar to that of full scale. The aerodynamic accelera-
tions of the scaled store will be similar if the statis forces and moments, mass, center
of gravity, and moment of inertia are scaled.

Three scaling laws, termed "hteavy", "light", and "Froude", are commonly in us(:.
Again, the best technique depends upon the problem, personal preferences, and wind tunnel
facilities available. For example, the General Dynamics Corporation much prefers heavy
model scaling, whereas the light model method is used almost exclusively at the Vought
Corporation, and throughout the UK. The object is to preserve the proper ratios of mass,
length, and time for the store models in order that the store model will transcribe the
same linear and angular path with respect to the aircraft model as the full scale store
would with the aircraft. Reference 16 and refs. 34 thru 40 discuss the scaling laws In
detail and were used to develop the following discussion.

3.2.4.1 Heavy Scaling

In this method the free stream Mach number is duplicated, and the proper air-
craft flow field is preserved. It also preserves the ratio of the static aerodynamic
forces to gravity forces (store weight) at the time of release. The dynamic derivatives
(Cm , Cm.) are not properly scaled, and the angular motions are underdamped; however,
thege ar@ often less important than the gravitational forces. The requirement to maintain
the proper ratio of static aerodynamic forces to gravity often make it difficult or
impossible to obtain sufficiently dense materials. In this case "mass deficient" models
as described in ref. 37 are used and the bomb rack ejection force is increased to assist
the model in passing through the correct flow field as it separates the aircraft.

3.2.4.2 Light Scaling

In this method the free stream Mach number is also duplicated; the aerodynamic
forces are properly scaled; but the proper ratio of static aerodynamic forces to gravity
forces is not preserved. The gravitational force is deficient by the ratio of the modol
to aircraft characteristic length. Angular motion is properly simulated; however, linear
accelerations are incorrect; and the store model does not properly traverse the aircraft
flow field. Unfortunately, there is no practical means available to scale the gravita-
tional force; therefore, erroneous store separation characteristics can result from the
freedrop technique. References 41 and 42 suggest the use of a ferromagnetic sphere to
create a variable artificial gravity field about the wind tunnel test sectinn. Referencec
43 and 44 propose the development of a rig to accelerate the parent aircraft upward at the
instant of store release for elimination of the gravity deficiency. An actuator and
ejector synchronization system has been further developed from ref. 45 (see rof. hr) and
this could offer improvements for "mass deficient" heavy model scaling as well as light
scaling. This technique provides the required separation increment, but not the
relative velocity increment between the separated store and free stream. In addItIon,
It provides an unwanted component of vertical velocity to the aircraft model. Anothor
technique is to vary the parent model incidence during the acceleration. This method
maintains the correct local flow field around the aircraft model. However, the incIdenee
of the flow field relative to the separated store is incorrect and the separated store Is
deficient of the vertical component of velocity. The merits of providing alrcraft modol
Incidence variation during acceleration are therefore questionable (ref. hr ). Common
corrective methods include increasing the bomb rack ejection force as abovo and lnt,r,
with the use of a digital computer program, correcting the model trajectory by an incre-
ment depending on the square of the time scale and gravitational deflciency.

3.2.4.3 Froude Scaling

In this method the Froude number Is duplicnted and al dynamic nlmllaril]es
are preserved. The free stream Mach number, however, cannot also be duplicated, and thp
technique is generally limited to the lncompresslble crae.

2. Freedrop/CTS Comparison

2eference 47 reports on a program where the CTS was used to study the effects
of the various scaling laws and t, evaluate the accuracy of the CTS. Freedrop tests were
conducted with a variety of stable and unstable stores scaled according to the above
methods. 7hL[, provtded a set of "flight" data to use as a base for comparison of CTS
trajectorles of these ntores which were conducted using the mass and inertia of the full
scale stores an well as those of the "heavy", "light", and "Froude" scaled freedrop
models. The resilts of the tent showed the CTS to correlate very well w1th freedrop.
Typical a~reemer.t for a heavy model of an unstable store with very h itch rates
is nbown in Flig. e7. Comparisons of the various go& laws con? expectation
that the ne avj aind "r,,lde noldlinear motions, I9~~wl scale,
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whereas the linear motions of the light scaled models are much less than full scale.
The angular motions, particularly in pitch, show the largest differences between the
three scaling laws, with light model scaling showing the best correlation (ref. 47).

3.2.4.5 Propelled Missile Model

References 48 and 49 report on the freedrop tests of a dynamically scaled
propelled missile in the Modane S3 intermittent transonic and supersonic wind tunnel.
To this author's knowledge this is a unique test as the dynamically scaled missile model
was fitted with a scaled microrocket engine which was actually fired in the wind tunnel
after release of the missile model.

The heavy scaling laws as described above were used. The deviation between the
theoretical value of the force of gravity and the actual weight was compensated for by
adjusting the ejection device to impart a velocity which is homologous to that obtained
in flight under the combined effect of the accelerations of ejection and gravity.

Small weight deviations are usually not important in the case of vertical
ejection; however, the effect of gravity on the relative trajectory of a forward propelled
missile becomes significant. Its effect was simulated by an aerodynamic force passing
through the missile center of gravity. This force Aa was obtained by setting the missile
at a negative angle of incident aa *.Iitive to its normal position and rotating the fins
by an angle Aa to satisfy the following relationships:

Fp SIN As + Cz (&a, As) Sq = AZ

CM (Am,Aa) Slq - 0

Where Fp is the engine thrust, CM the pitching moment coefficient, S the reference area,
1 the reference length, and q the dynamic pressure.

It was necessary to study and make a set of solid-fuel microrockets to give the
thrust required by test similarity conditions in each case for the tests on firing self-
propelled missiles from a carrier aircraft. This thrust was set at as constant a value
as possible throughout the duration necessary for observing the phenomenon in question.
The tolerance of the deviation between the thrust direction and the geometric axis of
the missile was the same order as that or actual missiles. Finally, the microrocket had
to be made an integral part of the stru.ture of the missile while maintaining the re-
quirements for geometric and mass similarity.

Since the thrust s,:'le generally varies with the Mach number and the firing
altitude, it is indispensable to be able to adapt the thrust of the engine to the test
configuration without changing the construction of the missile. This variation is
achieved by changing the throat diameter.

Figure 28 shows the missile being launched in the S3 wind tunnel. Cross-checks
of the flight and wind tunnel tests and comparisons with the calculated trajectories
were made for missiles fired from a carrier aircraft. Certain of these comparisons had
excellent results, the deviations obtained not being greater than the scattering of
actual firings. Other comparisons dealing with the same type of missiles, but wh 4ch were
different from the first, were much less satisfactory: this can be attributed to the
failure to correctly achieve the similarity of thrust for the microrocket engine in this
case. A correction based on the difference between the actual and theoretical thrusts
did not make it possible to obtain a true correspondence because it was not possible to
account for the unknown interaction between the jet of the rocket and the aerodynamic
field of the carrier.

3.2.4.6 Freedrop Advantages

In general most papers report good correlation between freedrop and full scale
flight test. Freedrop can play an important role in any store Leparation program,
especially where the jettison of multiple ejector racks and stores as a unit is involved.
Some advantages are:

1. There are no physical limits due to sting travel. Trajectories are limited
only by the camera field of view and the wind tunnel boundaries.

2. There are no sting effects and weapon afterbodies do not have to be altered
to accomodate a captive sting.

3. A store can be installed in the proper carriage position on the aircraft
pylon eliminating the CTS touchwire errors discussed in paragraph 3.2.1.3.

4. Multiple/ripple, and salvo releases can be conducted.

5. Freedrop is applicable to jettison problems involving MERs and TERs with
attached stores.
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6. Folding fins and retardation devices can be modeled and operated during the
wind tunnel trajectory.

7. The effective flow angles due to the release velocity of the store are
preserved.

3.2.4.7 Freedrop Disadvantages

1. Stores must be dynamically scaled and are not always recoverable. Many
models of the same store may be required to cover store inertia characteristics (i.e.
full and empty fuel tanks) and the flight conditions desired. Models may be hard to
work and/or expensive exotic materials may be required to meet certain mass requirements.

2. Freedrop is sometimes much slower than CTS for high speed continuous flow
wind tunnels without injection systems. New drop models must be installed after each
drop; therefore, the wind tunnel must be stopped. This is usually of no consequence for
a bluw-down or a low speed continuous flow wind tunnel, but freedrop proves to be slow
and inefficient when conducted in high speed continuous flow wind tunnels not equipped
with model injection systems. One run per hour is not uncommon.

3. Time-space data must be reduced if quantitative trajectory data is required.

4. Releases from accelerated and dive angle flight can only be simulated
approximately.

5. Freedrop cannot be used to simulate trajectories for guided weapons having
active autopilots and controls during release.

6. Freedrop is similar to CTS in that once a trajectory is run for a given set
of parameters the trajectory data may become invalid if any of the store physical pro-
perties are significantly changed. However, the aerodynamic interference coefficients
may be extracted from the data and used in a similar manner as grid data.

4 StoreSeparation Flight Testing

Reference 50 contains an excellent description of store separation flight testing
techniques and the methods used to reduce the data to quantitative form. The majority of
the following discussion is extracted directly from this reference.

Much emphasis in the past few years has rightfully been placed on the preflight
analysis efforts of aircraft/stores compatibility due to the high cost and risk factors
that accompany actual flight testing. However, no analytical or wind tunnel prediction
technique can be effectively used to reduce flight testing without some method of correlat-
ing the predicted store trajectory to its actual inflight trajectory. Without a quantita-
tive inflight store separation trajectory definition system, it can never be determined
if the prediction techniques used are accurate. The following describes the methods used
by the US Air Force for the collection and reduction of store separation flight test data.

The aircraft used to release the stores is normally equipped with several high
speed, 1

6
mm motion picture cameras, normally operating at 200 frames/second and having

time annotation on each frame. The cameras are mounted to view the store release from
at least two angles, one of which should be as close as possible to a side view. So that
camera data will be of the highest quality, the cameras should be equipped with automatic
exposure control and wired such that when the pilot activates the stores release button,
the cameras are immediately turned on but the stores release signal is delayed by
approximately 0.5 seconds. This delay in release allows the cameras to reach full
running speed prior to the photographing of the store release. The cameras then run for
a preselected time (uaually 3 - 5 seconds) and then automatically shut off. This rel-
atively simple delay circuit installation has caused a significant increase of useable
camera data since its initial use a few years ago. In addition to these data cameras,
aircraft conditions at time of stores release are also recorded by means of a cockpit
camera, an onboard data recording package tied into the aircraft instrument system, or
(occasionally) by pilot, or flight crew readings of the cockpit instruments.

Once the store separation has been made, the quantitative photographic data must be
reduced to a form similar to that of the predictions so that a direct comparison between
predicted and inflight trajectories may be made. To do this, two techniques are currently
employed by the US Air Force; one, called "photogrammetry" developed by the Air Force at
Eglin AFB, and the other called "photo-imaging", developed by US Navy engineers at the
Pacific Missile Test Center and Naval Weapons Center. Both are capable of providing
excellent data, but the photo-imaging technique is superior in its usefulness and is con-
sidered to be state-of-the-art.

4.1 Photogrammetric Data Reduction

In this method, both the store being released and the aircraft pylon must be
painted with a background color and a contrasting-color pattern of dots whose positions
are accurately known with reference to some specific point (see Fig. 29). Size and
color of the spots is not fixed; they are optimized for accuracy and ease of film read-
ing. However, at least a specified n'imber of dots must be visible at all times in the
film. Onboard camera lenses are selected so that both the store being released and the
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part of the aircraft adjacent (pylon, for example) are visible on the film. After the
release, each frame of the onboard-gathered movie film is processed through a film
reader manually. These data, along with a series of geometric and physicsa. constants,
such as location of the reference dots with respect to a specific position, camera
location and lens focal length, are input to a computer. The computer output is the
store trajectory, printed out in terms of roll, pitch, and yaw angles and X, Y, and Z
displacements of the store versus time. Although a two-camera solution would be pre-
ferable, a one-car-ra solution can be used most of the time and will provide accuracies
of about + two Inches (5 cm) for displacements and + two degrees for angular motions.
The photogrammetric computer program requires starting estimates of store and camera
orientation with respect to the aircraft. A final, iterated, solution is then obtained
which achieves convergence for even poor starting values. After the first frame, the
program employs previous frame results as the estimate for the succeeding frame. Be-
cause of this, wing flexure and vibration are automatically eliminated. The computer
is programmed to print out the trajectories in both a tabular and plotted format, so
that a direct comparison may be made between predicted and inflight trajectories.

4.2 Photo-Imaging Data Reduction

This system utilizes an image matching technique to obtain spatial position and
orientation of pho'ographed objects with respect to recording cameras (see Fig. 30).
The system begins by projecting each frame of the onboard flight-gathered data film
through an optical system into a high resolution video camera and displaying the result-
ing image on a TV monitor located on an operator's console. Another high resolution
video camera is positioned near the console to view an exact scale model of the store.
This store model is mounted on a remotely-controlled six-degree-of-freedom model
positioning mechanism. The video signal from this second TV camera is fed through a
video mixer, and the resulting image is simultaneously displayed on the same TV monitor
as that from the data film. The operator can adjust the position and orientation of the
store model through the use of a set of levers on the console. He adjusts the store
model until the image of the store on the positioner is exactly superimposed on the
image of the store from the data film (a process similar to using a camera range finder).
Once the two images are exactly aligned and superimposed, the operator can press a single
button which transfers the encoded frame count and position data to an IBM card. Each
frame of the film is similarly reduced until a card deck is generated. This deck is
input to a computer program--just as in the photogrammetry process--to solve the spatial
relationships. The output from the photo-imaging technique is a set Lf tabular data and
selected plots which accurately define the store separation trajectory to compare directly
with the predictions. This technique produces extremely accurate data (+ 0.1 ft Cf 3 cm]
for displacements and + 1.00 for angles) and has the added advantage of not requiring a
complex painting scheme on the store and aircraft. Because of this, the cost of reducing
the film data from a specific store separation is about one half that of the photo-
grammetric technique. A photo-imaging system now exists at three US Navy testing loca-
tions.

4.3 CHASE

Reference 51 reports on a new photogrammetric technique called CHASE which was
developed by the McDonnel Aircraft Company and used to support the F-15 program. CHASE
is an analytical and software technique that yields six-degrees-of-freedom data with ah
accuracy equal to, or better than, any other existing system. The system is fast. A
separation requires, on the average, only one hour on a film reader and two minutes on an
average computer. Three important advantages are that the system requires little pre-
paration since the stores need no marking; no special equipment is required; and the
results are independent of the camera position. This last advantage is responsible for
the system name, CHASE, as the ultimate objective for future development is the
quantitative reduction of film taken from a "chase" aircraft.

The CHASE concept is shown in Fig. 31

(1) In the field of view information of three targets on the airplane is
read from the film. These three targets are referred to as Boresite Tar-
gets. Their positions are converted into included angles between the
lines of sight from the camera. These lines form a tetrahedron, a rigid
structure. The baseline dimensions of this tetrahedron are estab.ished
using the aircraft stations of the boresight points. An iterative tech-
nique using the Laws-of-Cosines is used to locate the camera such that
the projected radials make a best fit of the 'argets. When the coordinate
sum of the successive radial errors is less trnan one inch, a solution has
been established locating the camera. The orientation or look angle of
the camera is computed using this camera location and the optical transfer
functions. The camera location and orientation is computed for every frame
that is processed. Each frame then is in itself a complete solution, and
is not dependent upon another camera, nor is it time dependent. It adjusts
for the conditions that exist at that very precise moment.

(2) Using that same frame, three points are read on the store. Various
features of the store having distinct outlines are used for these three
points. Again the included angles to those points define another
tetrahedron. Using the location of these points for the baseline of that
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tetrahedron, the base is shifted around in the same manner until there
is a best fit for the radials. When the sum of the differences is less
than one tenth of an inch (2.5 mm), the location of the plane (the
stores coordinate system in space) is established.

(3) At this point the store is num~rically reconstructed. From
.his numerical representation the data, as requested by the user,
Is precisely furnished. Discrete points on, in or outside the store
and attitudes of a preferred coordinate system are presented rather
than the traditional nose, CG, tail. The analyst can now .bserve
clearances of critical points. This is particula-ly beneficial for
nonsymmetrical stores or those having protrusions.

The basis of the technique is that the Boresite Targets are precisely located on
the aircraft. This makes it possible to accurately calculate the camera position rela-
tive to the aircraft at any one time. Accurate dimensional data on the store is con-
tained in the software permitting accurate calculation of the store position relative
to the camera at any one time. Therefore, the position of the store relative to tl,e
aircraft may be calculated as a function of time and independent of camera position.

The real success of the CHASE system is the result of innovative mathematics in
the software and the use of extensive information files on boresight, optical calibra-
tions, and aircraft instrumentation configuration. Vast improvements in optical calibra-
tion techniques for camera lenses were made during the development of CHASE. These
improvements were probably the most significant single factor contributing to the success
of CHASE.

4.4 Summary of Flight Test Data Reduction Methods

All three of the methods described above provide accurate, useful quantitative
data, both in a tabular and a plotted format. All of them are inhert-ntly accurate enough
to provide good, usable data. The degree of mathematical accuracy e'Lained is not as
important as how many of the error-causing factors are accounted for by the method, and
(more importantly) whether the factors are compensated for or corrected. Data reduction
accuracies of + 3 inches (5.1 cm) and + 3 degrees can be absolutely adequate, but not if
the effect on store separation of wing flexibility, for instance, is not properly
accounted for. Of all the error-causing factors, the ones which seem to be the most
important (and most difficult to correct for) are connected with the camera optics.
Errors caused by lens/camera alignment, calibratic i, internal manufacturing aberrations
and uncertain optical centers are among the most important. Although great care must
be exercised in developing a data reduction method which properly accounts for as many of
the error-causing factors as is possible, equal caro must be used in insuring that the
method does not introduce other large errors through tiie human factor. A method which
requires an inordinate amount of human input and manipulation of data prior to and during
computer reduction is extremely liable to errors, particularly if no built-in test features
are incorporated.

5 Typical Store Separation Problems and Recommended Sciutions

Much can be learned about store separation by examining past problems and successes.
The desirable and undesirable parameters can be identified and this information, or design
criteria, applied to new aircraft, bomb ejector rack, and store developments. This sec-
tion will describe some of the store separation problems that have occurred in the past,
discuss the parameters involved, and recommend corrective design criteria for future
weapon system developments.

5.1 Jettison Problems

5.1.1 External Fuel Tanks

Figure 32 shows an external 600 gallon (2271 litre) empty fuel tank/pyl,'
striking an FB-111A aircraft. This is a highly unusual case in that aerodynamic
stability contributed to the incident, and the solution to the problem was to reduce
the pitch plane stability. In the original design of the tank, the tail fins were
arranged symmetrically in an "X" configuration (Fig. 33). The tank was slightly
statically stable in the pitch plane but unstable in the yaw plane due to the presence
of the pylon. The forward ejector of the tank/pylon release mechanism is forward of the
tank center of gravity to impart a nose-down pitching moment, so the tank will develop
a nose-down attitude and essentially "fly" down and away from the aircraft. When
ejected, the tank/pylon pitched down and gave all indications of a satisfactory separa-
tion; however, as the stable tank pitched back up, the pylon caused the tank to roll
approximately 90 degrees as the angle of attack changed from negative to positive. In
this attitude there was no aerodynamic stability in the original pitch plane, and the
pitching moment became more positive. The result is clearly shown. The low density of
the tank was a contributing factor as the lift due to the nose-up attitude was sufficient
to overcome the gravity force.

Reference 52 discusses the solution to the problem which was siwiply to reorientate
the fins as shown in Fig. 33 to produce static instability in the pitch plane. This
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causes the tank to continue to pitch down at an increasing pitch rate and reach large
nose-down angles before it has time to yaw significantly, thus eliminating the possibility
of pitch recovery.

Figure 34 shows an empty finned fuel tank being jettisoned from the A-37 aircraft.
The fuel tank was constructed from a fire bomb shell and had a three fin configuration. The
fin design was quite poor as the aerodynamics were unsymmetric and the area was too small
to give the store positive static stability. In addition to an unsymmetrical unstable
aerodynamic configuration, the item had very low density. Also, it was not ejected from
the aircraft as the A-37 bomb racks are of the gravity release type that provide no
ejection force to the store. This is a classic case where many of the undersirables, low
density, static instability, and no ejection control coupled to cause a near catastrophe.

5.1.2 Multiple EJector Racks
Figure 35 shows a Multiple Ejector Rack with an empty munitions dispenser striking

an F-4 aircraft. The MER, with a dispenser attached to the forward MER shoulder station,

was ejected from the aircraft fuselage station. The package was low density,aero-
dynamically unstable and had a center-of-gravity forward of the bomb rack ejector which
resulted in a nose-up pitching moment from the ejector.

This type of jettison problem is considered to be the most complex, difficult to
accurately predict, and dangerous of all store separation problems, even when compared to
the case of empty fuel tanks. (As a matter of interest, the aircraft was lost the day
after this photograph was taken when additional jettison tests resulted in the MER strik-
ing the horizontal stabilizer). There are many different combinations of MER loadings,
each of which changes the aerodynamics and mass properties of the package. In addition
to the sheer numbers involved, the aerodynamics are unsymmetrical, impossible to predict
analytically, and difficult to measure in the wind tunnel. The configurations are un-
symmetrical, aerodynamically unstable, and of relative low density because of the large
effective volume. The problem is too complex to model analytically, and the asymmetries
and small size of the MER beam make it difficult to install strain-gage balances for CTS
or grid studies. To date, the only known successful method for accurately predicting
MER/TER jettison trajectories has been with the use of freedrop techniques.

5.2 Jettison - Attractive Solutions

The most attractive solution to the jettison problem for aerodynamically unstable
items is an aft pivot release system. This system restrains the aft end of a pylon, MER
beam, or fuel tank so that the rotation is initially about the aft end rather than the
center of gravity of the item. This causes the ejection forces to always produce a nose-
down moment to the item although the ejector line-of-action may be aft of the center of
gravity. A hook within the mechanism restrains the item in pitch until it reaches a
predetermined nose-down pitch attitude and "flys" away from the aircraft.

The basic idea is not new. The B-58 external fuel tank, the F-111 pylons and
fuel tank/pylons and all pylons of the F-15 employ this system. The F-1ll system is
limited, however, as the pivot points are not placed at the aft end of the item. Figure
36 shows the F-1ll design which limits the combination of maximum restraint angle and
pitch velocity to avoid collision of the aft end of the tank with the wing trailing edge.

5.2.1 F-4 Aft Pivot Studies

Reference 53 reports on an analytical/wind tunnel program to expand the jettison
envelope for the MER on the F-4 centerline station. The proposed aft pivot modification,
which was not adopted, is shown in Fig. 37. The results of the investigation showed that:

1. Significant improvements in jettison characteristics would result.

2. An aft pivot release angle greater than 25 degrees would be required to
achieve safe jettison of all MER configurations throughout the F-4 envelope.

5.2.2 F-15 Aft Pivot Pylon

An aft pivot release system was incorporated at all F-15 major store stations
for the pylons, MERs, and 600 gallon (2271 litre) fuel tanks. Reference 54 describes
the design and testing of this system which is shown in Fig. 38. Aft pivots are installed
at both the pylon/aircraft and the MER or fuel tank/pylon interfaces to provide for
various jettison options that may be required by the pilot. Both CTS and freedrop wind
tunnel testing were conducted to determine the jettison characteristics prior to flight
test and establish an optimum aft pivot release angle for full/empty tanks throughout
the desired jettison envelope.

Figure 39 shows the CTS tunnel installation which used a "bent sting". This
allows longer and more informative trajectories to be obtained for Items having high
nose-down pitch rates. The aft pivot restraint was simulated by restricting the combina-
tion of pitch and vertical displacement within the CTS program until the store pitch
reached the aft pivot release angle.

Figure 40 shows the freedrop model installed on the left wing pylon. The aft
pivot mechanisms for both interfaces were modeled and can be seen in the photograph.
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Figure 41 is an example of the correlation obtained between CTS, freedrop, and
full scale flight tests. "Heavy scaling" laws were used for the freedrop models.

5.3 Delivery - Problems

5.3.1 Unstable Stores

Figure 42 shows a finned firebomb released from a MER striking the horizontal
stabilizer of an F-105 aircraft. Upon ejection, the store rotated to a slightly nose-
up attitude due to the aerodynamic and bomb rack ejector moments. As was the case with
the A-37 (para 5.1.1), the poor fin design did not provide sufficient stability for
pitch plane recovery, and the nose-up attitude increased until sufficient lift was
developed to cause the store to rise and strike the aircraft. This problem was corrected
by redesign of the fin to provide positive static stability.

5.3.2 Improper Mass Balance

Figure 43 shows a fast level flight ripple release of MK-82 bombs (inert) from
the F-ll aircraft. All bombs pitched nose-up and seemed to float wildly under the air-
craft. The bomb with the extreme nose-up pitch attitude struck the aircraft empennage
causing severe damage, and one bomb went up over the top of the vertical stabilizer.
Many factors contributed to this accident. To start with, improper filling and mass
balance procedures had been used during the process of "building-up" the inert bombs for
test purposes. The result was a lighter bomb with a forward center of gravity. The
initial pitch-up was caused by the ejection force being applied aft of the weapon center
of gravity. In addition, the tests were conducted at flight conditions of high dynamic
pressure (.95 Mach at 1000 feet) which produced enough lift force at these nose-up
attitudes for the bombs to "fly". Another contributing factor was the marginal static
stability of the MK-82 bomb at *his Mach number (and high angles of attack). Also, the
stores were released from the very flexible MER having bomb ejector racks with low impulse
single ejection pistons and no pitch control. This example shows the importance of proper
center of gravity control and emphasizes the role of the bomb ejector rack as a primary
parameter in store separation. Releases at high dynamic pressures must be carefully con-
trolled, especially when the stores are statically unstable or marginally stable.

5.3.3 Stores with Folding Fins

Figure 44 shows a "Rockeye" dispenser striking the fuselage of an A-7D aircraft.
Note that only one of the stabilizing fins of the second store has fully opened. At the
time of this photograph, the fins of the first store are in position; however, its fin
opening was also delayed and erratic. The "Rockeye" dispenser has good static stability
with the fins deployed, but is marginally stable with the fins in the stowed position.
Also, the fins are not mechanically interconnected to insure simultaneous opening. The
delayed and erratic fin opening resulted in the store being statically unstable and
having highly unsymmetrical aerodynamics during the critical time period at release.

This example clearly illustrates the pitfalls of ctores with folding fins,
especially when the fins are not interconnected and the store is aerodynamically unstable
at release.

5.3.4 Pitch-Down - Bottom TER Station

Figure 45 shows the ripple release of SUU-30 dispensers from a MER carried on
the centerline station of an F-105. Note the large nose-down pitch attitude of the store
released from the forward bottom MER station. This characteristic is typical for any
large diameter store released from the bottom TER station at high airspeeds. Figure 46
shows how the nose-down pitch attitude drastically increases for a SUU-51 dispenser for
successive level flight F-4 releases at .6, .8, and Mach numbers, all at an altitude
of 5000 feet.

This trajectory characteristic is a result of the large aerodynamic couple acting
on the store as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and discussed in para 2.2.2. Although the phe-
nomenon is not completely understood, the characteristic pitch down is believed to be a
strong function of the interference effects of the adjacent stores and the large over-
pressure that develops in the cavity formed at the nose and in the center of the three
stores. This is also evidenced by the fact that smaller diameter stores, which are
spaced further apart and do not restrict or choke the flow, are much less affected.

Figure 47 shows a store having a hemisperical nose and similar in shape to the SUU-
30 after release from the F-4 bottom inboard TER station at 1.15 Mach and 10,000 feet.
The trajectory was clean and flat and the maximum pitch angle was less than ten degrees
throughout the complete flight envelope. The primary differences between this store and
the SUU-30 are that it is 12 inches (30.5 cm) in diameter with approximately 1.3 calibers
of static stability as opposed to 16 inches (40.6 cm) in diameter and approximately .6
calibers of static stability for the SUU-30.

The top photograph of figure 48 shows the release of two stores from bottom F-4
TER stations at .9 Mach and 5000 feet altitude. The stores were released simultaneously
from opposite wings to achieve, as close as possible, the same release conditions. The
store in the bottom left photograph was 16 inches (40.6 cm) in diameter with the mass
properties of a typical dispenser weapon. The fins were fixed and of maximum span to

J _
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provide as much static stability as possible. The store lengths were the same; but, the
store in the bottom right photograph was 14 inches (35.6 cm) in diameter and had the mass
properties of a typical dispenser weapon of that diameter (appropriately scaled down
from 16 inch (40.6 cm diameter). The fins were similar in shape to the 16 inch (40.6 cm)
diameter store; however, the smaller store diameter made it possible to increase the rel-
ative fin span (span to diameter ratio was higher) and provide slightly greater static
stability. This flight test clearly shows the importance of aerodynamic interference and
stability on store release characteristics.

The above flight tests and recent analytical studies indicate that store static
stability is also a major factor. Figure 49 shows the results of varying aerodynamic
stability on store pitch characteristics as other store parameters are held constant.
The charts were constructed using wind tunnel grid data in a trajectory simulation com-
puter program. Adequate store static stability is difficult to obtain with large pay-
load cylindrical stores such as the SUU-30 and SUU-51 because physical constraints of
TER geometry make it impossible to fit the store with large stabilizing fins unless they
are folded and deployed after release. This approach was not successful in the case of
the SUU-51 because the store rotates very rapidly; the tail does not translate; and the
two remaining upper stores prevent the fins from opening when the store is released. The
SUU-30 has fixed fins, but the store is only marginally stable at transonic Mach numbers.
Another important factor not be neglected is that most present US MERs and TERs are
equipped with the low impulse single piston ejector rack as described in pars 2.2.1

5.4 Delivery - Attractive Solutions

5.4.1 Pitch Down - Bottom TER Station

Since 1972 the USAF has been engaged in an aggressive program of analysis, wind
tunnel test, and flight test in an attempt to better understand the phenomenon of the
bottom TER station pitch-down problem and to correct or alleviate the problem for large
diameter stores through store and bomb rack design changes. There is intense interest
in obtaining a solution for the large diameter store, rather than limiting diameter to
reduce aerodynamic interference and permit larger stabilizing fins, because of the large
loss in weapon payload as store diameter is reduced. The investigations, which are
reported on in detail in refs. 55 thru 59, included:

1. A parametric investigation of store nose shapes.

2. Oil flow and pressure distribution store models.

3. The effect of weapon ballast.

4. The addition of an aft stagnation plate to the TEE in the vicinity of the
store fins.

5. The effect of store staggering, that is the longitudinal movement of the
bottom store with respect to the upper stores.

6. Various modifications to the forward aerodynamic fairing of the TEE, which
included total removal of the fairing.

7. The effect of a "tunable" dual piston ejector rack (para 2.2.1) to produce a
mechanical nose-up moment to the store to assist in relieving the aerodynamic nose-
down moment.

Of the above, only 6 and 7 were flight tested. Unfortunately, modifications to
the forward TER fairing failed to show the improvements during the flight tests predicted
during wind tunnel tests.

5.4.1.1 Store Staggering

Figure 50 shows the significant reduction in installed aerodynamic pitching
moment obtained for a SUU-51 dispenser caused by shifting the carriage position of the
bottom station aft 16 inches or about 40.6 cm (full scale) with respect to the TEE and
upper stores. The data is based on wind tunnel tests. In addition to providing relief
from adverse pitching moments, Chapter 2 shows that significant drag reductions can be
realized with properly staggered multiple stores. Therefore, store staggering appears
to offer considerable potential for both drag reduct )n and store separation improvements.
Additional research in this area is highly recommended.

5.4.1.2 Dual Ejector Rack

The dual ejector, high impulse, "tunable" bomb rack has shown very promising
results. Figure 51 shows the release of SUU-30 dispensers from the F-4 inboard TEE
station using a TER equipped with high impulse "tunable" racks. The release was in level
flight at .9 Mach and 5,000 feet altitude. In the left photographs, the rack orifices
were set to deliver equal force to both ejection pistons; therefore, the aerodynamic
pitching moment controlled the store motion, and excessive pitch-down still resulted.

In the right photographs the rack was "tuned" to deliver all of the available
ejection force to the rear ejection piston such that sufficient nose-up mechanical moment
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was developed to overcome the large nose-down aerodynamic moment. The resulting tra-
jectory, again at .9 Mach and 5000 feet altitude, was relatively level, indicating the
feasibility of using a bomb rack induced moment to correct the TER pitch-down problem.

5.4.1.3 Self-Compensating Bomb Ejector Racks

Although it has been clearly demonstrated that "tuned" bomb racks have the
potential of correcting release problems, the present racks must be set prior to take-off
for particular flight conditions. If the rack is set to provide a nose-up moment to
compensate for the large nose-down aerodynamic moments experienced at the higher airspeeds.
Figure 52 shows computer simulation predictions (based on grid wind tunnel data) of SUU-30
releases from the F-4 with the "tunable" rack set to compensate for the pitch-down of the
bottom TER station at h-igher airspeeds as described in paragraph 5.4.1.2 above. Full
scale correlation is shown for these conditions that were flight tested. Note that
excessive pitch-down is not predicted for the 1.2 Mach/200 feet release. This is because
of the typical large reduction in the aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient above 1.0
Mach. Also, note that the pitch-up is becoming excessive at .5 Mach; however, a usable
operational envelope still exists.

The aerodynamic loads acting on the stores vary considerably throughout the normal
flight envelope of a modern tactical aircraft. Therefore, it would be highly desirable
to have some method of changing the bomb ejector rack forces and moments in flight to
compensate for these continuously changing aerodynamic loads.

References 60 and 61 discuss the concept of a self-compensating bomb ejector rack.
Although the self-compensating bomb ejector rack is only conceptual, the idea has much
merit and warrants further development. The in-flight loads acting on the stores would
be sensed by instrumentation, and the orifices for each ejection piston would be con-
tinuously varied to compensate for these loads, thus minimizing the release perturbations.
Reference 61 proposes the use of the aircraft fire control computer to provide intel-
ligence to the rack for in-flight adjustment of the impulse to each ejection piston.
The required data would be determined through wind tunnel and flight tests and pre-
programmed for each store as a function of flight conditions. The latter approach is
considered more practical. The self-compensating bomb ejector rack also offers much
potential for solving other release problems in addition to the TER pitch-down

5.4.2 Conformal Carriage

An attractive solution for improved weapon release characteristics is the concept
of conformal carriage. Other chapters of this manual discuss the improvements that can
be realized in reduced carriage drag and increased performance and handling qualities,
through the use of this concept. The jointly sponsored US Navy/US Air Force F-4 Con-
formal Carriage program also included a comprehensive evaluation of the separation
characteristics of general categories of conventional weapons such as a low drag general
purpose bomb (MK-82), a dispenser munition (Rockeye), and two conceptual bluff weapon
shapes. The program, reported on in ref. 62, included comprehensive wind tunnel testing
and flight test demonstration in which approximately 200 weapons were safely released at
speeds up to 1.6 Mach. The weapons were ejected from the Conformal Carriage pallet using
the Lode 14A ejector racks (modified to use two ejection cartridges for higher impulse)
which are "tunable" dual ejection piston racks with the capability of imparting an ejec-
tion velocity of about 15 feet per second (4.57 m/s) to a 500 pound (227 kg) store,
which is comparable to the UK racks now in service with the Royal Air Force.

During the Conformal Carriage flight test program, 112 MK-82 bombs were released
in single and ripple modes at Mach numbers from .6 to 1.6 and altitudes of 5,000 feet to
30,000 feet. Of these, thirty-five dive releases were made with release intervals of
60, 100, and 140 milliseconds. Also 20 Rockeye and 65 bluff stores were released. In
general, excellent release characteristics were exhibited throughout the wide range of
conditions demonstrated. The only exception was that tre aft row of MK-82 bombs had a
tendency to pitch-down 45 to 60 degrees at supersonic speeds. This trend was also noted
during the wind tunnel test program as shown in Fig 53 which compares .95 Mach releases
from the forward, middle, and aft rows. Figure 54 shows typical MK-82 releases at the
higher Mach numbers and the excellent separation characteristics of a .95 Mach ripple
release.

The excessive pitch-down of the aft row is attributed to upwash on the MK-82 tall
fins due to the upslope of the aft closure of the Conformal Carriage pallet (see Fig. 53).
This is considered to be a minor problem which can be corrected by future pallet designs
and/or proper "tuning" of the bomb ejector racks. Self-compensating bomb ejector racks
would offer additional improvements.

5.5 Delivery Accuracy

5.5.1 Delivery Accuracy Parameters

There have been many studies dealing with the deviations, or inaccuracies, of
unguided ballistic weapons, or the so-called "dumb bomb". These studies have included
the effects of such factors as variation in release signal time interval, ejector
cartridge ignition time/burning rate/impulse variation, bomb ejector rack hook opening
time, weapon aerodynamic/mass properties, release conditions, atmospheric conditions,
etc. The studies are normally conducted using six-degree-of-freedo (or less) trajectory
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programs on high speed digital computers (Fig. 22). In ref. 63, Dr Arthur Maddox reports
on a systematic parametric study to examine the sensitivity of weapon down range impact
points to variations in the primary parameters affecting store separation. The studies
were conducted in the pitch plane for three-degrees-of-freedom and included variations of:

Aerodynamic Interference (Varied Parametrically)
Release Velocity
Dive Angle
Release Altitude
Bomb Ejector Rack Impulse
Weapon Stability
Weapon Mass/Inertia

The most significant conclusions were: (1) the end results are heavily dependent
on weapon aerodynamics, mutual interference (flow field), and bomb ejector rack charac-
teristics, and (2) the initial characteristics of the mutual interference play by far the
largest role in determining the store separation motion. The latter is also a significant
conclusion of para 5.6.

Reference 64 reports on a comprehensive five-degree-of-freedom trajectory study where
the sensitivities of a high drag and low drag weapon were examined. The study did not in-
clude-interference flow field effects. The sensitivity of weapon impact errors were pre-
sented in terms of down range and cross range miss-distances for uncertainties in the
following parameters:

Release Altitude
Release Velocity
Dive Angle
Weapon Ejection Velocity/Force
Weapon Weight
Weapon Diameter
Air Density
Axial Force Coefficient

Conclusions were: (1) weapon miss-distance becomes more sensitive to errors in
delivery altitude and dive angle as delivery speed increases: (2) level trajectories are
more sensitive than dive trajectories; (3) weapon misa-distance becomes less sensitive
to errors in release speed as the delivery speed is increased; (4) weapon miss-distance
becomes more sensitive to errors in ejection velocity as airspeed increases, however, this
trend reverses as dive is increased; (5) weapon miss-distance becomes more sensitive to
errors in weapon parameters such as weight, axial force coefficient, maximum diameter
and air density as the delivery speed is increased.

In addition to the above, ref. 64 also reported on the effects of uncertainties in:

Heading
Initial Angular Velocity (Pitch)
Initial Pitch/Yaw Angle
Inertia
Aerodynamic Coefficients

Normal/Side Force
Pitch/Yaw Moment
Pitch/Yaw Damping

Trends from examination of the above parameters followed an irregular pattern due
to the complex force and moment relationships present in trajectories where the bomb is
both translating and oscillating simultaneously.

5.5.2 Flow Field Induced Delivery Errors

While uncertainties in the parameters examined in the above reports can cause sig-
nificant degradations in delivery accuracy, they are usually secondary when compared to
the decrease in delivery accuracy that can result from aircraft/weapon aerodynamic mutual
interference (flow field) effects, especially at the higher release speeds.

The large flow-field-induced weapon perturbations addressed in this section are of
the type that are not hazardous to the aircraft. The primary concern is that the pertur-
bations result in short rounds due to excessive weapon drag, increased dispersion, and
decreased delivery accuracy. Ballistic tables for a given US aircraft are based on nom-
inal values for weapons released from any station of the aircraft at a given set of flight
conditions. However, the local flow about weapons on different stations of the same air-
craft varies tremendously, even at the same flight conditions. This local variation in
the flow field can result in extreme differences in the trajectories of weapons released
from the same aircraft at the same flight conditions. Obviously, weapons released from
those stations where interference effects, and perturbations, are the largest will have
trajectories with the greatest deviation from the nominal value.

Reference 31 reports on a study where realistic flow field data were used to eval-
uate the effect of the local flow on the impact point of identical weapons released from
different stations of the same aircraft. Table 1 shows the deviation in impact point of
a stable weapon due to flow field effects. The flow field data was obtained from the wind
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tunnel and utilized for the trajectory calculations as described in para 3.2.3. The data
presented are for six 800-pound M-117 bombs (363 kg) released from the TER stations of the
F-4 aircraft at 5000 feet and Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. The deviations shown are
the distances between ground impact points for two trajectory runs on the computer which
are identical, with the exception of flow field "off" and flow field "on". As can be seen,
flow field effects can be quite significant, especially at the higher airspeeds. Of
special note is the large deviation shown for the bottom TER station at .9 Mach even though
this store pitched less than 35 degrees.

Figure 55 shows the ground impact pattern for the above case where the bombs are re-
leased in a "ripple pairs" mode at 40 millisecond intervals at .9 Mach and 5000 feet. Note
in Table 1 that all down range deviations are short due to the induced drag of the pertur-
bations from the flow field effects. In actual practice, this would be accounted for by a
change in the bomb sight depression angle; consequently the pattern of this figure was
appropriately centered by an adjustment of 250 feet (76 m). As before, the differences in
the two impact patterns are due exclusively to flow field effects.

5.5.3 Flow Field Induced Delivery Errors - Bottom TER Station

Table 2 shows the tremendous difference in the down range weapon impact point for a
dispenser munition released from the F-4 bottom inboard TER station as release speed in-
creases. The difference shown is due solely to flow field effects and was calculated using
wind tunnel grid data in a three-degree-of-freedom trajectory program. The deviations of
the first row were calculated using the characteristics of the standard US F-4 TER with its
single piston ejector rack as described in para 2.2.1. Paragraphs 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.3
suggested the use of dual ejection and self-compensating bomb ejector racks as a possible
solution, or improvement, for the bottom TER station pitch-down problem. The deviations of
the second row were calculated using a hypothetical dual ejector self-compensating bomb
rack where the ejection moments are "tuned" to compensate for the aerodynamic moments at
the various airspeeds. As can be seen, this approach has the potential to significantly
reduce but not eliminate the significant flow field effects. The main reason for this is
that the ejection moments of current typical bomb ejector racks last only for about 100
milliseconds whereas the flow field effects are present for a much longer time.

5.5.4 Potential Delivery Accuracy Improvement from Vertical Ejector Racks

The Vertical Ejector Rack (VER) is a multiple carrier similar to the MER and TER
with the exception that the bomb ejector racks are arranged to eject all stores vertically
down rather than ejecting some stores down and out at approximately 45 degrees (see para
2.2.1). There are two VER configurations presently being studied in the US. These are the
VER-4 which carries four stores in two rows of two abreast, and the VER-2 which simply
carries two stores side-by-side. The proposed US VER will have dual ejector, high impulse,
"tunable" ejector racks utilizing standard bail lugs and self-adjusting sway braces. Al-
though a systematic, comprehensive investigation has not been completed to quantitatively
define the potential difference in delivery accuracy over present MERs and TERs it Is ex-
pected that worthwhile improvements will be realized. This speculation is based on the
following:

1. Adverse flow field effects and the pitch-down problem should be considerably re-
duced as the stores are no longer clustered in a group of three (see para 5.3.4).

2. Lateral dispersion should be reduced as the stores are now ejected downward
rather thnn down and out at a 450 angle.

3. Increased bomb ejector rack impulse will provide greater store ejection velocity,
and the store will transverse the aircraft interference flow field faster. This should
reduce the perturbations caused by adverse flow field effects. In the case of the VER, the
increased ejection velocity will not add to lateral dispersion as it would for the shoulder
stations of the MER and TER.

4. The dual ejector "tunable" feature will allow adjustments to compensate for

adverse aerodynamic moments and obtain improved trajectories.

This is an attractive area for additional research.

5.5.5 Potential Delivery Accuracy Improvement from Conformal Carriage

The Conformal Carriage concept has considerable potential for improving weapon
delivery accuracy. An important feature of this concept is structural rigidity. Ref-
erences 63 and 64 have shown that variation in store ejection velocity is a major param-
eter in decreased delivery accuracy. In the case of conformal carriage, the majority of
the ejector rack impulse does work on the store. Little performance is lost due to
carrier flexibility. Impulse characteristics/ejection velocities are much more consistent
and do not exhibit the variations shown for the case of the MER as shown in Fig.. 8 and
discussed in para 2.2.1.

The most important feature, however, is that the flow field in proximity of the
fuselage is very uniform, and the large undesirable weapon perturbations associated with
underwing and clustered multiple carriage are minimized.

Figure 56 from ref. 62 shows the actual flight test ground impact pattern of 12 MK-
82 bombs released at .95 Mach and 1900 feet AOL with a 100 millisecond ripple Interval.



5.6 Launch Transient Analysis

During the past several years, the trend in nonnuclear weapon development has
shifted from the more conventional types of unguided weapons to extremely accurate
weapons with complex guidance and control systems. The majority of the new guided
weapons have flight control systems that are active during the launch phase to rate
stabilize the weapon and reduce adverse perturbations. At this time on-line computing
capability and/or the difficulty of modeling small scale control surfaces make some of
the CTS facilities impractical for simulating trajectories for guided weapons having
active autopilots and controls during release. However, in some cases the autopilot
equations and the aerodynamic control effectiveness can be incorporated into the CTS
computer program to provide a complete simulation. The freedrop technique is totally
impractical as it would require miniaturization of a complete weapon control system in
a small dynamically scaled model. Two convenient techniques for this purpose are the
flow field and grid as both are based on the type of wind tunnel data that may be used
in a six-degree-of-freedom (SIXDOF) trajectory simulation program as shown in Fig. 22.
The computer simulation includes mathematical models of the weapon seeker and flight
control system. The simulation is modular in form and can readily be adapted to various
weapons and aircraft simply by changing the applicable subroutines. For example, once
the simulation is developed for a particular weapon, trajectories from various aircraft
may be simulated by using the correct interference coefficients. The program has the
option of using flow field angularity data (para 3.2.3) or grid data (para 3.2.2.) to
calculate the interference coefficients. Normally, a sufficient number of control fixed
CTS trajectories will be run for later correlation and program checkout.

The free stream aerodynamics for the weapon to be simulated are normally obtained
from comprehensive wind tunnel tests of 0.20 (or larger) scale models of the weapon.
The data, typically in block data form, is normally a total three-dimensional aerodynamic
model in the aeroballistic axis system containing control effectiveness and damping terms.

The total aerodynamic coefficients acting on the weapon at any given time during
the trajectory are obtained by summing the free stream, interference, and control con-
tributions. For example, the total pitching moment coefficient (where a is control
surface deflection) may be obtained by:

CMto = CMFS + C + Cmat

5.6.1 Procedure

The development of a complete trajectory simulation usually consists of build-
ing the applicable modules/subroutines of the SIXDOF program to include the aerodynamic
interference coefficients, a complete aerodynamic model of the weapon with control
effectiveness, and appropriate mathematical models of the weapon flight control system
and seeker. Once this is accomplished, simulations may be made of the separation tra-
jectories at various flight conditions thrcughout the desired envelopes. Uncontrolled,
or jettison mode releases with fixed control surfaces, may be conducted by simply
by-passing the seeker and flight control subroutines.

The first step in the procedure usually consists of conducting trajectory simula-
tions for each flight condition where CTS trajectories were obtained. Good correlation
between CTS and the SIXDOF simulations indicates a good aerodynamic model of the inter-
ference coefficients. Once this is obtained, the flight control system can be activated
to investigate the controlled launch mode. In addition to normal launches, the simula-
tion can also be used to study the results of failure of such components as the weapon's
flight control system or the aircraft ejector rack.

Normally, the primary concern in a trajectory study is to ensure that the
weapon separates safely throughout the flight envelope and that chances of weapon-to-
aircraft collisions are extremely remote. This applies to the controls-fixed jettison
mode as well as the controls-active launch mode. Another, but much less studied aspect,
is whether the weapon's aerodynamics and flight control system are capable of handling
the launch transients. In other words, will the seeker and gimbal platform of a guided
weapon maintain lock on the target during the launch transient?

5.6.2 Launch Transient Study - Example

Reference 30 reports on an investigation to determine the cause of excessive
break-lock for a guided weapon launched from the inboard wing station of the A-7 aircraft.
During flight tests, 6 out of 11 weapons released from the inboard wing station failed
to guide properly. The problem was not apparent for the outboard wing station where
seven launches were made with only one failure.

Wind tunnel data for the SIXDOF simulations was obtained in the form of CTS and
grid data. Six-degree-of-freedom launch simulations were conducted with the weapon auto-
pilot off and compared with CTS trajectories obtained for the same flight conditions.
When good correlation was obtained, leading to confidence in the aerodynamics, the aero-
pilot and actuator math models in the SIXDOF simulation were then activated to simulate
a normal con~trolled launch. The program adds the effect of the control deflections
commanded by the autopilot which provides pitch and yaw rate and roll position stabiliza-
tion to the weapon during the first two seconds of the launch phase.
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Figure 57 shows the excellent correlation obtained between the computer and
CTS prior to activation of the autopilot and controls. Figure 58 shows the correla-
tion between flight test telemetry data and the active autopilot computer simulations.
Flight test data for inboard launches were obtained for only two missions.

From the above, it was concluded that the model for A-7 inboard launch dynamics
was fairly accurate, and a parametric investigation was conducted in an attempt to find
some logical basis for the break-lock and to establish a launch envelope. A-7 inboard
wing station launches were simulated for Mach numbers of 0. , 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, and
0.95 at altitudes of 5, 10, 15, and 20 thousand feet. A 45 dive angle and a zero degree
gimbal offset angle were used in all cases. Time histories were obtained for the weapon
angular positions, rates and accelerations and the seeker gimbal platform pitch, yaw,
and roll positions, rates, and accelerations.

In conjunction with the computer simulations, a guidance unit was subjected to
rate table tests to determine the maximum body rates/accelerations for the guidance units.
The tests concluded that the guidance unit could withstand certain angular rates without
breaking lock; however, no conclusions were made as to the effects of pitch/yaw/roll
coupling or angular accelerations. Nevertheless, the investigation did prove the
feasibility of this approach for defining the launch environment and the rates/accelera-
tions the weapon seekers could expect to see during launch. Also, this type of study
could assist in establishing seeker and guidance specifications.

The study also provided guidelines for recommending a launch envelope for the
inboard wing station. The maximum absolute value of the body/gimbal rates and accelera-
tions as functions of Mach number and altitude were obtained from the simulations.
Figure 59 depicts the maximum absolute body pitch acceleration versus Mach number. In
almost every case, a sharp break appears in the curve at about 0.9 Mach number indicat-
ing a large increase in the angular excursions at this point. At the lower altitudes,
this break moves toward 0.85 Mach suggesting that something below 0.9 Mach would be a
realistic launch limit to avoid excessive weapon perturbations.

5.7 Store Design Prcblems

This section deals with the application of separation prediction methods to support
store development programs. In each case serious design deficiencies which resulted in
hazardous separation were discovered through wind tunnel testing and trajectory analysis.
Proper design corrections were implemented prior to final design and fabrication of full
scale test hardware. Early identification resulted in considerable money being saved by
avoiding delays in the development and flight test programs and later redesign which
would be much more costly.

5.7.1 Large Guided Weapon - US

References 30 and 33 report on application of the flow angularity and grid
techniques to investigate F-4 jettison and launch characteristics for a large guided
weapon. The investigation was conducted during the early stages of the weapon develop-
ment program and resulted in considerable changes in the initial design. Redesign was
accomplished prior to fabrication of test hardware and considerable improvement of F-4
launch and jettison characteristics was realized.

The original weapon design (Fig. 60) had very large strakes and folding wing
tips. The large 100 inch (254 cm) wing span increased glide range and terminal maneuver-
ability. The large strakes were to decrease the "tips-out" static stability for better
maneuverability and to reduce trim drag for better range. Because the wing tips were
not mechanically interconnected to insure simultaneous opening and because wing tip
opening reliability was less than 100 percent, it was decided that jettison and launch
envelopes would be established on the basis of "tips-in" separation characteristics.
Unfortunately, the weapon was approximately 28 inches (71 cm) statically unstable with
the tips in, and the separation analysis revealed that the weapon would not safely
separate from the inboard wing stations of the F-4 aircraft over a large portion of the
desired jettison envelope (Fig. 61). The primary reason for the poor separation
characteristics was the lack of basic aerodynamic static stability. Without resorting
to a total redesign, the following three attractive solutions were first investigated:

1. Early wing tip deployment to increase stability.

2. Employing a preset nose-down pitch flap bias.

3. "Tuning" the bomb rack to effect a nose-down pitch at release.

The results of extensive analyses by both the US Air force and the weapon con-
tractor showed that none of the above options, when considered singly or in combination,
provided an acceptable solution. The increase in weapon stability provided by the wing
tips occurred too late to appreciably change the early portion of the separation tra-
jectory. Also, in some cases, tip deployment more than doubled the lift of the weapon,
and the additional wing span compounded the aircraft/weapon clearance problem.

Load capabilities of the control actuators limited the available pitch flap
bias to seven degrees, which was not sufficient to provide separation throughout the
desL.ed envelope. Figure 62 shows one frame of a computer generated movie of a grid
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predicted trajectory of the weapon with seven degree nose-down pitch flap bias
released from the F-4 at 0.9 Mach and 40,000 feet.

The best jettison results were obtained by "tuning" the bomb rack to the
maximum allowable nose-down pitch. Although this option allowed jettison over most of
the captive flight envelope, it was felt that excessive angular rates and accelerations
generated by the bomb rack might result in weapon launch malfunctions.

Several weapon redesigns were investigated by the US Air Force and the contrac-
tor and are reported on in ref. 33. These investigations led to the revised design of
Fig. 63. The folding wing tips were eliminated, and the strake size was reduced to
provide approximately the same static stability as the original design with deployed
wing tips and large strakes. Although reduction in the size of the aerodynamic surfaces
was undesirable from the standpoint of glide range and maneuverability, it was judged to
be necessary to obtain acceptable separation characteristics. Figure 64 shows the
comparison of grid predicted trajectories and flight test results for the revised design
with seven degrees of nose-down pitch flap bias-,at 0.9 Mach and 40,000 feet. Note the
significant improvement in separation characteristics when compared to the original design
at the same flight conditions (Fig. 62). Figure 65 shows the comparison of predic-
tion and flight test at 0.8 Mach and 13,000 feet. Correlation between predictions and
flight tests were considered to be excellent indicating that early redesign was indeed
necessary to achieve satisfactory separation characteristics.

5.7.2 Propelled Missile - France

Since 1962, the study of propelled missiles separation has been performed both
at transonic and supersonic regines inside the blow-down pressurized S3 Modane Wind
Tunnel (section 0.76 x 0.80 M2 ). Figure 66 gives some typical results obtained with
a propelled missile model fired from under the fuselage of a 1/15th scale MIRAGE III;
the micro-rocket had 12 mm in diameter and a thrust of about 80 Newton with a combustion
duration of 20 milli-seconds. During the initial tests, the pictures taken from a high
speed movie show a very dangerous trajectory, and in fact, the missile hides the nose of
the fuselage for these flight conditions; a correct trajectory was later obtained with a
small deflection on the missile horizontal tail.

6 Conclusions/Recommendations

The following conclusions and recommendations are based on specific discussions
within the text. The paragraph of the text that relates to the conclusion/recommendation
is noted at the end in parenthesis. The primary objective of this section is to high-
light significant points and identify the most attractive areas for additional research.

(1) The continued development, improvement, and use of store separation prediction
techniques is cost effective, can result in increased mission capability and enhances
flight safety (1).

(2) Realistic bomb rack ejection data is required for accurate store trajectory
simulations. This data is practically non-existent except for that obtained on rigid
test stands which does not include the significant effects of rack/pylon/wing flexibility,
temperature, and aerodynamic store loading (2.2.1).

(3) The further development of optical alignment systems to precisely align the
store models in the proper aircraft carriage position shows much promise for increasing
CTS accuracy (3.2.1.3).

(4) Additional research is required to determine the best method of employing the
flow angularity technique. Also probe interference effects should be determined (3.2.3).

(5) The "limited grid" technique assumes that the interference effects are prima-
rily functions of vertical displacement rather than including lateral and longitudinal dis-
placements or rotations as in the normal grid technique. A wind tunnel research program
should be conducted to determine to what extent this assumption is valid (3.2.2).

(6) A wind tunnel research program should be conducted to further investigate the
effects of store staggering on reducing adverse installed forces and moments that cause
poor separation trajectories. Multiple carrier configurations could possibly be optimized
for separation as well as reduced drag (5.4.1.1).

(7) The aft pivot release system for MER, pylon, and fuel tank jettison is an
excellent approach to the very hazardous problem of unstable store jettison. However,
the pivots must be located as far aft on the items as possible and restrain the items in
pitch as long as possible to provide optimum results (5.2).

(8) Additional research should be conducted to fully develop the concept of self-
compensating dual ejector bomb racks (5,4.1.3).

(9) The concept of "Conformal Carriage" offers the greatest potential for improve-
ment of separation and delivery characteristics for unguided weapons. Additional wind
tunnel testing is warranted to optimize the conformal carriage pallet for store separa-
tioU and to eliminate the high speed pitch problems experienced with MK-82 bombs (5.4.2).
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(10) Flow field effects can be extremely important in increasing dispersion and
degrading delivery accuracy of unguided weapons. Pattern improvements for "dumb bombs"
can be realized by adopting high impulse tunable bomb ejector racks and through new
developments such as self-compensating 'acks and improved carriage concepts such as
Vertical Ejector Racks and Conformal Carriage (5.5).
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TABLE 1. EFFECT OF THE INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELD ON THE TERMINAL ACCURACY OF THE M-117
BOMB RELEASED FROM THE F-4 TER AT 5,000 FEET AND MACH NUMBERS OF 0.5, 0.7,
AND 0.9

MISS DISTANCES - METERS

LEFT WING TER RIGHT WING TER

000 00
0 _ _0

MACH 0.5/0.7/0.9

STATION

RT WG

(-46/-89/-14o +14/+23/+33 48/91/144

0 -9/-23/-45 +10/+31/+38 14/39/50

0 -7/-12/-12 +43/+63/+87 48/65/88

LT WG

0 -46/-89/-140 -14/-23/-33 48/91/144

-11/-18/-18 -44/-65/-88 46/67/96

0 -5/-18/-27 -11/-32/-38 12/37/47

Negative Downrange is Short
Negative Crossrange is Right

TABLE 2. DIFFERENCE IN DOWNRAGE IMPACT POINT FOR A DISPENSER MUNITION RELEASED FROM
THE F-4 BOTTOM INBOARD TER STATION AT VARIOUS MACH NUMBERS - SINGLE AND
SELF-COMPENSATING DUAL EJECTOR RACKS

IMPACT DEVIATION COMPARISON

Release Conditions: 5,000 ft, straight and level

Standard TER
1200 Lb (5338 N) Ejector Force

Ejector Moment Deviation
Mach (Ft. Lbs) (N.M) (Ft) (M)

.5 350 475 565 (S) 172 (S)
.7 350 475 12 (S) 4 (S)
.9 350 475 499 (S) 152 (S)

1.05 350 475 484 (S) 148 (S)
1.2 350 475 1010 (S) 308 (S)

Dual Ejector TER
5,000 lb (22,241 N) Ejector Force

Ejector Moment
Mach (Ft. Lbs) (N.M) (Ft) (M)

.5 407 552 72 (L) 22 (L)

.7 1087 1474 32 (L) 10 (L)

.9 3657 4958 32 (L) 10 (L)
1.05 4842 6565 74 (S) 23 (S)
1.2 5729 7767 250 (S) 76 (S)

(S) = W/INT lands short of no INT
(L) = W/INT lands longer than no INT
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MACH NUMBER LOCATION
LOAD FACTOR IMPULSE
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FLOW FIELD
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VARIATION WITH DISPLACEMENT

Figure I Store Separation Parameters
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Figure 4 Impulse Performance of Typical Single and Dual Ejector Racks
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Figure 9 F-4$ Interference Flow Field at 0.85 Mach (Asymmetric Configuration)
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Figure 9 F-4 Interference Flow Field at 0.85 Mach (Asymmetric Configuration)
(Continued)
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Figure 13 Block Diagram for the Six-Degrees-of-Freedom Rig for Captive
Trajectory Study at the S2 Modane Wind Tunnel
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Figure 20 Four Modes to Investigate Store Afterbody Alteration and Sting
Interference Effects

Figure 21 CTS Touchwire System
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Figure 24~ F-15 Flow Angularity Test
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Figure 32 6 00-Gallon ( '271 Litre) Fuel 7ank "IrlkinR FR-) I IA Aircraft
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Figure 33 FB-111A 600-Gallon (2271 Litre) Tank/Pylon
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CONVENTIONAL MER CONFIGURATION
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Figure 37 Conventional and Proposed Pivoting MER Configurations - F-4
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Figure 38 F-15 Aft Pivot Mechanism
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Figure 41 Comparison of F-15/600-Gallon (2271 Litre) Fuel Tank Captive Trajectory
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Figure 44 Rockeye Dispenser Striking A-7D Aircraft

Figure 45 Ripple Release of SUJU-30 Dispensers from F-101 Aircraft
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Figure 47 Release of 12-Inch (30.5 CM) Diameter Hemispherical Nose Store
from the F-14 Bottom TER Station at 1.15 Mach and 10,000 Feet
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Figure 50 Change in Installed Aerodynamic Pitching Moment with Store
Longi~tudinal Position at Transonic Speeds
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KINETIC HEATING OF HIGH SPEED MISSILES

by
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SUMMARY

This paper provides a review of kinetic heating as related to high speed tactical
missiles. The aspects considered are : the design problem; areas in which kinetic heating
is important; the prediction of heating in attached and separated flows; measurements on
configurations in flight and in wind tunnels; ground simulation of flows over models; and
the measurement ,f kinetic heating. The experience is generally obtained from studies in
related areas such as high speed aircraft, reentry vehicles, etc. rather than on tactical
missiles since little information appears to be available on this application due to it
being a fairly recently confronted problem area. Because of the wide coverage of the field,
a generous list of references is provided to guide the reader to papers giving more refined
details.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Cp specific heat at constant pressure thert.ial diffusivity

g gravity constant coefficient of volumetric

Gr Grashof number expansion

h heat transfer coefficient, enthalpy Y intermittency distribution

k thermal conductivity C emissivity, eddy viscosity

m pressure gradient parameter K turbulent conductivity

n power related to pressure interaction theory viscosity

Nu Nusselt number v kinematic viscosity

Pt2  pitot pressure p density
a Boltzmann constant

Pr Prandtl number e momentum thickness
Prt turbulent Prandtl number

q heat transfer rate
r recovery factor
RN nose radius

Re Reynolds number
s distance along wall
St Stanton number
t time
T temperature
u streamwise velocity
x distance in streamwise direction
y distance at right angles to wall
z distance in a spanwise direction

Subscripts

e edge of boundary layer
g gas
n exponent
o stagnation point
r recovery, radiation
tr beginning of transition
tend end of transition
w wall

Superscript

fluctuation quantity
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1. INTRODUCTION

Kinetic heating of flight vehicles can be considered a relatively well studied problem
at present. Experience already has been obtained with reentry ballistic missiles, manned
space vehicles and high speed military and research vehicles. Heating due to attached flows
over simple shapes can be reasonably well predicted, and it is well known that the most
critical regions are at stagnation regions, on thin structures, such as wings and fins,
and in the regions of reattaching shear layers caused by flow interactions. There have
been, however, few publications on aerodynamic heating associated with tactical missiles
since generally flight speeds and mission times have been small enough that no special
design is required to combat it. For missiles with a speed range above Mach 2, when aero-
dynamic heating becomes significant in structural design (T o ' 260°C at sea level, see
Fig. 1). some consideration should be given to verify whether production costs of thermally
protected vehicles can be reduced and/or failures minimized by appropriate modification.
It is thus to hypersonic flow studies that one must look for information useful to mis-
sile kinetic heating.

Compared with manned vehicles, which require to have a very low failure rate and a
cabin environment in which humans can exist, the design of a missile to counter kinetic
heating does not necessarily have to be so rigorous. However, it is desired to use in-
expensive materials for the external skin whenever possible and delicate electronics,
guidance systems or payload (for example most bombs and fuses have as their explosive
charge some form of TNT, which melts at 8

0
°C) may be themselves affected by heat. Fur-

thermore, the wider manoeuvre margins allowed by the absence of a pilot is likely to
increase the likelihood of incurring highly localized heating rates due to shock-surface
interactions.

In most cases the mission of a missile includes a short dash to its objective at a
low drag incidence, with finally rapid manoeuvres at large incidences and control angles.
The result of this is that steady state heat transfer and relatively isothermal wall con-
ditions are unlikely to exist at the critical regions mentioned earlier. Hence one general
problem that should be solved is a transient heat transfer situation with anarbitrary wall
temperature variation. Another critical situation is that missiles carried by high speed
aircraft to their launch point may be subjected to kinetic heating for extended periods
such that the skin and perhaps most of the internal parts may achieve temperatures close
to the flight recovery temperature. Indeed, the performance of the aircraft could be
severely limited by temperature limits of the store (Ref. 1), as illustrated in figure 2.
Active cooling systems are unlikely to be used because of their complexity and cost.
Protection,if needed, will come from the use of heat sink cooling, use of appropriately
high temperature resistant materials, low thermoconductivity materials such as silicon
rubber and from the use of low temperature ablators.

A review of this kind is likely to appeal to four types of individuals: the missile
designer, the missile user, the researcher and the educator. These individuals may require
different information. The designer is likely to require information at all levels of
sophistication. In the preliminary design phases only time and money for simple numerical
predictions will be available. At later stages of design as more capital is risked by poor
design then more sophisticated numerical calculations or wind tunnel tests are likely to
be used. An organization specializing in missile design over an extended time is likely
to expend much effort in adapting up-to-date numerical techniques and modern instrumenta-
tion and facility techniques to produze the most optimum design. The missile user has
usually an interest in less sophisticated prediction methods to enable him to-specify the
vehicle he wants, and to assess the product in its design, trial and commissioning phases.
The researcher to be effective and useful has to understand current problems in the area
in order tokeep ahead of the requirement of the designer or to be able to adapt his
researches to the application. The educator is interested in providing a suitable training
to the future workers in the field in fundamentals and experience. The article is written
as far as possible keeping all these requirements in mind, but it must be emphasized that
the subject is a broad one, and hence references for more deeper research are quoted gener-
ously in order to keep the review down to a reasonable size.

In the following chapter of this review, the elements of a design calculation are out-
lined. Chapter 3 outlines flow situations in which kinetic heating is most likely to be
a problem. Chapter 4 deals with a review of prediction methods for attached flow situations.
Heat transfer involved with flow interactions are discussed in Chapter 5. Some applications
to configurations are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, some remarks on wind tunnel facili-
ties for simulating aerodynamic heating are given in Chapter 7.

2. GENERAL DESIGN PROBLEM

A general but realistic design problem that may be considered is the heat transfer to
a skin of finite thickness by forced convection, conduction through the skin and radiation
from its surface to the exterior gas and the interior components as well as internal free
convection. The problem is illustrated in figure 3. A few remarks on ablation protection
will be made at the end of this chapter. The equations can be generalized as follows
(Ref. 2).

Forced convection

This is created by the viscous effects within the boundary layer through which the
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fluid velocity decreases from the free stream velocity at the outer edge to zero ad-
jacent to the wall. With this zero velocity condition, heat can be transferred between
the fluid and the body only by conduction. This may be represented by Fourier's heat
conduction law

q (kg dT (1)

y=O

In practice, especially for turbulent boundary layers, to calculate the temperature
gradient near the wall is complicated and hence the convection process is usually repre-
sented by

q = h(Tr-Tw) (2)

where h is a heat transfer coefficient (units watts/m
2
K) for q in watts/m

2 
and temperature

in K) to be calculated by appropriate solution of the boundary layer equations and Tw is
the wall temperature. Tr, the recovery temperature (sometimes known as the adiabatic wall
temperature) is calculated from

2
u

r 2c2p

r is a recovery factor usually given a value of Pr
o
.
5 

(where Pr is the Prandtl number
WCp/k and which has a value between 0.68-0.72 depending on temperature) for laminar flows

1/3
and 0.39 or (Pr) for turbulent flows.

Radiation from wall

The surface will be losing heat by radiation to its surroundings at a rate given by
the Stefan-Boltzmann law

r T (4)

where is the surface enissivity factor (tabulated for various materials in Ref. 2) and

a has a value of 5.67.10
-
8 W/m

2
K4 to give q in W/m

2
.

Radiation to wall

The surface will be receiving back heat by radiation from the surrounding air of the
amount

qr E Eg T (5) (5)

where 9g is the gas emissivity and T is the temperature of the radiating gas. This source

of heat transfer is usually small in comparison with the forced convection heat input.

Conduction through the skin

Here one must consider the transient condition that the heat transfer is time variant,
and hence the energy storage in the material must be considered in addition to heat con-
duction. The general equation is known as the Fourier-Poisson heat conduction equation
which in rectilinear coordinates is given by

IT 2a
2
T 

2
T a

2
T) (6)

at ax
2  ay

2  
az

2

where a = k/pcp is the thermal diffusivity of the material. This is a parabolic partial

equation which requires an initial condition of the temperature distribution at time t=O
and such boundary conditions as the heat transfer rate (or surface temperature) variation
with time at the two bounding surfaces over the calculation period.

The solution is considerably simplified if equilibrium conditions hence steady or
quasi-steady state conditions are achieved when the Fourier heat conduction equation is
applicable, i.e.

k(TI-T 2 )

(7)
y

where T, and T2 are the temperatures at the two bounding surfaces. A quasi-steady state
situation occurs when the time for a significant change in average wall temperature is
very large when compared to the characteristic time 2/ , where z is the mean thickness
of the material. Reference 3 provides some standard solutions to equation 6.
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Radiation to interior

The equations for this contribution are similar to equations 4 and 5.

Natural convection in interior

The fluid motion is caused by density differences. The heat transfer rate is usually
determined from correlations involving the equation

Nu = K (Gr.Pr)n (8)

where N is the Nusselt number = hx

Gr is the Grashof number = Xpx
u2

where 6 is a coefficient of volumetric expansion and AT is a temperature
difference.

All these equations should be solved simultaneously to arrive at the time history of
skin or interior temperature during a mission. If quasi-steady state conditions are
achieved, considerable simplification is achieved because of the change in conduction solu-
tion from equation 6 to equation 7. In many cases some of the contributions to heat trans-
fer will be negligible and can be safely dropped from the calculation. The solution of
the general heat transfer problem for typical aircraft or missile structures usually in-
volves a finite element approach (Refs. 4, 5) involving the solution of a large number of
simultaneous equations to be solved on a digital computer or analogue simulator. An ap-
proximate approach has been applied in reference 6. The transient conduction problem is
out of the scope of this lecture, but the latter three references provide a preliminary
guide to the subject. More sophisticated techniques and computer codes may arise from the
present great interest in heat transfer in space vehicles.

This section serves to illustrate that the forced convection source of heating (in
this application known as aerodynamic heating or kinetic heating) provides a primary role
in determining a missile's capability of withstanding thermal effects. The normal input
into a design program is the heat transfer coefficient, h, which is often given in its
non-dimensional forms

hxNu - ( )

or

St h (10)pUC p

where x is a distance from the stagnation point, k is the thermal conductivity of the gas,
u the local gas velocity and cp the specific heat of the gas. St is a statement of the
proportion of energy/unit area of flow transferred to unit area of surface. Nusselt number
is related to Stanton number through the Reynolds number (ratio of inertia forces to vis-
cous forces) and the Prandtl number (ratio of "momentum diffusivity" or kinematic visco-
sity to thermal diffusivity, v/a or c p/k) by

Nu = St.Re.Pr (11)

Such values can be predicted by various methods of differing complexity ranging from
empirical relationships to full solution of the time-dependent three dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations to be described in the following chapters.

Ablation protection will not be dealt with in this notes. Its use can be expected only
for hypersonic speeds. For example, the X-15 (Ref. 7) flew at speeds up to Mach 6 without
such protection. For an extension of its speed range to Mach 8, ablation materials to pro-
tect its nose and wing leading edges were examined (Ref. 8). A description of the devel-
opment of the thermal protection system for the Apollo spacecraft is discussed in refer-
ence 9 and for the Space Shuttle in reference 10. An up-to-date review of ablation in
cluding 119 references is given in reference 11.

3. FLOW SITUATIONS CONTROLLING HEAT TRANSFER ON A MISSILE

A series of descriptive examples will be given in this chapter to provide the back-
ground for the review and to aid the location of possible areas of high heating.

3.1 Axisymmetric body at zero incidence

A typical body is given in figure 4. The vehicle should have a blunt nose if the ve-
hicle speed is high enough such that kinetic heating is important. As will be illustrated
later, stagnation heating is inversely proportional to the square root of nose radius, and
furthermore it is desired to conduct heat away from this critical region. Along the cone
surfaces an axisymmetric laminar boundary layer will develop. When a particular value of
Reynolds number is achieved, the flow will undergo a transition to a turbulent boundary
layer, when heat transfer rates will be typically tripled above the laminar values which
would have existed at that point without transition. The transition region will be quite
extensive, sometimes of the order of the length of the laminar region, and the heat trans-
fer rate will rise monotonically from the laminar to the turbulent level.



The expansion around the corner will cause a gradual drop in heat transfer rate to its
cylinder value. The flare on the body could cause a sufficiently high induced pressure
gradient to separate the boundary layer which can initially lower or raise the heat trans-
fer rate whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent, respectively. If separation
exists on the flare, there will exist locally an intense increase in heat transfer rate
just downstream of flow reattachment to a value many times that of the undisturbed flow
and sometimes even greater than the stagnation point value. The flow will expand and devel-
op in a similar way as past the shoulder, and finally expand around the base. Some inter-
action with the engine exhaust plume may cause locally high heat transfer rates on the base.

3.2 Body at angle of attack

In this case, the boundary layer is three dimensional providing more complication than
axisymmetric flows. A stagnation line will occur along the windward generator and there
exists a cross flow at the body side surfaces with an angle greater than the incidence of
the body to the stream. A characteristic of the three dimensional boundary layer is that
the direction of the shear stress at the surface is different from that of the flow at the
edge of the boundary layer, with the result that the profile is skewed. Depending on the
degree of skewness determines whether the profile in the outer flow streamwise direction
can be considered quasi-two dimensional in the boundary layer solutions. With the change
to an adverse pressure gradient, as the flow passes around the body, the flow is likely
'to separate, flow aligning shocks are formed and the flow reattaches giving a vortex flow
behaviour. Lines of high heat transfer rate are formed in the region of flow reattachment
lines. The level of heat transfer rate here does not usually exceed typical stagnation
point values.

3.3 Component interactions (illustrated in figure 5)

Aerodynamic, flap and jet control and other protuberances will all have the effect of
causing separation, hence high energy shear layer reattachment, the cause of localized
regions of high heat transfer rates. Such flows may be subject to spanwise non-uniformities
of the oncoming stream as well as finite span effects.

3.4 Wing-body interactions (figures 5, 6)

At zero incidences, corner boundary layer flows will cause minor localized high heat
transfer rates near the corner. Much more severe problems occur with wings or tails at
incidence in the presence of a body.

On the windward surface of such protuberances, a three dimensional separated region
occurs and a region of very high heat transfer rate is found on the body near the wing
body junction. On the leeward surface of the wing, if it is reasonably highly swept,
leading edge vortex flow will occur with the reattaching shear layer likely to cause high
heat transfer rates on the body along a line centered near the wing root at its leading
edge. The surfaces within gaps between all moving control surfaces also are likely to
encounter high heating rates.

3.5 Shock interactions (illustrated in figure 7)

Shocks caused by the nose on aerofoil leading edges or by accompanying bodies such as
boosters engines or stores on a body, wing or pylon are also the cause of severe heating
problems. If the shock is directed towards a stagnation region, many types of interaction
can occur, some of which cause very high local heat transfer rates.

4. ATTACHED FLOW HEAT TRANSFEk

In this section we assume that the flow can be dealt with by using the thin boundary
layer approach with boundary conditions defined by inviscid flow solutions. Again, these
latter solutions can be obtained at various degreesof complication and have been dealt
with in other parts of the Lecture Series. Flows over simple configurations can be solved
using the gasdynamic isentropic relations, flow across normal or oblique shocks, Prandtl-
Meyer expansion, Newtonian and modified Newtonian theories, tangent cone and tangent wedge
methods (see for example Refs. 12, 13). More complicated solutions of the inviscid super-
sonic flow relations involve the method of characteristics (Ref. 13),panel methods (Ref.
14) and the most up-to-date are the modern successice line over-relaxation techniques with
fast solvers (NASA Ames Illiac Group) etc. Turning to the viscous part of the solution
which involves the solution of the compressible laminar andlturbulent boundary layer equa-
tions (in their differential or more simple integral forms), a good overall review (em-
phasizing turbulent flows,however) appears in a book by Cebeci and Smith (Ref. 15) of the
McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company suitable for application to aircraft and missiles. The
full equations are presented and discussed in this book. Although the subject of heat
transport is introduced, however, the contents of this book little discusses applications
in heat transfer.

The solution of the boundary layer equations are usually approached in many ways in-
volving different degrees of complication : firstly, "simple" methods involve correlation
methods, integral methods and transformations to the inviscid equations, secondly, numer-
ical solutions of the partial differential equations. Suitable available solutions will
be briefly reviewed in the following subsections by using the state of the Loundary layer
as the primary classification. The simple correlation methods mentioned are presented in
references 2 and 16. Many such simple methods are being used in the design of the space

Ll



shuttle orbiter showing that his approach should not be scorned (Ref. 17).

4.1 Stagnation regions

A summary of early work on stagnation point heating on spherical and cylindrical shapes
was made by Fay,Riddell and Kemp (Ref. 18). The most widely used predictions are those
developed from the expressions of Fay and Riddell (Ref. 19) for these cases. Without flow
dissociation, the following formula is used

0ww  1 du e1/

q0 
=  

0.763 Pr
"0

.
0  

(peue) (e) h h wi (12)
ds o

where p, u, h, p are density, velocity, enthaipy and viscosity and subscripts w, e, o mean
at the wall, at the outer edge of the boundary layer and at the stagnation point and s is
the distance from the stagnation point. Using modified Newtonian theory, the velocity gra-
dient at the stagnation point of a sphere or cylinder with radius, RN, is

due i 1 2pt2

where RN is'the sphere radius and Pt2 is the stagnation pressure.

The heat transfer on the stagnation lines of yawed cylinders (representing leading
edges of swept wings or bodies at high angles of attack) is discussed in reference 20. At
large free stream Mach numbers, the effect of yaw is essentially to correct the unyawed
value by (cosA)'

I
. where A is the sweep angle. At high enough Reynolds numbers and angles

of sweep from 40' to 600, it was found that the boundary layer on a swept cylinder was
completely turbulent even at the stagnation line.

4.2 Laminar boundary layer

A first order approximation concerns considering a surface as part of a flat plate.
Eckert (Ref. 21) amongst others has shown that for a wide range of Mach numbers and temper-
atures, a close approximation is obtained for the skin friction coefficient on a flat plate
in laminar (and turbulent) flow, by using the incompressible value evaluated at a temper-
ature according to an intermediate (or reference) enthalpy (or temperature for a perfect
gas). Application of a Reynolds analogy factor, relating the Stanton number to the skin
friction is then used. A value of Pr

- 
.5, equal to 1.18 for Pr = 0.72 as ascribed to

Colburn is usually used for this factor.

Heat transfer over more complicated axisymmetric shapes may be dealt with the simila-
rity analysis of Lees (Ref. 22). More sophistication and probably adequate accuracy may
be obtained by the relatively easy application of the Cchen and Reshotko (Ref. 23) method
based on exact solutions for specified pressure gradients and heat transfer.

An efficient numerical scheme for both two dimensional and axisymmetric flows is pre-
sented by Cebeci and Smith (Ref. 15) based on the Keller-Box computational technique. In
their book, however, they provide little evidence as to its accuracy in predicting heat
transfer.

4.3 Transition

Transition location usually provides the largest uncertainty in thermal protection
design systems (see f-r example Ref. 10 concerning the Space Shuttle design). This may not
be so critically important in high supersonic speed missiles since the chief problem areas
are likely to be on stagnation regions and regions of impinging shear layers. There have
been numerous correlations of transition location.

For a first order application, it can generally be assumed that transition will com-
mence in the range of Reynolds numbers based on distance from the leading edge, Rex, of
around 5xi05. A more convenient parameter to use is one based on a local boundary layer
parameter such as Re o . Use of such a parameter also reflects the reluctance of a boundary
layer to undergo transition in a favourable pressure gradient. A value of Re ,tr = 360 is
a universally used value (corresponding to an Re x  of 3 105 on a flat plate,
with zero pressure gradient).

References 15, 24, 25 give formulae which relate the transition momentum thickness
Reynolds number, Re0 ,tr' with the transition x-Reynolds number and which claim to take

into account pressure gradient. For transition on airfoils, Crabtree (Ref. 26) correlated

data with Re against a pressure gradient parameter m - - du and found that appro-
, tr av

priate data collapsed on this line. These methods relate, however, to incompressible flow.
Hopkins et al. (Ref. 27) prepared some useful charts for estimating boundary layer trans-
ition in supersonic flows. This report reflects the number of parameters important in des-
cribing compressible boundary layer transition. Benek and High (Ref. 28j have developed a
transition point prediction technique for compressible flows incorporating free stream
disturbances and weak pressure gradients which has met with reasonable success for simple

- .4.. . .... a'i l am i i . . . . . . . . ...n . . .. . . . . .
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configurations. All these reports provide simple criteria for a very complicated ard truly
unsolved problem area. The most recent review of the subject by Morkovin (Ref. 29) accen-
tuates this point.

Transition does not occur instantaneously but usually over a considerable length, which
for high speed flows can be of the same order as that over which the laminar boundary layer
develops. Dhawan and Narashima (Ref. 30) demonstrate the particular behaviour of the mean
velocity profiles within a transitional boundary layer and have provided an empirical corre-
lation concerning the length of transition. Masaki and Yakura (Ref. -1) have shown that the
length of transition over a large Mach number range of conditions can be reasoably approx-
imated to the length of laminar flow. Chen and Tyson (Ref. 32) iave developed a correlation
for transition occurring on blunt bodies for both compressible and incompressible flow.

The heat transfer distribution in a transition region is often assumed to follow a
linear variation joining the laminar value at th-t- e-Yegiii ng of transition to the turbulent
value at the end of transition. Slightly more sophistication is achieved by incorporating
the physics of turbulent spot development in a simple fashion by "sharing" the laminar and
heat transfer rates using an intermittency distribution similar to that of reference 30,
i.e.:

(x) = - exp [-0.4I2((x-x tr )/,x) I (I )

where Ax = (Xtend-Xtr)/
2
.9

6
, Xtr and xtend are the position of the beginning and end of

transition.
For precise prediction of transition heating, note should be made of the so called
precursor effects" at high Mach numbers (Ref. 33).

Some more sophisticated methods have been used to calculate the boundary layer through
transition. Harris (Ref. 34) developed a method for high Mach numbers cases. This requires,
however, empirical information concerning transition location, transition length and an
intermittency distribution to modify the eddy viscosity distribution through the transi-
tional boundary layer. A similar approach has been developed by Adams (Ref. 35). The
Cebeci-Smith (Ref. 15) method is in a more practical state for predicting missile flows,
but requires sinilar empirical techniques.

Shamroth and McDonald (Ref. 36), however, have used a different approach in developing
a practical method for computing the development of the boundary layer flow during trans-
ition which also takes into account boundary conditions such as free stream turbulence
and wall roughness. The method also copes with relaminarization.

4.4 Turbulent boundary layer

As in the case of laminar boundary layers, a first order approximation of calculating
the heat transfer rate on a surface is in assuming that it is a flat plate with locall) a
zero pressure gradient. An appropriate reference enthalpy method to obtain skin friction
is that of Eckert (Ref. 21) and Sommer and Short (Ref. 37). Spalding and Chi (Ref. 38)
have presented a summary of early correlation methods for prediction of skin friction for
compressible flow up to 1964 and developed an appropriate semi-empirical method. A more
recent method is that or White and Cristophe (Ref. 39).

Care must be taken to apply an appropriate value of ,he Reynolds analogy factor to be
used to assess heat transfer inforration (through the Stanton number) from the predicted
skin friction coefficients. Hopkins and Inouye (Ref. 40), in providing the latest of many
survey papers on correlation methods for predicting compressible boundary layers have in-
dicated that the Van Driest method (Ref. 41) with a Reynolds analogy factor of 1.0,
Spalding and Chi (Ref. 38) and Eckert (Ref. 20) with a von Karman Reynolds analogy factor
(See Ref. 42) give the best predictions of heat transfer rate. The virtual origin of the
turbulent boundary layer used to define the flow Reynolds number is normallY taken near
the end of transition.

Some scope for improvement over a wider range of wall to recovery temperature ratios
may arise from application of Bradshaw's "Van Driest III" method (Ref. 43) of ptedicting
skin friction which is based on a more generalized velocity profile law. However, at
present no application of this to heat transfer prediction has yet been perceived in the
literature. A value of Reynolds analogy factor near 1.1 appears to provide a suitable mean
of values. Two examples of comparisons of Eckert's (Re". 21) method with data from flight
are shown in figures 8,, 9 taken from the Bushnell et al article (Ref. 44). All of these
preceding methods are developed for zero pressure gradient, but usually appear to give
reasonable predictions of flows with modest pressure gradients.

Integral mthods solve the von Karman integral momentum equation along with various
auxiliary equations. These methods provide reasonably accurate predictions for a wide range
of flow conditions except under severe pressure gradients, non equilibrium boundary layer
conditions and to flows where the empirical correlations used within do not apply. The
methods provide fast and inexpensive calculations, but have their limitations. A recent
review of these is given in reference 44.

Significant advances are being made in solving the full boundary layer equations and
are being incorporated in design codes (Refs. .i4, 45, 46). Once this sophistication is
considered for missile of aircraft applications, the full three dimensional equations
should be taken into account. An optimistic review of current research programs given in
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references 44 ano 47 indicate that with increasing capabiiities of digital computer sys
and the matuiing of three dimensional inviscid flow field codes, general purpose three
dimensional boundary layer codes (i.e., attached flow cases) will become available in t
next two or ttnree year period. Designers should keop themselves up-to-date on this prog

An example of such full solutions is the mean field closure methods. There are usua
four closure assumptions which must be specified before a solution can be obtained. Tir
of them are those familiar in incompressible solutions to define the Reynolds stresses
through the eddy viscosity or mixing length, i.e., the wall damping region, law of the
reion and wake or outer region. The fourth involves deali, j with the Reynolds heating
v'h', which is generally handled through the use of a "turbulent conductivity"

v'h' ' h (15

which then allows the definition of a "turbulent Prandtl number"

P =or r K (16

Once Prt is known, the model for Reynolds stress can be used to determine K.
There are several codes available that are applicable to the kinetic heating problem an
which are well documented. Examples are the method of Bradshaw, Ferris and Atwell (upda
,nd put in Fortran IV language in Ref. 48), Stan5 (explained in detail in Ref. 49) base
on the Spalding and Patankar numerical scheme.

5. VISCOUS INTERACTIONS

The most severe heating problems of high Mach number flight are associated with vis,
inviscid interactions. Complicated geometries expected in praxtical configurations can
regions of hich compression causing the flow to separate. High values of heating are th,
obtained near the flow reattachment positions. Such "hot-spots" can lead to heat transf,
rates sometimes considerably higher than the stagnation region values. Normally, for pr,
tical vehicles at cruise or design flight conditions, the interactions will occur in re
gions of turbulent flow. An excellent survey on such interactions is given by Korkegi
(Ref. 50).

Prediction of even the simplest of these flows is extremely difficult. The type of
field is categorized according to the order of magnitude of a characteristic Reynolds ni
If the Reynolds number is large, the flow is made up of regions which, to a great exten
can be described by Euler's equations for inviscid flow, or by Prandtl's eq ations for
boundary layer flow. However, the full Navier-Stokes equations usually are needed for tl
description of the flow in local zones where the above approximations fail; the existen
of such zones tends to be the rule rather than the exception in practical missile flow
fields. These regions in which the Navier-Stokes equations are needed, althouyh small,o
have an important influence over the complete flow and they are an essential feature o.
the flow field for the determination of the overall solution. Some classical examples al
flow in the region of a wing trailing edge, shock-boundary layer interactions, boundary
layer flow past a corne-, ba~e flow, separation -ver a compression corner, etc.

Large Reynolds number flows are likely to be turbulent and this is a feature of prai
tical missile flows. The Navier-Stokes equations remain valid for turbulent flows, but
numerical predicticn of such flows with existing methods and computers cannot deal with
the small scale three dirensional turbulent fluctuations. The result is that the time
averaged Navier-Stokes equatiors are employed together with additional relations or dif
ferential equations for the var ujs correlation terms in order to close the system of
averaged equations. These additional equations, which constitute a turbulence model, arl
necessarily highly empirical. Hence, the usefulness of a calculation involving turbuleni
is linked strongly to the validity of turbulence model used.

Solutions are being accomplished for simple flows at present, but full solutions of
flow over configurations at realistic Reynolds numbers at a design level are not envisac
for at least 10 years (Ref. 47). The situation at present is that much reliance on pred
tion of kinetic heating in regions of flow interaction is based on empirical analysis o
experitmental information. Such methods are likely to persist for the far future, not on
to provide information to designers but also to computer program developers. It is for
this reason that later on in this review, importance is given to reviewing existing and
future wind tunnel projects.

Each of the types of interaction mentioned in chapter 3 are discussed in the follow
subections.

5.1 C omression corners and shock interactions

Extensive measurements of cupersonic laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary I.
separation over various configurations including a compression corner were made by Chapi
Kuehn and Larsen (Ref. 51). They clearly showed the strong influence of transition and
much larger pressure gradients associated with turbulent than with laminar separation.
review of heat transfer in separated and reattached flows was presented by Fletcher, Br
aind Page (Ref. 52) in 1970. A more recent and rather complete review on the overall
:rnlea~~ of two Jimensional lasiinar and turbulent shock wave-bounoary layer interaction



in high speed flows has been made in 1975 by Hankey and Holden (Ref. 53). For a designer,
the most important information of interest is the shock strength (impinging or induced
by a wedge) required to achieve incipient separation, the l.,ngth of the separated region
and angle or the boundary shear layer for a particular shock strength and the heating
level within the separated region and at or near the reattachment point for particular
flow conditions. Correlations of some sort are available for each of these parameters,
but however, only for simplified geometrical situations such as two dimensional flat plate
flow or axisymmetric flow ani generally only for fully laminar and fully turbulent condi-
tions. Appropriate correlative graphs for most of the above parameters are presented in
Hankey and Holden (Ref. 53).

One of the most important pieces of information concerns the waximum heating level in
the separated region, generally occurring just downstream of flow eattachment. For both
laminar and turbulent flows, experimentalists have related this parameter to the pressure
distribution through a power law relation such as

qmax Pfinax, n(17

q3 I P I

where subscript o denotes undisturbed values. The mean value of n is 0.7 for laminar
flows and 0.85 for turbulent flows. The peak pressure is an easier parameter to assess
than heat transfer rate (Refs. 54, 55, 56).

For more complete solutions one must look to the development of numerical schemes for
solving two dimensional or axisymmetric boundary layers. Some success has been achieved
by the traditional technique of dealing with the viscous and inviscid flow fields sepa-
rately and matching them appropriately, but as mentioned earlier some attention has to be
given to the "elliptic" characteristics of the equations in the reverse flow separated
regions within the "parabolic" boundary layer region. Hankey and Holden (Ref. 53) provide
a review to developments in this area as well as in the solutions of the full Navier-Stokes
solutions, which eventually must be solved for realistic flow conditions.

5.2 Wing-body and fin-body interactions

In supersonic flow, the interaction of the strong bow shock of a blunt fin or wing with
laminar and turbulent boundary layers causes widespread upstream and lateral flow separa-
tion. This topic has been the object of concentrated research recently by groups at AFFDL,
Princeton University, College of Aeronautics at Cranfield and VKI. The flow is character-
ized by a lambda shock structure in the plane of symmetry, which spreads out laterally
downstream to form a broad three dimensional interaction region with strong vortical type
flow. Local regions of high heating resulting from the fin interaction appear near the
base and extend downstream at a fixed angle to the fin (Fig. 10)

These high heat transfer rates have been related to flow reattachment or impingement
along a line associated with a vortex type flow (Ref. 50). Another explanation lies in
the sweeping away laterally of the low energy flow in the lower boundary layer illustrated
in figure ilby the strong transverse pressure gradient thus thinning the shear layer near
the fin (Ref. 57). Again the maximum heating has been related to the maximum presssure
through a power law in the same way as for the two dimensional case (eq. 17)but the average
value of n in this case seems to be closer to 0.8. This demonstrates that much higher
heating rates are found in the three dimensional case than in the equivalent two dimen-
sional case for the same pressure rise. Some experiments carried out at AFFDL (Ref. 58)
indicated that the maximum heating was reduced by tripping the boundary layer with a row
of roughness elements. This has been checked more thoroughly in some experiments at M=5.4
at VKI in an as yet unpublished work, but not found in some later AFFDL work (Ref. 59).
The mechanism for this phenomenon is yet unexplained. There abounds much more information
on the three dimensional flow field and surface pressure field than on heat transfer meas-
urements for this configuration.

5.3 Axial corner flow

Supersonic flow in axial corners formed by two intersecting flat surfaces has been
the subject of experimental investigations for a decade and a half. A corner interaction
occurs as a result of initial flow compression on one or both surfaces due either to
boundary layer displacement effects or to the inclination of the surfaces with respect to
the free stream or both. The flow field is quite complex as first found by Charwat and
Redekopp (Ref. 60) ds seen in figure 6.

The corner probler may be viewed as one involving a strongly disturbed inviscid flow
field, and, in turn, the interaction of this flow field with surface boundary layers.
Sharp peaks seen have been associated with the strong vortex or vortices attached to the
corner. The corner heat transfer distribution has distinct features in common with two
dimensional shock wave boundary layer interactions - a drop in heat transfer rates beyond
separation (the trough) followed by a rise to high values (peaks) at reattachment. (See
Fig. 12 taken from Ref. 61). Studies on corners with angles between surfaces different
than 90' have also been made as reviewed in reference 50. Summarizing, regions of high
heat transfer are obtained due to corner interaction-, these are typically several times
larger than undisturbed values, but not usually as high as stagnation point heating values.



5.4 Base flows and vortex flows on expansion surfaces

Vortex flows as may arise on the lee -side of a fuselage or wing-body at angle of at-
tack, causing possible regions of high heating and interference with control surfaces,
have been well documented by Rainbird (Ref. 62) and Peake, Rainbird and Atraghji (Ref. 63).
This problem of heating was brought into prominence with the space shuttle as reviewed in
Ref. 17. Again heat transfer rates several time larger than undisturbed values are obtained
around the centerline of wings alone, or on the body sides above the wing centered about
the wing leading edge root. Furthermore, heat transfer rates do not usually achieve values
typical of stagnation regions, but under certain circumstances may be considered important.
A more recent review of the subject related to space shuttle is given in reference 64 with
emphasis on the effects of surface temperature and Reynolds number on leeward shuttle
heating.

Another review by Bertin (Ref. 65) focusses on the definition of the flow field in the
base region and in the leeward separated flow behind a vehicle at high angle of attack
(e.g., space shuttle) as an aid to determining the convective heat transfer distribution.
Generally, the heat transfer due to the axisymmetric flow in the base region of a body at
zero angle of attack are relatively small, however, there is a large change due to the
onset of transition. Smaller effects due to Mach number, mass addition and wall temperature
are also discussed. The free vortex layer type separation causes much higher heating, as
noted above, which appears to be connected to the thinning of the viscous shear layer as
a result of the outflow caused by the vortices. Again the effects of Reynolds number, Mach
number, configuration and wall temperature on the flow field and heat transfer rate are
discussed. The interesting feature in some of these latter references is in the approach
in which the researcher is forced to make studies related to a specific project rather
than with a fundamental objective in mind.

5.5 Shock impingement

The most severe aerodynamic heating is undoubtedly due to shock impingement or the
interaction of an externally generated shock with the bow wave at the leading edge of a
blunt body (for example, that caused by an aircraft on its store). Examples of practical
configurations in which shock impingement arises are shown in figure 7. This problem was
identified by investigators at an early period, but it was not until the extensive study
of Edney (Ref. 66) who obtained very detailed schlieren photographs of a remarkable
quality, that understanding of the interference flow field was gained. Edney measured the
shock impingement heating on a hemisphere, a blunted cone and a flat faced cylinder at
Mach numbers of 4.6 and 7. Using the quasi steady techniques of laterally sweeping the
models relatively slowly across a wedge generated shock in a test section, he obtained
accurate local measurements of heat rates and pressures. Very localized heat transfer
rates of the order of ten times stagnation heat transfer rates are achieved by such im-
pinging flows. Peak pressures follow very nearly the same distribution of peak heating
rates, with maximum values at essentially the same location away from the stagnation
point of the hemisphere. This fact again suggests the validity of pressure-heat transfer
correlations for this case. Edney found that peak heating rate increases with increasing
impinging shock strength and Mach number.

A more recent study of shock interference heating directly following on Edney's work
is that of Hains and Keys (Ref. 67). The study encompasses many shock impingement cases
on hemispheres, wedges at high angle of attack and on swept fins as well as discussing
the application of such results to the design of the space shuttle. Peak heating values
of 17 times the stagnation value were recorded and it is predicted that up to 37 times
it could occur on the space shuttle attached to the booster during the higher altitude
part of the ascent (M = 10, 80,000 meters altitude). Further diagnosis of flows caused
by impingement of a shock generated by a body on the leading edge of swept and unswept
wings is presented by Bertin (Ref. 68).

6. MEASUREMENTS ON CONFIGURATIONS IN FLIGHT AND IN WIND TUNNELS

In this section, a series of brief s~atements on results of wind tunnel tests or
flight tests and their comparison with engineering correlations are presented, in which
surface heating on configurations is featured. There is a severe lack of information on
tests on missile shapes at supersonic speeds (as opposed to reentry) and so the informa-
tion has generally been gleaned from high speed research aircraft, and lifting reentry
vehicle sources. It is believed, however, that theseremarks are also relevant to missile
heating.

Heat transfer measurements measured on the wing of the X-15 airplane at low and high
angles of attack and on the fuselage at low angles of attack (Ref. 69) are overestimated
by Eckert's reference enthalpy method (Ref. 21) and the theory of van Driest (Ref. 41).
Adequate prediction by Eckert's method, however, can be o' tained if the effect of wall
temperature is neglected. This is further confirmed by reference 70. These results have
been under some dispute but later results by Cary (Ref. 71) in ground facilities have
substantiated the flight measurements.

Selected incompressible flat plate turbulent heating expressions used in an appropriate
manner produce good correlation with flight test data over large ranges of Mach number,
Reynol7ls number and wall temperature ratios for bodies with various cone angles and
bluntness ratios (Zoby & Sullivan, Ref. 72). For Re i 107 calculated heating rates based
on Blasius or Schultz-Grunow friction factors were within +22 and -10% of measurements.4'
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For 107 -Re, 8-107 the Schultz-Grunow method gave better correlation.

A convenient correlation of local heat transfer rate with the local surface pressure
for blunt cones at various angles of attack was derived by Widhopf (Ref. 73). A method is
given by Wing (Ref. 74) for calculating the aerodynamic heating and shear stresses at the
wall for tangent ogive noses that are slender enough to maintain an attached nose shock
through that portion of flight during which heat transfer is significant. A method is
developed by De Jarnette and Hamilton (Ref. 75) which calculates laminar, transitional
and turbulent heating rates on spdce shuttle type configurations at angle of attack in
hypersonic flow. Results for blunted circular cones and a typical delta wing space shuttle
orbiter at angle of attack indicate that this method yields accurate laminar heat transfer
rates and reasonably accurate transition and turbulent heat transfer rates. Improved heat
protection of tail fin leading edges was sought by Overmier (Ref. 76) following a sounding
rocket flight failure.

Heat transfer studies to an airfoil in oscillating flow reveal at large angle of at-
tack, including those in which stall would occur in steady flow, a strong periodic starting
vortex from the leading edge causing a dramatic reattachment of the flow and an increase
in local Nusselt numbers by as much as a factor of 5 (Ref. 77). Experimental studies of
vortex induced heating to a cone-cylinder body at Mach 6 by Hefner (Ref. 78) indicate that
the most severe lee-surface heating need not occur as a result of the interaction of the
primary vortices with the lee-surface. Vortex heating studies to cone flaps also at Mach

6 by Hefner and Whitehead (Ref. 79) indicate that locally high heating can occur on leeside
flaps at vehicle angle of attack. This heating is generally less than the maximum heating
at zero angle of attack (for the same flap deflection) but can be greater than the vortex
induced heating on the configurational forebody at the same angle of attack.

In connection with space shuttle, the range of Mach number and Reynolds number has
been expanded by Creel (Ref. 80) to assess their effect on orbiter/tank interference
heating. The primary effect of interference in these tests is to cause transition to fully
developed turbulent flow. As a result of extensive experimental studies, a technique has
been developed for predicting shock shapes; pressures and turbulent heating rates on the
leading edge of a fin, swept wing antenna or similar highly swept near its intersection
with a high speed vehicle (Ref. 81).

There are significant increases in heat transfer rate over large regions of the Apollo
command module due to the presence of protuberances and cavities (present in its reentry
configuration) at M = 10 and 1.4x106 < 2.6 < 106 (Ref. 82). For the evaluation of the
thermal performance of RSI (reusable surface insulation) tiles for orotection of space
shuttle surfaces, results show that unfilled gaps between tiles seem hotter than comparable
undisturbed areas and for transverse and axial gaps a trend of decreasing temperatures
with decreasing gap width is evident (Brewer, Saydah, Nestler, Florence, Ref. 83).
Dunavant and Throckmorton (Ref. 84) also show that heat transfer is significantly increased
when one tile protrudes above another. Further information on gaps and many other topics
has been discussed in relation to the ASSET reentry vehicle program by Neumann (Ref. 85).

A series of tests have been made to examine three dimensional shock wave/turbulent
boundary layer interactions on a finned missile configuration by Hayes (Ref. 86) with
aerodynamic heating providing the main focus of interest. The work is a continuation of
fin/flat plate studies discussed earlier. The model was basically an ogive cylinder in-
strumented with 200 thin skin heat transfer sensors. During the test series several types
of control surfaces (fins and canards) were mated to the body and test at different roll
angles and an angle of attack ranges from 0 to 12'. The effect of gaps between the control
surface and the bodies were examined. For the "sealed" control surfaces, the peak heating
in the interaction region was correlated and found to be predicted by a pressure inter-
action theory with an exponent of 0.8 (Ref. 58).

Flight and wind tunnel measurements were conducted on a pylon-mounted store by
Matthews and Keys (Ref. 1).The main objective of the tests was to substantiate the extra-
polation of procedures used to assess the heating rates on a full scale store mounted
on an F-111 in flight with those measured on a small scale model in a wind tunnel model.
Some substantiating evidence was obtained; however, scatter in the flight test data pro-
hibited any definite conclusion.

7. TESTING TECHNIQUES

7.1 Wind tunnels

The prediction of local heating over the whole surface of a missile (or aircraft) con-
figuration can be stated as still a large way from possible, because of the complexity of
the flow. Wind tunnel testing is hence likely to play a continuing important role for a
period far enough in the future that new facilities are being considered. For flow Mach
numbers below 5, there exist very few heated flow facilities available for studying kinetic
heating. The fact that there are many tunnels with heated flows above Mach 5 is only for
the reason of preventing flow condensation. For simulating flow over missiles at high
supersonic Mach numbers, one could thus envisage replacing the hypersonic nozzles of these
latter tunnels with lower Mach number versions. Because of the power levels needed to heat
such flows, usually these hypersonic tunnels, thus also such converted tunnels, tend to
have small test sections, so small that configurational testing is difficult to accomplish.
Nevertheless, these facilities provide a useful service in testing simple models fo single
components of a configuration.
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Two types of facilities could be of value in future development of high speed mis-
siles in which heating plays a critical role. The first one would be used for testing
a complete missile including its structure and systems. Such a tunnel should have a
test section of 1 rge enough size to test a complete missile, a flow temperature range
the same as the stagnation temperature range of future projected missiles and the correct
Mach number and Reynolds number range. A call for such an "aerothermal wind tunnel" with
a Mach number performance of 2 to 6 with actual flight time and temperature duplication
aid full scale Reynolds numbers for missiles is given in reference 87 (Fig. 13). A 6 ft
(1,80 m) diameter test section would be sufficiently large to test most full scale tacti-
cal missiles. The operating envelope that would be required to provide flight duplication
in a 6 ft diameter wind tunnel is given in figure 14. It can be seen that an air supply
of 3000 lb/sec (1360 kg/sec) heated to 3000'R (1670'K) at a pressure of approximately
1500 lb/rn

2 
(100 atmospheres) would be required. This would constitute a major facility

but reference 88 discusses that the technology for such a tunnel is available.

The other type of tunnel is one in which one wishes to test the aerodynamics and heating
to the external surface of a configuration. In this case, both the flight time and true
temperature do not have to be duplicated, hence one can fall back on economic short dura-
tion tunnels operating near the flow condensation temperature (although one should have
sufficient flow temperature to create a heat transfer to models at ambient temperature
for the lower Mach number cases). The important parameters to simulate are Mach number and
Reynolds numbers. Provided the wall to recovery temperature ratio is more than a few per
cent higher than unity, the measured value of the heat transfer coefficient, h, (or St or

Nu) will be applicable for other wall temperatures. Higher accuracy can be achieved in n
by using as high a Tw/Tr as possible. Although such facilities are on a scale which is
modest compared to the "aerothermal tunnel" mentioned above (i.e., approximately 600 K,
2 m test section, 40 atm, 2 < M < 6), such tunnels do not exist at present, mainly because
of a recognition of the requirement of such a facility only recently.

An interim "aerothermal" simulation technique for testing materials on simple flat
plate or hemisphere shapes has been devised by Matthews and Stallings (Ref. 89). Conven-
tional continuous hypersonic tunnels, M = 6 and 10, were used to test materials mounted on
a wedge at such an angle of attack and such supply conditions to get M, Re and Tstag cor-
rect (see Fig. 15 ). Through such a technique it was possible to simulate the flow on the
body surface and around a stabilizing fin of a missile at M = 4, altitude of 60,000 ft
(18,000 m). A novel optical technique was described to measure the recession rate on
tested materials.

For aerodynamic and heating simulation, to overcome the difficulties associated with
the high power levels required and materials and instrumentation problems involved with
continuously hypersonic operating tunnels, short duration tunnels were devised (for a
review of such developments, see Lukasiewicz, Ref. 90) and have been found indispensable
in the Apollo and space shuttle programs. For heat transfer studies, a further advantage
is that fast response, sensitive and accurate transient methods of measurement can be used
(Schultz and Jones, Ref. 91). The modest temperature requirement needed for aerodynamic
heating studies of missile configurations suggest the a)plication of a class of facility
recently devised for the different application of heatel turbine component testing (which
also requires only a modest temperature) by Jones, Schultz and Hendley (Ref. 92) called
the isentropic light piston tunnel. A large version of this turbine facility has been built
at VKI (Refs. 93, 94). This VKI tunnel has been designed with a future possibility of using
it for studies of heat transfer flows over vehicle configurations at high Mach numbers and
its application to missile testing may be most appropriate. Its characteristics are for it
to generate flow temperatures up to 600 K at pressures of 40 atmospheres for running times
up to 1 second over which time it develops a power of 7 MW. It is driven economically from
the Institute's 250 atm compressed air supply. With a Mach 4 nozzle, a test section size of
0.5 m diameter and a flow Reynolds number of 1.8 xIO

B 
per meter could be achieved.

7.2 Heat transfer measurements

In the case of testing in "aerothermal" test facilities, the main emphasis on measurement
techniques will focus on temperature measurements of internal parts of the missile rather
than heat transfer measurements to the exterior surface. The subject of temperature mea-
surement is dealt with in detail in reference 95 and no further mention will be made on
this except in relation to heat transfer measurements.

7.2.1 Steady stat ehigyg

Heat transfer measurements using steady state techniques are extremely aifficult to
carry out. The most complete and up-to-date review on this subject is given by Winter in
reference 96 (which also, however, contains a review of transient techniques) based on
work car ried out at RAE in England. Another useful reference is that of Eckert and Goldstein
(Ref. 97).

To make heat transfer measurements under steady state conditions it is necessary to
supply power to a model equivalent to that transferred to the air strean or to extract power
from the model accordingly as the model is maintained at a temperature higher or lower than
the recovery temperature of the air stream. The latter technique is normally carried out
by passing a cold liquid through the interior of the model. An example of the former is
that carried out in the VKI 0.40 m continuous supersonic tunnel S-1 on a wedge (Ref. 98).
The wedge was cast in an epoxy resin around thermocouples and then machined to produce a
smooth surface and expose the thermocouple junctions. The heating element was provided by
silver platinq the whole surface using a mirror-silvering process resulting in a film of
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fairly uniform thickness of about I pm. The film was connected by silver paint to electrodes
running along the sides of the model. If it is assumed that the film is of uniform thickness
and resistivity and that the current is supplied uniformly, then the heat dissipated will
be uniform over the whole surface. Thus measurements of the surface temperature, Tw, of
the heated model and of the temperature, Tr, of the unheated model and a knowledge of the
electrical power, q, dissipated per unit area enable a heat transfer coefficient, h, to
be determined from

w r

In any steady state technique, care is needed to ensure the equilibrium conditions

have been obtained. For conditions of M = 2.2 and Reynolds numbers of 1.6 and 3.3x106 per
m, a running time of I hour was required to reach equilibrium.

Although the method as described gives information at constant hear transfer, using
multiple elements on a surface, constant model surface temperature can more easily be
obtained and with appropriate automatic control the response time of the system could be
as fast as the flow establishment or tunnel starting time, since no model temperature
change is involved. This method would be much more complicated than the "semi-infinite slab"
transient method to be described, but would be applicable in cases in which rapid tunnel
start or rapid model injection was impractical (since the method is not dependent on the
running time) and would prove useful in activating existing continuous or blowdown ambient
temperature supersonic wind tunnels for kinetic heating studies (A further philosophy
justifying this latter approach would be that less energy would be needed to heat the
model than heat the flow). The heat transfer coefficients thus obtained would be applicable
to the real situation as long as M and Re were simulated and the main conclusion would
arise from the boundary layer characteristics (e.g., position of transition, boundary
layer thickness, etc.) being not well simulated.

The more classic approach to steady state heat transfer measurement involved internally
cooling a model fitted with a thin skin uniform skin and measuring the temperature gradient
across the skin. The choice of material skin is a balance between a good conductor (high
heat transfer rate, but low temperature difference) and a poor conductor (low heat trans-
fer rate, but high temperature difference across the skin). Winter (Ref. 96) shows that
for maximum sensitivity the temperature drop through the skin should be half the temper-
ature drop in temperature from the aerodynamic recovery temperature to the coolant temper-
ature. An extensive review is made by Winter on heat flow meters appropriate to these
steady flow techniques, many developed at RAE - Bedford.

Another possible approach is through the use of the analogy of heat transfer with mass
transfer. This has been applied in the form of measuring the sublimation rate of naphalene
(Eckert and Goldstein, Ref. 97).

7.2.2 Tr ient technigues

Measurements in aerodynamic heating facilities are more popularly carried out using
transient techniques. These methods depend normally on a quick start tunnel flow (<0.1 secs)
such as produced in such short duration facilities as shock tunnels, piston tunnels, etc,
or on the rapid injection of the model into a blowdown or continous tunnel. A typical range
of techniques used in presented in reference 99.

The thin skin or calorimeter technique involves the measurement of 'he temperature of
the thin skin made of a good conductor which has been thermally insulated on the back side
(Refs. 91, 100). For a perfectly constructed gauge, the heat transfer rate is then given
simply by the relation

dT
q = pbc w (18)

where p, b and c are the denstiy, thickness and specific heat of the skin material. In
practice, imperfections in construction are such that the effective thickness, b, must be

found by direct calibration. For the flows of interest, it is quite possible that the skin
temperature rise is important with relation to the driving temperature, Tr-Tw, which must
be taken into account in defining the heat transfer coefficient, h, i.e.

Pbc dTw/dt
h -- T r- T (19)

r w

Trimmer et al describe an analysis of the data to assess and eliminate errors due to
heat conduction along the skin. Errors due to thermal radiation can normally be neglected.
The temperature sensor can be a thermoco jple, thin film resistance thermometer etc..
Response times of such heat sensors are of the order of 1-100 msec. and measurement can be
made in a time of 10 msec - I second.

Another method was the measurement of the surface temperature of a thick layer of a
poor conductor to assess the heat transfer rate. The technique is decribed in detail in
reference 91. The measurement time is controlled by the thickness of the material, usually
pyrex glass or quartz, required to cause the temperature change at the back surface to be
small. Running times of up to I second have been achieved using this method (Ref. 101).
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The response time is controlled by the characteristics of the temperature sensor which is
usually selected to be a thin film platinum resistance gauge or thermocouple painted and
baked on to the glass or ceramic backing material. This time can be as low as several
croseconds. The heat transfer is then calculated using the following appropriate solution

of the one dimensional heat conduction equation

q c-__ + TCt-( t I dT (20)
T t 0 (t- ) /

which can be carried out numerically or by the use of analogues. The analysis of numerical
data from an on-liae data acquisition system is reviewed in reference 102. A recent devel-

opment is the use of MACOR R machinable ceramic available from Corning Glass from which
complicated models can be machined and on which can be easily fired platinum film gauges
(Ref. 103).

In the space shuttle program, considerable use was made of thermographic techniques
for determining heat transfer patterns on these complicated configurations. Such techniques
were the thermo-sensitive paints, phase change paints, liquid crystals and thermographic
phosphors. These techniques are mentioned in references 91, 97 and 99 and their application
to the space shuttle program in reference 17. Models were made of STYCAST, a moulding com-
pound with low thermal conductivity which was selected to enhance the surface temperature
variations on the model. For application to the above-mentioned short duration piston
tunnel, most of the thermographic techniques will respond to the changes in surface temper-
ature to a sufficient extent in the relatively long running time. This suggests an economic
but effective way of generating experimental data of a developmental nature.

The most sophisticated technique available that has the attributes of the thermographic
techniques with the accuracy of the transient techniques discussed earlier involves the
use of an infra-red scanning camera (see paper 22 by D.L. Compton in Ref. 17). Combined
with an on-line data acquisition system to deal with the vast amount of data collected,
accurate overall surface measurements could be achieved on configurations. The method
would require, however, some substantial development.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report, experimental and theoretical aspects of kinetic heating of missiles
are reviewed. Simple correlation methods appear to be widely used and reasonably accurate
for predicting heat transfer rates due to attached flow or near two dimensional or axi-
symmetric surfaces. There is sufficient literature available to be aware that surface flow
interactions can cause severe heating. Crude correlations have been devised to predict the
level of the maximum heating rates achieved, provided the pressure field is known, but
little information is available on the location of such regions of heating.

There have been recently dramatic advances in computational methods and computers to
solve the full Navier-Stokes equations towards predicting the flow over complicated shapes,
but even the most optimistic workers in this field expect one to wait another 10 or 15 years
to achieve such solutions at a developmental level, even in well equipped establishments.
There is thus a call for economic wind tunnel tests using easy-to-build models and heat
visualization measuring techniques to privode rapid answers on complete configurations.
Suitable measurement techniques are reviewed.
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